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How to use this manual
The book begins with an introductory chapter, INTRO,

followed by chapters devoted to CAPTURE, EDIT,

OTHER FUNCTIONS, andMACROS.

INTRO covers the use of and reason

behind the ADS process. If you are a

new user of ADS, reading this chapter

will be helpful.

CAPTURE is the first function on the

# ADS main menu. It allows you to register

V a source map, enter projection informa-

tion, and capture and store digitized data.

EDIT is the second function on

the menu. It allows you to view

map data and data file infornw

tion, make changes to map file

contents, and create polygons.

OTHER FUNCTIONS covers the

rest of the ADS main menu.

These functions include importing

data from other formats, creating

production plots, merging maps,

and performing cleanup on

files and directories.
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= CAPTURE DATA with ADS REU.8
= EDIT ADS data
= Look at the HELP for ADS command(s)
= Create on ADS production plot
= Plot ADS menu on screen
= CREATE an ADS MENU
= UPDATE ADS MASTER MAP FILE
= Convert ADS data to MOSS format
= CREATE ADS MAPS from PCCS data
= CREATE ADS MAPS from DLGO files
= EXTRACT TOWNSHIPS from QUADS
= Run THE PARCEL GENERATOR
= Locate NELLS using GGWL
= CONUERT data from REU6 to REU7
= RESEQUENCE data fi les

= Build NAPNAMES fi le

= CLEAN an ADS PROJECT
= MERGE ADS MAPS
= CREATE DLGO f i I es from ADS NAPS
= HALT EXECUTION
the number next to the OPTION desired

MACROS covers the programs

that can be executed outside

of the ADS main menu.

-*
and the GLOSSARY at the

end of the book defines the

technical terms used in this

manual.



A WOrd Throughout this manual, use has been made of easy-to-recognize

About This Book
graphic symbols and conventions.

Where a graphic symbol resembling a computer screen appears in

the margin to the left of text, it indicates a prompt appearing on

your computer screen.

I This is how a screen prompt appears in this manual.

I When a screen prompt is quite lengthy, it may run on

to the next I ine.

I The rectangle (left) indicates a new line has begun.

Occasionally, special notes or warnings to users appear in the

manual:

Note:
This is a note to the user regarding something in the text.

WARNING:
This is a warning to the user regarding something in the text.

Information and commands to be entered by the user on the

keyboard appear regularly within the text. You will recognize

them from the "computer screen" look they have; for example,

the user will be told to enter S or <CR>

.
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Overlay

Plot

Polygon

Qassign

Qdump
Qverify

Quads

Region

Restore

Segment

Select

Shade

Split

Stop

Style

Verify

Window

Other ADS Functions

(Beyond Data Capture

and Edit)

r
&<vvte.

Introduction 1

Other ADS Function Descriptions On numerical order)

• ADS Function 3 - Look at the Help for ADS Command(s)
• ADS Function 4 - Create an ADS Production Plot

• ADS Function 5 - Plot ADS Menu on Screen

• ADS Function 6 - Create an ADS Menu
• ADS Function 7 - Update ADS Master Map File

• ADS Function 8 - Convert ADS Data to MOSS Format

• ADS Function 9 - Create ADS Maps From PCCS Data

• ADS Function 10 - Create ADS Maps From DLGO Files

• ADS Function 11 - Extract Townships From Quads
• ADS Function 12 - Run the Parcel Generator

• ADS Function 13 - Locate Wells Using GGWL
• ADS Function 14 - Convert Data From REV6 to REV7
• ADS Function 15 - Resequence Data Files

• ADS Function 16 - Build MAPNAME File

• ADS Function 17 - Clean an ADS Project

• ADS Function 18 - Merge ADS Maps
• ADS Function 19 - Create DLGO Files From ADS Maps
• ADS Function 20 - Halt Execution
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Running ADS with Macros introduction

A Brief List and Description of ADS Macro Programs 4

ADS Macro Programs (in alphabetical order)

• ADS.ADJACENT
• ADS.ARCLINE
• ADS.BUILD.MAPNAMES
• ADS.CAPTURE
ADS.CLEAN

• ADS.OLOSEIT
• ADS.CLOSEPOLY
• ADS.DOCBLMLINE
• ADS.DOCBLMSHADE
• ADS.DOCBLMSYM
• ADS.EDIT
• ADS.ENTGGWL
• ADSJLX_SYMBOL
ADS.GGWL

• ADS.HELP
• ADS.LINEPOLY
• ADS.MAPNAMES
• ADS.MENUBUILD
• ADS.MERGE
• ADS.MUPDATE
• ADS.NEW.USER
• ADS.PARCEL
• ADS.PGFORMAT
• ADS.PHOCUS
• ADS.PLOTMENU
• ADS.PROJECnON
• ADS.PRPLOT
• ADS.PTSTOLL
• ADS.PTSTOMC
• ADS.QASSIGN
• ADS.QDUMP
• ADS.RESEQUENCE
• ADS.REV
• ADS.REV6T07
• ADS.TEKMENUS
• ADS.USER
• ADS.ADS2DLG
• ADS2MOS
• CREATE.GKSPLOT
• DLG02ADS
• PCCS2ADS

Glossary of Terms Used in ADS
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~ ADS General Information 3

General Information

ADS

Background The Automated Digitizing System (ADS) is a computer-aided

geographic data entry system developed by the Bureau of Land

Management (BLM). Its original purpose was to provide a way to

capture and store survey and ownership data. Over the years, the

system's scope has been expanded to include any type of map
data. The BLM uses ADS digital geographic data as an information

resource that helps the Bureau cany out its land use planning and

management tasks. Much of the data is transferred to the Map
Overlay and Statistical System (MOSS) where more specialized

geographic data analyses are performed.

The development of ADS Revision 7 was prompted by a request

from the BLM Utah State Office. They wanted to transfer ADS data

to MOSS without having to re-project the data after transfer. The

Utah State Office also wanted ADS to support plot production on

Versatec electrostatic plotters. In meeting these requests, ADS was
significantly enhanced, and the system's software was extensively

rewritten and modularized.

The development of ADS Revision 8 was the result of increasing

certain data storage limits present in earlier versions of ADS (e.g.,

the number of lines accommodated in a file was increased to

99,999, as was the number of attributes). The need to increase

these storage limits required format changes in these ADS data

files. The software's revision number was increased to keep

different revision's data file formats separate.

ADS REVISION 8 93.01



4 INTRO-

Overview of ADS and

the ADS User's Cuius

As currently implemented, ADS software operations can be

executed in two different ways. First, you can execute the ADS
program itself by entering the following prompt from the appro-

priate directory in your computer's operating system:

I RDS

The main ADS Functions menu appears when ADS is executed:

ADS Functions:

1 = CAPTURE DATA with ADS REU.8
2 EDIT ADS data

3 = Look at the HELP for ADS commandCs)
4 = Create an ADS production plot

5 = Plot ADS menu on screen

6 = CAEATE an ADS MENU

7 = UPDATE ADS MASTEA MAP FILE

8 = Convert ADS data to MOSS format

9 = CREATE ADS MAPS from PCCS data

10 = CAEATE ADS MAPS from DLGO files

11 = EXTRACT TOWNSHIPS from QUADS

12 = Run THE PARCEL GENERATOR

13 = Locate WELLS using GGWL

14 = CONUERT data from REU6 to REU7

15 = RESEQUENCE data files

16 = Build MAPNAMES file

17 = CLEAN an ADS PROJECT

18 = MERGE RDS MRPS

19 = CREATE DLGO files from ADS MAPS

20 = HALT EXECUTION

Enter the number next to the OPTION desired

By selecting one of these 20 options, you automatically execute

one or more specific procedures available in the system.

The second way to execute ADS software operations is to run one

of several different ADS Macro programs from your computer's

operating system by entering the following:

I CPL ADS . < macro_name ) . CPL

ADS USER'S MANUAL



~ ADS General Information 5

There are 36 ADS Macro programs currently available:

ADS.ADS2DLG
ADS.ARCLINE
ADS.BUILD.MAPNAMES
ADS.CAPTURE
ADS.CLEAN
ADS.CLOSETT
ADS.CLOSEPOLY
ADS.DOCBLMIJNE
ADS.DOCBLMSHADE
ADS.DOCBLMSYM
ADS.EDIT
ADS.ENTGGWL
ADS.FIX_SYMBOL
ADS.GGWL
ADS.HEIP
ADS.LINEPOLY
ADS.MAPNAMES
ADS.MENUBLTLD

ADS.MERGE
ADS.NEW.USER
ADS.PARCEL
ADS.PGFORMAT
ADS.PLOTMENU
ADS.PROJECTION
ADS.PRPLOT
ADS.PTSTOLL
ADS.PTSTOMC
ADS.RESEQUENCE
ADS.REV
ADS.REV6T07
ADS.TEKMENUS
ADS2MOS
CREATE.GKSPLOT
DLG02ADS
EXTRACT
PCCS2ADS

As with the 20 options available on the main ADS Functions

menu, each macro program executes one or more specific ADS
procedures.

Note:
Although many end users never (or rarely) useADSMacropro-
grams, you should be aware that there is significant overlap among
ADSMacros and thefunctions available on the main ADSFunc-
tions menu. For example,ADS Function 1 - Capture Data With

ADS Revision 8, thefirst option on the main ADSFunctions menu,

executes the sameADS digitizingprograms as theADSMacro
ADS.CAPTURE. Infact, most ofthe 20 operations that can be

executedfrom the mainADS Functions menu are also executable

with a correspondingADSMacroprogram. In addition, numerous

ADS Edit commands have equivalentADSMacroprograms. There

are someADS operations that only can be executed via an ADS
Macroprogram (e.g.,ADS.NEW.USER).

In using ADS, you normally will find that the vast majority of your

time is spent in either ADS Data Capture (executed with ADS
Function 1 or the macro ADS.CAPTURE) or ADS Edit (executed

with ADS Function 2 or the macro ADS.EDIT). The other 18

options available on the main ADS Functions menu, as well as the

other 34 ADS Macro programs, are more specialized and used

much less often.

ADS REVISION 8 93.01
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In a typical workflow utilizing ADS software, the ADS Data Capture

program is used first to digitize geographic information from source

maps on a digitizing tablet. Once captured and stored by the

computer, data can be corrected, added to, etc... using the ADS Edit

program. Beyond Data Capture and Edit, other ADS functions and

macros allow you to perform specific operations in support of the

basic data capture and edit features of the software. For example,

there are ADS functions that allow you to convert geographic data

from ADS to other formats (e.g., MOSS, USGS DLG optional, etc.),

convert data from other formats to ADS, create new ADS menus,

create ADS production plots, perform operations specific to the

collection of PCCS and GCDB information, etc....

The structure of this User's Guide is designed to emphasize and

reflect the structure of ADS software, especially the importance of

ADS Data Capture and ADS Edit.

The Introductory Materials section of this User's Guide presents

information you should know before attempting to use any ADS
function or macro. Specific topics include: preliminary checks you

should make concerning source maps; how to log onto your

computer and execute the main ADS program; the contents and

location of data files used by ADS; specific information concerning

the use of multiple projects in ADS; and, a brief overview and

introduction to each of the 20 operations, including Data Capture*
5

and Edit, available on the main ADS Functions menu whenlyou
execute the main ADS program.

Chapter 1 of this User's Guide presents detailed information on the

functionality and use ofADS Function 1 - Capture Data With
ADS Revision 8. Specific sections of this chapter discuss introduc-

tory Data Capture information, initialization procedures for digitiz-

ing, ADS menu registration, map registration and projectiofi, setting

ADS label parameters, introductory information on how to digitize

geographic data with ADS, and detailed descriptions of how to use

ADS Data Capture Menus and their various operating modes.
I

Chapter 2 presents information concerning use ofADS Function

2 - Edit ADS Data, including details on each ADS Edit command.
Following a brief introduction to the ADS Edit program and an

alphabetized list of Edit commands (including a one-line summary
of each command's purpose), the bulk of this chapter is Composed

of a set of alphabetized sections, each devoted to an individual

ADS Edit command. Each command' section reviews in detail its j

function and use.

Chapter 3 presents information on the purpose and use of the 18

options on the main ADS Functions menu beyond ADS Capture

Data and ADS Edit (i.e., ADS Function 3 through ADS Function

20). Following a brief review of the main ADS Functions menu, the*

V-

-
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function and use of each of the ADS Functions beyond Data

Capture and Edit is reviewed in function number order.

Chapter 4 presents information on each of the 36 ADS Macro

programs. Following a brief description of how to execute ADS
Macro programs and an alphabetized list of macro program names

(including a one-line summary of their purposes), the bulk of this

chapter is composed of a set of alphabetized sections, each

devoted to an individual ADS Macro program. Each macro's

section reviews its function and use.

At the end of this User's Guide is a Glossary ofTerms used in

ADS.

ADS REVISION 8 93.01
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-Data Files & Using Multiple Projects «

ADS Data Hies

& Using Multiple Projects

Note:
This section contains technical information intendedfor users

alreadyfamiliar with the basicfunctions ofADS. Ifyou are new to

ADS and unfamiliar with the specialized meaning of "maps,

"

"menus"and "themes" in ADS, we strongly recommend thatyou

skip over this section. Ifyou arefamiliar withADSData Capture

and Edit and want to know about thefiles and directoriesADS uses

to store data (or ifyouplan to use multipleprojects in ADS), please

read on.

ADS Data Files On the simplest level, ADS map data is organized according to the

geographic area described by the data. The largest grouping of

related map data in ADS is the Project. An ADS project usually

covers a large area (e.g., a BLM Resource Area, a designated

Wilderness Area). Although a project's area can be covered by a

single map, most ADS project's areas are covered by several

contiguous maps. An ADS map consists of all the geographic

information for a specific area (e.g., a 7.5 minute quad) within a

larger project area. For any one map, numerous ADS themes may
be created to record data. An individual map theme contains one

or more data types (i.e., lines, symbols, attributes) that describe a

specific category of data (e.g., streams and rivers, lakes and ponds,

roads and trails, PLSS Landlines, soil types). An individual theme's

lines, symbols and attributes are stored in several different files by

ADS.

ADS uses files to store data specific to one data type on a particu-

lar map theme, information specific to one map within a project,

information specific to one ADS project as a whole, and, if several

ADS projects are being used, information concerning where data

for the various projects is located.

There are two primary directories on the computer where ADS
stores data: the project_name directory under your computer's

ADSDATA directory, and the directory from which you execute

ADS (normally the ADS subdirectory in your user area). You
create a project's directory using the appropriate PRIMOS com-

mands to attach to the ADSDATA directory and create a

subdirectory called project_name:

ADS REVISION 8 93.01
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I ATTACH ADSDATA
I CAEATE project-jname

The following diagram lists the files that may exist in the

ADSDATA>project_name directory and your ADS user directory

(i.e., the directory from which you execute ADS).

DIM of the contents of

ADSDATA>project_neme
& ADS user directory ADSDATA

T
Ppoject_name_1 I Project_name_2 I Projec!_name_3

Required files (or an

ADS project and map

Descriptive text string

data (He (or a map

Symbol, line, and attribute files

that can exist (or a theme

(Optional) Font files for symbol,

line, and attribute labels

(for a theme) and descriptive

text string characters (for a map)

Polygon files and Cline (He created by

CLOSURE, and POLYGON or ARCLINE

Temporary files created by CLOSURE,

and POLYGON or ARCLINE

Temporary files created by EDGEFIT

-MASTER.DT
ADS.mapname

-roapname.BORDER
— mapname.MENUS
— mapname.TEXT

mapname.menuname.S

mapname.mertuname.L

mapname.merwnaroeA
— mapname.menuname.S.

F

— mapname.menuname.L.F

mapname.menuname.A.F
— mapname.TEXT.F
— mapharae.meniiname.P

mapmiTO.mertuname.C

roapfame.fnejHiname.E

— Possible Temporary Files:

mapname.mertuname.O

mapname.menuname.NODES

mapname.menuname. LINES

mapname.menuname.NtPTR

mapname.menuname.CLPRINT

mapname.menunameXPPRINT

mapname.menuname.EDG

_; etc,

Your Origin Directory

on the Computer

i:::

ADS User Directory

- MAPID.username

PTHBLK.DT (optional)

- PROJECT.DT (optional)

- Possible Temporary Files

created during the operation

of ADS programs

ADS USER'S MANUAL
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Data Files Stored in

the Project Directory

ADS stores all non-temporary data files related to a project's maps
and map themes in the project_name directory. Temporary files

are stored in both the project_name directory and your user

directory.

For each ADS project, ADS creates a MASTER.DT file in the

project_iiame directory. The MASTER.DT file contains informa-

tion for the project (e.g., the name of each map in the project,

each map's minimum bounding rectangle, each map's registration

map type). This file is required for ADS Edit commands that

operate on more than one map at a time.

For each map, ADS creates and maintains the following required

files in the project_name directory: ADS.mapname,
mapname.BORDER, and mapname.MENUS The
ADS.mapname file is a map's header file, containing projection

and registration information. The mapname.BORDER file con-

tains data about the map's border. A border must encompasses all

mapped data, and may encompass an area somewhat larger than

the outer extent of mapped data. The mapnamcMENUS file

contains a listing of the different menus (i.e., themes) that exist for

the map.

Descriptive text strings are recorded for a map independent of any

menu. Geographic coordinates of the text, as well as the text itself,

are stored in the project_name directory in the mapname.TEXT
file. It is important to remember that descriptive text is associated

with a map as a whole, not with the menu (i.e., theme) from

which it is captured.

For each theme for a map, ADS may store symbol, line and

attribute data in the project_name directory in the following data

type files: mapname.menuname.S, mapname.menuname.L
and mapname.menunameA While none of these files is

required individually in ADS, at least one exists for each map
theme.

Note:
Only thefirst 6 characters ofa menu 's name are used in themenu-
name portion ofdata typefile names.

The mapname.menuname.S file stores symbol data for a theme

(e.g., symbol coordinates, symbol types, and any associated label

text). The mapname.menuname.L file stores line data for a

theme, including the coordinates of all points along lines, line

types, and any associated label text. The
mapname.menunameA file stores polygon attribute data for a

theme, including the coordinates of attributes and their accompa-

nying text.

ADS REVISION 8 93.01
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If font information for symbol labels, line labels, attribute text or

descriptive text strings is necessary, ADS stores this data in the

following files (respectively): mapname.menuname.S.F,
mapname.menuname.LF, mapname.menuname.AJ7 and

mapname.TEXT.F These files only contain data specifying the

way in which labels, attribute text and descriptive text strings

appear when displayed or plotted.

When the ADS Edit commands CLOSURE and ARCLINE or

POLYGON are executed on a theme's line file, several temporary

and non-temporary files are created and stored in the

project_name directory. Temporary files remain in this directory

until ADS Function 17 —Clean anADS Project is executed.

When CLOSURE is run, the following files are created in the

project_name directory: mapname.menuname.NODES
(temporary), mapname.menuname.IINES (temporary),

mapname.menuname.NLPTR (temporary), and CLPRINT.

The mapname.menuname.NODES file contains a list of nodes

and their coordinates. The mapname.menuname.IINES file

contains information concerning where each ADS line is to be

broken into CLINES. The mapname.menuname.NLPTR file

contains node and line pointer information necessary for polygon

creation. The CLPRINT file is a PRIMOS COMO file that contains

information regarding any problems and errors encountered

during CLOSURE. When ARCLINE or POLYGON is run, a

mapname.menuname.C file is created in the project_name
directory. The mapname.menuname.C file stores the coordi-

nates of all points along CLINES. When POLYGON is ruri,Ihe|

following files may be created in the project_name directory:

mapname.menuname.P, mapname.menuname.E and

LPPRINT; if DLINES are generated, a mapname.menuname.D
(temporary) file is created as well. The mapname.menuname.P
file contains information on polygons, including a list of CLINES

that compose each polygon. The mapname.menuname.E file

contains information on enclosed polygons (i.e., islands). If ho

islands exist, a mapname.menuname.E file is not created. The

LPPRINT file is a PRIMOS COMO file that contains information

regarding any problems and errors encountered during POLY-
GON. If present, the mapname.menuname.D file contains

coordinates for CLINES greater than .04 inches in length that are

unused in polygon creation. Detailed information on the CLO-

SURE and POLYGON commands can be found in Chapter 2 of

this User's Guide.

I I
If the ADS Edit RESEQUENCE command is executed, a copy of

the original file is created (original_file_name.BU) in the

project_name directory.

f \

s*%

.

"-,..
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-Data Files & Using Multiple Projects 13

If the ADS Edit EDGEFTT command is executed, a

mapname.EDG file is stored in the project_name directory. This

file contains map edgefit pointer information used during the

EDGEFIT procedure.

Data Files Stored in Your
ADS User Directory

Your ADS user directory (i.e., the directory from which ADS is

executed) is used primarily for storing temporary files; there are,

however, two non-temporary files that can exist in this directory:

MAPUXusername and PTHBLK.DT. The MAPID.iisername file

is automatically created, maintained and required by the ADS Data

Capture program. This file contains registration information for the

current map and menu (i.e., the last map and menu you regis-

tered). Data stored in MAPID.username is necessary when ADS
is restarted so that you do not need to re-register an unmoved
map on the digitizing tablet.

The PTHBLK.DT file contains information that tells ADS the

location (i.e., the computer disk drive and file directory) of data

files, menu files, DLG look-up tables, etc.... ADS maintains a

system default PTHBLK.DT that assumes data are located in the

default ADSDATA directory. You must have a PTHBLK.DT file in

your ADS user directory that indicates the location of data files if

you need to access directories containing data files other than the

default. For more information on the format and contents of the

PTHBLK.DT file, please call the BLM Service Center.

Multiple Projects in ADS

j

.

If you are using multiple projects in ADS, it is necessary to place a

FROJECT.DT file in your ADS user directory. This file should

contain a list of 2 to 20 ADS projects. The order of project names

in the PROJECT.DT file determines the order in which multiple

ADS project directories (subdirectories of the ADSDATA directory)

are searched for map data files. ADS multiple-map operations that

need a PROJECT.DT file if map files from 2 or more projects are

used include: QUADS, EDGEFTT and MERGE.

Note:
Be certain ofthe order in which project names are listed, since this

determines the order in which multipleADSproject directories are

searchedfor map datafiles.
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WARNING:
APROJECT.DTfile should bepresent only ifyou areperforming

multiple-map operations, and then, thefile should contain asfew
project names as absolutely necessary. You should be thoroughly

familiar with the maps and themes in each project. Ifyou do not

need to use mapsfrom more than oneproject, disableyour

PROJECT.DTfile (ifpresent) by renaming it (e.g.,

PROJECT.DT.HOLD,PROJECr.DT.SAVE).

Note:
It is imperative that map names in the differentprojects be unique.

Ifduplicate map names exist in 2 or moreprojects, then the results

ofanyADS multiple-map operation are highly unpredictable and
subject to error.
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ADS

Functions

Introduction and

List of Functions

Once you are in the ADS directory (i.e., the directory from

which you want to execute the ADS program), enter the

following:

I RDS

The ADS.CPL macro is started, and the 20 primary functions

available in ADS are displayed as a menu:

1 = CAPTURE DRTfl with RDS REU.8

2 = EDIT RDS data

3 = Look at the HELP for RDS command <s>

4 = Create an RDS production plot

5 - Plot RDS menu on screen

6 = CREATE an RDS MENU

7 = UPDATE ADS MASTER MRP FILE

8 = Convert RDS data to MOSS format

9 = CREATE ADS MAPS from PCCS data

10 = CREATE ADS MAPS from DLGO files

11 = EXTRACT TOWNSHIPS from QUADS

12 = Run THE PARCEL GENERATOR

13 = Locate WELLS using GGWL

14 = CONVEAT data from REU6 to REU7

15 = RESEQUENCE data files

16 = Build MRPNRNES fi le

17 = CLEAN an ADS PROJECT

18 = NERGE RDS MAPS

19 = CAEATE DLGO files from ADS MAPS

20 = HALT EXECUTION

Enter the number next to the OPTION desired

These functions are executed by entering the corresponding

number and pressing [CR]. The following section briefly describes

each of these 20 functions. Detailed information concerning ADS
Functions can be found in Chapters 1 , 2 and 3 of this User's Guide.
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Brief Descriptions of

ADS Fonctions

ADS Function 1 - Capture Data WithADS Revision 8
This function initiates programs that allow you to digitize data

from a map; designate, register and use digitizing menus; register a

source map and input information concerning its projection; and,

capture and store digitized data. The various tasks performed by

the ADS Data Capture function can be divided into two broad

categories: registration and data capture. Detailed information

concerning ADS Function 1 - Capture DataWith ADS Revision

8 can be found in Chapter 1 of this User's Guide.

ADS Function 2 - EditADS Data
This function is used after ADS data files (i.e., symbols, lines and

attributes) have been created using ADS Data Capture or another

ADS-related data input program. ADS Edit is actually an environ-

ment within which individual commands allow you to change

ADS file contents in a number of ways. Edit commands allow you

to audit data files, view data graphically, change existing data,

create polygons from line data, and assign polygon

attributes.While in Edit, a list of available commands with a brief

description of their functions can be obtained by entering HELP
and pressing [CR]. Detailed information concerning ADS Func-

tion 2 - Edit ADS Data can be found in Chapter 2 of this User's

Guide.

Note:
ADS Edit can also be accessed duringADSData Capture;MeEdit
aMap File operating mode on allADS menus temporarilyplade&i

you in the Edit environment. This allowsyou to use Edit cd^nmands

to correct errors made during Capture. / 11

ADS Function 3 - Look at the Help ForADS Commandfs)
This ADS function allows you to directly access ADS Help Files by

selecting from a list of Edit command and Macro program FJelp

Files. A graphics terminal is not needed for this function. You may
have a copy of the desired help file printed on your computer

system's default printer, or displayed on your terminal screen.

Detailed information concerning ADS Function 3 - Look at the

Help For ADS Command(s) can be found in Chapter 3 of this

User's Guide.
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Note:
ADS Help Filesfor Edit commands can be accessedfrom the Edit

program by enteringHELP (commandjiame) at the Edit

program'sENTER COMMAND prompt. ADSHelp FilesforADS
menu operating modes can be accessedfrom theADSData Capture

program by selecting an operating modefrom a menu with a multi-

button cursor's (zero) key.

ADS Function 4 - Create anADS Production Plot

This function allows you to create a plot of digitized data for

verification purposes. A plot file may be created containing all or

any part of the data digitized for a map. A plot can be created for

each theme or for any combination of themes depending on the

desired output. When you select this function, the system asks a

series of questions that allow you to designate the specifications

for a plot (e.g., plot scale (size), data types to be displayed,

themes to be included, etc.). A plot file is created in the ZETA
directory on the prime, and may be displayed on the screen or

plotted on a plotter using PRIMOS or MOSS commands. Detailed

information concerning ADS Function 4 - Create an ADS Pro-

duction Plot can be found in Chapter 3 of this User's Guide.

ADS Function 5 - PlotADSMenu on Screen

This function allows you to display an ADS digitizing menu on a

graphics terminal screen, and provides an option to create a plot

file for that menu. When this function is selected, a list of available

menus is displayed, and you are asked to select one. The chosen

menu is displayed on the screen, and you are asked if you want to

create a production plot of the menu. If you create a plot file, it is

created in the ZETA directory on the prime, and may be displayed

on the screen or plotted on a plotter using PRIMOS or MOSS
commands. Detailed information concerning ADS Function 5 -

Plot ADS Menu on Screen can be found in Chapter 3 of this

User's Guide.

ADS Function 6 - Create anADSMenu
This function allows you to build new ADS menus. To build a

menu, you specify a menu (i.e., theme) name, the number of

symbol types to appear on the menu, the number of line types to

appear on the menu, and the number of shading types to appear

on the menu. Then, for each symbol, line and shading type to be

placed on the menu, you specify its characteristics. For each

symbol and line type, you specify an index number (from the list

of available symbol and line types), color(s), angle, height,width

and 20-character definition. For each shading type, you specify a
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shade angle, color, line type, distance between shade lines, and 20-

character definition. Detailed information concerning ADS Func-

tion 6 - Create anADS Menu can be found in Chapter 3 of this

User's Guide.

ADS Function 7 - UpdateADS MasterMap File

This function should be used to update the map listing for an ADS
data directory. This is necessary when: data files are created

outside of ADS Data Capture; data files are renamed on the host

computer or copied from a different directory; or, a non-ADS data

file is converted to ADS format. ADS Function 7 deletes the old

MASTERDT file, surveys the ADS project directory, and creates a

new Master Map File (MASTERDT) using all appropriate data files

currently in the project directory. As the contents of the ADS
project directory are reviewed, its files and their status are displayed

on the screen. If a map's header file cannot be read, the map
name is not added to MASTERDT, and an error message is dis-

played for the status. Detailed information concerning ADS Func-

tion 7 - Update ADS Master Map File can be found in Chapter 3

of this User's Guide.

ADS Function 8 - ConvertADS Data toMOSSFormat
This function allows you to convert one or more data files from

ADS REV.7+ format to a MOSS format so that they can be used in

MOSS analysis operations. Designated line styles and symbbl types

are transferred into MOSS. This function does not need a graphics

terminal. If a number of files are converted to MOSS forniat, this

function may be run as a batch (phantom) job. You must have

access rights to the appropriate MOSS directory in order tp^transfeP

files. Detailed information concerning ADS Function 8 - Convert

ADS Data to MOSS Forniat can be found in Chapter 3 ofsthis

User's Guide.

ADS Function 9 - CreateADSMaps From PCCSData EJ

This function allows you to create new ADS map files from PLSS

Coordinate Computation System (PCCS) data. As input, this func-

tion can use three different PCCS data files (or sets of files) to

create the ADS map files: the Public land survey Geographic

Coordinate File (PGCF) by itself, the PGCF in association with a

PLOT file, and newer PGCF data that incorporates PLOT file

information. If the input file(s) do not contain connectivity param-

eters, the created ADS map contains only township section lines,

and PARCEL GENERATOR (ADS Function 12) cannot bd used to

create aliquot parts within the sections. Regardless of the method

used, the output ADS data have the same projection as the inputs

PCCS data. Detailed information concerning ADS Function 9 -

Create ADS Maps From PCCS Data can be found in

this User's Guide.
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ADS Function 10 - CreateADSMaps From DLGO Files

This function allows you to convert USGS Digital Line Graphs

(DLG) Optional format Level 3 files into ADS symbol, line, and

attribute files. All DLG data, after 1986, is in Level 3 format. Only

UTM projected DLGs may be used as input. Any of the DLG
themes may be entered. The DLG file must be in the ADS project

directory before you can operate this function successfully. De-

tailed information concerning ADS Function 10 - Create ADS
Maps From DLGO Files can be found in Chapter 3 of this User's

Guide.

ADS Function 11 - Extract Townships From Quads
The Extract Townships From Quads function (i.e., the EXTRACT
program) is no longer supported by ADS. When you choose

Function 11 from the main ADS Functions menu, the MERGE
program (ADS Function 18 - Merge ADS Maps) is executed. In

the current version of ADS, Function 11 is the same as Function

18.

ADS Function 12 - Run the Parcel Generator

This function allows you to create an ADS map containing aliquot

parts within sections in a township, or to create an ADS map that

combines these aliquot parts into parcels as defined in ALMRS
records files. The ALMRS data may be in Status format or Match/

Merge format (i.e., a format combining Status and LLD informa-

tion). The ADS input file must contain full sections for either a

partial or full township, and may be derived from a 7.5 minute

quadrangle or a township map created by MERGE (ADS Function

18) or PCCS2ADS (ADS Function 9). More accurate results are

obtained from the PARCEL GENERATOR when used in conjunc-

tion with PCCS data. The ADS input map must also contain closed

polygons, each having a single attribute consisting of the section

number and township and range identifier (e.g., 3TT32N.R109W
or 31; 0320N1090W). The township and range identifier for all the

sections must be identical for all parcels to be generated. Detailed

information concerning ADS Function 12 - Run the Parcel

Generator can be found in Chapter 3 of this User's Guide.

ADS Function 13 - Locate Wells Using GGWL
This function creates or updates an ADS symbol file containing

geographic well locations. This function uses PLSS section lines

contained in an ADS theme to calculate the location of the sym-

bols (if a PLSS theme for a USGS quad is used, PLSS themes for

surrounding quads must already exist in the project for this func-

tion to work properly within partial sections on the map). The

map's PLSS theme must contain closed polygons with attributes

containing township, range, and section numbers. Before using

Function 13, a file containing footage calls for well locations and
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descriptors for well locations must exist in the ADS project direc-

tory. Detailed information concerning ADS Function 13 - Locate

Wells Using GGWL can be found in Chapter 3 of this User's

Guide.

ADS Function 14 - ConvertData From REV6 to REV7
This function allows you to convert maps digitized using ADS
Revision 6 software to a format acceptable to Revision 7+ soft-

ware. This conversion simply involves the addition of projection

information to a map's ADS.mapname file; projection information

was not recorded in Revision 6, but is mandatory in ADS Revision

7+. Before converting a map from Revision 6 to Revision 7 (or

Revision 8), you must check the source map (i.e., the map used

during Data Capture) for the appropriate projection information.

ADS Function 14 requires this projection data to convert maps
from Revision 6 to Revision 7. Only a map's ADS.mapname file is

altered by this function; none of the map's other data files are

affected. This function may be run interactively or as a batch job,

and can convert one or more maps. Detailed information concern-

ing ADS Function 14 - Convert DataFrom REV6 to REV7 can

be found in Chapter 3 of this User's Guide.

ADS Function 15 - Resequence Data Files

This function cleans up ADS data files for a specific map by

removing deleted records and renumbering the remaining records.

It permanently removes lines, text, symbols, or attributes tiiat have

been previously marked for deletion in ADS Edit. Run thjsfunc-

tion on any completed file that has deleted items, especially

before you run CLOSURE and POLYGON. The program creates a
*

backup copy of the original file called filename.BU before it is

resequenced. Backup files (.BU files) are deleted when
ADS.CLEAN (ADS Function 17) is executed on the directory. This

function also includes an option to thin line data by removing

points from lines that fall within a specified tolerance distaripe

from each other. Detailed information concerning ADS Function

15 - Resequence Data Files can be found in Chapter 3 of;'this

User's Guide.

Thisfunction breaks line data to ensure that there are no self-

crossing lines and resolvesfont information discrepanciesi 1

i

ADS Function 16 - BuildMAPNAMES File

This function lets you create and add names to a specified ADS
project's MAPNAMES file. The function maintains the

MAPNAMES file's sorted order and updates the map counter. The
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MAPNAMES file is designed to store and sort map names repre-

sentative of the mapped area and consistent with the USGS and

BLM map-naming convention. This naming convention was
originally developed by USGS for identifying its 7.5 minute quads,

and uses the coordinates of the southeast corner of a map to

create the map name. If you enter a map name that follows the

USGS map-naming convention, this function calculates the longi-

tude and latitude of the SW corner, and provides the original

name of the quad (which you also enter when using this function)

as a cross-check when entering ADS Capture. Detailed information

concerning ADS Function 16 - Build MAPNAMES File can be

found in Chapter 3 of this User's Guide.

ADS Function 1 7 - Clean anADS Project

This function allows you to delete temporary data files (i.e., those

files that are no longer needed after ADS Edit's CLOSURE, POLY-

GON, EDGEFIT and RESEQUENCE programs have completed)

from a specified ADS project regardless of who created them.

Detailed information concerning ADS Function 17 - Clean an
ADS Project can be found in Chapter 3 of this User's Guide.

ADS Function 18 - MergeADSMaps
This function allows you to create a new ADS map by merging up

to 36 ADS maps. A single map is created, and themes for that map
can be created for each existing theme on the original maps. If

you are merging maps into an existing map, data is clipped to fit

its borders. Input maps may be of varying scales, but must all

have the same projection, be in the same projection zone, and

have the same units (i.e., meters or feet). Symbol, line, attribute or

polygon data can be merged, but certain limitations exist (e.g., line

and polygon data cannot be merged at the same time). Detailed

information concerning ADS Function 18 - Merge ADS Maps can

be found in Chapter 3 of this User's Guide.

Note:
Thisfunction can be used to extract township information (section

polygons) by mergingpolygons based on the attribute label.

ADS Function 19 - CreateDLGO Files FromADSMaps
This function allows you to convert ADS data to a format similar to

a DLG optional format. The files produced from polygon or

arcline data are closest to the DLG optional format. Those created

from lines or symbols are only suitable for use by the BLM. ADS
labels are not converted to DLG major and minor codes; instead,

they are written as character strings. The scale of the output data is

the same as the input map. The default output filename is
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DLG.mapname and is written in the same project area as the

original map. Before executing this function on line files, run the

CLOSURE and ARC1INE commands. Detailed information concern-

ing ADS Function 19 - Create DLGO Files FromADS Maps can

be found in Chapter 3 of this User's Guide.

ADS Function 20 - Halt Execution

This function stops the ADS processes.
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Preliminary Procedures

Before You

to Digitize

Before you begin to digitize, we recommend two preliminary

steps. Some of these steps will vary depending on the complexity

of the data, the size of the project, and whether this data is to be

combined with existing data files.

The first step involves becoming familiar with the data to be

digitized. What type of lines, symbols, attributes, and labels will

be captured? What menus are going to be used? If the default

parameters are used, only the first two characters of the menu
name will carry over to MOSS, therefore, it is important that these

be unique (see ADS Function 8 - Convert ADS data to MOSS
format for a complete explanation). How the data is to be used

will determine what lines and symbols will go on which theme. If

labels are being used, decide which menu they will be on. What
are the projection and scale of the maps? For many MOSS appli-

cations, these must be the same. ADS Revision 8 requires that the

projection information be entered when the map is registered.

The second step involves proofreading all the maps to be digi-

tized. Are any maps or overlays missing? Are lines, symbols,

labels, and attributes consistent on all the maps? Are all lines

completely drawn? Are all polygons closed? Do all polygons

have attributes? Do lines and line types edgematch on all sides of

the map? Do attributes match across map edges?

Before logging on to the computer, you will need to have the

system manager assign a user name, password, and project name.

After logging on by typing in your name and password, attach to

the directory under your user name from which ADS is executed.

Normally, you will create an ADS subdirectory within your home
directory on the computer and attach to this subdirectory to

execute ADS.

ADS programs can be executed in two ways, by choosing a

function from the ADS Function list or using a macro. Descrip-

tions of the use and procedures for functions and macros com-

prise the bulk of this handbook.
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fop Logging On

GGn6P8l PrOCBdUrGS Once y°u have prepared your maps, you are ready to use the

equipment. Computers vary, but generally the following steps are

needed. You must also be familiar with the specific procedures

being used in your office.

1. Turn on all digitizing equipment power switches.

2. Type LOGIN, your user name, and press the RETURN
[CR] key.

3. Type in the appropriate password and press [CR]. If the

password or user name is invalid, you will be asked to

repeat steps 2 and 3. Check with your system manager

if after re-entering you are still not able to login.

The system next displays the log-on message stating the date,

time, Prime operating version number and your last login time.

You are placed at your initial attach point. To execute ADS, you

start at this origin point.

tXECU ting AUu The first step in executing ADS is to access the working directory

for running ADS "Revision 8. (Typing in WHERE will display the

current directory.) The directory for accessing ADS is usually

called ADS and is located in your home directory. Temporary files

are written to this directory. It is easier to locate and delete these

-

files if they are all written to one place. Most temporary fil^s are

^

deleted automatically by the program if ADS is always executed

from the same directory. < --.

I 1 I J

I I
;

To attach to the ADS directory, enter the following at the|cpm-

puter prompt:

I A *>fiDS

Once you are attached to the appropriate directory, enter the f'\
following to execute the ADS program:

*

;

f
p

I ADS

1 I M
The ADS Functions Menu appears (see below), and you are ready

to choose one of the options and begin using ADS.

To execute an ADS macro program, attach to the ADS directory as

described above, and enter the following at the computer prompt

(where macro_name is the name of the macro program you wish

to execute):

CPL IS>ADS>ADS.macro_name
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On the Prime computer you can create abbreviations that allow

you to use one or more letters instead of the complete command.
These are written to an abbreviations (ABBREV) file after they are

created. If an abbreviation for ADS is created, you only need to

type the abbreviation to execute the ADS program. Below is an

example of an abbreviation command that can be added to your

abbreviations file:

I RB -AC ADS OR; A *>ADS; ADS

After creating this command, you need only type the following to

take you to your origin point on the computer, attach you to the

(sub)directory named ADS, and then execute ADS:

I ADS

Note:
For more information on using abbreviations, see the Prime

computer's documentation, contactyoursystem manager or call

the GISHotline.

When ADS is executed, the program displays messages containing

the current software revision number, the date of its release, and

the ADS Functions list:

1 = CAPTUAE DATA with ADS AEU.8

2 = EDIT ADS data

3 = Look at the HELP for ADS command(s)
4 = Create an ADS production plot

5 = Plot ADS menu on screen

6 = CREATE an ADS MENU

7 = UPDATE ADS hASTEA MAP FILE

8 = Convert ADS data to MOSS format

9 = CAEATE ADS MAPS from PCCS data

10 = CAEATE ADS MAPS from DLGO files

11 = EXTRACT TOWNSHIPS from QUADS

12 = Run THE PARCEL GENEAATOA
13 = Locate WELLS using GGWL

14 = CONUEAT data from AEV6 to REU7

15 = RESEQUENCE data files

16 = Bui Id MAPNAMES file

17 = CLEAN an ADS PAOJECT
18 = MEAGE ADS MAPS

19 = CAEATE DLGO files from ADS MAPS
20 = HALT EXECUTION

Enter the number next to the OPTION desired

Each function on this list is described fully in the following por-

tions of this documentation.
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General Information

ADS

Background The Automated Digitizing System (ADS) is a computer-aided

geographic data entry system developed by the Bureau of Land

Management (BLM). Its original purpose was to provide a way to

capture and store survey and ownership data. Over the years, the

system's scope has been expanded to include any type of map
data. The BLM uses ADS digital geographic data as an information

resource that helps the Bureau carry out its land use planning and

management tasks. Much of the data is transferred to the Map
Overlay and Statistical System (MOSS) where more specialized

geographic data analyses are performed.

The development of ADS Revision 7 was prompted by a request

from the BLM Utah State Office. They wanted to transfer ADS data

to MOSS without having to re-project the data after transfer. The

Utah State Office also wanted ADS to support plot production on
Versatec electrostatic plotters. In meeting these requests, ADS was

significantly enhanced, and the system's software was extensively

rewritten and modularized.

The development of ADS Revision 8 was the result of increasing

certain data storage limits present in earlier versions of ADS (e.g.,

the number of lines accommodated in a file was increased to

99,999, as was the number of attributes). The need to increase

these storage limits required format changes in these ADS data

files. The software's revision number was increased to keep

different revision's data file formats separate.
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Overview of ADS and

the ADS Users Guide

As currently implemented, ADS software operations can be

executed in two different ways. First, you can execute the ADS
program itself by entering the following prompt from the appro-

priate directory in your computer's operating system:

I RDS

The main ADS Functions menu appears when ADS is executed:

fiDS Functions:

1 = CAPTURE DATA with ADS REU.8

2 = EDIT ADS data

3 = Look at the HELP for ADS command <s)

4 = Create an ADS production plot

5 = Plot ADS menu on screen

6 = CREATE an ADS MENU

7 = UPDATE ADS MASTEA MAP FILE

8 = Convert ADS data to MOSS format

9 = CAEATE ADS MAPS from PCCS data

10 = CREATE ADS MAPS from DLGO files

11 = EXTAACT TOWNSHIPS from QUADS

12 = Aun THE PAACEL GENEAATOA

13 = Locate WELLS using GGWL

14 = CONUERT data from REU6 to AEU7

15 = RESEQUENCE data files

16 = Bui Id MRPNAMES file

17 = CLEAN an ADS PROJECT

18 = MERGE ADS MAPS

19 = CAEATE DLGO files from ADS MAPS

20 = HALT EXECUTION

Enter the number next to the OPTION desired

By selecting one of these 20 options, you automatically execute

one or more specific procedures available in the system, r %

The second way to execute ADS software operations is to run one

of several different ADS Macro programs from your computer's

operating system by entering the following:

I CPL ADS. < macro_name ).CPL
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There are 36 ADS Macro programs currently available:

ADS.ADS2DLG
ADS.ARCLINE
ADS.BUILD.MAPNAMES
ADS.CAPTURE
ADS.CLEAN
ADS.CLOSEIT
ADS.CLOSEPOLY
ADS.DOCBLMUNE
ADS.DOCBLMSHADE
ADS.DOCBLMSYM
ADS.EDIT
ADS.ENTGGWL
ADS.FIX_SYMBOL
ADS.GGWL
ADS.HELP
ADS.LINEPOLY
ADS.MAPNAMES
ADS.MENUBUILD

ADS.MERGE
ADS.NEW.USER
ADS.PARCEL
ADS.PGFORMAT
ADS.PLOTMENU
ADS.PROJECTION
ADS.PRPLOT
ADS.PTSTOLL
ADS.PTSTOMC
ADS.RESEQUENCE
ADS.REV
ADS.REV6T07
ADS.TEKMENUS
ADS2MOS
CREATE.GKSPLOT
DLG02ADS
EXTRACT
PCCS2ADS

As with the 20 options available on the main ADS Functions

menu, each macro program executes one or more specific ADS
procedures.

Note:
Although many end users never (or rarely) useADSMacropro-
grams, you should be aware that there is significant overlap among
ADSMacros and the/unctions available on the main ADSFunc-
tions menu. For example,ADS Function 1 - Capture Data With

ADS Revision 8, thefirst option on the main ADSFunctions menu,

executes the sameADS digitizingprograms as theADSMacro
ADS.CAPTURE. Infact, most ofthe 20 operations that can be

executedfrom the mainADSFunctions menu are also executable

with a correspondingADSMacroprogram. In addition, numerous

ADS Edit commands have equivalentADSMacroprograms. There

are someADS operations that only can be executed via an ADS
Macroprogram (e.g.,ADS.NEW.USER).

In using ADS, you normally will find that the vast majority of your

time is spent in either ADS Data Capture (executed with ADS
Function 1 or the macro ADS.CAPTURE) or ADS Edit (executed

with ADS Function 2 or the macro ADS.EDIT). The other 18

options available on the main ADS Functions menu, as well as the

other 34 ADS Macro programs, are more specialized and used

much less often.
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In a typical workflow utilizing ADS software, the ADS Data Capture

program is used first to digitize geographic information from source

maps on a digitizing tablet. Once captured and stored by the

computer, data can be corrected, added to, etc... using the ADS Edit

program. Beyond Data Capture and Edit, other ADS functions and

macros allow you to perform specific operations in support of the

basic data capture and edit features of the software. For example,

there are ADS functions that allow you to convert geographic data

from ADS to other formats (e.g., MOSS, USGS DLG optional, etc.),

convert data from other formats to ADS, create new ADS menus,

create ADS production plots, perform operations specific to the

collection of PCCS and GCDB information, etc....

The structure of this User's Guide is designed to emphasize and

reflect the structure of ADS software, especially the importance of

ADS Data Capture and ADS Edit.

The Introductory Materials section of this User's Guide presents

information you should know before attempting to use any ADS
function or macro. Specific topics include: preliminary checks you
should make concerning source maps; how to log onto your

computer and execute the main ADS program; the contents and

location of data files used by ADS; specific information concerning

the use of multiple projects in ADS; and, a brief overview and

introduction to each of the 20 operations, including Data Capture

and Edit, available on the main ADS Functions menu when you
execute the main ADS program.

Chapter 1 of this User's Guide presents detailed informatibn on the

functionality and use of ADS Function 1 - Capture Data With
ADS Revision 8. Specific sections of this chapter discuss introduc-

tory Data Capture information, initialization procedures for digitiz-

ing, ADS menu registration, map registration and projection, setting

ADS label parameters, introductory information on how to digitize

geographic data with ADS, and detailed descriptions of hotv to use

ADS Data Capture Menus and their various operating modes.

Chapter 2 presents information concerning use ofADS Function

2 - Edit ADS Data, including details on each ADS Edit command.
Following a brief introduction to the ADS Edit program arid an

alphabetized list of Edit commands (including a one-line Summary
of each command's purpose), the bulk of this chapter is composed

of a set of alphabetized sections, each devoted to an individual

ADS Edit command. Each command' section reviews in detail its

function and use.

Chapter 3 presents information on the purpose and use of the 18

options on the main ADS Functions menu beyond ADS Capture

Data and ADS Edit (i.e., ADS Function 3 through ADS Function

20). Following a brief review of the main ADS Functions menu, the
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function and use of each of the ADS Functions beyond Data

Capture and Edit is reviewed in function number order.

Chapter 4 presents information on each of the 36 ADS Macro

programs. Following a brief description of how to execute ADS
Macro programs and an alphabetized list of macro program names

(including a one-line summary of their purposes), the bulk of this

chapter is composed of a set of alphabetized sections, each

devoted to an individual ADS Macro program. Each macro's

section reviews its function and use.

At the end of this User's Guide is a Glossary ofTerms used in

ADS.
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ADS Data Files

& Using Multiple Projects
V^-i^'.^:\:.,v
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Note:
This section contains technical information intendedfor users

alreadyfamiliar with the basicfunctions ofADS. Ifyou are new to

ADS and unfamiliar with the specialized meaning of "maps,

"

"menus"and "themes" in ADS, we strongly recommend thatyou

skip over this section. Ifyou arefamiliar with ADSData Capture

and Edit and want to know about thefiles and directoriesADS uses

to store data (or ifyouplan to use multipleprojects in ADS), please

read on.

ADS Data Files On the simplest level, ADS map data is organized according to the

geographic area described by the data. The largest grouping of

related map data in ADS is the Project. An ADS project usually

covers a large area (e.g., a BLM Resource Area, a designated

Wilderness Area). Although a project's area can be covered by a

single map, most ADS project's areas are covered by several

contiguous maps. An ADS map consists of all the geographic

information for a specific area (e.g., a 7.5 minute quad) within a

larger project area. For any one map, numerous ADS themes may
be created to record data. An individual map theme contains one

or more data types (i.e., lines, symbols, attributes) that describe a

specific category of data (e.g., streams and rivers, lakes and ponds,

roads and trails, PLSS Landlines, soil types). An individual theme's

lines, symbols and attributes are stored in several different files by

ADS.

ADS uses files to store data specific to one data type on a particu-

lar map theme, information specific to one map within a project,

information specific to one ADS project as a whole, and, if several

ADS projects are being used, information concerning where data

for the various projects is located.

There are two primary directories on the computer where ADS
stores data: the project_name directory under your computer's

ADSDATA directory, and the directory from which you execute

ADS (normally the ADS subdirectory in your user area). You
create a project's directory using the appropriate PRIMOS com-

mands to attach to the ADSDATA directory and create a

subdirectory called project_name:
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I ATTfiCH ADSDATfl

I CREATE project-name

The following diagram lists the files that may exist in the

ADSDATA>project_name directory and your ADS user directory

(i.e., the directory from which you execute ADS).

DIM of the contents of

ADSDATA>proJect_nsme
ft ADS user directory

ProjecLnameJ

Required files for an i

ADS project and map 1

Descriptive text string i

data file for a map

Symbol, line, and attribute files

that can exist lor a theme

(Optional) Font files for symbol,

line, and attribute labels

(for a theme) and descriptive

text string characters (for a map)

Polygon files and Cline tile created by
j

CLOSURE, and POLYGON or ARCLINE
:

Temporary files created by CLOSURE,

and POLYGON or ARCLINE

Temporary files created by EDGEFIT)

MASTER.DT

ADS.rnapname

mapname.BORDER

~mapname.MENUS
— mapname.TEXT
— mapriame.menuname.S

mapname.menuname.

L

— mapname.irwnufiamsA
— mapname.menuname.S.F
— mapname.menuname.LF
— mapname.menuname.A.F

mapname.TEXT.

F

mapnafne.menuname.P

mapname.menuname.C

mapnarne.menuname.E

Possible Temporary Files:

mapname.menuname D

mapname.menuname.NODES

mapname.menuname LINES

mapname.menuname .NLPTR

mapname.menuname.CLPRINT

mapname.penuname.LPPRINT

mapname.menuname. ED6

-I etc, _. etc,

Your Origin Directory

on the Computer

ADS User Directory

- MAPID.username

- PTHBLK.DT (optional)

- PROJECT.DT (optional)

- Possible Temporary Files

created during the operation

of ADS programs
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Data Files Stored in

the Project Directory

ADS stores all non-temporary data files related to a project's maps
and map themes in the project_name directory. Temporary files

are stored in both the project_name directory and your user

directory.

For each ADS project, ADS creates a MASTER.DT file in the

project_name directory. The MASTER.DT file contains informa-

tion for the project (e.g., the name of each map in the project,

each map's minimum bounding rectangle, each map's registration

map type). This file is required for ADS Edit commands that

operate on more than one map at a time.

For each map, ADS creates and maintains the following required

files in the project_name directory: ADS.mapname,
mapname.BORDER, and mapname.MENUS The
ADS.mapname file is a map's header file, containing projection

and registration information. The mapname.BORDER file con-

tains data about the map's border. A border must encompasses all

mapped data, and may encompass an area somewhat larger than

the outer extent of mapped data. The mapname.MENUS file

contains a listing of the different menus (i.e., themes) that exist for

the map.

Descriptive text strings are recorded for a map independent of any

menu. Geographic coordinates of the text, as well as the text itself,

are stored in the project_name directory in the mapname.TEXT
file. It is important to remember that descriptive text js associated

with a map as a whole, not with the menu (i.e., theme) from

which it is captured.

For each theme for a map, ADS may store symbol, line and

attribute data in the project_name directory in the following data

type files: mapname.menuname.S, mapname.menuname.L,
and mapname.menunameA While none of these files is

required individually in ADS, at least one exists for each map
theme.

Note:
Only thefirst 6 characters ofa menu 's name are used in themenu-
name portion ofdata typefile names.

The mapname.menuname.S file stores symbol data for a theme

(e.g., symbol coordinates, symbol types, and any associated label

text). The mapname.menuname.L file stores line data for a

theme, including the coordinates of all points along lines, line

types, and any associated label text. The
mapname.menunameA file stores polygon attribute data for a

theme, including the coordinates of attributes and their accompa-

nying text.
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If font information for symbol labels, line labels, attribute text or

descriptive text strings is necessary, ADS stores this data in the

following files (respectively): mapname.menuname.S.F,
mapname.menuname.I~F, mapname.menunameAF and

mapname.TEXT.F. These files only contain data specifying the

way in which labels, attribute text and descriptive text strings

appear when displayed or plotted.

When the ADS Edit commands CLOSURE and ARCLINE or

POLYGON are executed on a theme's line file, several temporary

and non-temporary files are created and stored in the

project_name directory. Temporary files remain in this directory

until ADS Function 17 —Clean anADS Project is executed.

When CLOSURE is run, the following files are created in the

project_name directory: mapname.menuname.NODES
(temporary), mapname.menuname.LINES (temporary),

mapname.menuname.NLPTR (temporary), and CLPRINT.

The mapname.menuname.NODES file contains a list of nodes

and their coordinates. The mapname.menuname.LINES file

contains information concerning where each ADS line is to be

broken into CLINES. The mapname.menuname.NLPTR file

contains node and line pointer information necessary for polygon

creation. The CLPRINT file is a PRIMOS COMO file that contains

information regarding any problems and errors encountered

during CLOSURE. When ARCLINE or POLYGON is run, a

mapname.menuname.C file is created in the project_name
directory. The mapname.menuname.C file stores the coordi-

nates of all points along CLINES. When POLYGON is ruri, the

following files may be created in the project_name directory:

mapname.menuname.P, mapname.menuname.E and

LPPRINT; if DLINES are generated, a mapname.menuname.D
(temporary) file is created as well. The mapname.menuname.P
file contains information on polygons, including a list of CLINES

that compose each polygon. The mapname.menuname.E file

contains information on enclosed polygons (i.e., islands). If no
islands exist, a mapname.menuname.E file is not created. The

LPPRINT file is a PRIMOS COMO file that contains information

regarding any problems and errors encountered during POLY-
GON. If present, the mapname.menuname.D file contains

coordinates for CLINES greater than .04 inches in length that are

unused in polygon creation. Detailed information on the CLO-

SURE and POLYGON commands can be found in Chapter 2 of

this User's Guide.
1

If the ADS Edit RESEQUENCE command is executed, a coi

the original file is created (original_file_name.BU) in the

project_name directory.
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If the ADS Edit EDGEFTT command is executed, a

mapname.EDG file is stored in the project_name directory. This

file contains map edgefit pointer information used during the

EDGEFTT procedure.

Data Files Stored in Your

ADS User Directory

Your ADS user directory (i.e., the directory from which ADS is

executed) is used primarily for storing temporary files; there are,

however, two non-temporary files that can exist in this directory:

MAPID.username and PTHBLK.DT. The MAHD.username file

is automatically created, maintained and required by the ADS Data

Capture program. This file contains registration information for the

current map and menu (i.e., the last map and menu you regis-

tered). Data stored in MAPID.username is necessary when ADS
is restarted so that you do not need to re-register an unmoved
map on the digitizing tablet.

The PTHBLK.DT file contains information that tells ADS the

location (i.e., the computer disk drive and file directory) of data

files, menu files, DLG look-up tables, etc.... ADS maintains a

system default PTHBLK.DT that assumes data are located in the

default ADSDATA directory. You must have a PTHBLK.DT file in

your ADS user directory that indicates the location of data files if

you need to access directories containing data files other than the

default. For more information on the format and contents of the

PTHBLK.DT file, please call the BLM Service Center.

Multiple Projects in ADS If you are using multiple projects in ADS, it is necessary to place a

PROJECT.DT file in your ADS user directory. This file should

contain a list of 2 to 20 ADS projects. The order of project names
in the PROJECT.DT file determines the order in which multiple

ADS project directories (subdirectories of the ADSDATA directory)

are searched for map data files. ADS multiple-map operations that

need a PROJECT.DT file if map files from 2 or more projects are

used include: QUADS, EDGEFTT and MERGE.

Note:
Be certain ofthe order in which project names are listed, since this

determines the order in which multipleADSproject directories are

searchedformap datafiles.
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WARNING:
APROJECT.DTfile should bepresent only ifyou areperforming

multiple-map operations, and then, thefile should contain asfew
project names as absolutely necessary. You should be thoroughly

familiar with the maps and themes in each project. Ifyou do not

need to use mapsfrom more than oneproject, disableyour

PROJECT.DTfile (ifpresent) by renaming it (e.g.,

PROJECT.DT.HOLD,PROJECT.DT.SAVE).

Note:
It is imperative that map names in the differentprojects be unique.

Ifduplicate map names exist in 2 or moreprojects, then the results

ofanyADS multiple-map operation are highly unpredictable and
subject to error.
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ADS

Functions

Introduction and

List of Functions

Once you are in the ADS directory (i.e., the directory from

which you want to execute the ADS program), enter the

following:

I ADS

The ADS.CPL macro is started, and the 20 primary functions

available in ADS are displayed as a menu:

1 = CAPTURE DATA with ADS REU.8

2 = EDIT ADS data

3 = Look at the HELP for ADS command (s)
4 = Create an ADS production plot

5 = Plot ADS menu on screen

6 = CREATE an ADS MENU

7 = UPDATE ADS MASTER MAP FILE

8 a Convert ADS data to MOSS format

9 = CREATE ADS MAPS from PCCS data

10 = CREATE ADS MAPS from DLGO files

11 = EXTRACT T0UNSHIPS from QUADS

12 = Run THE PAACEL GENERATOR
13 = Locate WELLS using GGUL

14 = CONUERT data from REU6 to REU7

15 = RESEQUENCE data files

16 = Build MRPNRMES f i le

17 = CLEAN an ADS PAOJECT

18 = MERGE RDS MAPS

19 = CREATE DLGO files from RDS MAPS

20 = HALT EXECUTION

Enter the number next to the OPTION desired

These functions are executed by entering the corresponding

number and pressing [CR]. The following section briefly describes

each of these 20 functions. Detailed information concerning ADS
Functions can be found in Chapters 1, 2 and 3 of this User's Guide.
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Brief Descriptions of

ADS functions

ADS Function 1 - Capture Data WithADS Revision 8
This function initiates programs that allow you to digitize data

from a map; designate, register and use digitizing menus; register a

source map and input information concerning its projection; and,

capture and store digitized data. The various tasks performed by

the ADS Data Capture function can be divided into two broad

categories: registration and data capture. Detailed information

concerning ADS Function 1 - Capture DataWith ADS Revision

8 can be found in Chapter 1 of this User's Guide.

ADS Function 2 - EditADS Data
This function is used after ADS data files (i.e., symbols, lines and

attributes) have been created using ADS Data Capture or another

ADS-related data input program. ADS Edit is actually an environ-

ment within which individual commands allow you to change

ADS file contents in a number of ways. Edit commands allow you

to audit data files, view data graphically, change existing data,

create polygons from line data, and assign polygon

attributes.While in Edit, a list of available commands with a brief

description of their functions can be obtained by entering HELP
and pressing [CR]. Detailed information concerning ADS Func-

tion 2 - Edit ADS Data can be found in Chapter 2 of this User's

Guide.

Note:
ADS Edit can also be accessed duringADS Data Capture;MeEdit

a Map File operating mode on allADS menus temporarityplaces

you in the Edit environment. This allowsyou to use Edit commands"

to correct errors made during Capture.

ADS Function 3 • Look at the Help ForADS Command(s)
This ADS function allows you to directly access ADS Help Files by

selecting from a list of Edit command and Macro program Htelp

Files. A graphics terminal is not needed for this function. Ypu may
have a copy of the desired help file printed on your computer

system's default printer, or displayed on your terminal screen.

Detailed information concerning ADS Function 3 - Look at the

Help For ADS Command(s) can be found in Chapter 3 pf this

User's Guide.
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Note:
ADS Help FilesforEdit commands can be accessedfrom the Edit

program by enteringHELP (commandjiame) at the Edit

program'sENTER COMMAND prompt. ADSHelp FilesforADS
menu operating modes can be accessedfrom theADSData Capture

program by selecting an operating modefrom a menu with a multi-

button cursor's (zero) key.

ADS Function 4 - Create anADS Production Plot

This function allows you to create a plot of digitized data for

verification purposes. A plot file may be created containing all or

any part of the data digitized for a map. A plot can be created for

each theme or for any combination of themes depending on the

desired output. When you select this function, the system asks a

series of questions that allow you to designate the specifications

for a plot (e.g., plot scale (size), data types to be displayed,

themes to be included, etc.). A plot file is created in the ZETA
directory on the prime, and may be displayed on the screen or

plotted on a plotter using PRIMOS or MOSS commands. Detailed

information concerning ADS Function 4 - Create an ADS Pro-

duction Plot can be found in Chapter 3 of this User's Guide.
.-

'

i

ADS Function 5 • PlotADSMenu on Screen

This function allows you to display an ADS digitizing menu on a

graphics terminal screen, and provides an option to create a plot

file for that menu. When this function is selected, a list of available

menus is displayed, and you are asked to select one. The chosen

menu is displayed on the screen, and you are asked if you want to

create a production plot of the menu. If you create a plot file, it is

created in the ZETA directory on the prime, and may be displayed

on the screen or plotted on a plotter using PRIMOS or MOSS
commands. Detailed information concerning ADS Function 5 -

Plot ADS Menu on Screen can be found in Chapter 3 of this

User's Guide.

ADS Function 6 - Create anADSMenu
This function allows you to build new ADS menus. To build a

menu, you specify a menu (i.e., theme) name, the number of

symbol types to appear on the menu, the number of line types to

appear on the menu, and the number of shading types to appear

on the menu. Then, for each symbol, line and shading type to be

placed on the menu, you specify its characteristics. For each

symbol and line type, you specify an index number (from the list

of available symbol and line types), color(s), angle, height,width

and 20-character definition. For each shading type, you specify a

i
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shade angle, color, line type, distance between shade lines, and 20-

character definition. Detailed information concerning ADS Func-

tion 6 - Create anADS Menu can be found in Chapter 3 of this

User's Guide.

ADS Function 7 - UpdateADS MasterMap File

This function should be used to update the map listing for an ADS
data directory. This is necessary when: data files are created

outside of ADS Data Capture; data files are renamed on the host

computer or copied from a different directory; or, a non-ADS data

file is converted to ADS format. ADS Function 7 deletes the old

MASTERDT file, surveys the ADS project directory, and creates a

new Master Map File (MASTERDT) using all appropriate data files

cunently in the project directory. As the contents of the ADS
project directory are reviewed, its files and their status are displayed

on the screen. If a map's header file cannot be read, the map
name is not added to MASTER.DT, and an enor message is dis-

played for the status. Detailed information concerning ADS Func-

tion 7 - Update ADS Master Map File can be found in Chapter 3

of this User's Guide.

ADS Function 8 - ConvertADS Data toMOSS Format
This function allows you to convert one or more data files from

ADS REV.7+ format to a MOSS format so that they can be used In

MOSS analysis operations. Designated line styles and symbol types

are transferred into MOSS. This function does not need a graphics

terminal. If a number of files are converted to MOSS format, this

function may be run as a batch (phantom) job. You must have

access rights to the appropriate MOSS directory in order to transfer

files. Detailed information concerning ADS Function 8 - Convert

ADS Data to MOSS Format can be found in Chapter 3 ofjthis

User's Guide.

ADS Function 9 -CreateADSMaps From PCCS Data U
This function allows you to create new ADS map files fromPLSS

Coordinate Computation System (PCCS) data. As input, thi$ func-

tion can use three different PCCS data files (or sets of files) to

create the ADS map files: the Public land survey Geographic

Coordinate File (PGCF) by itself, the FGCF in association with a

PLOT file, and newer PGCF data that incorporates PLOT4file

information. If the input file(s) do not contain connectivity param-

eters, the created ADS map contains only township section lines,

and PARCEL GENERATOR (ADS Function 12) cannot be; used to

create aliquot parts within the sections. Regardless of themethod

used, the output ADS data have the same projection as the input ^

PCCS data. Detailed information concerning ADS Function 9 -

Create ADS Maps From PCCS Data can be found in Chapter 3 of

this User's Guide.
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ADS Function 10 - CreateADSMaps From DLGO Files

This function allows you to convert USGS Digital Line Graphs

(DLG) Optional format Level 3 files into ADS symbol, line, and

attribute files. All DLG data, after 1986, is in Level 3 format. Only

UTM projected DLGs may be used as input. Any of the DLG
themes may be entered. The DLG file must be in the ADS project

directory before you can operate this function successfully. De-

tailed information concerning ADS Function 10 - Create ADS
Maps From DLGO Files can be found in Chapter 3 of this User's

Guide.

ADS Function 11 - Extract Townships From Quads
The Extract Townships From Quads function (i.e., the EXTRACT
program) is no longer supported by ADS. When you choose

Function 11 from the main ADS Functions menu, the MERGE
program (ADS Function 18 - Merge ADS Maps) is executed. In

the current version of ADS, Function 11 is the same as Function

18.

#* -

ADS Function 12 - Run the Parcel Generator

This function allows you to create an ADS map containing aliquot

parts within sections in a township, or to create an ADS map that

combines these aliquot parts into parcels as defined in ALMRS
records files. The ALMRS data may be in Status format or Match/

Merge format (i.e., a format combining Status and LLD informa-

tion). The ADS input file must contain full sections for either a

partial or full township, and may be derived from a 7.5 minute

quadrangle or a township map created by MERGE (ADS Function

18) or PCCS2ADS (ADS Function 9). More accurate results are

obtained from the PARCEL GENERATOR when used in conjunc-

tion with PCCS data. The ADS input map must also contain closed

polygons, each having a single attribute consisting of the section

number and township and range identifier (e.g., 31;T32N.R109W

or 31; 0320N1090W). The township and range identifier for all the

sections must be identical for all parcels to be generated. Detailed

information concerning ADS Function 12 - Run the Parcel

Generator can be found in Chapter 3 of this User's Guide.

ADS Function 13 - Locate Wells Using GGWL
This function creates or updates an ADS symbol file containing

geographic well locations. This function uses PLSS section lines

contained in an ADS theme to calculate the location of the sym-

bols (if a PLSS theme for a USGS quad is used, PLSS themes for

surrounding quads must already exist in the project for this func-

tion to work properly within partial sections on the map). The

map's PLSS theme must contain closed polygons with attributes

containing township, range, and section numbers. Before using

Function 13, a file containing footage calls for well locations and
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descriptors for well locations must exist in the ADS project direc-

tory. Detailed information concerning ADS Function 13 - Locate

Wells Using GGWL can be found in Chapter 3 of this User's

Guide.

ADS Function 14 - ConvertData From REV6 to REV7
This function allows you to convert maps digitized using ADS
Revision 6 software to a format acceptable to Revision 7+ soft-

ware. This conversion simply involves the addition of projection

information to a map's ADS.mapname file; projection information

was not recorded in Revision 6, but is mandatory in ADS Revision

7+. Before converting a map from Revision 6 to Revision 7 (or

Revision 8), you must check the source map (i.e., the map used

during Data Capture) for the appropriate projection information.

ADS Function 14 requires this projection data to convert maps
from Revision 6 to Revision 7. Only a map's ADS.mapname file is

altered by this function; none of the map's other data files are

affected. This function may be run interactively or as a batch job,

and can convert one or more maps. Detailed information concern-

ing ADS Function 14 - Convert Data From REV6 to REV7 can

be found in Chapter 3 of this User's Guide.

ADS Function 15 - Resequence Data Files

This function cleans up ADS data files for a specific map by

removing deleted records and renumbering the remaining records;

It permanently removes lines, text, symbols, or attributes that have

been previously marked for deletion in ADS Edit. Run this func-

tion on any completed file that has deleted items, especially

before you run CLOSURE and POLYGON. The program creates a

backup copy of the original file called filename.BU befobe it is

resequenced. Backup files (.BU files) are deleted when
ADS.CLEAN (ADS Function 17) is executed on the directory. This

function also includes an option to thin line data by removing

points from lines that fall within a specified tolerance distance

from each other. Detailed information concerning ADS Function

15 - Resequence Data Files can be found in Chapter 3 of/this

User's Guide.

Note:
Thisfunction breaks line data to ensure that there are no self-

crossing lines and resolvesfont information discrepancies.

ADS Function 16 - BuildMAPNAMES File

This function lets you create and add names to a specified ADS
project's MAPNAMES file. The function maintains the

MAPNAMES file's sorted order and updates the map counter. The
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MAPNAMES file is designed to store and sort map names repre-

sentative of the mapped area and consistent with the USGS and

BLM map-naming convention. This naming convention was
originally developed by USGS for identifying its 7.5 minute quads,

and uses the coordinates of the southeast corner of a map to

create the map name. If you enter a map name that follows the

USGS map-naming convention, this function calculates the longi-

tude and latitude of the SW corner, and provides the original

name of the quad (which you also enter when using this function)

as a cross-check when entering ADS Capture. Detailed information

concerning ADS Function 16 - Build MAPNAMES File can be

found in Chapter 3 of this User's Guide.

ADS Function 1 7 - Clean anADS Project

This function allows you to delete temporary data files (i.e., those

files that are no longer needed after ADS Edit's CLOSURE, POLY-
GON, EDGEFIT and RESEQUENCE programs have completed)

from a specified ADS project regardless of who created them.

Detailed information concerning ADS Function 17 - Clean an
ADS Project can be found in Chapter 3 of this User's Guide.

ADS Function 18 - MergeADSMaps
This function allows you to create a new ADS map by merging up
to 36 ADS maps. A single map is created, and themes for that map
can be created for each existing theme on the original maps. If

you are merging maps into an existing map, data is clipped to fit

its borders. Input maps may be of varying scales, but must all

have the same projection, be in the same projection zone, and

have the same units (i.e., meters or feet). Symbol, line, attribute or

polygon data can be merged, but certain limitations exist (e.g., line

and polygon data cannot be merged at the same time). Detailed

information concerning ADS Function 18 - Merge ADS Maps can

be found in Chapter 3 of this User's Guide.

Note:
Thisfunction can be used to extract township information (section

polygons) by mergingpolygons based on the attribute label.

ADS Function 19 - Create DLGO Files FromADSMaps
This function allows you to convert ADS data to a format similar to

a DLG optional format. The files produced from polygon or

arcline data are closest to the DLG optional format. Those created

from lines or symbols are only suitable for use by the BLM. ADS
labels are not converted to DLG major and minor codes; instead,

they are written as character strings. The scale of the output data is

the same as the input map. The default output filename is
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DLG.mapname and is written in the same project area as the

original map. Before executing this function on line files, run the

CLOSURE and ARCLINE commands. Detailed information concern-

ing ADS Function 19 - Create DLGO Files From ADS Maps can

be found in Chapter 3 of this User's Guide.

ADS Function 20 - Halt Execution

This function stops the ADS processes.
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Preliminary Procedures

Before You Begin

to Bigilize...

-m
..;: •.',-:-

Before you begin to digitize, we recommend two preliminary

steps. Some of these steps will vary depending on the complexity

of the data, the size of the project, and whether this data is to be

combined with existing data files.

fe first step involves becoming familiar with the data to be

digitized. What type of lines, symbols, attributes, and labels will

be captured? What menus are going to be used? If the default

parameters are used, only the first two characters of the menu
name will carry over to MOSS, therefore, it is important that these

be unique (see ADS Function 8 - Convert ADS data to MOSS
format for a complete explanation). How the data is to be used

will determine what lines and symbols will go on which theme. If

labels are being used, decide which menu they will be on. What
are the projection and scale of the maps? For many MOSS appli-

cations, these must be the same. ADS Revision 8 requires that the

projection information be entered when the map is registered.

The second step involves proofreading all the maps to be digi-

tized. Are any maps or overlays missing? Are lines, symbols,

labels, and attributes consistent on all the maps? Are all lines

completely drawn? Are all polygons closed? Do all polygons

have attributes? Do lines and line types edgematch on all sides of

the map? Do attributes match across map edges?

Before logging on to the computer, you will need to have the

system manager assign a user name, password, and project name.

After logging on by typing in your name and password, attach to

the directory under your user name from which ADS is executed.

Normally, you will create an ADS subdirectory within your home
directory on the computer and attach to this subdirectory to

execute ADS.

ADS programs can be executed in two ways, by choosing a

function from the ADS Function list or using a macro. Descrip-

tions of the use and procedures for functions and macros com-

prise the bulk of this handbook.
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G B II 6 P 9 1 PPOCfidllPfiS Once you have prepared your maps, you are ready to use the

fnn I Mini nn fin
equipment. Computers vary, but generally the following steps are

I III LUyyiliy Ull needed. You must also be familiar with the specific procedures

being used in your office.

1. Turn on all digitizing equipment power switches.

2. Type LOGIN, your user name, and press the RETURN
[CR] key.

3. Type in the appropriate password and press [CR]. If the

password or user name is invalid, you will be asked to

repeat steps 2 and 3. Check with your system manager

if after re-entering you are still not able to login.

The system next displays the log-on message stating the date,

time, Prime operating version number and your last login time.

You are placed at your initial attach point. To execute ADS, you
start at this origin point.

tXBCUliny AUu The first step in executing ADS is to access the working directory

for running ADS Revision 8. (Typing in WHERE will display the

current directory.) The directory for accessing ADS is usually

called ADS and is located in your home directory. Temporary files

are written to this directory. It is easier to locate and delete these

files if they are all written to one place. Most temporary files are

deleted automatically by the program if ADS is always executed

from the same directory.

To attach to the ADS directory, enter the following at thelcpm-i

puter prompt: 1

1

' It
I R *>RDS

1

11

Once you are attached to the appropriate directory, enter the

following to execute the ADS program:

RDS

The ADS Functions Menu appears (see below), and you are ready

to choose one of the options and begin using ADS.

To execute an ADS macro program, attach to the ADS directory as

described above, and enter the following at the computer prompt

(where macro_name is the name of the macro program you wish

to execute):

CPL IS>RDS>flDS.macro_name.
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On the Prime computer you can create abbreviations that allow

you to use one or more letters instead of the complete command.
These are written to an abbreviations (ABBREV) file after they are

created. If an abbreviation for ADS is created, you only need to

type the abbreviation to execute the ADS program. Below is an

example of an abbreviation command that can be added to your

abbreviations file:

I AB -fiC ADS 0A;A *>ADS;ADS

After creating this command, you need only type the following to

take you to your origin point on the computer, attach you to the

(sub)directory named ADS, and then execute ADS:

ADS

Note:
For more information on using abbreviations, see the Prime

computer's documentation, contactyoursystem manager or call

the GIS Hotline.

When ADS is executed, the program displays messages containing

the current software revision number, the date of its release, and

the ADS Functions list:

1 = CAPTUAE DATA with ADS AEU.8

2 = EDIT ADS data

3 = Look at the HELP for ADS commandCs)

4 = Create an ADS production plot

5 = Plot ADS menu on screen

6 = CAEATE an ADS MENU

7 = UPDATE ADS MASTEA MAP FILE

8 = Convert ADS data to MOSS format

9 = CAEATE ADS MAPS from PCCS data

10 = CAEATE ADS MAPS from DLGO files

11 = EXTAACT TOWNSHIPS from QUADS

12 = Aun THE PAACEL GENEAATOA

13 = Locate WELLS using GGUL

14 = CONUEAT data from AEU6 to AEU7

15 = AESEQUENCE data files

16 = Build MAPNAMES file

17 = CLEAN an ADS PAOJECT

18 = MEAGE ADS MAPS

19 = CAEATE DLGO files from ADS MAPS
20 = HALT EXECUTION

Enter the number next to the OPTION desired

Each function on this list is described fully in the following por-

tions of this documentation.
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ADS Function 1

Introduction to Capture Data

Thisfunction initiatesprograms that allowyou to digitize datafrom a map;

designate, registerand use digitizing menus; register a source map and input

information concerning itsprojection; and, capture and store digitized data.

The various tasks performed by the ADS Data Capture function

can be divided into two broad categories: registration and data

capture.

nGylSIPflllOn Before data can be digitized, captured and stored, the system

needs to know numerous pieces of information about the hard-

ware being used, the source map from which data will be digi-

tized, and the type of data to be digitized.

The Capture program first asks you for the ADS project and map
name being worked on.

You next indicate what hardware is being used (i.e., digitizing

tablet and computer terminal).

After this, you must choose the ADS menu to be used to capture

data. Different ADS menus are used to record different categories

of map data (e.g., hydrography, soil types, vegetative covers,

winter elk habitat). ADS menus can contain numerous options that

allow you to tell the system exactly what type of data (line, point,

attribute, etc..) you want to digitize, which symbol, line, or

polygon shading styles to use for the digitized features, and what

labels to associate with the features.

After you select a menu, you must tape a hardcopy of it to the

digitizing tablet, and register the menu.

Once a menu is registered on the tablet, you must provide ADS
Capture with detailed information about the source map from

which you will be digitizing. You must answer several questions

that the program asks you regarding the source map's projection

(and zone, if applicable), as well as its scale. In addition, you must

register the map (i.e., tell the program the map's location on the

digitizing tablet).
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After registering the map, you must decide whether or not to

capture label information along with each symbol and/or line

digitized. To capture polygon attributes and descriptive text strings,

you must choose to capture label information. If labels are captured

for symbols and lines, the labels entered for each feature become
the "subjects" of those features when ADS data is converted to

MOSS. If labels are not captured for symbols and lines, then the

symbol and line descriptions (appearing on the registered menu
beside symbol or line types) become the "subjects" of digitized

features when converted to MOSS.

Note:

Ifa map has been used before, not all the initial registration informa-

tion may be needed. Once a given map within anADSproject has
been registered, its most recently entered map registration and menu
selection (and registration) data are stored in theMAPID.(userJd)

file inyourADS directory. ADSData Capture's restart capabilities

depend on this information. For example, ifthe last map registered

underyouADS UserID is the same as the one currently being worked

on, and theposition ofthe map on the tablet has not been changed,

you can bypass much ofthe registration process. The same is truefor

bypassing the menu selection and registrationprocess ifthe same
map and menu are being used as inyour lastADS Capture session.

The tasks involved in registration are described in detail in the

Initialization Procedures, Menu Registration, Map Registra-

tion and Projection and Setting Label Parameters sections of

this chapter.

Data Capture Three types of data can be captured: symbols, lines, and attributes.

Before actually digitizing (i.e., sparking points with the tablet's

cursor), you must first define the operating mode to be used during

capture; this is done by selecting an option from the menu specified

during registration. Commonly used operating modes allow you to

capture symbol data, line data, polygon attributes, descriptive text

strings, and polygon shading attributes. Other operating modes
allow you to move (and re-register) a menu during data capture,

end a data capture session, digitize and label PLSS/GCDB section

corners, etc.... ADS menus can allow up to 16 different operating

modes.
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If an operating mode that allows you to digitize lines or symbols is

selected, you must define the symbol or line type being captured;

this may also be done by selecting a line or symbol type option

from the registered menu. There are many symbol and line types

(i.e., styles) available in ADS, and each different menu can

uniquely define the meaning of a particular symbol or line type

(e.g., state highway, county road, Resource Area boundary, PLSS

section corner, spring, cattle guard, etc.).

When capturing data for transfenal to MOSS, it is important to

remember that selected symbol and line styles define the "sub-

jects" of symbol and line data when converted to a MOSS map
unless labeled. If captured, the first 30 characters of labels become
the MOSS subjects at the time of conversion. If digitized lines are

to be used only in the creation of polygons, labels are not needed.

MOSS polygon subjects are created during conversion from ADS
attributes. An ADS attribute is a specialized point sparked (i.e.,

digitized) within a polygon; the attribute point is associated with

text describing the polygon's subject. Polygons themselves are not

defined during ADS Capture; they are created in ADS Edit with the

CLOSURE and POLYGON commands. Attributes placed within

polygons during ADS Capture are actually associated with their

appropriate polygons during these edit processes. Up to 20

separate attributes may be associated with a single polygon.

Note:
Labels andpolygon attributes do not need to be digitized during

ADS Capture; both types ofdata can be added and modified in the

ADS Editprogram (ADS Function 2).

Up to 5 polygon shading patterns can be defined on an ADS
menu. Shading patterns are assigned to polygons just like at-

tributes (i.e., after a shade is selected from the menu, a point is

sparked inside the polygon(s) receiving that shading pattern). As

with attributes, shading patterns are actually assigned to polygons

only after polygons are created in ADS Edit.

Help for the operating mode options on ADS menus can be

obtained by selecting an operating mode with a multi-button

cursor's zero (0) key.

The Data Capture process is explained fully in Section A,

Chapter 2.

The tasks involved in actual data capture (using menus and

digitizing point and line data) are described in detail in the Digi-

tizing Data: An Introduction and Using the Data Capture
Menu sections of this chapter.
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Initialization Procedures
To begin the Data Capture procedure in ADS, select option 1 from

the ADS Functions list.

Note:
Capture may he executed with the macro ADS.CAPTURE. See

ADS.CAPTURE in Chapter 4 - Running ADS With Macros.

In order to manage data files, separate directories are created for

different geographical areas or applications. These directories are

called projects. All captured data will be stored in files under your

specified project directory. All ADS projects are located under the

UFD— ADSDATA. If more than one UFD on the computer is

named ADSDATA, then PTHBLK.DT must be used to ensure that

the correct one is accessed. You must enter a valid ADS project

name. (Enter a I CR ] , for a list of existing projects.) Enter a

project name after the following prompt:

I Enter an ADS project name - [CR=List]:

A list of digitizers allowed in ADS is displayed next:

I - (project name) - was selected

I ADS. CAPTURE STARTED

I Types of DIGITIZERS allowed in ADS:

1(1) (TEKTRONIX 4954) no longer supported
I (2) TEKTRONIX 4956

I (3) TALOS 600 or CALCONP 9100

I (4) TALOS 800 or CALC0MP or 9000 ALTEK

I Enter the number indicating the type you have.

Respond with the number opposite the type of digitizing station

being used.

Note:
The softwarefor option 1 (the Tektronix 4954) is no longerfunc-

tioning and is not supported.
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A list of terminal types supported by ADS is then displayed:

I Types of TERMINALS allowed in FIDS:

1(1) TEKTRONIX 4014

I <2> GraphOn 250

I (3) PER I COM MX 7000

I Enter the number indicating the type you are using:

Respond with the number opposite the type of terminal being

used.

Note:

Ifyou are using EMU-TEKsoftware with ADS, specify thatyou are

using a Pericom terminal (terminal type 3 in the above list).

You must be on a list of valid users in order to capture data. If

you are not on the list, the program will terminate. Enter your

ADS user identification at the following prompt (you are given

three chances at -a correct entry):

I Vou are executing R0S revision 8.00

I Enter your RDS user identification

The next two prompts relate to selecting the map. The first gives

you the option of listing the maps in the data project. Enter VES if

a list of all the maps in the database for this project is desired. If

not, enter NO or t CR 1 for a default NO response.

I Do you want a list of the MRSTER MRP File? ICR=N01.

Now enter the name of the map.

I Enter the MRPNRME <CR to stop)

At this point, the system checks to see if a MAPNAMES file exists.

A MAPNAMES file is created by using the ADS.BUILD.MAPNAMES
macro (descriptive header information for MOSS maps comes from

this file; also see this macro documentation for more information

about creating and using the file). If a MAPNAMES file does not

exist, the system moves on to check the MASTER.DT file (see

below). If a MAPNAMES file exists, and the map name you

entered is in the file, the name of the quadrangle and the coordi-

nates for the southwest corner is displayed. If this mapname is

not in the mapname file, the following message appears:
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I The mapname entered is not in the list of approved

names

.

I Do you want to SELECT a DIFFERENT mapname? ICR=N0]

Next, the system determines if the mapname matches any of the

mapnames stored in the project's MASTER.DT file. This will

determine which prompt will be displayed.

If the map or mapname has not been used before (i.e., is not in

the MASTER.DT file), the following messages appears:

I Is not on the MASTER LIST of maps for the indicated

project(s).

I Do you want it added? [CR=VES]

This is your chance to verify that the mapname you entered is the

one you want. A [ CR ] will create it in the project. Entering NO
at this point allows you to enter a new mapname.

If the mapname entered exists in the project, the following mes-

sages will be displayed:

I The MRP name has been used before.

I Rre you going to DIGITIZE additional information?

ICR=VES]

If more data is to be digitized for that map, answer VES . If the

answer to the prompt is NO, another mapname will be requested.

Either enter a new mapname or a t CR 1 to terminate the digitizing

session.

A NO or [ CR 1 response to the next prompt will retain the menu
last used. If you wish to use a new menu, answer VES, and the

second prompt will be omitted.

I The last menu used was:

I (name of menu)

I Do you wish a new menu? (CR=N0>

Has the menu been moved since it was registered?

[CR=N01

The system next displays the following message.

I INITIALIZATION process complete

I Ready to begin REGISTRATION process.

If a new menu was requested, you will be prompted for the menu
number or name. You may see a list of existing menus by reply-

ing VES to the following prompt:
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I Do you wish to see the menu list? <XR=NO)

To select a menu, enter the menu number or the menu name
preceded by the symbol @ (e.g., ©LANDLINES) after the next

prompt.

I Enter menu * or ?menuname.

After entering the menu name or number, the system will display

the menu name and the following prompt:

I MENU NAME = (Menu name entered)

I Is this correct? <CR=YES>

If a copy is desired, reply VES to the next prompt, and the system

will draw the menu on the screen and pause until you press

[ CR 1 . This gives you time to make a copy.

I Do you uiant a COPV of the MENU? ICR=NO]
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DATE: 1/ 27/ 93
TIME; 17: 19: J_

SVMBOL/DEFIH IT IONS/PICK LINE DEFINITIONS OPERATING NODE

X 1 INDEFINITE CORNER •

X 1 OEFINITE CORNER •

-4- 02 FOUND CORNER

X 03 CORNER U/ SPOT «

+ 04 FOUND CORNER U/SPOT •

-f OS FOUND CRN U/SPOT HORIZ *

+ 06 FOUND CRN U/HORIZ CNTRL

X 07 FOUND CRN U/UERT. CNTRL •

X 08 CLOSING CORNER •

X 09 FOUND CLOSING CORNER

« 10 CLOSING CORNER U/SPOT •

« 11 FOUND CLOSING CORNER U/SPOT )

« 12 FOUND CLOSI NG CORNER U/HORIZf

9 13 FOUND CLOSI NG CORNER U/UERT. «

« 14 FOUND HERNDER CORNER «

ft 15 FOUND Ul TNESS CORNER •

© 16 FOUND U

1

TNESS CORNER U/SPOT «

17 FOUND QURRTER CORNER *>

8 18 FOUND QURRTER CORNER U/SPOT •

X 19 FOUND ORRNT CORNER •

« 20 FOUND LOCRT 1 Oh HONUHENT •

« 2 1 FOUND 1 SOLRTEC SECTION COBNEfl

11 22 FOUND ISOLRTEC UITNESS CORNE*

X 23 RRBITRRRV SECTION CORNER *

, 24 NONE OF THE ABOUE •

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
01, SECTION LINE

05 SECTION LINE APPRO* POSITION

06

07

08

SECTION LINE

SECTION LINE

SECTION LINE

fl.P.

A P .

R.P.

COIN. U/RORD

COIN. U/BOUN

COIN. U/HVOR
_.-

09 SECT ION LINE PROTRACT POSITION

SECTION LINE COINCID U/RORO

SECTION LINE COINCID U/BOUN

SECTION LINE COINCID U/HVOR

SECTION LINE P.P. COIN. U/ROAO

SECTION LINE P.P. COIN. U/BOUN

SECTION LINE P.P. COIN. U/HVDR

ARBITRRRV CLOSURE LINE

BRSE LINE

BASE LINE COINCID U/RORD

BASE LINE COINCID. U/BOUN

BASE LINE COINCID. U/HVDR

ORRNT LINE

GRRNT LINE COINCID. U/ROAO

GAANT LINE COINCIO. U/BOUN

OAANT LINE COINCIO. U/HVOA

NON-TVPICAL ATTRIBUTED LINES

En lir point data

En 1 tr I i n • data

Entir Una data (OFFSET)

Enter line data - eultlple theees

Enter line (OFFSET) - aulti theees

Enter text < OESCR I PT I UE )

Dlsplag geographic coordinates

Edl t map f I la

Enter attribute!

Assign polggon shading attributes

Enter SECTION • attributes

Change theees (DATA TVPES)

Move the eenu to a nee position

Pause until readg..

Change NAP nail

END OF JOB

SHHOIHO DEFINITIONS /PICK

P^ RED SHADE 1

0*
P^ GBEEN SHADE3 «

& PUAPLE SHADE4 «

r YELLOH SHRDE5 D
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Menu Registration

Registration is theprocess used to tellADS
where the menu is located on the digitizing tablet.

-Menu Registration 13

The menu should be taped to a convenient location on the

digitizing tablet. To register its location, digitize the circles in the

lower left, lower right, and the upper right corner of the menu

—

in that order.

Mistakes can be corrected by using the proper buttons on
the cursors.

While you are digitizing the three corners of the menu, the follow-

ing digitizing instructions appear on the terminal screen:

LEGAL PUeK/KEVBOflRD COMMANDS ARE:

1 key = Enter point

5 key = DELETE last point

6 key = START OUER

9 key = DOME (same as inside menu)

B key = turn BELL on /off

Note:

Ifforsome reason the menu leaves the tablet or is otherwise moved

while the system is waitingforyou to select an operating modefrom
the menu, typeW andpress i CR ] . You will beprompted to re-

register the menu.

After all steps have been completed, you are ready to register

the map.
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Map Registration & Projection
Registration is theprocess used to tell theADSprogram
where the map is located on the digitizing tablet.

Any number of factors can cause a bad registration, including a

damaged or inconectly drawn map, faults in the digitizing tablet,

input/parameter enors, or entering the wrong projection param-

eters. You need to know if the registration is bad, so that the

problem can be conected; otherwise a lot of time is wasted

digitizing a map that will later be rejected.

ADS uses two sources of information to measure the closeness of

a registration. The first source is the digitizing tablet itself. When
you spark the corners of a map or control points on a map used

in registration, the tablet coordinates of these points (in map
inches) are recorded and sent to ADS.

Note:
ADS stores digitized coordinatepoint values in map inches.

The term map inches refers to a cartesian coordinategrid having

an originpoint (0,0) one inch below and to the left ofthe lower-left

corner ofa map's minimum bounding rectangle (MBR). The term

tablet inches or digitizer inches refers to a coordinate grid having

its originpoint in the lower left-hand comer ofthe digitizing

tablet itself.

The second source of information used to measure the registration

accuracy is the geographic coordinates (latitude and longitude) of

the corners/control points as entered at the terminal. Depending

on the map type being registered
,
you are prompted to enter

latitude and longitude value(s) for one or more corners/control

points.

ADS thus records two sets of coordinates for each corner/control

point on a map:

1) x and y map inches sparked from the digitizing tablet.

2) latitude and longitude entered manually at the keyboard

or calculated automatically.
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WARNING:
To obtain the highestpossible digitizing accuracy, place maps on
the digitizing tablet with their bottom edge asperfectly horizontal

(i.e., parallel with the bottom edge ofthe tablet) aspossible. Position-

ing maps in this manner minimizes the effect oftranslation and
rotation computations during digitizing.

Map Type Options ADS has registration procedures for six different map types.

The type of map being digitized will determine which registration

method will be used.

Map Type 1 U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) 7.5-minute quadrangles should

normally be registered as map type 1. During registration, all four

corners must be digitized, but only the latitude and longitude of

the lower left corner are required. The geographic coordinates of

the other corners are calculated automatically from these coordi-

nates.

The projection of most 7.5-minute USGS quads produced

between the late 1950s and the early 1980s is based on the State

Plane System for the state in which the data is located. The map
will specify the state coordinate system and, if applicable, zone.

Maps produced after the early 1980s use UTM projections. The

projection parameters must be entered as accurately as possible

to ensure accurate data.

Map Type 2 Any geographic map that can be registered with four corner

points arranged in a rectangular pattern of latitudes and longitudes

can be registered as map type 2 (e.g., 1:100,000 quadrangle maps).

The four points are digitized and the latitude and longitude of the

southwest and northeast corners entered. The geographic coordi-

nates of the other two are calculated automatically from these two

corners.

Map projections vary depending on the map. The smaller the

map scale, the more important are differences among different

projections. It is imperative that the correct projection be used.

If an incorrect projection is used, digitized data will be inaccurate

when transferred into MOSS, DLGs, or any other GIS program or

map file. Most published maps identify the map projection and

the parameters used if other than standard.
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Map TypG 3 Any protracted master title plat (MTP) can be registered as map
type 3. To register the plat properly, identify four points that form

a rectangle encompassing the plat. The line joining the SW-SE

corners must point east. The scale and the meridian of the MTP
must also be known. MTPs are not projected, therefore no projec-

tion information is needed.

Note:
This map type should be tested before it is used extensively,

since not much emphasis wasplaced on its development.

Map Type 4 Any scaled map that is not projected can be registered as a map
type 4.

Note:
Although listed among the map type options, map type 4 is

currently unavailable.

Map TypB 5 Diagrams can be registered as map type 5.

Note:
Although listed among the map type options, map type 5 is

currently unavailable.

Map Type B Any map you want to register with 4 to 50 points ananged in any

pattern can be registered as map type 6. The geographic coordi-

nates for each registration point must be entered. We recommend

that points be ananged to enclose the data to be digitized, if

possible. An example of data which would require this type of

registration is a map plotted in State Planar coordinates. The

proper parameters must be entered for the map.

Note:
Map type 6 maps cannot beMERGED, and most cannot

beEDGEFIT.
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After you have entered ADS Capture Data and completed the

initialization process and menu registration, the system displays the

different map types, and asks you to enter the corresponding

number to designate the map type to be digitized:

Acceptable map types:

1 = 7.5 MIN QUAD

2 = LflT/LONG at 4 corners but not 7.5 MIN QUAD
3 = MT PLAT ** PROTRACTED only **

4 = SCALED MAP (currently unavailable)
5 = OTHEA < D I AGAAMS ) < curren 1

1
y unava i I ab I e

)

6 = LAT/LONG with more than 4 registration points
Enter a number from the list above to indicate type of

map.

Enter the corresponding number for the map type to be digitized.

I ADS now requires information on the projection of the

map to be dig i tized.

I Do you wish to continue or exit from capture?
I AEFEA TO PROJECTION HANDBOOK AND USEA MANUAL
I FOR MORE INFORMATION

I [ CR or V to continue, N to exit]

Assuming your response is YES, you must now provide ADS with

projection information.

Map Projections ADS requires that projection information be entered for a map
before it can be digitized.

One of the significant changes to ADS Revision 7+ is that you

answer a detailed set of questions defining the projection of the

map to be digitized. This brief guide is intended to help you

understand what those questions mean and how to answer them.

You are probably familiar with the basic reason for map projec-

tions: the earth is essentially round and maps are flat. Over the

centuries, as surveying and navigating instruments became more

accurate, and as the earth's surface needed to be measured more

precisely, many projection systems evolved that depicted these

measurements on a flat map while minimizing the possible errors.

No map projection can minimize all errors at once. For example, a

map projection that shows all land areas in their correct propor-

tions (an "equal area" projection) cannot also show all directions at

exactly their proper angles (a "conformal" projection).
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A cartographer's choice of a map projection depends on the

particular application. For example, on a map where surface areas

are the most important feature, such as a map of vegetation cover

or land use, an equal-area projection would probably be chosen.

On a map where directions are the most important feature, such

as a map of wind patterns or ocean currents, a conformal projec-

tion would be the logical choice.

In the general-purpose, large-scale maps, such as the 7.5-minute

quadrangle series issued by the USGS, the following are probably

the most important features for a projection:

1) Relative distances should be shown with minimum error;

that is, on a map scale of 1:24000, two points one mile

apart on the ground should be as close as possible to 1/

24000 of a mile apart on the map.

2) The projection should allow the merging of adjacent

quadrangles, that is, the latitude or longitude lines on one

sheet should be continuations of the latitude and longi-

tude on sheets showing adjacent areas.

Neither of these conditions can be met exactly with any map
projection. However, the projections in use today can minimize

the error on a 7.5-minute quad to within less than 3 horizontal

feet. (On a scale of 1:24000, this corresponds to about 1/500 inch,

which is more accurate than some digitizing tablets and most

human operators.)

Projection errors become much more serious on maps covering

large areas such as an entire state. The wrong projection for a map
of an area the size of New Mexico, for example, could cause

errors of several thousand feet or more. One reason for requiring

projection information in the map header in ADS is to minimize

interpretation errors on maps of large areas.

Note:
Accuracy acrossprojection zones (e.g., UTM zones orstateplane

zones) is normally acceptable up to 3-4 degreesfrom a projection 's

central meridian orparallel. This means that ifyou need tojoin

(and/or edgematch) several maps together thatfall in more than

oneprojection zone, your resulting map's accuracy should he

acceptable as long as the mapped area lies within 3^ degrees ofthe

central meridian orparallel oftheprojection used. Whenproducing
a map that crossesprojection zones, always use the zone containing

the majority ofthe map's area.
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The following is intended to guide you through the process of

entering projection parameters for the most common kinds of

maps. Projection questions are only asked the first time a map is

registered.

I Is the map in the Western Hemisphere?
I (NOTE: except for some Aleutian islands, the entire
I U.S. is in the western hemisphere) DEFAULT = YES:

This prompt was put into ADS Revision 7+ for the convenience of

BLM users who work exclusively with United States' data. The

prompt means that every longitude entered will automatically be

converted to a negative, and will not affect the projection. (If a

negative longitude is entered it will not be changed.)

According to international convention, longitudes originate at

Greenwich, England. Points west of Greenwich to the 180th

Meridian have negative longitudes. This region includes the entire

United States, except the extreme western part of Alaska.

When working with data from the small section of the Aleutians

west of the 180th longitude (or with data for Guam or Samoa or

any other part of the world), you would enter NO to this prompt.

Then you would enter all longitudes as positive or negative

according to whether they are east or west of the 180th Meridian.

Southern latitudes should be entered as negative numbers,

although the Bureau cannot guarantee the success of such maps

in ADS.
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Map Projection Mono

I 1 UNIUERSAL TRANSUERSE MERCflTOR

I 2 STATE PLANE

I 3 ALBERS CONICAL EQUAL AREA

I 4 LAMBERT CONFOAMAL CONIC

I 5 MERCATOR

I 6 POLAR STEREOGRAPH I

C

I 7 POLVCONIC

I 8 EQUIDISTANT CONIC A & B

I 9 TRANSUEASE MERCATOR

I 10 STEREOGRAPH I

C

I Projection (1-20)?

11 LAMBERT AZIMUTHAL EQUAL AREA

12 AZIMUTHAL EQUIDISTANT

13 GNOMON I

C

14 ORTHOGRAPHIC

15 VERTICAL NEAR SIDE PERSPECTIVE

16 SINUSOIDAL

17 EQU I RECTANGULAR (PLATE CARREE)

18 MILLER CYLINDRICAL

19 UAN DER GRINTEN I

20 OBLIQUE MERCRTOR CHOTINE)

This prompt asks you to enter the map projection used when the

map was originally drawn. Usually this information is written

somewhere on the map header or title area.

After you select the appropriate projection from the Map Projec-

tion menu, the prompts that appear on your terminal screen vary

depending on the projection of the map being digitized.

Note:
Aprompt askingforan ellipsoid number normally appears in the

series ofpromptsforprojection information. When digitizing data

from anywhere in North America, ellipsoid number (default) is

always an acceptable response. Other ellipsoids are used in other

parts ofthe world, where the earth 's surface has a slightly different

curvature.

Following is a discussion of some common types of maps and the

projections normally used in producing them.
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7.5-Minute Quads Before the late 1950s, the projections for these were Polyconic.

Between the late 1950s and the early 1980s, the 7 1/2-minute quad

sheets used the State Plane coordinate system. You need to know
the 4-digit State Plane zone number. For example, a map that is

known to be in the northern part of Colorado would be in the

"Colorado North" zone. If the zone of a map is not obvious, look

for a State Plane zone identification somewhere along the bound-

ary of the map. This may be worded such as "10,000-foot grid

based on Colorado Coordinate System, North zone." Maps that

cross zones or state boundaries are drawn using the State Plane

system of the dominant zone. The state is listed first in the map
title and is mapped with its State Plane coordinates (e.g. "Iceberg

Canyon, Nev.-Arizona"). Since the early 1980s, the USGS has been

producing maps using UTM projections.

WARNING:
When using the State Planeprojection system, one oftheprompts

may ask whether the units are infeet or meters. Always answer

meters. While State Plane surveys are actually done infeet, the

constants used by theprojection software are expressed in meters.

Entering data asfeet will cause inaccurate results.

USGS Maps with

Polyconic Projections

These maps generally use latitude of origin— (e.g., 40 degrees

30 minutes) and longitude of origin— the central meridian of

the map.

15 Minute Quads Since these maps are similar to the 7.5-minute quads, they use

either State Plane coordinates or the Polyconic projection. The 15-

minute quads are often older maps and would more likely be

Polyconic. Alaska's 15-minute maps may be UTM.

1:100,000 Scale Maps (e.g., BLM surface and mineral maps) Most of these maps use the

UTM projection, but check the map header. The only parameters

needed for UTM are a longitude and latitude in the "UTM Zone."

Enter the latitude and longitude of any point in the middle of the

map.
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WARNING:
Do not enter the latitude and longitude ofa point on the map
boundary. When a map is near the edge ofthe HTMzone, a bound-

arypoint may causeADS toplace the map in the wrong zone.

1:250,000 Scale Maps Older maps in this series, produced by the U.S. Army, are Trans-

verse Mercator (TM) projections. The central meridian of a TM
projection is the central meridian on the map. The scale factor at

the central meridian is 0.9996. The latitude of the origin of projec-

tion and the false northing can both be entered as (zero). The

false easting should be a number large enough to ensure no

negative numbers (5,000,000 is recommended). Newer maps in

this series, produced by USGS, are UTM. These should be identi-

fied as "UTM" somewhere on the map header.

1:500,000 Maps
of Entire States

The projection for this series is the Lambert Conformal Conic, with

standard parallels of 33 and 45 degrees, origin of 23 degrees north,

96 degrees west, false northing (zero). The false easting should

be a number large enough to ensure no negative numbers

(5,000,000 is recommended).

MAPS ot the

Conterminous O.S.

Other Maps

Unless the header indicates otherwise, these are probably Albers

projections. The standard parallels are 29.9 and 45.5 degrees and

can be entered in either order. The longitude and latitude at the

origin of projection are 96 and 23 degrees, respectively. The false

northing should be entered as (zero). The false easting should

be any number large enough to ensure no negative coordinates

(5,000,000 is recommended).

Look at the map header. If not enough information is given, other

references need to be consulted. If all else fails, contact the agency

that prepared the map.
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Map Registration Once projections have been determined, you are ready to pro-

ceed. The following are specific procedures for registering the

various map types.

Map Type 1 7.5-Minute Quadrangles (USGS)

When registering USGS quads, the following prompt appears:

I Digitize 4 Corners (SU, NU, NE, SE) to register map
I LEGAL PUCK/KEVBOflRD COMMANDS ARE:

I 1 key = Enter point

I 5 key = DELETE last point
I 6 key = START OVER

I 9 key = DOME (same as inside menu)

I 8 key = turn BELL on /off

Digitize the four map corners as instructed. The digitizing instruc-

tion message will accompany all requests for digitizer entry.

You will then be asked to enter (via the keyboard) the longitude

and latitude of the SW corner of the map.

I Enter LOMG/LRT for SW corner

I LONGITUDE (ddd mm ss or decimal degrees)

I LRTITUDE (ddd mm ss or decimal degrees)

ADS now determines how close the match is between the latitude

and longitude (x and y) map inches identified by sparking the

corner points on the digitizing tablet and the latitude and longi-

tude entered onto the system by you and calculated by the sys-

tem. Based on established projection parameters, ADS projects

each specified latitude-longitude pair (representing an actual

location on the earth) down to its corresponding location on an

imaginary flat plane the same size as the earth. These four pro-

jected points on the imaginary plane determine a geometric figure.

The four points digitized from the map also determine a geometric

figure in map inches. The two geometric figures should be similar

shapes, but very different sizes.

What are the shapes of these two figures? That depends on the

map projection. Usually, the figure on the projected plane the size

of the earth is a trapezoid, which can be thought of as a rectangle

on which the bottom has been 'stretched' to be a little wider than

the top. The degree of stretching along the bottom of the trap-

ezoid becomes greater at higher latitudes. The figure outlined on

the digitizing tablet is also approximately a trapezoid, but due to

digitizing error, it is not perfectly shaped. Based on the shape

differences between the two figures, ADS computes a set of
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equations, known as a "Best-Fit Similarity Transformation," which

relates points on the tablet to points on the imaginary plane. The
equations accept as input an x,y pair of map-inch coordinates and

give as output an x,y pair of coordinates on the imaginary plane.

An inverse Best-Fit Similarity Transformation is also calculated, by

taking points from the imaginary plane and outputs locations in

map inches on the tablet.

At each corner of the map or for each control point, the Best-Fit

Similarity Transformation is applied to the digitized map inch

coordinates. The result is an estimated point in coordinates on the

imaginary plane the size of the earth. The real coordinates of the

point, based on the latitude and longitude information entered

originally, are compared to those for the estimated point. The

difference between the real and estimated points on the imaginary

projected plane is the digitizing error measured (in feet) for the

point.

To obtain the digitizing error in map inches, the process is re-

versed. At each corner or control point, the inverse similarity

transformation is applied to the projected coordinates calculated

from the latitude and longitude values entered. The result is an

estimate of the point's location in inches on the map. This is

compared with the actual location of the point as entered from the

digitizing tablet. The distance between the estimated and actual

map points is the digitizing error in map inches.

ADS provides you with registration accuracy information by

displaying the calculated digitizing enor, both in feet and map
inches.

I Would you like to RE-REGISTER the map [CR=N0]?

The criteria for registration acceptability are based on the map
scale. Mean deviation in both x and y directions must be within

acceptable limits.

For scales smaller than 1:24000, maximum allowable deviation is

0.02 inch (maximum deviation is dependent upon base map
quality). To convert this standard to ground units for each scale,

apply the following formula:

(Denominator of RF) x 0.02 / (inch per foot)

For example, a scale of 1:24000: 24,000 x 0.02 / 12 = 40 (less than

40 feet deviation is considered acceptable). As a guide, the follow-

ing would are also acceptable:

1:62,500 - less than 104 feet deviation

1:100,000 - less than 166 feet deviation

1:250,000 - less than 4 16 feet deviation
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If the registration is acceptable, press [CR] and continue. Any other

response allows the you to re-register the map.

ADS now calculates and displays the average scales for the digi-

tized map's X (east-west) and Y (north-south) directions.

First, the average length of the east and west edges of the map
and the average width of the north and south edges are calcu-

lated. Next, from the latitude and longitude entered for control

points, the corresponding dimensions on the earth are calculated.

The average width on the map divided by the true east-west

distance on the ground gives the calculated map scale in the x
direction. The average length on the map divided by the true

north-south distance on the ground gives the calculated map scale

in the y direction.

Usually the calculated map scale is not exactly the same as the

map scale you would like. For example, ADS may measure a 7.5-

minute quad and calculate that the scale as 1:24,003 in the x

direction and 1:24,018 in the y direction.

On map types 1 and 2, ADS can adjust the map scale, and the

following prompt appears:

I Do you want to force the digitized data to a specific

scale ICR=VES]?

If you request the scale to be "forced" to a specific scale, ADS
calculates a correction factor for each of the control points. This

correction factor may be different in the x and y directions. The

system takes the control points as modified by the correction

factor(s) and calculates the digitizing errors one more time.

If the x and y correction factors are different, the digitizing errors

will change slightly. If the map registration is reasonably accurate,

the digitizing errors after scale correction will be a little worse than

before scale correction. In the case of an extremely bad registra-

tion (e.g., trying to register a 1:250,000 map as a 7.5-minute quad),

the uncorrected digitizing errors will seem very large, while the

scale-corrected errors will look reasonable.

WARNING:
Do not try tofix a bad registration with the scalefactor; it will look

better than it really is.
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Note:

Ifthe calculated (average) scales are very close toyour desired

scale, the resulting digitizedproduct will be more accurate ifyou

force data to the desired scale. Ifthe calculated scales are way off

fromyour desired scale in either thex ory direction, do notforce

the data to the desired scale; in these cases, you should re-register

the map.

If you tell ADS that you want to force digitized data to a specific

scale, the following set of prompts appear. The scale entered

overrides the original scale:

I Enter the stated scale of the source map

I 1:

I Scale input as 1: (the scale entered)

I Is this correct [CR=V]?

Map Type 2 Lat/Long at 4 corners but not 7.5 minute Quadrangle

The procedure for registering this map type is the same as the one

used for map type 1, except you need to enter latitude and

longitude coordinates for both the SW and the NE corners.

Map Type 3 MT Plat (Master Title Plat)

While USGS quads usually contain a rectangular frame, MTPs may
not. To register the map properly, you must identify four points

which form a rectangle that encompasses the MTP. A characteristic

of this rectangle is that a line joining the SW-SE corners should

point EAST. If it does not point east, the conversion from digitizer

coordinates to map coordinates will not be correct.

The procedure for registering this map type is very similar to the

one used for map types 1 and 2, except you need to enter latitude

and longitude coordinates for the SW, NW, NE and NW corners of

the plat.

Map Types 4 & 5 Scaled Maps and Other (Diagrams)

Map Type 4 requires a map scale. Map Type 5 does not require

any information, other than the corners of the drawing.
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Note:
Map types 4&5 are currently unavailable and cannot

be registered.

Map Type 6 Lat/Long with more than 4 registration points

The registration for Map Type 6 is slightly different from the other

map types, since the coordinate points used for registration need

not be the four corner points. If a map is turned sideways to fit on

the tablet, the ADS map will also be turned. A corner specified as

the southwest corner will plot in the southwest when transfened

to MOSS. If re-registered, the map must be placed in the tablet

with north in the same direction as the original registration.

When registering a map type 6, you receive the following prompt

to digitize the map boundary.

I DIGITIZE the MRP BOUNDARY, when completed

I return to any spot INSIDE the menu, (menuname)

You will be asked to enter the number of control points to be

used in registration. The minimum required is four; the maximum
allowed is 50.

I ENTER THE NUMBER of CONTROL POINTS <min=4,max=50):

The next prompts will be for the latitude and longitude of each

control point on the map.

I Enter LONG and LRT of each control point

I LRT /LONG for point 1

I LONGITUDE (ddd mm ss or decimal degrees):

I LRTITUDE (ddd mm ss or decimal degrees):

This series of prompts will appear until latitudes/longitudes have

been entered for each of the specified number of points. The

order in which control point coordinates can be entered is left up

to you. When all the coordinates have been entered, the system

will print the latitudes/longitudes on the screen and prompt:

I DO VOU WANT TO RE-ENTER URLUES [CR=N0]?

If the values are correct, reply NO or [CR] and the following

prompt will appear:
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Digitize the (number of control points entered)
control point locations in the SAME ORDER the coord

i

nates were entered

LEGAL PUCK/KEYBOflRD COMMANDS RRE:

1 key = Enter point
5 key = DELETE last point
6 key = START OVER

9 key = DOME (same as inside menu)

B key = turn BELL on/off

Digitize the control points on the map in the same order the

coordinates were entered. Once you have digitized each control

point, the system will print the calculated digitizing error, both in

feet and map inches. From here on, the registration prompts are

the same as for map type 1, with the exception of the prompt to

force the scale.

Note:
On map type 6 maps, there is no way to keep track ofthe scale in

the x andy direction when registering controlpoints that are

scattered randomly about the map. Thus, scale correctionfactors

cannot be entered to correct digitizing errors in the x andy direc-

tions. The coordinates on the map and the coordinates returned by

ADS should not differ by more than 0.02 map inches or 40feet on a

7.5-minute quad or by more than 0.02 map inches or 416feet on
a 1:250000 map.

r PBPSriny ID UlylUZB When the registration is accepted for all map types (except map
type 6), the following prompt appears:

Create the map boundary using one of the following:

Mote: If this data will be edgematched, best results
occur when the border is built from the registration

points.

1. Digitize the boundary, sparking inside the menu

when finished

2. Spark point in menu to build a boundary from the

registration points
MENU=(menuname)

LEGAL PUCK/KEVBORRD COMMANDS ARE:

1 key = Enter point

5 key = DELETE last point

6 key = START OUER

9 key = DOME (same as inside menu)

B key = turn BELL on/off
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You can now digitize the map boundary, using up to 500 points.

If the message, BEGIN NEW FIGURE, appears on the screen, spark a

point on the menu with the 9 key to continue registration.

If you spark a point within the menu without digitizing the map
boundary (map types 1 and 2), the system will default to the same
four corner points used to register the map. If the map scale is

smaller than 1:24,000, the border should be digitized and points

entered at intervals across the top and bottom of the map border.

This prevents problems with lines either not touching the border at

the top or extending beyond the border at the bottom.

After a map has been registered so that the digitizing error is

acceptably small, the map is plotted on the screen and statistics are

displayed. The boundary of the map and the location of each

control point are graphically displayed:

I Digitizing statistics
I FOR THE MRP NAMED: (map name)

I MENU being used: (menu name)

I registered by: (RDS user name)

I Stated source map scale:

I 1: (scale)

I Calculated map scale:

I 1: (scale in x direction)

I 1: (scale in y direction)

I Rrea inside the map boundary

I (area in acres)

I PROJECTION of the source map:

I (projection type)

I DRTE (today's date and time)

I Length of WEST side: (length in inches)

I Length of NORTH side: (length in inches)

I Length of ERST side: (length in inches)

I Length of SOUTH side: (length in inches)

I SN CORNER LRT/L0NG: (I at and long, each as ddd

I NE CORNER LRT/LONG: (I at and long, each as ddd

I RDS REUISI0N: 8.00

mm

mm

ss)

ss)

ADS gives you one more chance to reject the registration before the

registered map is actually written to disk. ADS stores the location of

each control point in all three coordinate systems (map inches,

projected plane, and geographic) as well as information about the

map projection. The stored data allows ADS to recreate these trans-

formations.

I N0ULD V0U LIKE TO RE-REGISTER THE MRP? ICR=N0]
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Enter YES if a mistake was made during registration. Any other

response will accept the map as registered. The border of the map
and projection information will be displayed.

If the registration is accepted, the following prompt appears:

I REGISTRATION process completed.

I DO YOU UANT TERMINAL CHARACTERS?

I Terminal characters plot faster

I <N = NO, CR = VES) ?

Enter NO if, during data capture, you want labels and text dis-

played on the terminal with assigned font characteristics (see the

next section of this chapter, Setting Label Parameters); this will

also cause lines to be displayed using their associated line pat-

terns. If you enter YES to choose terminal characters, all labels and

text appear using the default terminal font without their assigned

characteristics, and all digitized lines appear as solid, straight and

unpatterned.

There is one final opportunity to test the accuracy of the registra-

tion of both old and new maps. Once a new map has been

registered, or when a previously registered old map has been

requested, ADS calls the DIGITIZE routine. When the following

message appears, you may digitize any number of points of

known latitude and longitude:

I Spark known points to verify registration -

inside MENU when done.

ADS takes the map coordinates from the tablet, sends them to the

projected plane by means of the inverse Similarity Transformation,

and then undoes the map projection to determine the geographic

locations associated with that point on the tablet. It then displays

the latitude and longitude for the point digitized.

If a map has been moved since registration, it would be evident

during the registration verification step.

After checking registration points, spark a point within the menu
frame to continue to the next step of the Data Capture program,

setting label parameters.

Note:
The registrationportion ofADS Capture is completed at thispoint

andyou are ready to digitize data. However, ifthe coordinates

during the registration check above were not accurate, select the

END OFfOB operating mode optionfrom the current menu after

the nextprompt and re-reglster the map.
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Setting

Label Parameters
ADS allows the user to enter and associate labels

withpointfeatures and linearfeatures during Capture.

ADS gives you the option of entering and associating labels with

point features (symbols, attributes and descriptive text strings) and

llinear features. You are not required to enter labels for point

symbols and lines in ADS, nor are such labels always desirable.

Labels are required for attribute data and descriptive text strings.

Note:
Labels can be added and edited with theADS Editprogram.

If labels are captured for symbols and lines, the labels entered for

features on an ADS theme become the "subjects" of those features

when the theme is converted to MOSS. If labels are not entered

for symbols and lines in ADS, then the symbol and line descrip-

tions (appearing on the ADS Menu beside symbol or line types)

become the "subjects" of digitized features when converted to

MOSS. Thus, if you are digitizing a theme that will be converted to

MOSS, and want the symbol and line descriptions from the ADS
Menu to determine the MOSS subjects of digitized features, do not

label symbols and lines.

There are standard, default settings in ADS that initially determine

how labels look when displayed and plotted. These defaults can

be changed during data capture (in between the digitizing of map
features), or before you begin digitizing features.

After the registration portion of ADS Capture is complete, the

following prompt appears:

I Change LABEL capture PARAMETERS <Y/N CR = NO) ?

At this time, you may change the existing parameters set for

labelling symbols, lines and attributes during data capture.
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If you choose to change label capture parameters, the following

Label Options List appears:

I Choose one of the following options:

I 1. CAPTURE of labels for SYMBOL data ON. Turn OFF.

I 2. CAPTURE of labels for LINE data OFF. Turn ON.

I 3. DISPLAY of labels ON. Turn OFF.

I 4. MODIFY current LABEL characteristics -

I Height = (height), Angle = (angle), Font* = (font*),

I Pen* = (pen*), Slant = (slant angle)

I 5. Return ICR]

The first two options on the Label Options List are ON/OFF toggles

pertaining to the capture of labels for symbols and lines during the

digitizing process. To have ADS prompt you for a label for each

symbol digitized, make sure option 1 is set to ON; if option 1 is set

to OFF, ADS does not prompt for symbol labels during capture. To
have ADS prompt you for a label for each line digitized, make sure

option 2 is set to ON; if option 2 is set to OFF, ADS does not

prompt for line labels during capture. To change the capture of

labels to the opposite setting from that displayed on the list, enter

the appropriate option number and press [CR]; the Label Options

List is redisplayed, and the ON/OFF value of the selected option is

changed.

Option 3 on the Label Options List is an ON/OFF toggle pertaining

to the display of captured labels (for symbols and lines) on the

terminal screen during the digitizing process. To display labels

during capture, make sure option 3 is set to ON; to disable the

display of captured labels, make sure option 3 is set to OFF. To
change the display/hiding of labels to the opposite setting from that

displayed on the options list, enter 3 and press [CR]; the Label

Options List is redisplayed, and the ON/OFF value of the selected

option is changed.

Option 4 on the Label Options List allows you to alter existing label

characteristics (i.e., parameters).

Note:
Labelparameters set with option 4 apply to specifiedfonts and labels

using specifiedfonts, not to terminal display characters.

To change label parameters, enter 4 and press [CR]. The following

set of prompts appear one at a time:

I Enter the height (inches) [CR = 0.071
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Enter the height, in inches, that you want for label letters. The

default is 0.07 inches and can be selected by pressing [CR].

Enter the angle <N/fl for LINEs) ICR = 45.00]

Enter the angle, in degrees counter-clockwise from the horizontal,

at which you want labels printed. The default is degrees (i.e.,

horizontal) and can be selected by pressing [CR]. This value only

affects point data labels (i.e., labels for symbols, attributes and

descriptive text strings); line labels are printed along the path of

lines.

I Enter the font number ICR = 0]

Enter the number that specifies the font you want used for label

text (see the Font Examples section following this discussion). The

default font number, selected by pressing [CR], is and signals that

the data is non-fonted.

If you choose a font number other than zero (0), the following

two prompts appear. If you choose the default font (0), these two

prompts do not appear, and the Label Options List is redisplayed.

I Pen number ? ICR = 1

]

For fonts other than font number zero (0), enter the number that

specifies which pen is to be used to plot labels. The default pen

number is 1 and can be selected by pressing [CR].

Pen numbers refer to different display colors. You should be

aware that diplay colors vary from terminal to terminal, and plotter

pen sets vary from plotter to plotter. Additionally, plotter operators

can change the colors associated with pen numbers. The

Tektronix 16 pen set (see table) is commonly used, and is consid-

ered to be the default by ADS.
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Commonly Used

Tektronix 16 Pen

Color Table

Pen# Plotter Color

blank (will not plot)

Screen Color*

defaults to pen #1 (white)

1 black white

2 red red

3 green green

4 blue blue

5 cyan cyan

6 magenta magenta

7 yellow yellow

8 orange orange

9 green-yellow green-yellow

10 green-cyan green-cyan

11 blue-cyan blue-cyan

12 blue-magenta blue-magenta

13 red-magenta red-magenta

14 dark grey dark grey

15 light grey light grey

'defaultsettings

Enter the degree of slant (range = -90 to 90) [CR = 0.00]

For fonts other than font number zero (0), enter the angleat which

you want label letters to slant. Angles can be plus or minus 90

degrees from the vertical. The default is 0.00 degrees of slant (i.e.,

no slant) and can be selected by pressing [CR].

Once you enter the degree of slant, the Label Options List is

redisplayed.

Option 5 on the Label Options List returns you to the main cap-

ture program.

Once you have set label parameters or accepted the system

defaults, return to the main ADS Data Capture program by choos-

ing option 5 from the Label Options List.

You are now ready to select a data capture operating mode from

the Operating Mode section of the current menu (see following

section, Using the Data Capture Menu).
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ADS Font Examples

FONT 01 Cartographic Simplex

THE QUICK BRONN FOX JUMPS OVER THE LRZT DOG
FONT 11 Cartographic Simplex San Serif

THE QUICK BROWN FOX JUMPS OVER THE LAZY DOG
FONT 12 Roman Simplex San Serif

THE QUICK BROWN FOX JUMPS OVER THE LAZY DOG
the quick brown fox jumps over the lazy clog

FONT 13 Roman Complex Serif

THE QUICK BROWN FOX JUMPS OVER THE IAZY DOG
the quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog
FONT 14 Roman Small Complex Serif

THE QUICK BROWN FOX JUMPS OVER THE LAZY DOG
the quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog
FONT 15 Roman Duplex San Serif

THE QUICK BROWN FOX JUMPS OVER THE LAZY DOG
the quick brown fox jumps over fhe lazy dog
FONT 16 Roman Triplex Serif

THE QUICK BROWN FOX JUMPS OVER THE EAZY DOG
the quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog
FONT 23 Italic Complex
THE QUICK BROWN FOX JUMPS OVER THE LAZY DOG
the quick brouuiz fox jumps over the Lazy dag \

FONT 24 Italic Small Complex
THE QUICK BROWN FOX JUMPS OVER THE LAZY DOG
the quick brown, fox jumps over the lazy dog
FONT 26 Italic Triplex
THE QUICK BROWN FOX JUMPS OVER THE LAZY DOG
the quick brwum fox jumps over the laszy d,og
FONT 32 Script Simplex
jxc 2VJCSC tsaown fox fumtP& m>z% 3?cz iA$y. js&&
\r\Xs tfyu/kJh, tJ\owjrif f<yz> Jwmpfr 9\xw Co* ta/2u, day,

FONT 33 Script Complex

trw> vaaaaA/ hnwzrrtr poa> lu/mhbr owr- try* krjy- akwp.

FONT 51 Gothic German

ifyt qvsxct frrottm fcj frumpf **>tv t^je 1*^ bog
FONT 52 Gothic English

t\y* quirk ututpu fox jumps atver flip lazy bug
FONT 53 Gothic Italian

OfiS QQIOK BEOtDD SOX dQIDCS OVS0 DCiQ naSQ DOS
tE^r quirk broom fox jumps oner tfjp l&3y hog
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An Introduction to

Digitizing Data
Good, logical digitizing techniques reduce

operator errors and increase digitizing speed and efficiency.

Digitizing Individual Points

TheJBLM and ADS support digitizing tablets produced by TALOS,

,OMP, and ALTEK, as well as the TEKTRONIX 4956.

To digitize an individual point, place the cursor cross hairs directly

over|ne point on the map and depress the appropriate cursor key

to spark the point (i.e., capture the point's coordinates and send

them to ADS).

Digitizing Lines
Digitized lines are composed of one or more line segments; an

individual line segment is the part of a line connecting two con-

secutively digitized coordinate points. A line must have a mini-

mum of 2 points, and can have up to a maximum of 32,767

points. If you digitize the maximum number of points allowed,

ADS displays the following message:

I YOU HflUE ENTERED MAX * OF POINTS flLL0WED=32,767

If you continue to digitize, no new points are added to the line,

and the preceding message is repeated. You must end the line,

delete the last point on the line (this may be repeated), or delete

the line and start over; these options are described in detail later in

this chapter in the section discussing how you Enter Line Data.

To digitize lines, place the cursor cross hairs on the map at the

beginning of the line to be digitized. Then, depending on the type

of tablet, cursor and digitizing mode being used, move along the

line sparking points with the cursor key as needed to define the

line.

Most digitizing tablets allow two types of line digitizing, point and

stream (track) modes. When using point mode, digitize the line by

taking a sample of points on the tablet by depressing and releas-

ing the cursor key once for each point on the line. When in

stream or track mode, keep the cursor key depressed as you move
along the line until the line is complete.
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Data Capture's

Digitizing Capabilities
When digitizing a group of points (e.g., registering the menu or

the map, capturing the map boundary, point data, or line data),

you can do any of the following:

• delete the last digitized point

• delete all points digitized on a line (i.e., start over)

• TRACE a figure using a cursor on a tablet

When capturing point or line data, you have these additional

options:

• change thinning tolerance

• snap to existing data

• display digitized data

• refresh display

• display data to be snapped to

• turn labels on/off

• change snapping theme/data type

• change snapping tolerance

• erase the screen

• use first point of line as the last point

(only applies for capturing lines)

Typically, you signal completion of a sequence of capturing data

by digitizing a point within the defined menu area or by using

the 9 key on a multi-button cursor. The exceptions to this are

(1) while registering the menu, completion occurs after three

points have been digitized; and (2) registering map types

1 and 2 require exactly four points.

Note:
During the registration ofmenus or map types 1 and 2,

the system automatically accepts the last requiredpoint andpro-
ceeds to the nextprompt; therefore, you have no opportunity

to delete the lastpoint digitized, even ifit is incorrect. Ifyou

make a mistake during registration, you must start over.

Cursors/Pucks and Bells ADS is disigned to primarily support multi-button cursors with

cross hair lenses; multi-button cursors should be able to pass a 0,

1, 2 or 3 prefix to the computer with each point's coordinate

values. Single-button cursors can be used with ADS if they pass a

1 prefix to the computer with each point's coordinates, but you

have only limited digitizing capabilities in ADS with such cursors.

After a point is sparked with the cursor, the system signals accep-

tance of the point's coordinate data by ringing a bell.
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The bell can be turned off by pressing the B key on a multi-button

cursor or on the terminal's keyboard. The bell will then ring once

after each set of 100 points are sparked.

WARNING
Unless the bell is turned off, a bell should ring each time apoint is

sparked. Depending on how busy the system is, the bell will sound

immediately or aftera very slight delay. Ifapoint is sparked and no

bell rings, you should re-spark the samepoint until the bell sounds.

Snapping The purpose of snapping is to generate symbols or line coordi-

nates that occur at the same geographic location as a previously

digitized point; the point snapped to may be an individual point

symbol or a point on a line segment. Snapping is accomplished by

specifying the theme and data type containing the point to be

snapped to, then using special keys on the cursor to locate, lock

onto and duplicate the coordinates of an existing point. For

example, to create PLSS lines that pass through existing GCDB
points, you would need to specify the GCDB theme and point

symbol data to identify the points to be snapped to, then use the

appropriate cursor keys to snap to GCDB points as you digitize

PLSS lines.

Snapping should be used whenever appropriate. Snapping

results in fewer gaps and overlaps between lines, and helps

locate symbols and point data at the exact, intended location.

It is essential to use snapping if the exact location of the intersec-

tion of two or more lines needs to be recorded (e.g., intersections

of PLSS lines).

When you snap to previously digitized points, all the data for the

snapping theme and data type are searched for points within the

snapping tolerance of the sparked point. If a point is found within

the snapping tolerance, its coordinates are substituted for the

sparked coordinates. If many points are found within the snapping

tolerance, the coordinates of the closest point are used for the

new point. If the snapping data type is line data, and no points

defining the line fall within the tolerance, existing lines are exam-

ined to determine if any portion of an existing line falls within the

snapping tolerance. If a line falls within the tolerance, the coordi-

nates of the closest portion of the line are used for the coordinates

of the new point. Any time a point is created by snapping to

existing data, it is displayed on your terminal with an X.
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The defaults for the snapping theme and data type are the theme

and data type being captured. The default snapping tolerance is

0.060 inches. Changing these defaults is described in detail later in

this chapter in sections discussing how you Enter Point Data and

Enter Line Data.

Digitizing Curves and

Point Thinning Along

Straight Sections of a Line

Points should be digitized close together along a curve to maintain

the curve's true shape. You need to digitize many more points to

accurately define curved lines (e.g., lines recording the channel of

meandering streams) than to accurately define straighter lines

(e.g., lines recording the location of PLSS lines). ADS automatically

deletes duplicate points, as well as points sparked when you

accidentally backtrack over a small portion of the line you are

tracing. ADS also allows you to set a point thinning tolerance

(between 0.001 inches and 0.040 inches) that weeds out unneces-

sary points along straight portions of line segments.

Arcs, Nodes and ADS A node is a coordinate point that marks the beginning and/or

ending of lines, called arcs. By definition, the intersection of three

or more lines is a node, as is the end point of an arc unconnected

to other arcs at that point.

Polygon

Arcs are lines that begin and end at nodes, and cannot have nodes

between their beginning and ending nodes. By definition, an

individual arc simply connects two nodes, and cannot cross other

arcs or nodes.
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ADS CAPTURE supports what is called "spaghetti digitizing."

During spaghetti digitizing, you simply record points along a line's

path, regardless of whether that line crosses other lines or not. The

beginning of a line in ADS CAPTURE is simply the first point

recorded for that line; the end of a line is the last point recorded.

Nodes are not created during ADS CAPTURE.

Lines captured by ADS cannot be considered arcs since they do

not begin and end at nodes and may cross other lines.

Note:
Arcs are created in ADS duringpost-processing using CLOSURE
With POLYGONorARCUNE.

During ADS CAPTURE, you are not required to end lines at line

intersections (i.e., manually place points at intersection points). If

you choose to end a line segment at a line intersection, it is

important to snap to that node when beginning or ending the

other line segments at that intersection to ensure that all the line

segments share the intersection's single node.

Digitizing Lines in Stream Mode When defining lines in stream mode, a stream of coordinate points

is sent automatically from the digitizing tablet to ADS as you move
the cursor along the line on the map. While most tablets support

several different modes for collecting stream data, we recommend
that you set up the digitizing tablet so that you must continuously

hold a cursor key down while tracing the line being digitized (this

is called "Intermittent" mode on most ALTEK tablets, and "track"

mode on most CALCOMP tablets).

TEKTRONLX tablets can be switched to STREAM mode by enter-

ing a T from the keyboard.

OnALTEK tablets with a Command Keypad, you can switch from

POINT to STREAM mode using the Command Keypad and its LCD

Ijjjpigy. If the tablet does not have a command key pad, use the

dip switches on the back of the tablet each time you want to

switch between digitizing modes.

Note:
Whileyour tablet is set to STREAM mode, you can digitize single

coordinatepoints bypressing and releasing the appropriate cursor

keyfor each sparkedpoint without moving the cursor.
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Most digitizing tablets, including those made by TALOS, CAL-

COMP and ALTEK, must be set up to capture data in stream mode
using one of several different methods. For example, the ALTEK
AC40 can be set up to capture stream data using the RATE or

INCREMENT method; both of these are variations of stream data

capture. Using the ALTEK's RATE method, coordinate points are

sent from the tablet to ADS continuously at regular time intervals

(e.g., 10 points per second), regardless of the distance between

points, the amount of curve in a line, or whether duplicate points

are being recorded. The RATE method can easily overload the

tablet's temporary memory buffer (as well as ADS) with large

numbers of inconsequential coordinates. Using the ALTEK's

INCREMENT method, a new coordinate point is sent from the

tablet to ADS only when the cursor moves a predefined distance

from the previously stored coordinate. This tolerance distance is

defined when the tablet's data capture parameters are configured,

and can be specified as distance in the X direction, Y direction or

radially (i.e., in any direction) from the previous point.

Under normal circumstances, you should capture as few points

along a line as possible, while at the same time accurately record-

ing the line's shape. We recommend that you use the INCREMENT
stream mode data capture method (or your tablet's equivalent) to

be as efficient as possible. We also recommend that you specify

tolerance distance radially, if possible; if your tablet does not allow

this option, specify distance tolerances in both the X and Y
directions. You should consult your tablet's operator's manual to

determine which stream data capture methods are available, and

how to set up rate or tolerance distance parameters.

Potential Problems

During Data Capture

When the computer is busy, points are stored in the tablet's

memory (called a buffer) for a few seconds before being pro-

cessed. When this occurs during point digitizing, there is a pause

between the sparking of a point and the ringing of the bell. When
the tablet buffer is filled during stream digitizing, two lights on the

cursor flash to indicate that the recording of coordinates has been

halted. You must wait until the lights on the cursor stop flashing

before continuing to digitize.

Digitizing also can stop if the program detects an error in

transmitted data coordinates, such as when data are lost from

the input buffer. Data can be lost if sent faster than processed by

the computer; the more users on a system at one time, the more

likely this may occur. If you receive the following message,

sparking a point inside the menu with the 9 key may allow

you to continue digitizing:
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I 7th BVTE NOT fl ICR] IN TABLET SEQUENCE

BYTES=XX XXXX XXXX XXXX <7 bytes read)

If sparking a point inside the menu with the 9 key fails, something

serious has gone wrong with the digitizing tablet's set up param-

eters, and you may need to reregister the map and menu and

restart data capture.
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Using

Data Capture Menus

Introduction An ADS MENU is a printed rectangular object that you register on
the digitizing tablet (see Menu Registration earlier in this chap-

ter). Although you may enlarge or reduce the size of a menu to

suit your specific needs, each side of a menu must be between 3

and 16 inches long, and the angle of the corners must be between

88 and 92 degrees. Data capture program options are listed on a

menu, and by sparking a specified point on the menu next to the

desired option, you choose which capture function you want

performed. Only one menu can be cunent at any one time during

data capture.
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A THEME in ADS is a unique set of data captured using a single,

specific menu. As currently implemented in ADS, the specific

menu used in the capture of a set of data (i.e., a theme) uniquely

defines, identifies and names the theme.

Note:
Since menus and themes share a one-to-one relationship in the

current implementation ofADS, the terms "theme"and "menu" are
used interchangeably throughout this documentation.

It is important to remember that an ADS MAP is defined by the

geographic area it covers (i.e., the physical location of the mapped
area). For most individual maps, you will digitize many different

THEMES, using each theme to record a different category of data

(e.g., PLSS data, streams and springs, lakes and ponds, roads and

trails, soil type areas, vegetative cover type areas, wildlife habitat

areas, etc.).

WARNING:
We strongly recommend thatyou not digitize line dataforpolygon

and linearfeatures on a single theme, even though you may think

ofthis information as a single related set ofinformation (e.g., a
hydrography themeforstreams, rivers, lakes andponds). Ifyou
digitize both kinds oflines using one menu, there is a strongprob-

ability thatyou will not be able to generate the appropriate (i.e., true

and intended)polygons using CLOSURE andPOLYGON in ADS
Edit. To avoid thisproblem, keep lines describingpolygons (e.g., lake

shores) on a separate themefrom lines describing linearfeatures

(e.g., streams and rivers). Point symbol data (e.g., springs) may be

placed on eithera theme recordingpolygon or linearfeatures.

Once the registration process is complete, a menu should not be

moved. If moved after registration, a menu must be re-registered.

If, for any reason, a menu is moved or becomes unregistered

while the prompt SELECT OPERRT I NG NODE is on the terminal

screen, type M, press [CR 1 and re-register the menu, (see Menu
Registration earlier in this chapter).

Every ADS menu is composed of four principle sections:

1. Symbol Definitions

2. Line Definitions

3. Operating Modes

4. Shading Definitions
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The function of each section is constant from menu to menu, as is

the location of each section on every ADS menu. Only the defini-

tions for individual items within a section vary from menu to menu,
and these relate to the theme each menu represents.

The Operating Mode section of each menu, located in the top

portion of the right-hand column on all ADS menus, contains up to

16 options that allow you to control data capture digitizing opera-

tions. ADS has a standard set of 16 operating mode options that

can appear on menus. Although some menus may not list all 16

options, only the 16 standard options are available. Each of the 16

ADS Capture operating modes is described in detail in the follow-

ing section (Using Operating Modes on Data Capture Menus).

The Symbol Definition section of each menu, located in the left-

hand column on all ADS menus, can contain up to 25 different

symbol options. Each symbol is used to define the location of a

different type of point feature on a given theme (e.g., springs,

wells, corrals, elevation markers, etc.). Although a single menu
can accommodate and allow only 25 symbols for a given theme,

ADS has a pallet of 262 symbols from which to choose for menus.

The Line Definition section of each menu, located in the middle

column on all ADS menus, can contain up to 25 different line type

options. Each line type is used to define a different kind of linear

feature on a given theme (e.g., allotment boundaries, critical habitat

boundaries, section lines, pipelines, rail roads, etc.). Although a

single menu can accommodate and allow only 25 line types for a

given theme, ADS has a pallet of 38 line types from which to

choose for menus.

The Shading Definition section of each menu, located in the lower

portion of the right-hand column on all ADS menus, contains up to

5 different shading options. Each shading pattern can be used to fill

polygons that depict a different type of areal feature on a given

theme (e.g., wilderness areas, state parks, perennial lakes, vegeta-

tive cover types, soil types, etc.). Although a single menu can

accommodate and allow only 5 shading patterns for a given theme,

ADS allows you to build, using the 38 line types, the types of

shading patterns you wish when a menu is created.

To proceed with ADS Capture, you must now select an operating

mode from the Operating Mode section of the current menu.
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Selecting

Operating Modes

Once you have registered a menu and map, selected whether or

not to use terminal characters, and changed label parameters (or

accepted the defaults), the following prompt appears:

I SELECT OPERATING MODE FROM THE MENU

I NRMED: (menu name)

This prompt refers to options listed in the Operating Mode section

(i.e., the top portion of the right-hand column) of the current

menu. Choose one of the operating mode options from the menu
by placing the cursor cross hairs in the small circle to the right of

the desired option, and sparking a point with the 1 key.

Note:
To select itemsfrom an ADS menu (e.g., operating mode options,

symbol types and line types), place the cursor cross hairs in the

small circle to the right ofthe desired selection, and spark a point

with the cursor's 1 key.

As mentioned earlier, up to 16 standardized options may appear

on a menu, although some menus list only a subset of these

options.

The following is a list of the operating mode options that may
appear on ADS menus:

Enter Point Data

Enter Line Data

Enter Line Data (OFFSET)

Enter Line Data - multiple themes

Enter Line Data (OFFSET) - multi themes

Enter Text (DESCRIPTIVE)

Display Geographic Coordinates

Edit a Map File

Enter Attributes

Assign Polygon Shading Attributes

Enter SECTION # Attributes

Change Themes (DATA TYPES)

Move the Menu to New Position

Pause Until Ready

Digitize PLSS/GCDB Section Corners

END OF JOB
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WARNING:
Ifthe menuyou are using lists an operating mode option not listed

above, it has not beenproduced with the current software release of

ADS. When you select an optionfrom anyADS menu inADS
Revision 8.0, regardless ofhow that menu option reads, the operat-

ing mode selected corresponds to the option 'sposition (1-16) in the

above list.

Each of the 16 operating modes listed above is described in detail

in the following sections of this chapter.

Enter Point Data

Operating Mode
This operating mode allows you to digitize point (i.e., symbol)

data.

At the SELECT OPERATING MODE FROM THE MENU NAMED:

(menu name > prompt, select the Enter Point Data option from

the Operating Mode section of the menu. The following prompt

appears:

I SELECT a SYMBOL

Select a symbol from the Symbol Definition section of the menu.

Note:
You may skip selecting theEnter PointData optionfrom the

OperatingMode section ofthe menu, and directly select the desired

symbol; thisplacesyou automatically inEnter PointData mode.

Note:

Ifa symbol having the description, "No Symbol Desired, " appears in

the Symbol Definition section ofthe current menu, selecting it

allowsyou to labelpoints without having symbols appear next to the

labels when displayed orplotted. A data element with both an
invisible symbol type (as described here) and no label is invalid,

and is discarded byADS.

After selecting a symbol, the outline of the registered map appears

on the terminal screen's graphics plane, along with the Legal

Puck/Keyboard Commands menu.
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The computer prompts that appear during point digitizing are

different depending on whether or not labels are being captured.

The capturing of labels for point symbols is the default in ADS; to

change this, you must access the Label Options List, and turn the

Capture ofLabels for Symbols toggle to its OFF setting (see

Setting Label Parameters earlier in this chapter).

Digitizing Labeled Points If you are capturing labels along with symbols, the following

prompt appears after you select a symbol:

LABEL CHARACTERISTICS: PEN « (pen*), HEIGHT (height),

FONT « (font«), ANGLE (degrees),

SLANT (slant angle)

Enter the LABEL, tCR] if done.

1 key = Same as last label

A key = access LABEL options

Note:
The optionforpressing the 1 key on the cursor or keyboard is dis-

played only ifaprevious labeledpoint has been digitized. Ifyou press

the 1 key or theA key on the keyboard andpress [CR], one ofthe

followingprompts appears.-

I Enter 1 to use previous LABEL, 2 to enter ' 1
' as the

LABEL

.

or

I Enter 1 to access LABEL/ATTR options, 2 to enter 'A'

as the LABEL.

To specify a label for the next point symbol to be digitized, enter

the appropriate text and press ICR ] . To use the label of the previ-

ously digitized point symbol, press the 1 key on the cursor or

keyboard; this option is available only if a previously labeled point

has been digitized. To access the Label Options List, press the A key

on the cursor or keyboard; this list allows you to change labelling

parameters (see Setting Label Parameters earlier in this chapter).

To return to the SELECT OPERATING MODE FROM THE MENU
NRMED: (menu name) prompt, press [CR1.

Note:
Labels can be up to 52 characterslong in ADS. When transferred to

MOSS, however, only thefirst30 characters are usedforMOSS sub-

jects.
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If you enter a label, the following prompt appears:

I DIGITIZE POINTS MAX = (maximum number of points

I remaining that can be added to theme)

If you chose to use the same label as the previously digitized

point symbol, the following prompt appears:

I LABEL = (previous label)

I Spark location.

I DIGITIZE POINTS MAX = (maximum number of points

I remaining that can be added to theme)

At the DIGITIZE POINTS prompt, spark a single point using the

or 1 key on the cursor, or spark multiple points using the 2 or 3

key on the cursor (see the following discussion on Legal Puck/

Keyboard Commands for Point Digitizing). When you finish

digitizing the point(s), the Enter the LABEL prompt appears again.

If you chose to access the Label Options List, the following ap-

pears on the screen:

Choose one of the following options:

1. CAPTURE of labels for SYMBOL data ON. Turn OFF.

2. CAPTURE of labels for LINE data OFF. Turn ON.

3. DISPLAY of labels ON. Turn OFF.

4. MODIFY current LABEL characteristics -

Height = (height), Angle = (angle), Font* =

(font*), Pen* = (pen*), Slant = (slant angle)

I 9. Return ICR]

Choose one of the options on this list, following the instructions

outlined in the Setting Label Parameters section earlier in this

chapter.

To end the capture process for labeled point symbols and return

to the SELECT OPERATING MODE FROM THE MENU NAMED:

(menu name ) prompt, press the 9 key on the cursor or keyboard,

spark a single point anywhere inside the menu, or press ICR ]

.

Digitizing Unlabeled Points If you are capturing unlabeled symbols, the following prompt

appears after you select a symbol:

I DIGITIZE POINTS MRX = (maximum number of points

remaining that can be added to theme)
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Spark a single point using the or 1 key on the cursor, or spark

multiple points using the 2 or 3 key on the cursor (see the follow-

ing discussion on Legal Puck/Keyboard Commands for Point

Digitizing).

To end the capture process for unlabeled point symbols and

return to the SELECT OPERATING MODE FROM THE MENU

NAMED : (menu name ) prompt, press the 9 key on the cursor or

keyboard, spark a single point anywhere inside the menu, or press

[CA1.

Legal Puck/Keyboard

Commands for Point Digitizing

After you select a symbol from the Symbol Definition section of

the menu, the terminal screen erases, the outline of the registered

map appears on the graphics plane, and the Legal Puck/Keyboard

Commands menu is displayed.

Note:
Thissame menu is displayed ifyou select theEnter Text (DE-

SCRIPTIVE) orEnterAttributes optionsfrom the Operating

Mode section ofthe menu.

PUCK/KEVBOARD COMMANDS ARE:

= SNAP - enter single POINT
= enter single point
= enter multiple POINTs
= SNAP - enter multiple POINTs
= enter new LABEL /ATTR /TEXT
= DELETE last point
= START OUER
= turn THINNING on/off
= current /other theme
= DONE (same as inside menu)
= access LABEL options
= turn BELL on /off
= CHANGE thinning /snapping
= DISPLAY current theme
= ERASE screen
= DISPLAY other theme
= turn NHISPERed menus on/off
= QUIT
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The first four options on this menu (keys 0-3), require that an

(x,y) coordinate pair be sent to the computer; these options may
only be entered by sparking a point with the cursor using the

appropriate cursor key. All other options on this menu (4-9, A-F,

W and Q) may be entered by either pressing the appropriate key

on the cursor, or by pressing the appropriate key on the terminal

keyboard followed by [CR ]

.

The following is a detailed discussion of each puck/keyboard

command:

key - SNAP - enter single POINT
This option can only be used by sparking a point with the cursor's

(zero) key. The ADS snapping procedure is invoked automati-

cally with the key, and the set snapping tolerance is used, as

well as the specified snapping theme and data type (see the C key

description, CHANGE thinning/snapping, for altering the

current snapping tolerance, and for specifying a theme and data

type). "When you press the key to snap a point to the geographic

coordinates of a previously digitized point, all the data for the

selected snapping theme and data type are searched for points

within the snapping tolerance of the sparked point. If a point is

found within the snapping tolerance, its coordinates are substi-

tuted for the sparked coordinates. If many points are found within

the snapping tolerance, the coordinates of the closest point are

used for the new point. If the snapping data type is line data, and

no points defining the line fall within the tolerance, existing lines

are examined to determine if any portion of an existing line falls

within the snapping tolerance. If a line falls within the tolerance,

the coordinates of the closest portion of the line are used for the

coordinates of the new point. Any time a point is created by

snapping to existing data, it is displayed on your terminal with an

X. If no point or line falls within the tolerance, the following

message appears:

1 Mo data within SMRP tolerance, ignored

/ key - enter single POINT
This option can only be used by sparking a point with the cursor's

1 (one) key. When you press the 1 key, the (x,y) coordinate

values for the current location (in map inches) of the cursor's cross

hairs are sent to ADS.

2 key - enter multiple POINTS
This option can only be used by sparking points with the cursor's

2 (two) key. When you press the 2 key, the (x,y) coordinate
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values for the current location (in map inches) of the cursor's cross

hairs are sent to ADS. If you are placing labeled points, attributes or

descriptive text strings using the 2 key, the prompt to enter new text

between each sparked point is skipped; all labeled points, attributes

and descriptive text strings sparked with the 2 key in a sequence of

multiple points receive the text specified for the first point in the

sequence.

3 key - SNAP - enter multiple POINTs
This option can only be used by sparking points with the cursor's 3

(three) key. The ADS snapping procedure is invoked automatically

with the 3 key, and the set snapping tolerance is used, as well as the

specified snapping theme and data type (see the C key description,

CHANGE thinning/snapping, for altering the current snapping

tolerance, and for specifying a theme and data type) . If you are

placing labeled points, attributes or descriptive text strings using the

3 key, the prompt to enter new text between each sparked point is

skipped; all labeled points, attributes and descriptive text strings

sparked with the 3 key in a sequence of multiple points receive the

text specified for the first point in the sequence. For an explanation

of how coordinate values are determined for snapped points, see the

discussion regarding the key above.

4 key - enter new LABEL/ATTR/TEXT
This option can be selected either by pressing the cursor's 4 (four)

key, or by pressing the keyboard's 4 key followed by [CR ] . The 4

key allows you to enter new text for labels, attributes or descriptive

text strings during the digitizing of multiple points (see options and

3). When you select option 4, the following prompt appears:

I LABEL CHARACTERISTICS: PEN « (pen«), HEIGHT (height),

I FONT « (font*), ANGLE (degrees),

I SLANT (slant angle)

I Enter the LABEL, ICAI if done.

1 key = Same as last label

A key = access LABEL options

Note:

Ifdescriptive text strings are being placed, thephrase, "Enter the

TEXT, " appears instead of, "Enter the LABEL. " Ifattributes are being

placed, thephrase, "Enter theATTRIBUTE, " appears instead of "Enter

the LABEL."

Respond to this prompt by accepting the text entered for the previ-

ously digitized label (or descriptive text string or attribute), accessing

the Label Options List, or entering new text for the label, descriptive

text string or attribute.
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5 key - DELETE lastpoint

This option can be selected either by pressing the cursor's 5 (five)

key, or by pressing the keyboard's 5 key followed by ICR ] . The 5

key allows you to delete the last point symbol sparked. You may
repeat this option as often as necessary to delete unwanted
previously digitized point symbols. By repeatedly pressing the 5

key, points are deleted in the reverse order from which they were

captured. Only points stored in the buffer (i.e., those not yet

written to the theme's symbol file) can be deleted; generally, only

points entered since the last symbol type was selected or since the

last label (or text string or attribute) was specified can be deleted.

As each point is deleted from the buffer, it is blocked out on the

terminal screen, and the following message appears:

I Deleted LAST POINT

If you delete all the points stored in the buffer, pressing the 5 key

again produces the following message:

I ALL POINTS already deleted

6 key -STARTOVER
This option can be selected either by pressing the cursor's 6 (six)

key, or by pressing the keyboard's 6 key followed by [CR]. The 6

key's function is similar to that of the 5 key, but instead of deleting

points stored in the buffer one at a time, the 6 key deletes points

stored in the buffer all at once. As with the 5 key, you can only

delete points stored in the buffer (i.e., those not yet written to the

theme's symbol file); generally, only points entered since the last

symbol type was selected or since the last label (or text string or

attribute) was specified can be deleted.

7 key - turn THINNING ON/OFF
This option can be selected either by pressing the cursor's 7

(seven) key, or by pressing the keyboard's 7 key followed by

[CR 1 . The 7 key allows you to toggle thinning on and off (see the

C key description, CHANGE thinning/snapping, for altering the

current thinning tolerance). When you toggle thinning on and off,

one of the following messages appears:

I THINNING ON with a tolerance of (set tolerance)

or

I THINNING OFF
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Note:
Thinning only affects data recorded during line digitizing, and has

no affect on digitizingpoint data (i.e., point symbols, attributes or

descriptive text strings).

8 key - current/other THEME snapping
This option can be selected either by pressing the cursor's 8

(eight) key, or by pressing the keyboard's 8 key followed by
[CR 1 . The 8 key allows you to toggle between one of two theme-

data type combinations to which digitized data can be snapped.

One of these theme-data type combinations is automatically the

current theme and data type (either line, symbol or attribute)

being digitized. The other theme-data type combination is speci-

fied using the C key. See the C key description, CHANGE thin-

ning/snapping, for specifying the "other" theme and data type

for snapping.

9 key - DON_E (same as inside menu)
This option can be selected either by pressing the cursor's 9 (nine)

key, or by pressing the keyboard's 9 key followed by [ CR ] . The 9

key allows you to exit a data capture operating mode and return

to the SELECT OPERRTING MODE FROM THE MENU NAMED:

(menu name) prompt.

Note:
Sparking apoint inside the menu with the 1 key has the same affect

aspressing the 9 key.

.-... A key - access LABEL options

This option can be selected either by pressing the cursor's R key,

or by pressing the keyboard's A key followed by [CR ] . Pressing

the R key displays the Label Options List:

Choose

1

2

3

4

one of

of

of

of

the fol

labels

I abe I

s

I abe I

s

lowing options:

for SVMBOL data ON. Turn OFF.

for LINE data OFF. Turn ON.

ON. Turn OFF.

CAPTURE

CAPTURE

DISPLRV

NOD I FY current LABEL characteristics -

Height = (height), Angle = (angle), Font* =

(font*),

Pen* = (pen*), Slant = (slant angle)
Return ICR]
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Choose one of the options on this list, following the instructions outlined

in the Setting Label Parameters section earlier in this chapter.

B key - turn BELL on/off
This option can be selected either by pressing the cursor's B key, or by

pressing the keyboard's B key followed by [CR ] . Pressing the B key

toggles the bell on or off. If the bell is on, a bell on the digitizing tablet

rings each time a coordinate point is recorded. If the bell is off, a bell on
the digitizing tablet rings once for every 100 points recorded. When you
press the B key and toggle the bell on or off, one of the following mes-

sages appears:

I BELL OFF

or

I BELL ON

Ckey - CHANGE thinning/snapping

This option can be selected either by pressing the cursor's C key, or by

pressing the keyboard's C key followed by [CR ] . The C key accesses an

options list that allows you to change several different snapping param-

eters, as well as the thinning tolerance distance. ADS allows you to snap

data to two different theme-data type combinations. The theme and data

type currently being captured are automatically the first of these, and the

options list accessed with the C key allows you to specify the second

theme-data type combination. When you press the C key, the following

options list appears:

Choose one of the following options:

1. Change the SNAPPING tolerance to the current data

from (present tolerance setting) map inches

2. Change the SNAPPING tolerance to (line, symbol or attributt

file name indicating map name and menu name) from (present

tolerance setting) map inches

3. Change the other data to SNAP to from (line, symbol or

attribute file name indicating map name and menu name)

4. Change the THINNING tolerance from (current setting) map

i nches

9. Aeturn to CAPTUPE [CA]

Choose an option by entering the appropriate option number on the

keyboard and pressing [CR ] .

Option 1 allows you to change the snapping tolerance distance for the

current theme and data type (in inches) from the present setting dis-

played in option 1. This tolerance distance is applied when snapping to

data on the current theme-data type combination. When you attempt to

snap a point to the geographic coordinates of previously digitized data on

the current theme, all data for the current theme and data type are
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searched for points within the snapping tolerance (set with option

1) of the sparked point. "When you choose option 1, the following

prompt appears:

I Specify a TOLERANCE value to be used: ICR= 0.0601

Enter the desired snapping tolerance distance for the current

theme and data type, then press [CR ] . Pressing [CR ] without

specifying a distance accepts the 0.060 inch default tolerance.

Option 2 allows you to change the snapping tolerance distance

for the "other" theme and data type (in inches) from the present

setting displayed in option 2. This tolerance distance is applied

when snapping to data on the "other" theme-data type combina-

tion. When you attempt to snap a point to the geographic coordi-

nates of previously digitized data on the "other " theme, all data

for the "other" theme and data type are searched for points within

the snapping tolerance (set with option 2) of the sparked point.

The present setting of the "other" theme-data type combination is

listed as a file name in the following format:

(map_name)

(menu_name) =

(map_name).(memi_name).x

the cunent map name for which theme

data is being recorded

the current menu (i.e., theme) being used

to record data

S, L or R, and indicates the type of data

file being snapped to:

S indicates symbol (point) data

L indicates line data

R indicates attribute data

The default "other" theme-data type combination is the same as

the current theme-data type combination; to change the "other"

snapping theme, select option 3. When you choose option 2, the

following prompt appears:

I Specify a TOLERANCE value to be used: [CR= 0.0601

Enter the desired snapping tolerance distance for the "other"

theme and data type, then press ECR 1 . Pressing [CR ] without

specifying a distance accepts the 0.060 inch default tolerance.
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Option 3 allows you to change (i.e., specify) the "other" theme and

data type to which you wish to snap data. You may snap to data on
any existing theme for the cunent map, and any existing data type

(i.e., line, symbol or attribute data) on the selected theme. When you
select option 3, the following prompt appears:

I Enter the THEME to be used for SNAPPING ICR= (current

theme setting) ]

Enter the name of the theme containing the data to which you wish

to snap, and press ICR ] . The ADS default value is the cwrent theme

being digitized. After specifying an "other" snapping theme, the

following prompt appears:

I Enter the DATA TYPE to be used for SNAPPING:

I 1=SYMB0L,2=LINE,4=ATTRIBUTE [CR= (current data type

setting) ]

Enter the number that specifies the type of data on the "other" theme

to which you wish to snap, and press [CR ] . The ADS default value

is for the cunent data type being digitized.

Option 4 allows you to change the thinning tolerance distance from

the present setting displayed in option 4. Point thinning weeds out

unnecessary points along straight portions of lines. Thinning toler-

ances may range from 0.001 inches to 0.040 inches. When you select

option 4, the following prompt appears:

I Specify a TOLERANCE value to be used: [CR=0.021

Enter the desired thinning tolerance distance, then press [CR ]

.

Pressing I CR ] without specifying a distance accepts the 0.020 inch

default tolerance.

Option 9 returns you to the Capture program at the point where

you pressed the C key.

D key - DISPLAYcurrent theme
This option can be selected either by pressing the cursor's D key, or

by pressing the keyboard's D key followed by [CR ] . Pressing the D
key erases the terminal screen's graphics plane, and redisplays the

current data type (points, lines or attributes) being captured on the

current theme.
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E key - ERASE screen

This option can be selected either by pressing the cursor's E key,

or by pressing the keyboard's E key followed by [ CR ] . Pressing

the E key erases the terminal screen's graphics plane.

F key - DISPLAYother theme
This option can be selected either by pressing the cursor's F key,

or by pressing the keyboard's F key followed by [CR ] . Pressing

the F key displays the specified "other" theme-data type combina-

tion used for snapping. If you have a color terminal, this "other"

snapping data appears in yellow. See the C key description,

CHANGE thinning/snapping, for specifying the "other" theme

and data type for snapping.

tW - turn WHISPERed menus on/off
This option can only be used by pressing the keyboard's W key

followed by [ CR 1 . Pressing the W key toggles the display of the

Legal Puck/Keyboard Commands menu on the terminal screen's

graphics plane on and off. If the Commands menu is displayed,

pressing W hides it; if the Commands menu is not displayed,

pressingW displays it.

...
.

'--.
,:..

'Q'-QULT
This option can only be used by pressing the keyboard's Q key

followed by [CR 1 . Pressing the Q key stops the ADS Data Capture

program, and returns you to the main ADS Functions menu. Be
sure to exit successfully from an operating mode by pressing the 9

key or sparking a point inside the current menu before quitting

ADS Capture. If coordinate points are still stored in the buffer (i.e.,

they are not yet written to the theme's file), you lose these points

when Q is pressed. Avoid this by pressing the 9 key or sparking a

point inside the menu; this flushes the buffer and writes its con-

tents to the theme's symbol file.

Note:
Use Q only when you have made a non-recoverable error.
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Enter Line Data

Operating Mnde

This operating mode allows you to digitize line data. It is the

primary operating mode used to capture linear map features in

ADS

Note:
Each line on a map should be digitized only once. Ifa line needs to

be recorded on several different themes, digitize it once on one

theme, then duplicate it and add it to the other themes using the

commands available in ADS Edit (ADSfunction 2 on the mainADS
Functions menu). Thisprevents slivers between different data

themes.

At the SELECT OPERATING MODE FROM THE MENU NAMED:
(menu name) prompt, select the Enter Line Data option from the

Operating Mode section of the menu. The following prompt

appears:

I Menu = (menuname)

I Use cursor to SELECT LINE TVPE for line data.

Select a line type from the Line Definition section of the menu.

Note:
You may skip selecting theEnter Line Data optionfrom the

Operating Mode section ofthe menu, and directly select the desired

line type; thisplacesyou automatically inEnter Line Data mode.

After selecting a line, the outline of the registered map appears on

the terminal screen's graphics plane, along with the Legal Puck/

Keyboard Commands menu.

The computer prompts that appear during line digitizing are

different depending on whether or not labels are being captured.

By default, labels are not captured for lines in ADS; to change this,

you must access the Label Options List, and turn the Capture of

Labels for Lines toggle to its ON setting (see Setting Label

Parameters earlier in this chapter).
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Digitizing Labeled Lines If you are capturing labels along with lines, the following prompt

appears after you select a line type:

I LABEL CHARACTERISTICS: PEN * (pen*), HEIGHT (height),

I FONT * (font*), ANGLE (degrees),

I SLANT (slant angle)

I Enter the LABEL, (CR1 if done.

I 1 key = Same as last label

I A key = access LABEL options

Note:
The optionforpressing the 1 key on the cursor or keyboard is displayed

only ifa previous labeled line has been digitized. Ifyoupress the 1 key

or theA key on the keyboard andpress [CR], one ofthefollowing

prompts appears:

I Enter 1 to use previous LABEL, 2 to enter ' 1' as the

LABEL.

or

I Enter 1 to access LABEL /ATTA options, 2 to enter 'A' as

the LABEL.

To specify a label for the next line to be digitized, enter the appropri-

ate text and press [CR ] . To use the label of the previously digitized

line, press the 1 key on the cursor or keyboard; this option is avail-

able only if a previously labeled line has been digitized. To access

the Label Options List, press the R key on the cursor or keyboard;

this list allows you to change labelling parameters (see Setting Label

Parameters earlier in this chapter). To return to the SELECT OPER-

RTING MODE FROM THE MENU NAMED: (menu name ) prompt,

press [CR].

Note:
Labels can be up to 52 characters long in ADS. When transferred to

MOSS, however, only thefirst30 characters are usedforMOSS subjects

If you enter a label, the following prompt appears:

I Digitize the LINE data (inside menu when finished).

I NENU=(menu name)

I DIGITIZE POINTS NAX = (maximum number of points that

I can be digitized for a line)

I THINNING ON with a tolerance of (current tolerance)
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If you chose to use the same label as the previously digitized

point symbol, the following prompt appears:

I LRBEL = (previous label)

I Spark location.

I Digitize the LIME data (inside menu when finished)
I NENU=(menu name)
I DIGITIZE POINTS MAX = (maximum number of points
I that can be digitized for a line)

II THINNING ON with a tolerance of (current tolerance)

Note:

IfThinning is off, the last line ofthe messages listed above reads:

THINNING OFF.

Once the D I G I T I ZE PO I NTS prompt appears, place the cursor

cross hairs over the line's beginning point, and press the or 1

key on the cursor. Move the cursor cross hairs along the line,

sparking points (using the cursor's or 1 key) as needed to define

the line's shape accurately. At the line's last point, press the 2, 3 or

4 key on the cursor; you can also designate that the last point

captured using the or 1 key is the line's ending point by pressing

the 9 key or sparking a point inside the current menu. See the

following discussion on Legal Puck/Keyboard Commands for Line

Digitizing for more detailed information on using cursor keys to

digitize line points. When you finish digitizing the line's points, the

Enter the LABEL prompt appears again.

If you chose to access the Label Options List, the following ap-

pears on the screen:

I Choose one of the following options:

I 1. CAPTURE of labels for SVMBOL data ON. Turn OFF

I 2. CAPTURE of labels for LINE data OFF. Turn ON.

I 3. DISPLAV of labels ON. Turn OFF.

I 4. NOD I FY current LABEL characteristics -

I Height = (height), Angle = (angle), Font* =

(font*),

I Pen* = (pen*), Slant = (slant angle)

I 9. Return [CR]

Choose one of the options on this list, following the instructions

outlined in the Setting Label Parameters section earlier in this

chapter.
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To end the capture process for labeled lines and return to the

SELECT OPERATING MODE FROM THE MENU NfiMED : (menu
name ) prompt, press the 9 key on the cursor or keyboard, spark a

single point anywhere inside the menu, or press [ CR ] .

Digitizing If you are capturing unlabeled lines, the following prompt appears

Unlabeled Lines after you select a line type:

I Digitize the LIME data (inside menu when finished).

I NENU=(menu name)

I DIGITIZE POINTS MfiX = (maximum number of points

that can be digitized for a line)

I THINNING ON with a tolerance of (current tolerance

distance)

Note:

IfThinning is off, the last line ofthe messages listed above reads:

THINNING OFF.

Legal Puck/Keyboard
Commands for

Line Digitizing

Once the D I G I T I ZE PO I NTS prompt appears, place the cursor

cross hairs over the line's beginning point, and press the or 1

key on the cursor. Move the cursor cross hairs along the line,

sparking points (using the cursor's or 1 key) as needed to define

the line's shape accurately. At the line's last point, press the 2, 3 or

4 key on the cursor; you can also designate that the last point

captured using the or 1 key is the line's ending point by pressing

the 9 key or sparking a point inside the current menu. See the

following discussion on Legal Puck/Keyboard Commands for Line

Digitizing for more detailed information on using cursor keys to

digitize line points. When you finish digitizing the line's points, the

Enter the LABEL prompt appears again.

To end the capture process for unlabeled lines and return to the

SELECT OPERATING MODE FROM THE MENU NAMED: (menu

name ) prompt, press the 9 key on the cursor or keyboard, spark a

single point anywhere inside the menu, or press [CA ]

.

After you select a line type from the Line Definition section of the

menu, the terminal screen erases, the outline of the registered map
appears on the graphics plane, and the Legal Puck/Keyboard

Commands menu is displayed.
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Note:
This same menu is displayed ifyou select theEnter Line Data
(OFFSET) , Enter Line Data - Multiple Themes, or theEnter

Line Data (OFFSET) - Multiple Themes optionsfrom the Operat-

ing Mode section ofthe menu.

1 LEGAL PUCK/KEVBOflRD COMMANDS ARE:

1 key = SNAP - enter point
1 1 key = enter point

1 2 key = enter LAST POINT

1 3 key = SNAP - enter LAST POINT

1 4 key = CLOSE to 1st point, end line

1 5 key = DELETE last point
1 6 key = START OUER

1 7 key = turn THINNING on/off
1 8 key = current/other theme

1 9 key = DONE (same as inside menu)
1 R key = access LRBEL options
1 B key = turn BELL on /off

1 C key = CHANGE thinning /snapping

1 D key = DISPLAV current theme

1 E key = ERASE screen

1 F key = DISPLAV other theme

1 'U' = turn NHISPERed menus on/off

1 'Q' = QUIT

The first four options on this menu (keys 0-3), require that an

(x,y) coordinate pair be sent to the computer; these options may
only be entered by sparking a point with the cursor using the

appropriate cursor key. All other options on this menu (4-9, A-F,

W and Q) may be entered by either pressing the appropriate key

on the cursor, or by pressing the appropriate key on the terminal

keyboard followed by [CR ]

.

The following is a detailed discussion of each puck/keyboard

command:

key - SNAP • enterpoint

This option can only be used by sparking a point with the cursor's

(zero) key. The ADS snapping procedure is invoked automati-

cally with the key, and the set snapping tolerance is used, as

well as the specified snapping theme and data type (see the C key

description, CHANGE thinning/snapping, for altering the

current snapping tolerance, and for specifying a theme and data

type) . When you press the key to snap a point on a line to the

geographic coordinates of a previously digitized point, all the data

for the selected snapping theme and data type are searched for

points within the snapping tolerance of the sparked point. If a
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point is found within the snapping tolerance, its coordinates are

substituted for the sparked coordinates. If many points are found

within the snapping tolerance, the coordinates of the closest point

are used for the new point. If the snapping data type is line data,

and no points defining the line fall within the tolerance, existing

lines are examined to determine if any portion of an existing line

falls within the snapping tolerance. If a line falls within the toler-

ance, the coordinates of the closest portion of the line are used for

the coordinates of the new point. Any time a point along a line is

created by snapping to existing data, it is displayed on your

terminal with an X. If no point or line falls within the tolerance,

the following message appears:

I No data within SNAP tolerance, ignored

/ key - enterpoint

This option can only be used by sparking a point with the cursor's

1 (one) key. "When you press the 1 key to digitize a point on a

line, the (x,y) coordinate values for the current location (in map
inches) of the cursor's cross hairs are sent to ADS.

2 key - enterLASTPOINT
This option can only be used by sparking points with the cursor's

2 (two) key. When you press the 2 key to digitize a point on a

line, the (x,y) coordinate values for the cunent location (in map
inches) of the cursor's cross hairs are sent to ADS as the last point

on the line. Pressing the 2 key has the same effect as first pressing

the or 1 key, and then pressing the 9 key or sparking a point

inside the cunent menu. After the 2 key is pressed, digitizing

along the line ends, and you are ready to begin digitizing a new
line of the same type, or to choose another line type or operating

mode from the menu.

3 key - SNAP - enter LASTPOINT
This option can only be used by sparking points with the cursor's

3 (three) key. The ADS snapping procedure is invoked automati-

cally with the 3 key, and the set snapping tolerance is used, as

well as the specified snapping theme and data type (see the C key

description, CHANGE thinning/snapping, for altering the

current snapping tolerance, and for specifying a theme and data

type) . For an explanation of how coordinate values are deter-

mined for snapped points, see the discussion regarding the key.

If no point or line falls within the tolerance, the following message

appears:

I No data within SNAP tolerance, ignored
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4 key - CLOSE to 1stpoint, end line

This option can be selected either by pressing the cursor's 4 (four)

key, or by pressing the keyboard's 4 key followed by [CR ] . The 4

key allows you to end a line by snapping automatically to it's first

(i.e., beginning) point. This option is especially useful when
digitizing polygon lines. When you press the 4 key, the coordi-

nates of a line's first point are duplicated and sent to ADS as the

line's last point. After the 4 key is pressed, digitizing along the line

ends, and you are ready to begin digitizing a new line of the same

type, or to choose another line type or operating mode from the

menu.

5 key - DELETE lastpoint

This option can be selected either by pressing the cursor's 5 (five)

key, or by pressing the keyboard's 5 key followed by [CR ] . The 5

key allows you to delete the last point sparked along a line. You
may repeat this option as often as necessary to delete unwanted

previously digitized points along the line. By repeatedly pressing

the 5 key, points along the line are deleted in the reverse order

from which they were captured. Only points along the line cur-

rently being digitized can be deleted. As each point is deleted, it is

blocked out on the terminal screen, and the following message

appears:

I Deleted LRST POINT

If you delete all the points along a line, pressing the 5 key again

produces the following message:

I Rll POINTS already deleted

6 key - STARTOVER
This option can be selected either by pressing the cursor's 6 (six)

key, or by pressing the keyboard's 6 key followed by [CR 1 . The 6

key's function is similar to that of the 5 key, but instead of deleting

points along a line one at a time, the 6 key deletes points digitized

for the current line all at once. As with the 5 key, you can only

delete points along the line currently being digitized.

7 key - turn THINNING ON/OFF
This option can be selected either by pressing the cursor's 7

(seven) key, or by pressing the keyboard's 7 key followed by

I CR ] . The 7 key allows you to toggle thinning on and off (see the

C key description, CHANGE thinning/snapping, for altering the

current thinning tolerance). When you toggle thinning on and off,

one of the following messages appears:
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I THINNING ON with a tolerance of (set tolerance)

or

I THINNING OFF

8 key - current/other THEME snapping
This option can be selected either by pressing the cursor's 8

(eight) key, or by pressing the keyboard's 8 key followed by

[CR ] . The 8 key allows you to toggle between one of two theme-

data type combinations to which digitized data can be snapped.

One of these theme-data type combinations is automatically the

current theme and data type (either line, symbol or attribute)

being digitized. The other theme-data type combination is speci-

fied using the C key. See the C key description, CHANGE thin-

ning/snapping, for specifying the "other" theme and data type

for snapping.

9 key - DONE (same as inside menu)
This option can be selected either by pressing the cursor's 9 (nine)

key, or by pressing the keyboard's 9 key followed by [CR ] . The 9

key allows you to designate that the last point captured using the

or 1 key is the line's ending point. After the 9 key is pressed,

digitizing along the line ends, and you are ready to begin digitiz-

ing a new line of the same type, or to choose another line type or

operating mode from the menu.

Note:
Sparking apoint inside the menu with the 1 key has the same affect

aspressing the 9 key.

A key - access LABEL options

This option can be selected either by pressing the cursor's fl key,

or by pressing the keyboard's R key followed by ICR ] . Pressing

the R key displays the Label Options List:

Choose one of the following options:

1. CAPTURE of labels for SVNBOL data ON. Turn OFF

2. CAPTURE of labels for LINE data OFF. Turn ON.

3. DISPLRV of labels ON. Turn OFF.

4. MODIFV current LRBEL characteristics -

Height = (height), Angle = (angle), Font* =

(font*), Pen* = (pen*), Slant = (slant angle)
I 9. Return [CR]
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Choose one of the options on this list, following the instructions

outlined in the Setting Label Parameters section earlier in this

chapter.

Bkey - turn BELL on/off
This option can be selected either by pressing the cursor's B key, or by
pressing the keyboard's B key followed by [CR ] . Pressing the B key

toggles the bell on or off. If the bell is on, a bell on the digitizing tablet

rings each time a coordinate point is recorded. If the bell is off, a bell

on the digitizing tablet rings once for every 100 points recorded. When
you press the B key and toggle the bell on or off, one of the following

messages appears:

I BELL OFF

or

I BELL ON

Ckey - CHANGE thinning/snapping

This option can be selected either by pressing the cursor's C key, or by

pressing the keyboard's C key followed by [CR ] . The C key accesses

an options list that allows you to change several different snapping

parameters, as well as the thinning tolerance distance. ADS allows you

to snap data to two different theme-data type combinations. The theme

and data type currently being captured are automatically the first of

these, and the options list accessed with the C key allows you to

specify the second theme-data type combination. When you press the

C key, the following options list appears:

Choose one of the following options:

1. Change the SNAPPING tolerance to the current data

from (present tolerance setting) map inches

2. Change the SNAPPING tolerance to (line, symbol or

attribute file name indicating map name and menu name)

from (present tolerance setting) map inches

3. Change the other data to SNAP to from (line, symbol or

attribute file name indicating map name and menu name)

4. Change the THINNING tolerance from (current setting) map

inches

9. Be turn to CAPTUAE [CA1

Choose an option by entering the appropriate option number on the

keyboard and pressing ICR

1

.

Option 1 allows you to change the snapping tolerance distance for the

current theme and data type (in inches) from the present setting

displayed in option 1. This tolerance distance is applied when snap-

ping to data on the current theme-data type combination. When you

attempt to snap a point on a line to the geographic coordinates of
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previously digitized data on the current theme, all data for the

current theme and data type are searched for points within the

snapping tolerance (set with option 1) of the sparked point. When
you choose option 1, the following prompt appears:

I Specify a TOLERANCE value to be used: ICR= 0.0601

Enter the desired snapping tolerance distance for the current

theme and data type, then press [CR ] . Pressing [CR ] without

specifying a distance accepts the 0.060 inch default tolerance.

Option 2 allows you to change the snapping tolerance distance

for the "other" theme and data type (in inches) from the present

setting displayed in option 2. This tolerance distance is applied

when snapping to data on the "other" theme-data type combina-

tion. When you attempt to snap a point on a line to the geo-

graphic coordinates of previously digitized data on the "other
"

theme, all data for the "other" theme and data type are searched

for points within the snapping tolerance (set with option 2) of the

sparked point. The present setting of the "other" theme-data type

combination is listed as a file name in the following format:

(map name)

(menu_name)

(map_name).(menu_name).x

the current map name for which theme

data is being recorded

the current menu (i.e., theme) being used

to record data

= S , L or fl , and indicates the type of data

file being snapped to:

S indicates symbol (point) data

L indicates line data

fl indicates attribute data

The default "other" theme-data type combination is the same as

the current theme-data type combination; to change the "other"

snapping theme, select option 3. When you choose option 2, the

following prompt appears:

I Specify a TOLERANCE value to be used: ICR= 0.0601

Enter the desired snapping tolerance distance for the "other"

theme and data type, then press [CR ] . Pressing [CR ] without

specifying a distance accepts the 0.060 inch default tolerance.
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Option 3 allows you to change (i.e., specify) the "other" theme

and data type to which you wish to snap data. You may snap to

data on any existing theme for the current map, and any existing

data type (i.e., line, symbol or attribute data) on the selected

theme. When you select option 3, the following prompt appears:

I Enter the THEME to be used for SNAPPING [CR= (current

theme setting) ]

Enter the name of the theme containing the data to which you

wish to snap, and press tCR ] . The ADS default value is the

current theme being digitized. After specifying an "other" snapping

theme, the following prompt appears:

I Enter the DATA TYPE to be used for SNAPPING:

I 1=SYMB0L,2=LINE,4=ATTRIBUTE ICR= (current data type

setting) ]

Enter the number that specifies the type of data on the "other"

theme to which you wish to snap, and press [CR ] . The ADS
default value is for the current data type being digitized.

Option 4 allows you to change the thinning tolerance distance

from the present setting displayed in option 4. Point thinning

weeds out unnecessary points along straight portions of lines.

Thinning tolerances may range from 0.001 inches to 0.040 inches.

When you select option 4, the following prompt appears:

I Specify a TOLERANCE value to be used: [CR=0.021

Enter the desired thinning tolerance distance, then press [CR ]

.

Pressing I CR ] without specifying a distance accepts the 0.020 inch

default tolerance.

Option 9 returns you to the Capture program at the point where

you pressed the C key.

D key - DISPLAYcurrent theme
This option can be selected either by pressing the cursor's D key,

or by pressing the keyboard's D key followed by [CR ] . Pressing

the D key erases the terminal screen's graphics plane, and

redisplays the current data type (points, lines or attributes) being

captured on the current theme.

E key - ERASE screen

This option can be selected either by pressing the cursor's E key,

or by pressing the keyboard's E key followed by I CR ] . Pressing

the E key erases the terminal screen's graphics plane.
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F key - DISPLAYother theme
This option can be selected either by pressing the cursor's F key,

or by pressing the keyboard's F key followed by [CR ] . Pressing

the F key displays the specified "other" theme-data type combina-

tion used for snapping. If you have a color terminal, this "other"

snapping data appears in yellow. See the C key description,

CHANGE thinning/snapping, for specifying the "other" theme

and data type for snapping.

tW - turn WHISPERed menus on/off
This option can only be used by pressing the keyboard's W key

followed by [CR ] . Pressing the W key toggles the display of the

Legal Puck/Keyboard Commands menu on the terminal screen's

graphics plane on and off. If the Commands menu is displayed,

pressing W hides it; if the Commands menu is not displayed,

pressingW displays it.

'Q'-QUIT
This option can only be used by pressing the keyboard's Q key

followed by [CR ] . Pressing the Q key stops the ADS Data Capture

program, and returns you to the main ADS Functions menu. Be

sure to end lines by pressing the 2, 3, 4 or 9 key (or by sparking a

point inside the current menu) before quitting ADS Capture. If

coordinate points for a line are still stored in the buffer (i.e., they

are not yet written to the theme's file), you lose the line when Q is

pressed. Avoid this by ending the line; this flushes the buffer and

writes its contents to the theme's line file.

Enter Line Data

(OFFSET)

Note:
Use Q only when you have made a non-recoverable error.

The only purpose for this operating mode is to allow you to

display or plot line data in a location offset a user-defined distance

from the data's actual digitized location. Offset lines are displayed

in their offset locations in ADS Edit; they are displayed in their true

location only during ADS Capture.
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WARNING:
Unlessyou specifically need to display orplot offset lines, do not

digitize line data in this operating mode. Offset lines are difficult, if

not impossible, to snap to and to work with inADS Edit. We strongly

recommend thatyou avoid using this operating mode unless it is

absolutely necessary oryou are veryfamiliar with the behavior of

offset line data in ADS.

At the SELECT OPERATING MODE FROM THE MENU NAMED:

(menu name ) prompt, select the Enter Line Data (OFFSET)
option from the Operating Mode section of the menu. The follow-

ing prompt appears:

I Menu = (menuname)

I Use cursor to SELECT LINE TYPE for ine data offset

Select a line type from the Line Definition section of the menu.

After selecting a line, the outline of the registered map appears on

the terminal screen's graphics plane, along with the Legal Puck/

Keyboard Commands menu.

The computer prompts for capturing offset lines, both with and

without labels, are identical to the prompts that appear for captur-

ing regular line data in ADS (see the discussion on the Enter Line

Data operating mode). The only exception to this is that the

following prompt appears before you begin digitizing the points

for an offset line:

DIGITIZE a POINT to

of the OFFSET LINE

INDICATE the BEGINNING LOCATION

Spark a point to indicate the beginning location of the offset line.

Note:
Asyou digitize an offset line during capture, it is displayed on the

terminal screen in its true location. Whenever the current theme

and data type are redisplayed in ADS Edit orplotted on a plotter,

the offset line begins in the location specified by thepoint digitized

to indicate its beginning location.
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Enter Line Data -

Multiple Themes

This operating mode allows you to digitize lines on the current

theme, and have the data for those lines automatically written to

up to 10 other themes for the map. The lines placed in the other

themes are considered "invisible lines." Invisible lines are true

lines, and can be manipulated just like normally digitized lines in

ADS Edit (e.g., CLOSURE and POLYGON recognize and use

invisible lines). In ADS Capture, invisible lines on a theme are

displayed just like all other digitized lines if you have specified the

use of terminal characters. In ADS Edit, invisible lines are dis-

played as solid lines if the Edit LINES command toggle (i.e., "fancy

lines") is set to OFF (default); invisible lines appear as dotted lines

in Edit if fancy lines are ON. On production plots, invisible lines

do not appear if fancy lines are specified, and; if fancy lines are

not specified, all invisible lines are plotted.

Note:
A single line that represents two or more linearfeatures should only

be digitized once among the themesforanygiven map. This assures

data accuracy between themes. For example: ifa line represents a

stream and a county boundary that belong on different themes, the

line should be digitized on one ofthe themes using theEnter Line

Data - Multiple Themes operating mode, and the other theme

should be specified (see below) during the digitizingprocess so that

the digitized line is copied to it as an invisible line.

At the SELECT OPERATING MODE FROM THE MENU NAMED:

< menu name ) prompt, select the Enter Line Data - Multiple

Themes option from the Operating Mode section of the menu.

The following prompt appears:

I Enter up to 10 other themes to contain these lines

I Separate Theme names with [,]

Enter up to ten valid theme (i.e., menu) names, separated with

commas. The current theme should not be entered. If you enter

themes that have not been created for the map being digitized,

they are created once you successfully digitize line(s) using this

operating mode. Press ICR ] after all theme names are entered,

and the following prompt appears

I Theme names entered

I Menu = (menuname)

I Use cursor to SELECT LINE TVPE for line data.
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Select a line type from the Line Definition section of the menu.

After selecting a line, the outline of the registered map appears on
the terminal screen's graphics plane, along with the Legal Puck/

Keyboard Commands menu.

From this point on, the computer prompts for capturing lines for

multiple themes, both with and without labels, are identical to the

prompts that appear for capturing regular line data in ADS (see

the discussion on the Enter Line Data operating mode).

Elltfir LillB Dfltfl (OFFSET) ^^ °Peratin8 mode combines the linear data capture functions of

Multinla ThamoQ ^ Enter Lme Data (OFFSET) operating mode and the Enter
MUIIIPIB I neHieS u^ Data -Multiple Themes operating mode.

The only purpose for this operating mode is to allow you to

display or plot line data on multiple themes in a location offset a

user-defined distance from the data's actual digitized location.

Offset multiple theme lines are displayed in their offset locations

on the appropriate themes in ADS Edit; they are displayed in their

true location on the appropriate themes only during ADS Capture.

WARNING:
Unlessyou specifically need to display orplot offset lines on multiple

themes, do not digitize line data in this operating mode. Offset lines

are difficult, ifnot impossible, to snap to and to work with in ADS
edit. We strongly recommend thatyou avoid using this operating

mode unless it is absolutely necessary oryou are veryfamiliar with

the behavior ofoffset line data in ADS.

When you digitize offset lines on the cunent theme, data for those

lines is written automatically to up to 10 other themes for the map.

The offset lines placed in the other themes are considered "invis-

ible lines." Invisible offset lines are true offset lines, and exhibit the

same manipulation limitations. In ADS Capture, invisible offset

lines on a theme are displayed just like all other offset lines if you

have specified the use of terminal characters. In ADS Edit, invisible

lines are displayed as solid lines if the Edit LINES command toggle

(i.e., "fancy lines") is set to its OFF default setting; invisible lines

appear as dotted lines in Edit if fancy lines are ON. Invisible lines

do not appear on production plots if the "fancy lines" option

specified.
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At the SELECT OPERATING MODE FROM THE MENU NAMED:

Cmenu name ) prompt, select the Enter Line Data (OFFSET) -

Multiple Themes option from the Operating Mode section of the

menu. The following prompt appears:

I Enter up to 10 other themes to contain these lines

I Separate Theme names with [,]

Enter up to ten valid theme (i.e., menu) names, separated with

commas. The current theme should not be entered. If you enter

themes that have not been created for the map being digitized,

they are created once you successfully digitize offset line(s) using

this operating mode. Press [ CR 1 after all theme names are en-

tered, and the following prompt appears

I Theme names entered

I Menu = (menuname)

I Use cursor to SELECT LINE TVPE for line data offset.

Select a line type from the Line Definition section of the menu.

After selecting a line, the outline of the registered map appears on
the terminal screen's graphics plane, along with the Legal Puck/

Keyboard Commands menu.

The computer prompts for capturing offset multiple theme lines,

both with and without labels, are identical to the prompts that

appear for capturing regular line data in ADS (see the discussion

on the Enter Line Data operating mode). The only exception to

this is that the following prompt appears before you begin digitiz-

ing the points for an offset multiple theme line:

I DIGITIZE a POINT to

of the OFFSET LINE

INDICATE the BEGINNING LOCATION

Spark a point to indicate the beginning location of the offset line.

Note:
Asyou digitize an offset line during capture, it is displayed on the

terminal screen in its true location. Whenever one ofthe specified

multiple themes and current data type are redisplayed in ADS Edit

orplotted on a plotter, the offset line begins in the location specified

by thepoint digitized to indicate its beginning location.
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Enter Text

(DESCRIPTIVE)

This operating mode allows you to place descriptive text data on a

map. Such data are not tied to any symbols, lines or polygon

attributes. Normally, descriptive text is placed outside a map's

boundary, and is used to place such things as adjacent map
names, map source information, and master title plat (MTP)

comments. Descriptive text strings are normally placed horizon-

tally or vertically. Once the first line of text is defined, succeeding

lines are scrolled.

Text data are stored in the mapname.TEXT file.

WARNING:
Descriptive text strings are not transferable to MOSS.

At the SELECT OPERATING MODE FROM THE MENU NAMED:

(menu name ) prompt, select the Enter Text (DESCRIPTIVE)

option from the Operating Mode section of the menu.

After selecting this operating mode, the outline of the registered

map appears on the terminal screen's graphics plane, along with

the Legal Puck/Keyboard Commands menu. The following

prompt appears:

I LABEL CHARACTERISTICS: PEN * (pen*), HEIGHT

(height), FONT « (font*), ANGLE (degrees),

I SLANT (slant angle)

I Enter the TEXT, ICA1 if done.

I 1 key = Same as last label

I A key = access LABEL options

Note:
The optionforpressing the 1 key on the cursor or keyboard is

displayed only ifaprevious descriptive text string has been placed. If

you press the 1 key or theA key on the keyboard andpress [CRJ, one

ofthefollowingprompts appears.-

I Enter 1 to use previous LABEL, 2 to enter '
1

' as the

TEXT.

or

I Enter 1 to access LABEL/ATTR options, 2 to enter 'A'

as the TEXT.

I
I
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To specify text for the next text string to be placed, enter the

appropriate text and press [ CR ] . To use the text of the previously

placed text string, press the 1 key on the cursor or keyboard; this

option is available only if a text string was previously placed. To
access the Label Options List, press the fl key on the cursor or

keyboard; this list allows you to change labelling (i.e., text) param-

eters (see Setting Label Parameters earlier in this chapter). To
return to the SELECT OPERATING MODE FROM THE MENU
NAMED: (menu name > prompt, press [CR ]

.

Note:
Descriptive text strings can be up to 52 characters long in ADS.

If you enter text, the following prompt appears:

I DIGITIZE POINTS MAX = 1

If you chose to use the same text as the previously placed text

string, the following prompt appears:

I LABEL = (previously entered text)

I Spark location.

I DIGITIZE POINTS MAX = 1

Once the D I G I T I ZE PO I NTS prompt appears, place the cursor

cross hairs on the spot where you want the descriptive text string

to start, and spark a single point using the cursor's or 1 key. Text

appears just above and to the right of the digitized point if hori-

zontal text is placed.

Note:
You may onlyplace one text string at a time with this operating

mode. Do not attempt toplace multiple text strings in this operating

-mode by using the cursor's 2 key or3 key. Ifyou attempt toplace

multiplepoints in this operating mode, a text string isplaced at the

first digitizedpoint, and thefollowing message appears when you
spark a secondpoint:

I Vou have entered THE MAXIMUM NUMBEA OF POINTS ALLOWED

I Press "9* to get out!
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Press the 9 key on the cursor or keyboard to return to the SELECT
OPERATING MODE FROM THE MENU NAMED: (menu name)
prompt. Press the 4 key on the cursor or keyboard to return to the

Enter the TEXT, [CR] if done prompt.

Note:

Ifyou attempt to snap to data using the key, and nopoint is

found within the set snapping tolerance distance, no text isplaced,

and thefollowing message appears:

No data within SNAP tolerance, ignored.

After placing the text string, the Enter the TEXT prompt appears

again.

If you chose to access the Label Options List, the following ap-

pears on the screen:

Choose one of the following options:

I 1. CAPTURE of labels for SVhBOL data ON. Turn OFF.

I 2. CAPTURE of labels for LINE data OFF. Turn ON.

I 3. DISPLAV of labels ON. Turn OFF.

I 4. NODIFV current LABEL characteristics -

I Height = (height), Angle = (angle), Font* =

(font*), Pen* = (pen*), Slant = (slant angle)
I 9. Return [CR]

Only option 4 on this list is applicable to descriptive text strings.

Follow the instructions for option 4 outlined in the Setting Label

Parameters section earlier in this chapter.

To end the capture process for descriptive text strings and return

to the SELECT OPERATING MODE FAOM THE MENU NAMED:

(menu name ) prompt, press the 9 key on the cursor or keyboard,

spark a single point anywhere inside the menu, or press ICA ]

.

Display Geographic

Coordinates

The operating mode allows you to spark points on a map, and

receive the geographic coordinates of those points (displayed on

the terminal screen) in map inches and/or latitude and longitude

values. Whether or not latitude and longitude values are displayed

depends on the type of map being used. For each point sparked

on map types 1, 2 and 6, its geographic coordinates in map inches

and latitude/longitude are displayed. For each point sparked on

map type 3 (MTP), its coordinates in map inches are displayed.
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Note:
The lower left corner ofthe map'sMBR (minimum bounding

rectangle) has (x,y) map inch coordinates of(1.0,1.0).

At the SELECT OPERATING MODE FROM THE MENU NAMED:

(menu name > prompt, select the Display Geographic Coordi-

nates option from the Operating Mode section of the menu. The
following prompt appears:

For LATITUDE-LONGITUDE type maps, you are required
at this point to determine if the map registration
is sti II ual id.

Select known LflT/LONG or UTM points on the map.

THEIR LflT/LONG and UTN coordinates will be displayed.

To exit this loop, select a point INSIDE the regis-

tered MENU.

If the coordinates are not to your satisfaction,

please

select END OF JOB on the menu and re-register the map

because it has moved or your last registration was

bad.

Spark a point on the map using any cursor key, and evaluate the

coordinate values displayed on the screen. For map types 1, 2 and

6, the format of this display is:

I <XP,YP)=(x map inches) <y map inches) L0NG= (ddd mm

ss) LAT= (ddd mm ss)

For map type 3 (MTP), latitude and longitude values are not

displayed.

To exit this operating mode and return to the SELECT OPERAT I NG

MODE FAOM THE MENU NAMED: (menu name ) prompt, spark a

single point anywhere inside the menu.

This operating mode allows you to temporarily suspend work in

ADS Function 1 - Capture Data with ADS and enter ADS Func-

t i on 2 - Ed i t ADS Data to edit data for the map currently

being digitizing (i.e., captured). The ADS Edit program is used

normally after data files have been digitized with ADS Capture.

With the Edit program, you can view data, change the contents of

data files in a number of ways, assign attributes, create polygons,

etc.... Refer to Chapter 2 of this guide for a detailed description of

all ADS Edit commands.
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While in ADS Edit, a list of Edit commands with a brief description

of their functions can be obtained by entering HELP and pressing

[CR 1 . To obtain a detailed description of an individual Edit

command (including its appropriate usage), enter HELP <command
name > and press ICR ]

.

At the SELECT OPERATING MODE FROM THE MENU NAMED:

(menu name ) prompt, select the Edit a Map File option from the

Operating Mode section of the menu.

When you select this operating mode, work in ADS Capture is

temporarily suspended, and you are placed in the ADS Edit

environment

See Chapter 2: ADS Function 2 - EDITADS Data of this User's

Guide for detailed instructions regarding the ADS Edit program

and its commands.

To exit the ADS Edit program, return to ADS Capture and resume

work on the cunent map and theme, enter BVE and press ICR ] at

the ADS Edit ENTER COMMAND - prompt.

Enter Attributes This operating mode allows attribute data elements containing

polygon subject information to be associated with polygons on

map themes. Attributes are text strings placed (i.e., digitized)

within the appropriate polygons to which they will be associated

once polygons are generated in ADS Edit. Each attribute's text can

contain up to 52 characters. You can associate up to 20 different

attributes per polygon in ADS, but normally only one attribute is

associated with each polygon.

ADS attributes become the subjects of MOSS polygons when an

ADS theme is transfened to MOSS. Although ADS attributes can be

52 characters long, MOSS polygon subjects are only 30 characters

long. Only the first 30 characters of an ADS attribute string are

transferred to MOSS. When a polygon with more than one associ-

ated attribute is transfened to MOSS, the attributes' text strings are

concatenated (i.e., strung together) with a period separating them

until the 30 character limit for MOSS subjects is reached; characters

in attributes beyond the limit are not transferred to MOSS.

WARNING:
ADS cannot and will not check to see ifpolygons actually exist on a

theme before allowing attributes to be entered andplaced (i.e.,

digitized). Asfar asADS is concerned, attributes arejust another

data type, and their existence is independent ofthe creation and
existence ofpolygons. It isyour responsibility to ensure that at-

tributes are used andplacedproperly.
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Attributes are stored in the mapname.menunameA ADS file.

(menuname = the first 6 characters of the menu's name).

At the SELECT OPERATING MODE FROM THE MENU NAMED:
(menu name ) prompt, select the Enter Attributes option from

the Operating Mode section of the menu.

After selecting this operating mode, the outline of the registered

map appears on the terminal screen's graphics plane, along with

the Legal Puck/Keyboard Commands menu. The following

prompt appears:

I LABEL CHARACTERISTICS: PEN * (pen*), HEIGHT
(height), FONT » (font«), ANGLE (degrees),

I SLANT (slant angle)

I Enter the ATTRIBUTE, [CR] if done.

I 1 key = Same as last label

I R key = access LRBEL options

.. .. , -.-. <
. - j

Note:
The optionforpressing the 1 key on the cursor or keyboard is

displayed only ifapreviouspolygon text attribute has been placed.

Ifyoupress the 1 key or theA key on the keyboard andpress [CR],
one ofthefollowingprompts appears:

Enter 1 to use previous LABEL, 2 to enter '
1

" as

the ATTRIBUTE.

or

Enter 1 to access LABEL /ATTR options, 2 to enter

'A' as the ATTRIBUTE.

To specify text for the polygon attribute to be placed, enter the

appropriate text and press [ CR ] . To use the text of the previously

placed attribute, press the 1 key on the cursor or keyboard; this

option is available only if an attribute was previously placed. To
access the Label Options List, press the A key on the cursor or

keyboard; this list allows you to change labelling (i.e., text) param-

eters (see Setting Label Parameters earlier in this chapter). To
return to the SELECT OPERATING MODE FROM THE MENU

NAMED: (menu name) prompt, press [CR].

If you enter text, the following prompt appears:

I DIGITIZE POINTS NAX = (maximum number of attributes
remaining that can be added to theme)
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If you chose to use the same text as the previously placed at-

tribute, the following prompt appears:

I LABEL = (previously entered text)

Spark location.

I DIGITIZE POINTS MAX = (maximum number of attributes
remaining that can be added to theme)

At the D I G I T I ZE PO I NTS prompt, spark a single attribute point

using the or 1 key on the cursor, or spark multiple attribute

points using the 2 or 3 key on the cursor (see the discussion on

Legal Puck/Keyboard Commands for Point Digitizing in the

Enter Point Data section of this chapter). Attributes' text begins

directly above and to the right of digitized points if horizontal text

is placed.

Note:
Since attributes are not usedfor topologic construction, the use of

snapping with attributes is unnecessary and not recommended. If

you attempt to snap to data using the key or the 3 key, and no

point isfound within the set snapping tolerance distance, no

attribute isplaced, and thefollowing message appears:

I No data within SNAP tolerance, ignored.

When you finish digitizing the attribute point(s), the Enter the

RTTR I BUTE prompt appears again.

If you chose to access the Label Options List, the following ap-

pears on the screen:

I Choose one of the following options:

I 1. CAPTUAE of labels for SVNBOL data ON. Turn OFF.

I 2. CAPTUAE of labels for LINE data OFF. Turn ON.

I 3. DISPLAV of labels ON. Turn OFF.

I 4. NODIFV current LABEL characteristics -

I Height = (height), Angle = (angle), Font« =

(font*),

I Pen* = (pen*), Slant = (slant angle)

I 9. Aeturn [CA]

Only option 4 on this list is applicable to polygon attributes.

Follow the instructions for option 4 outlined in the Setting Label

Parameters section earlier in this chapter.
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To end the capture process for polygon attributes and return to

the SELECT OPERATING MODE FROM THE MENU NAMED: (menu

name > prompt, press the 9 key on the cursor or keyboard, spark a

single point anywhere inside the menu, or press ICR ]

.

Shading Attributes

This operating mode allows you to assign shading pattern at-

tributes to polygons. ADS menus can contain up to 5 shading

patterns, numbered 1 through 5 by their order from top to bottom

within the Shade Definition section of menus.

Shade attributes are recorded in ADS as text strings having the

following format:

I ;SHAD=X

The semi-colon (; ) at the beginning of the text string indicates that

this is an "invisible" attribute. The letters SHAD inform the ADS Edit

POLYGON program to extract the shading pattern from this

attribute text string. X is a number (0-5) indicating the shading

pattern (based on the shade's position within the Shade Definition

section of the menu.

Note:
Shade number (zero) indicates no shading.

Before shading patterns can be plotted, the ADS Edit POLYGON
or ENCLOSE commands must be executed, and shading attributes

must be assigned to polygons.

Polygon shading attributes are stored in the

mapname.menuname.A ADS file.

(menuname = the first 6 characters of a menu's name)

Examples of themes containing polygon data appropriate for

shading:

(1) Ownership theme, with polygon attributes and shadings

indicating different classes of owners: private, BLM,

state, Forest Service, etc...

(2) timber theme, with polygon attributes and shadings

indicating different classes of timber: ponderosa pine,

Douglas fir, aspen, etc...

(3) lakes theme, with polygon attributes and shadings

indicating different classes of water bodies: lake, reser-

voir, intermittent, dry lake, etc...
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At the SELECT OPERATING MODE FROM THE MENU NAMED:

(menu name > prompt, select the Assign Polygon Shading
Attributes option from the Operating Mode section of the menu.

Note:
This operating mode should not be selected ifthere are no shading

patterns defined in the Shade Definition section ofthe current

menu. Ifyou do select this modefrom a menu with no defined

shades, ADS tellsyou thatyou have selected SHADING TYPE 0, and
lists a shade definition ofNONE ifyou attempt toplace (i.e., digi-

tize)polygon shading attributes.

After selecting this operating mode, the following prompt appears:

I SELECT a SHADING TVPE

Select a shading pattern from the Shade Definition section of the

menu.

Note:
You may not directly select the desired shade and skip selecting the

Assign Polygon Shading Attributes optionfrom the Operating

Mode section ofthe menu.

After selecting a shading pattern, the following prompt appears:

I Vou selected SHADING TVPE

I (shade number from the menu)

I DIGITIZE points within POLYGONS to ASSIGN this SHADE

TVPE.

I SELECT a point INSIDE MENU frame when done.

Spark a single shading attribute point using the or 1 key on the

cursor, or spark multiple shading attribute points using the 2 or 3

key on the cursor (see the discussion on Legal Puck/Keyboard
Commands for Point Digitizing in the Enter Point Data

section of this chapter).

Note:
Sincepolygon shading attributes are not usedfor topologic con-

struction, the use ofsnapping with shading attributes is unneces-

sary and not recommended. Ifyou attempt to snap to data using

the key or the 3 key, and nopoint isfound within the set snapping

tolerance distance, no shade is assigned, and thefollowing message

appears:
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I No data within SNAP tolerance, ignored.

For each point digitized, the shading definition text (appearing on
the menu next to the example of the shading pattern) associated

with the selected shading pattern is displayed on the terminal

screen.

To select another shading pattern, or to exit this operating mode,

spark a point anywhere inside the menu, and the SELECT OPER-

RTING MODE FROM THE MENU NAMED: (menu name) prompt

appears.

Enter SECTION #
Attributes

This operating mode allows you to assign PLSS township section

numbers to polygons. This mode reduces the amount of typing

necessary to enter polygon attributes containing PLSS section

numbers and township and range designations. Instead of repeat-

edly entering a section number and township and range value for

each section on a map using the Enter Attributes operating

mode, the Enter SECTION # Attributes mode allows you to

specify a consecutive range of section numbers and (optionally)

the township and range designation for those numbers once. After

that, you simply spark points inside the sections in the specified

numerical order.

This operating mode is intended only for themes containing a grid

of section lines that are to be used in ADS edit to create township

section polygons.

Section number attributes are recorded in ADS as text strings

having the following format:

I <section*);T<toumship»XN or S).R(range«XE or U)

For example:

03;T31N.R14W
27;T009S.R023W

12;T64N.R1E

10:0300N1010E

Section numbers can be up to 4 digits long. The semi-colon (;)

after the section number indicates that the township and range

designation is an "invisible" part of the attribute; invisible charac-

ters are not displayed on the screen, plotted on a plotter (unless

specified), or seen in ADS Edit (primarily to avoid clutter). Invis-

ible section number attribute characters can be useful in MOSS
when an ADS PLSS section theme is transferred. Any format

containing up to 48 characters can be used for the township and

range designation.
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Section number attributes are stored in the

mapname.menunameA ADS file.

imenuname = the first 6 characters of a menu's name)

At the SELECT OPERATING MODE FROM THE MENU NAMED:

(menu name > prompt, select the Enter SECTION # Attributes

option from the Operating Mode section of the menu.

After selecting this operating mode, the following prompt appears:

I Do you want the SECTION *'s plotted? V/N IN]

If you want section numbers to display on the terminal as attribute

points are digitized, enter VES. Enter NO or press [CR ] for the

default if you do not want section numbers displayed on the

screen.

I Enter TOWNSHIP & RANGE NAME to be appended to SECTION
*s

I e.g. [T31N.R15U], [CR]=done, I . ]=none (max=48 chars)

Enter the optional township and range designation to be added as

invisible characters (i.e., after the semi-colon) to the section

number attributes you will be placing.

Note:
It is important that theformat used to specify the township and
range ofall sections in a given township he consistent. PARCEL,

MERGE, and otherADS Editprograms that use these section num-
ber attributes will not run iftownship and range designations are

not identicalfor all sections in a township.

Input range of SECTION #s [1,991 [CR=done] to assign within

townshipKtownship and range designation entered)

Enter the range of section numbers that you wish to place as

polygon attributes. The format for input is: (lowest section

#),(highest section #)

I Digitize (X,Y) locations of SECTION *s (lowest sec-

tion *> to (highest section *) within

township=( township and range designation entered)

Spark section number attribute points using the or 1 key on the

cursor. Spark the first point inside the section (within the appropri-

ate township, if specified) having the lowest section number
entered above. Continue sparking points inside each successive
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section up through the highest section number entered above (see

the discussion on Legal Puck/Keyboard Commands for Point

Digitizing in the Enter Point Data section of this chapter).

If you attempt to snap to data using the key, and no point is

found within the set snapping tolerance distance, no section

number attribute is placed, and the following message appears:

I Mo data within SNAP tolerance, ignored.

Note:
Section number attributes are not created and written to an ADS
file until all the locationsfor the number ofsections specified are
sparked. Ifyou make a mistake entering the location or attribute,

spark apoint inside the menu to delete allpoints already entered;

this returnsyou to theEnter TOWNSHIP & RANGE NflNE to be

appended to sections *s prompt.

Once the last specified section number attribute is placed, all

section numbers within the specified range are listed on the

terminal screen, and the following prompt appears:

I CR to continue. .

.

Press ICAl.andthe Input range of SECTION *s prompt

appears again. If you press [CR] a second time, the Enter TOWN-

SHIP & RANGE NAME to be appended to sections «s

prompt appears again. If you press [CR 1 yet again, you exit this

operating mode and return to the SELECT OPERAT I NG MODE

FAOM THE MENU NAMED: Cmenu name) prompt.

Change Themes This operating mode allows you to change the theme (i.e., menu)

currently being used.

At the SELECT OPEAATING MODE FAOM THE MENU NAMED:

(menu name ) prompt, select the Change Themes option from

the Operating Mode section of the menu.

After selecting this operating mode, the following prompt appears:

I Do you wish to see the menu list? <CR=N0)
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Enter YES to receive a numbered list of all existing ADS menus.

Enter NO (the default) to skip over this list. After the list is dis-

played, or after you indicate that you do not wish to see the list,

the following prompt appears:

I Enter menu * or £menuname

.

Enter the menu number or the menu name preceded by the

symbol @ (e.g., ©LANDLINES), and press [CR ] to select an ADS
menu. The system displays the selected menu's name, and the

following prompt appears:

I MENU NAME = (Menu name entered)
I Is this correct? <CR=YES)

If the correct name is displayed, enter VES or press ICR ] . If the

name is incorrect, enter NO, and reselect a menu. The following

prompt appears:

I Do you want a COPY of the MENU? [CR=N0]

If you want a copy of the selected menu displayed on the terminal

screen, enter VES . The system draws the menu on the graphics

plane, and pauses until you press [CR ] . Use your terminal's

"screen copy" or "screen dump" function, if appropriate, to make
a hardcopy of the menu. If you do not need a copy of the se-

lected menu, enter NO or press [CR 1

.

You must now register the new menu. Registration is the process

used to tell ADS where the menu is located on the digitizing

tablet.

The menu should be taped to a convenient location on the

digitizing tablet. To register its location, digitize the circles in the

lower left, lower right, and the upper right corner of the menu—in

that order.

Mistakes can be corrected by using the appropriate buttons on the

cursor.

While you are digitizing the three corners of the menu, the follow-

ing digitizing instructions appear on the terminal screen:

LEGAL PUCK/KEYBORRD COMMANDS ARE:

1 key = Enter point

5 key = DELETE last point

6 key = START OVER

9 key = DONE (same as inside menu)

8 key = turn BELL on /off
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Note:

Ifforsome reason the menu leaves the tablet or is otherwise moved
while the system is waitingforyou to select an operating modefrom
the menu, typeY\ andpress [CR ] . You will beprompted to re-register

the menu.

The new menu is now active, and the SELECT OPERflT I NG MODE

FROM THE MENU NAMED: (menu name) prompt appears.

Move the Menu to New Position

This operating mode allows you to move the current menu to a

more convenient location.

Note:
To use this operating mode, you must select itfrom the current

menu before moving it. Ifthe current menu is moved, either by

accident or on purpose, before theMove the Menu to New Posi-

tion operating mode is selected, typeW andpress ICR ] . You will be

prompted to re-register the menu.

At the SELECT OPERATING MODE FROM THE MENU NAMED:

< menu name ) prompt, select the Move the Menu to New
Position option from the Operating Mode section of the menu.

After selecting this operating mode, move the cunent menu to the

new desired position, and tape it to the digitizing tablet. The menu
must be re-registered; digitize the circles in the lower left, lower

right, and the upper right corner of the menu—in that order.

Mistakes can be corrected by using the appropriate buttons on the

cursor.

While you are digitizing the three corners of the menu, the follow-

ing digitizing instructions appear on the terminal screen:

LEGfiL PUCK/KEVBOflRD COMMANDS ARE:

1 key = Enter point

5 key = DELETE last point

6 key = START OUER

9 key = DOME (same as inside menu)

8 key = turn BELL on /off
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Pause Until Ready

After registration, the moved menu is once again active, and the

SELECT OPERATING MODE FROM THE MENU NAMED: <menu

name ) prompt appears.

This operating mode allows you to place the ADS Capture pro-

gram in WATT status so that you can leave the digitizing station.

When placed in WAIT status, all data files used by ADS Capture

are closed and saved. If the computer should "crash" while ADS
Capture is in WAIT status, data already digitized during the current

session are not lost.

At the SELECT OPERRTING MODE FROM THE MENU NAMED:

< menu name ) prompt, select the Pause Until Ready option from

the Operating Mode section of the menu. The following message

appears:

I Enter 'START' to continue.

WARNING:
TheADSPause UntilReady mode may not always keepyou in

WAIT status. IfyourcomputerSystem Manager hasplaced a time

limit on inactiveprocesses, you may be logged offthe computer if

you allow too much time to elapse between sending commands to

the computer. For example, ifa 15 minute time limit exists onyour

system, andyou selectPause UntilReady from theADS menu,

you may be logged out offofthe computer after 15 minutes in

WATT status. This is afunction ofthe computersystemparameters,

not ofADS.

To re-activate the ADS Capture program, enter one of the follow-

ing:

I START

or

I ST

After re-activating ADS Capture, the following prompt appears:

I DO VOU WANT TERMINAL CHARACTERS?

I Terminal characters plot faster

I <N = NO, CR = VES) ?
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Enter NO if, during data capture, you want labels and text dis-

played on the terminal with assigned font characteristics (see the

Setting Label Parameters section earlier in this chapter); this will

also cause lines to be displayed using their associated line pat-

terns. If you enter VES to choose terminal characters, all labels and

text appear using the default terminal font without their assigned

characteristics, and all digitized lines appear as solid, straight and

unpatterned.

You may now verify the accuracy of the current map registration.

Digitize any number of points of known latitude and longitude

when the following prompt appears:

I Spark known points to verify registration

MENU when done.

inside

For each point sparked, ADS takes its map inch coordinates from

the tablet and displays its latitude and longitude coordinates. If a

map has been moved since registration, it would be evident

during this registration verification step.

After checking registration points, spark a point within the menu
frame. The following prompt appears:

I Change LABEL capture PARAMETERS <V/N CR = NO) ?

To change the existing parameters set for labelling symbols, lines

and attributes during data capture, enter VES and press tCR ] . To
leave current label parameters unchanged, enter NO (the default)

and press ICR1.

If you choose to change label capture parameters, the following

Label Options List appears:

I Choose one of the following options:

I 1. CAPTURE of labels for SYMBOL data ON. Turn OFF.

I 2. CAPTURE of labels for LINE data OFF. Turn ON.

I 3. DISPLAY of labels ON. Turn OFF.

I 4. MODIFY current LABEL characteristics -

I Height = (height), Angle = (angle), Font* =

(font*),

I Pen* = (pen*), Slant = (slant angle)

I . Aeturn [CR]

Follow instructions appearing in the Setting Label Parameters

section earlier in this chapter to use this list.

After changing label parameters, or leaving them unchanged, press

[CR] to return to the SELECT OPERRTING NODE FRON THE NENU

NflNED: (menu name) prompt.
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Digitize PLSS/GCDB

Section Corners Note:
This documentationpresents a very briefoverview ofthis operating

mode. For a detailed description ofthe individual steps involved in

recording PLSS/GCDB section corners and their attributes, see the

followingpublication (availablefrom the Branch ofGeographic

Coordinates, Division ofModernization, BIMService Center):

Collection ofPISSDatafor the Bureau ofLand
Management's Geographic Coordinate Data Base via the

AutomatedDigitizing SystemMETHODSANDPROCEDURES

This operating mode allows you to place (i.e., digitize) and

automatically label point symbols at Public Land Survey System

(PLSS) section comers for a single township. Section comer labels

associated with point symbols placed in this operating mode
follow the point identification standards used in the BLM's Geo-

graphic Coordinate Data Base (GCDB).

For each section in the township, only the northeast corner should

be digitized (and automatically labeled). Digitizing proceeds in

section number order beginning with section 1.

Each automatically assigned label for a section comer symbol must

contain the appropriate meridian code, township and range

designations, and the section numbers of the four sections sur-

rounding the comer (beginning with the section to the southwest

of the comer and continuing clockwise). The Digitize PLSS/

GCDB Section Corners operating mode prompts you for the

meridian code, township designation and range designation of the

township being recorded before you begin digitizing. The section

numbers of the four sections sunounding each comer to be

digitized are contained in a ADSPTATER file.

Note:
To use this operating mode, an appropriateADSPTATTR file must

exist in theADSproject directory. Theproject directory stores all

line, symbol and attribute datafilesfor the currentproject. An
ADSPTATTR file normally contains 36 records, onefor the north-

east corner ofeach section in the township to be digitized. Each

record in thefile normally consists of8 digits. Thefirst two digits

identify the section number to the southwest ofthe corner; the

second two digits identify the section number to the northwest; the

thirdpair ofdigits identifies the section to the northeast; and, the

lastpair identifies the section to the southeast. A template ofan
ADSPTATTR file exists in the IS>ADS directory.
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When you spark a section comer in this operating mode, ADS
automatically assigns a label to the point containing the MTR data

you entered at the terminal along with the surrounding section

numbers taken from the appropriate record in the ADSPTATTR
file. If you digitize section corners in their proper order (with no
exceptions), you only need to spark points at the appropriate

locations; labels are written automatically to the file. Section

corners that are exceptions to the standard rules may be skipped

or manually entered by sparking the appropriate cursor key when
digitizing (see the following discussion on Legal Puck/Keyboard

Commands for PLSS/GCDB Point Digitizing). Section corner label

exceptions can also be dealt with in the ADS Edit program.

At the SELECT OPERATING MODE FROM THE MENU NAMED:

(menu name > prompt, select the Digitize PLSS/GCDB Section

Corners option from the Operating Mode section of the menu.

The following message and prompt appears:

I n LABELS READ INTO MEMORV

records in RDSPTRTTR file.)

I SELECT a SVMBOL

(where n = * of

Select a symbol from the Symbol Definition section of the menu.

After selecting a symbol, the outline of the registered map appears

on the terminal screen's graphics plane, along with the Legal

Puck/Keyboard Commands menu, and the following prompt

appears:

I Digitize the POINT data (inside menu when finished).

I NEMU=(menu name)

I Enter MERIDIAN number or <CR> to enter MTR code (2

digits; i.e. 05):

Enter the 2-digit meridian code for the Principal Meridian of the

township being digitized, and press I CR 1

.

Note:
If you press ICR ] without entering a meridian code, you are

prompted to enter the entire 12-character code indicating the

township's meridian, township and range (i.e., Enter MTR

code :

)

If you enter an appropriate meridian code, the following prompt

appears:

I Enter TOWNSHIP (5 chars.; i.e. 0030N)
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Enter the 5-character township designation. The first three charac-

ters are digits indicating the township number; use leading zeros,

in necessary (e.g., 012, 002). The fourth character is a single digit

indicating if the township is fractional (and if so, what type): =

whole township; 1 = quarter township; 2 = half township; 3 =

three-quarter township. The fifth character is either N or S and

indicates whether the township is north or south of the base Line.

After entering the township designation, press ECR 1 , and the

following prompt appears:

I Enter RANGE (5 chars.; i.e. 0060U) :

Enter the 5-character range designation. The first three characters

are digits indicating the range number; use leading zeros, in

necessary (e.g., 034, 007). The fourth character is a single digit

indicating if the range is fractional (and if so, what type): =

whole range; 1 = quarter range; 2 = half range; 3 = three-quarter

range. The fifth character is either E or 14 and indicates whether

the range is east or west of the Principle Meridian.After entering

the range designation, press tCR ]

.

The 12-digit code indicating the meridian, township and range for

the township to be digitized is displayed, and the following

prompt appears:

I MTRC0DE = xxxxxxxxxxxx

I Is this o.k.? <N0=N, YES=ICR]>

If the MTRCODE is correct, press [CR ] . If the code is incorrect, re-

enter the meridian code, township designation and range designa-

tion.

The following prompt appears:

I DIGITIZE POINT TO BE LABELED:

I xxxxxxxx

(where xxxxxxxx = the first record of the

ADSPTATTR file)

At the D I G I T I ZE PO I NT TO BE LABELED prompt, spark a single

point using the appropriate cursor key (see the following discus-

sion on Legal Puck/Keyboard Commands for PLSS/GCDB Point

Digitizing). When you finish digitizing the point, the D I G I T I ZE

PO I NT TO BE LABELED prompt appears again.

When the last record in the ADSPTATTR file is reached (coincid-

ing with your sparking the last section corner in the township),

this operating mode is exited automatically, and you are returned

to the SELECT OPERATING MODE FROM THE MENU NAMED:

(menu name) prompt.
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Legal Puck/Keyboard

Commands tor PLSS/GCDB
Point Digitizing

After you select a symbol from the Symbol Definition section of

the menu, the terminal screen erases, the outline of the registered

map appears on the graphics plane, and the Legal Puck/Keyboard

Commands menu is displayed.

LEGAL PUCK/KEVBOflRD COMMANDS ARE:

key = SKIP this entry

1 key = enter point - w/ EXISTING label

2 key = enter point - APPEND to label

3 key = enter point - MODIFV label

4 key = DELETE last point

5 key = SNAP enter point - EXIST, label

6 key = SNAP enter point - APPEND label

7 key = SNAP enter point - MODIFV label

8 key = current/other theme

9 key = DONE (same as inside menu)

A key = access LABEL options

B key = turn BELL on /off

C key = CHANGE thinning /snapping

D key = DISPLAV current theme

E key = ERASE screen

F key = DISPLAV other theme

'U' = turn WHISPERed menus on/off
'Q' = QUIT

Options 1, 2, 3, 5, 6 and 7 require that an (x,y) coordinate pair be

sent to the computer; these options may only be entered by

sparking a point with the cursor using the appropriate cursor key.

All other options on this menu (4, 8, 9, A-F, W and Q) may be

entered by either pressing the appropriate key on the cursor, or

by pressing the appropriate key on the terminal keyboard fol-

lowed by [CR].

The following is a detailed discussion of the puck/keyboard

command options on the above menu unique to digitizing PLSS/

GCDB point data.

key - SKIP this entry

This option can only be used by sparking a point with the cursor's

(zero) key. When you press the key, no coordinate data are

sent to ADS, and no label is assigned. The program skips the

appropriate record in the ADSPTATTR file, and moves on to the

next record for the next section corner. If you are working with a

map that portrays only a portion of a township, you can skip the

appropriate section corners not on the map using the key.
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/ key - enterpoint - w/EXISTING label

This option can only be used by sparking a point with the cursor's

1 (one) key. When you press the 1 key, the (x,y) coordinate

values for the current location (in map inches) of the cursor's cross

hairs are sent to ADS as the location of the section corner. The
program assigns a label to this point containing MTR data previ-

ously entered, along with the contents of the current record in the

ADSPTATTR file (as displayed on the terminal screen).

2 key - enterpoint -APPEND to label

This option can only be used by sparking points with the cursor's

2 (two) key. When you press the 2 key, the (x,y) coordinate

values for the current location (in map inches) of the cursor's cross

hairs are sent to ADS as the location of the section corner. The

following prompt appears:

I CURRENT LRBEL IS: (current label)

I ENTER INFORMATION TO APPEND TO LABEL (ICA1 = KEEP

CURRENT LRBEL)

The current (i.e., standard) label contains MTR data previously

entered, along with the contents of the current record in the

ADSPTATTR file. Enter text to append to the current label, if

desired. All text appended to the current label are added after a

semi-colon; this means that appended label text is "invisible." (See

the Enter Section # Attributes section earlier in this chapter for a

discussion of invisible label text.) When you press [CR 1 after

entering text, the following prompt appears:

I MODIFIED LRBEL IS: (current label); (text to be ap-

pended)

I Is this o.k.? (N0=N,VES=ICR1)

If you accept this label, the program assigns it to the digitized

point; this label contains MTR data previously entered, the con-

tents of the current record in the ADSPTATTR file (as displayed on

the terminal screen), as well as any text you specified to be

appended.

3 key - enterpoint -MODIFYlabel

This option can only be used by sparking points with the cursor's

3 (three) key. When you press the 3 key, the (x,y) coordinate

values for the current location (in map inches) of the cursor's cross

hairs are sent to ADS as the location of the section corner. The

following prompt appears:

I CURRENT LABEL IS: (current label)

I ENTEA NEW LABEL (ICA1 = KEEP CUPAENT LABEL)
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Enter text to replace the current label, if necessary. When you

press tCR ] after entering text for a new label, the following

prompt appears:

I MODIFIED LABEL IS: (new text entered)

I Is this o.k.? <NO=N,VES=lCR]>

If you accept this label, the program assigns it to the digitized

point.

4 key - DELETE lastpoint

This option can be selected either by pressing the cursor's 4 (four)

key, or by pressing the keyboard's 4 key followed by [CR ] . The 4

key allows you to delete the last section corner point symbol

sparked (along with its associated label). You may repeat this

option as often as appropriate to delete unwanted previously

digitized section corners. By repeatedly pressing the 4 key, section

corners are deleted in the reverse order from which they were

captured. As each point is deleted, it is blocked out on the termi-

nal screen, and the following message appears:

I Deleted LfiST POINT

If you delete all the points entered for the township being digi-

tized, pressing the 5 key again produces the following message:

I RLL POINTS already deleted

5 key - SNAP enterpoint - EXIST, label

This option can only be used by sparking a point with the cursor's

5 (five) key. The ADS snapping procedure is invoked automati-

cally with the 5 key, and the set snapping tolerance is used, as

well as the specified snapping theme and data type (see the C key

description, CHANGE thinning/snapping, for altering the

current snapping tolerance, and for specifying a theme and data

type) . When you press the 5 key to snap a section corner symbol

to the geographic coordinates of a previously digitized point, all

the data for the selected snapping theme and data type are

searched for points within the snapping tolerance of the sparked

point. If a point is found within the snapping tolerance, its coordi-

nates are substituted for the sparked section corner coordinates. If

many points are found within the snapping tolerance, the coordi-

nates of the closest point are used for the new section corner

point. If the snapping data type is line data, and no points defin-

ing the line fall within the tolerance, existing lines are examined to

determine if any portion of an existing line falls within the snap-

ping tolerance. If a line falls within the tolerance, the coordinates

of the closest portion of the line are used for the coordinates of
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the new section comer point. Any time a section comer point is

created by snapping to existing data, it is displayed on your

terminal with an X. If no point or line falls within the tolerance,

the following message appears:

I No data within SNAP tolerance, ignored

The program assigns a label to the snapped section comer point

containing MTR data previously entered, along with the contents

of the current record in the ADSPTATTR file (as displayed on the

terminal screen).

6key - SNAP enterpoint -APPEND label

This option can only be used by sparking a point with the cursor's

6 (six) key. The ADS snapping procedure is invoked automatically

with the 6 key, and the set snapping tolerance is used, as well as

the specified snapping theme and data type (see the C key de-

scription, CHANGE thinning/snapping, for altering the current

snapping tolerance, and for specifying a theme and data type) .

For an explanation of how coordinate values are determined for

snapped points, see the discussion regarding the 5 key. If no point

or line falls within the tolerance, the following message appears:

I No data within SNAP tolerance, ignored

After snapping to an existing point, the following prompt appears:

I CURRENT LABEL IS: (current label)

I ENTER INFORMATION TO APPEND TO LABEL <ICR] = KEEP

CURRENT LABEL)

The current (i.e., standard) label contains MTR data previously

entered, along with the contents of the current record in the

ADSPTATTR file. Enter text to append to the current label, if

desired. All text appended to the current label are added after a

semi-colon; this means that appended label text is "invisible." (See

the Enter Section # Attributes section earlier in this chapter for a

discussion of invisible label text.) When you press [CR ] after

entering text, the following prompt appears:

I MODIFIED LABEL IS: (current label); (text to be ap-

pended)
I Is this o.k.? (NO=N,VES=ICR])
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If you accept this label, the program assigns it to the snapped

point; this label contains MTR data previously entered, the con-

tents of the current record in the ADSPTATTR file (as displayed on
the terminal screen), as well as any text you specified to be

appended.

7key - SNAP enterpoint -MODIFYlabel

This option can only be used by sparking a point with the cursor's

7 (seven) key. The ADS snapping procedure is invoked automati-

cally with the 7 key, and the set snapping tolerance is used, as

well as the specified snapping theme and data type (see the C key

description, CHANGE thinning/snapping, for altering the

current snapping tolerance, and for specifying a theme and data

type) . For an explanation of how coordinate values are deter-

mined for snapping points, see the discussion regarding the 5 key.

If no point or line falls within the tolerance, the following message

appears:

I No data within SNAP tolerance, ignored

After snapping to an existing point, the following prompt appears:

I CURRENT LABEL IS: (current label)

I ENTER NEU LABEL ([CR] = KEEP CURRENT LABEL)

Enter text to replace the current label, if necessary. When you

press [ CR 1 after entering text for a new label, the following

prompt appears:

I MODIFIED LABEL IS: (new text entered)

I Is this o.k.? (N0=N,VES=[CR1)

If you accept this label, the program assigns it to the snapped

ppint.

Note:
Options 8, 9, A-F, WandQ on the Legal Puck/Keyboard Com-
mands menufor digitizing PLSS/GCDBpoints are identical to these

same options on the Legal Puck/Keyboard Commands menufor
regularpoint digitizing. Please refer to theLegalPuck/Keyboard
Commandsfor PointData section earlier in this chapterfora

detailed discussion ofthese cursor options.
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End of Job This operating mode allows you to exit the ADS Capture program.

All data files used by ADS Capture are closed and saved.

If the ADS capture program was selected from the main ADS
Functions menu, the following prompt appears:

I Normal exit from capture.

I Do you wish to continue data capture in the same
project with a new map? [CR = NO]

If you enter NO (the default), you are returned to the main ADS
Functions menu.

If you wish to digitize data for a new or different map within the

current project, enter YES and press [CR 1 . You are placed in the

ADS Data Capture Initialization process at the following prompt:

I Types of DIGITIZERS allowed in RDS:

I <1> (TEKTRONIX 4954) no longer supported

I <2> TEKTRONIX 4956

I <3> TRLOS 600 or CRLCONP 9100

I (4) TRLOS 800 or CRLCONP or 9000 RLTEK

I Enter the number indicating the type you have.

To proceed, follow instructions in the Initialization Procedures

section earlier in this chapter.
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ADS Function 2

Edit ADS Data

Introduction This function can be used only after ADS map data files have been

created. ADS data files normally are created using the ADS Data

Capture program, but they can also be created by converting non-

ADS map information (e.g., USGS DLG optional format data) into

appropriate ADS data files. ADS Edit allows you to view map data

files graphically, view data file information in tabular format, make
changes to map data file contents (e.g., add, change and delete

specific data elements), assign polygon attributes, and create

polygons.

The ADS Edit program creates an environment on your terminal

screen in which you enter specific commands to carry out Edit

operations, and (in some instances) use cross hairs appearing on

the screen to select existing data elements for alteration or "digi-

tize" new data elements. Once you have successfully entered the

Edit environment, there are 60 different ADS Edit commands; most

of these allow you to display or somehow alter existing ADS data

file information.

Executing ADS Edit To begin the ADS Edit program, select option 2 from the main

ADS Functions menu.

Note:
Edit may be executed with the macroADS.EDIT. SeeADSEDITin

Chapter 4 - RunningADS With Macros

.

After choosing option 2 from the main ADS Functions menu, the

following prompt appears:

I Enter an RDS project name - lCR=LisU:

Enter the ADS project that contains the map(s) and theme(s) you

wish to edit, and press [CR]. To display a list of existing ADS
projects, simply press [CR]. After specifying a project name, the

following information and prompt appear:

I - (project_name) - was selected.

I NOTE: Do not include "ADS.* as part of the MAP NAME

I Enter the name of the sap to be ED I Ted (CR for List):
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Enter the name of the map within the specified project that you
want to edit, and press [CR]. To display a list of all existing maps
within the project, simply press [CR]. After a map name is speci-

fied, the following information and prompt appear:

I Types of TERMINALS allowed in ADS:

I <1> TEKTRONIX 4014

I (2) GraphOn 250

I <3> PER I CON NX 7000

I Enter the number indicating the type you are using:

Respond with the number opposite the type of terminal being

used.

Note:

Ifyou are using EMU-TEKsoftware with ADS, specify thatyou are

using a Pericom terminal (terminal type3 in the above list).

After selecting a terminal type, the following information and

prompt appear: "

I RDS EDIT

I PROJECT = (project name)

I NRP NRNE = (nap name)

I

I

I

I

I

I 1

I 2

SUMMARY OF THE DRTR IN THE NRP NRNED:

This NRP has <« of themes) THENE(s)
THENE

NO. THENE NRNE

(map name)

(theme * 1's name)

(theme * 2's name)

• of TEXT RECORDS <« of descriptive text strings on map)

Enter THENE « (or ATHENE name) you mant to edit:

From the displayed list, enter the theme name (prefixed by © ) or

the theme number of the map theme containing the data you wish

to edit, and press [CR].

Note:

Ifyou want to edit descriptive text strings associated with the map as

a whole, enter the number onegreater than the highest numbered

map theme (e.g., ifthe highest numbered theme is 9, enter 10 to edit

the map's descriptive text), andpress[CR].
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After specifying the theme you want to edit, the following infor-

mation and prompt appear:

SUMMARV OF DATA TVPES

1 THEME NO. NO. NO. NO. CLOSED UNUSED

1 NO. THENE NAME SVNBOLS LINES POLVS ATTAS LINES LINES

1 1 theme_name <• of <« of (« of <• of (• of <« of

symbols lines poly- attri- c 1 osed unused

in in gons butes 1 ines 1 ines

theme > theme > in in in in

theme

)

theme > theme > theme

)

1 ENTER COMMAND -

This tabular information indicates the number of items (graphic

map features) in the selected theme existing for each of the

following six data types:

ADS Data Filename

(mapname).(menu).S

(mapname).(menu).L

(mapname).(menu).P

(mapname).(menu).A

(mapname).(menu).C

(mapname).(menu).D

DataType# DataType
1 Points (Symbols)

2 Lines

3 Polygons

4 Attributes

5 Clines

6 Dlines

Note:
A map's descriptive text strings are stored in themapname.TEXT

file. Ifyou choose to edit a map's descriptive text strings, thepreced-

ing table does not appear. The system simply informsyou that the

themeyou have selected isTEXT.

Data types are identified in Edit commands by the Data Type # in

the above list (e.g., to plot lines using the Edit PLOT command,
enter PLOT 2). If you are editing a map's descriptive text strings,

no Data Type Number should be specified in Edit commands.

Throughout the ADS Edit command sub-sections, the variable

name itype is used to represent the Data Type # in the above list.

For some ADS Edit commands, a theme's data elements can be

further referred to by item number. For example, to plot line

number 3 from the selected theme, enter PLOT 2[3. The
numbeKs) following the left-bracket indicate the specified data

type's element numbeKs) to be operated upon.
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Throughout the ADS Edit command sub-sections, the variable

name item# is used to represent the item number (i.e., the line

number, point number, etc... on a theme) of the specified data

type.

Point (symbol) and line data are obtained normally during

digitizing with ADS Capture.

Polygons are created in Edit from raw ADS line data (i.e., spaghetti

digitized lines) using the CLOSURE and POLYGON commands.

Attributes are always associated with polygons, and can be

digitized during Capture or generated in Edit. Polygon attributes

can be of two types: those containing polygon subject information;

and those defining polygon shading patterns.

Clines, Dlines and nodes are identified during the polygon

creation process. Nodes, as defined in the ADS polygon process,

are points along lines that mark the intersection of two or more
lines. Nodes are a data type that can be plotted and manipulated in

Edit, but once a good set of Clines exists, node files are no longer

needed. Clines are lines (or portions of lines) between nodes, and

define polygons. Dlines are lines (or portions of lines) that are

discarded by the polygon process because they are not used in/^
enclosing polygons. See the Edit CLOSURE and POLYGON com-
mands for more detailed information on polygons, Clines, Dlines

and nodes.

At the ENTERCOMMAND prompt, enter a valid ADS Edit com-

mand. The proper format, as well as the function and use, of each

Edit command is described in detail in the alphabetized sub-

sections of this chapter's Edit Commands section. (To exit ADS Edit,

enter BYE, DONE or STOP at the ENTERCOMMAND prompt,

and press [CR].)

Note:
The ECL command line editorhas been added to the command line

interface inADS Edit. This allowsyou to enter, recall, and editADS
Editcommands in thesame manneras commands issued in the

PRIMOS operating system ifECL isfunctioning. ECL converts all

letters thatyou enter at theADSEditENTER COMMAND prompt to

uppercase.
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Accessing Help

Within ADS Edit

For each ADS Edit command, an on-line Help file is available.

Each ADS Edit command Help file duplicates the contents of the

command's sub-section in this chapter's Edit Commands section,

and provides detailed descriptions of the function and use of the

command. To display an Edit command's help file while in Edit,

enter the following at the ENTERCOMMAND prompt, and press

[CR]:

HELP (coMcmd-naae)

To display a list of all available ADS Edit commands, along with a

one-line description of their functions, enter the following at the

ENTER COMMAND prompt, and press [CR]:

HELP

Note:
You may access theADSEditprogram directlyfromADSData
Capture by selecting theEdit aMap File operating modefrom any
ADSMenu. This temporarily suspends work withinADSData
Capture andplacesyou inADS Editso thatyou can correct imme-

diately errors made during the digitizing process.
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A Brief List

and Description

ol Edit Commands

Following is a list of the 60 ADS Edit Commands and a one-line

description of each command's basic function. This list and one-

line command descriptions can be displayed on-line by entering

HELP and pressing [CR] at the ADS Edit ENTERCOMMAND
prompt.

Note:
In thefollowing list, each command's name is spelled out using

both upper- and lower-case letters. When entering a command at

theADSEditENTER COMMANDprompt, the upper-case letters

specifiedfora command in this list are the abbreviation; lower-case

letters are optional to invoke the command.

Command BriefDescription ofCommand's Function

ACreage Calculate acreage of user defined polygon

ADD Add a data point to a SELECTed line or

add an attribute to a SELECTed polygon

ADJacent Merge adjacent polygons based on their

attributes

AREa Tabulate an area report of current menu
ARClines Convert lines to arcs

ATtribute Enter new attributes on current theme/display

AUdit Detailed list of data for this menu
BEll Activate/deactivate prompt bell

BORder Activate/deactivate plotting map borders

BOUnd Activate/deactivate map boundary plotting

BYE Exit ADS-EDIT

CEntroid Display polygon ID numbers on current theme

at centroids

CG Add data to current theme using COGO
commands/files

CU Execute CLI (System) commands
CLOsure Calculate nodes for POLYGON CLOSURE

(current menu)

COlor Set colors for plotting

DElete Delete data elements

Distance Calculate distance between 2 pts

(nearest .01 map inches)

DNode Remove a node generated by CLOSURE
DOne Exit ADS-EDIT, return to CAPTURE OPERATION
DPoint Delete a line data point

Duplicate Duplicate data to other themes
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Command BriefDescription ofCommand's Function

EC1 Activate/deactivate Ed
(Edit Command Line function)

EDGEFit Calculate intersections between adjoining maps
EDGEPlt Display results of EDGEFIT in current window
ENclose Find enclosed polygons & assign attributes

Extract Extract unique attributes from adjacent polygons

ERase Erase graphics

GENerate Add data to current theme (on screen digitizing)

Help Display all legal commands (this display)

INverse Calculate bearings and distances for lines

IMport Add data to current theme using

List-Coordinate files

LAbels Activate/deactivate label display

LINe Activate/deactivate fancy line display

LIST List the legal commands for EDIT

MAp Input a new mapname to EDIT
MEnus Lists menus info for this map
MODify Change data parameters

(does not change location)

MOVe " Change data point locations

NEwnode Generate a new node

NODEInfo Display info about a node generated

by CLOSURE
NODES Display nodes generated by CLOSURE

on current plot

NUmber Number the data points on the last

SELECTed line

ORacle Execute an Oracle command
Overlay Display multiple menus on current display

PLot Display specified data type(s)

Polygon Close raw lines into polygons (current menu)
QAssign Assign polygon attributes through QLINK
QDump Create Q-format ASCII file from ADS files

QUads Graphically display all quads in data base

QVerify Verify and edit polygon attributes

REGion Set window to one of 15 regions of map
REStore Restore a deleted data element

SEGment Segment raw lines into user definable parts

SELect Identify an item or items from current menu
SHade Activate/deactivate polygon shading

SPlit Split raw lines into two parts

STOp Exit ADS-EDIT

STYle Select specific symbol/line/shading styles to plot

Verify Display all polygons with "n" -attributes

Window Change scale and view frame
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Edit Commands
Each of the following sub-sections of this chapter contain detailed

information on the function and use of an individual ADS Edit

command. Edit command's sub-sections appear in alphabetical

command name order.

Note:
The contents ofthese sub-sections can be displayed on-line in ADS
Edit by enteringHELP (commandjname) andpressing[CR] at

theADS EditENTER COMMAND prompt.
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Command:

ACREAGE

~ ACREAGE i

Format I ACreage

The Acreage command calculates the area of a polygon defined

by the user using the screen cursor. ADS provides the area in

square inches and acres.

When you activate this command, cross hairs appear inside the

current viewing window. Select the points of the area in sequence

at each point of inflection along the boundary of the polygon of

interest. Enter the points by moving the cursor along the boundary

and hitting one of the letters (except D or [CR ]) on the keyboard.

To close the polygon, you hit the D key when the cursor is dis-

played. The System connects the cunent point to the first point

entered.

Note:
You mustplot before running this command, otherwiseyou receive

incorrect results.

Procedure I ENTER COMMAND -

Enter the command name or abbreviation, ACREAGE or AC.

The System displays cross hairs inside the viewing window for

you to identify the first point of the polygon.

Move the cross hairs to the next point of inflection on the polygon

and hit any key except D or ICR 1 on the keyboard to select the

next point.

The System displays the cross hairs again unless the D or ICR ] key

was entered.

Note:
A dashed line will be drawn indicating the boundary ofthepolygon

as it is entered.
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Continue to identify points as described above until you reach the

last point of the polygon (before you would move back onto the

first point).

Press D on this last point to connect the first and last points

identified.

"When you enter D, the System displays the following

information:

I RREfl - xx.xxxx sq. in xxxx.x acres

^^m^*"'^
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Command

ADD

-ADD 1

Format

Purpose

I ADD or. ADD n1,r>2

Adds a point to the last SELECTED line at a user-specified location.

By moving the cross hairs, you identify two consecutive points.

The system then places the new point between them. You can

also ADD a point between any two consecutive points by using

the arguments nl,n2. ADD may also be used to add an attribute to

the last SELECTED polygon.

Arguments none or nl,n2 (consecutive points, between which another point

will be added)

Eiample

a %

I ENTER COMMAND -

Type the command, ADD, then use the cross hair to identify two

consecutive points where a new point will be added along a

SELECTED line. Then, position the cross hairs where you want to

add the new point.

If you select a polygon, the program assumes you are adding an

attribute. The System asks for the attribute location (must be inside

the polygon), attribute name, height and angle.

Type ADD 7,8 to insert a point between consecutive points 7 and

8 (on the last SELECTED line), using the cross hairs to identify the

new point's location.

Procedure A
Cross Hair Placement

Use the SELECT command to identify the line and type ADD. Then

use cross hairs to identify two points that will bound the new
point or... use B key to locate point BEFORE first point on line

or... use A key to locate point AFTER last point on line

The computer displays an X to ECHO point locations, and identi-

fies each point number n.

Use the cross hairs to identify the new point location.
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The computer asks you to verify that this is the point you want to

add.

Enter [CRhYES to add the point, or N (NO) to disregard the

entered point and return to the prompt.

Procedure B

Point Placement

between Specified Points

Use the SELECT command to identify the line and type HDD
nl,n2.

The computer displays an X to ECHO point locations, and identi-

fies each point number specified.

Use the cross hairs to identify the new point location.

The computer asks you to verify that this is the point you want to

add.

Enter [CR]=YES to add the point, or N (NO) to disregard the

entered point and return to the prompt.

Procedure

C

Adding Attributes

to Polygons

Use the SELECT command to identify the polygon and type ADD**'

Note:
>

Whenyou select apolygon, theprogram assumes thatyou want to

add an attribute within thepolygon.

The computer asks you to to identify the point location for the

attribute you want to add.

Use the cross hairs identify the location for the first character of

the attribute. If this point is not inside the polygon, the program

skips ADD.

The computer then asks you to enter the text you want to identify

add identifying the attribute.

Type the text for the attribute. You may not exceed 52 characters;

however, be aware that only 30 characters transfer to MOSS.

The computer then asks you to enter font, pen, height (inches),

attribute angle (degrees) and the slant angle (degrees). The

defaults [CR) are 0.1, 1, .07, and 0, respectively
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Command:

ADJACENT

Format

Purpose

I RDJacent

This command allows you to dissolve boundaries between adja-

cent polygons on the current Edit map theme. The program

compares the attributes of each pair of adjacent polygons, and

determines, based on attribute comparison criteria that you

specify, whether or not to dissolve the boundary between them.

You are presented with a series of prompts allowing you to set

criteria for 'matching' attributes between pairs of adjacent poly-

gons. Attribute matching can range from an exact match of all

attributes in both polygons to just matching parts of substrings in a

single attribute -in each polygon. Based on whether the attributes

of the two adjacent polygons match, and program prompts you

whether or not that boundary should be dissolved.

If the boundary between adjacent polygons is dissolved, their

attributes are adjusted according you your specifications, and the

two adjacent polygons are deleted and replaced by a new poly-

gon with the adjusted attributes. If any polygons are altered in this

manner during processing, the theme's polygon file is

resequenced automatically to purge polygons flagged for deletion;

the ADS Edit ENCLOSE command also is executed automatically.

Note:
Although theprogram allowsyou to decide whether or not to check

forenclosedpolygons and to assign attributes, we strongly recom-

mend thatyou do both ofthese.

WARNING:
TheADS Edit CLOSUREandPOLYGONcommands must be ex-

ecuted on a map theme before executing ADJACENT. Ifyourfiles

were created beforeADSRevision 8, you must re-execute CLOSURE

andPOLYGON before executing ADJACENTto avoid errors.
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Procedure When you enter ADJACENT at the ADS EditENTEA COMMAND

prompt and press ICA ] , the following prompt appears:

I Auto-join or Verify lfl/U,<CR>=Verifyl

Enter A and press ICR 1 if you want the border between pairs of

polygons dissolved automatically if their attributes (or the speci-

fied substring within their attributes) match. Enter U and press

ICA 1 if you want to be prompted, for each pair of polygons

found to have matching attributes, whether or not the border

between them should be dissolved.

Note:

Ifyou are executing thiscommand in batch mode, the response to

thisprompt must beA

.

If you choose to Auto-join polygons, the following prompt ap-

pears:

I Real-time display of joins KCR>=Nol

Enter V and press ICA 1 if you want polygons displayed on thee

terminal screen as they are joined (i.e., as their coincident bound-

ary is dissolved). Enter N and press ICA 1 to skip this display; this

is the default. Displaying joined polygons increases the time it

takes for this program to complete.

Note:

Ifyou are executing thiscommand in batch mode, the response to

thisprompt must be N.

Whether you choose to Auto-join polygons or Verify each bound-

ary dissolution, the following prompt appears:

I Join polygons based on substring KCR>=Nol :

Enter N and press ICR 1 if you want to restrict attribute matching

criteria to their strictest form (i.e., all attributes in both polygons

must match exactly, character-for-character, for the boundary to

be considered for dissolution); this is the default. This means that

if multiple attributes exist for each polygon, there must be an

exact one-to-one match between all of the attributes in one

polygon and all of the attributes in the other polygon. If you enter

N at this prompt, all the following prompts for substring criteria

are skipped.
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Enter V and press ICR 1 if want adjacent polygons joined when
just a single attribute associated with each polygon contains a

specified, matching substring of characters; if you choose this

option, you are prompted for substring criteria.

Note:

Ifyou wantpolygonsjoined onlywhen a single, whole attribute In

eachpolygon matches, the specified substring should contain all of

the characters in the attribute's label.

If you specify that polygon boundary dissolution is dependent

upon an attribute substring, the following prompt appears;

I Column dependant V/H t<CR>=Hol

If the attribute substring is always located, character-for-character,

in specific columns within attribute labels, enter V and press ICR ]

.

A column dependant substring match uses only the specified

columns of attribute labels to determine whether two attributes

match; all other information in the label is ignored. The entire

portion of attribute labels between the specified beginning and

ending columns (inclusive) must match.

Note:
Column dependent substring matching is virtually essential when

Joining tracts acrossPISSsection lines.

If the attribute substring's location is not column dependent, enter.

N and press ICR].

If you specified that the substring is column dependent, the

following two prompts appear, one after the other:

I Begin Matching from column number

I End Matching at column number <<CR>=end of label) :

Enter the beginning and ending column numbers in the polygons'

attribute labels that may contain the specified substring for match-

ing. Column numbers may be from 1 through 52. Press [CR] after

entering each value; a [CR] at the second prompt automatically

indicates the last column number containing a character in the

attribute labels.

If you specified that polygon boundary dissolution is dependent

upon an attribute substring, the following prompt appears:

I Search for string (<CR>-nonel
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Enter the string of characters to be used for polygon attribute

substring matching and press ICR 1 . This string can contain any

desired set of characters (e.g., tract number, section number,

etc.). If the attribute substring match is not column dependant,

the existence of the string anywhere within any attribute label of

each polygon constitutes a match.

If you want all attributes in a pair of polygons compared, and the

polygons joined if only one complete attribute from each poly-

gon matches, do not enter a substring at this prompt.

If substring matching is column dependent, the number of

characters entered at this prompt should equal the number of

columns specified in the previous prompts. Furthermore, only,

those attribute labels containing the specified string are consid-

ered for matching, and the entire designated portion of the label

(i.e., the specified columns) must match exactly.

The following table summarizes the possible combinations of

polygon matching criteria that can be specified with this com-

mand. For each criteria combination, the table also lists the

polygon attributes that are compared for determining whether a

boundary between two adjacent polygons on the current theme

should be considered for dissolution. #
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Join Polys

Based on
Substrings?

Column-
Dependent
Match?

Search

String

Entered?

NO N/A N/A

YES NO NO

YES NO YES

YES YES NO

YES YES YES

Polygon Attributes Compared,
and the Conditions that Must Exist

for the BoundaryBetween 2

Adjacent Polygons to Be
Considered for Dissolution

All attributes in both polygons must

match exactly, character-for-character.

All attributes are considered, and only

one attribute from each polygon must

match exactly. (There may be other

attributes for each polygon, but these

do not have to match each other.)

Only attributes containing the substring

are considered, and only one attribute

from each entire attribute labels need

not match, nor must other attributes

for these polygons match or contain

the substring.)

The entire designated portion (i.e., the

specified columns) of any attribute

label, one from each polygon, must

match. (Other attribute labels, if they

exist, need not match.)

Same as above, except that the search

string must exist somewhere within the

designated portion (i.e., the specified

columns) of the attribute label.

% \

After you have either specified a substring or rejected dissolving

polygon boundaries based on attribute label substrings, the

following prompt appears:

I DELETEJJUPL I CflTE a t tr i butes or RETfl I M a 1 1 [ D /R

<CR>=Delete] :

If you want duplicate attributes deleted from the theme's attribute

file after polygons have been joined, enter D and press ICR ] ; this

is the default. If you do not want duplicate attributes deleted from

the attribute file, enter R and press [CR ]

.
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Note:

Ifyou choose to delete duplicate attributes, non-duplicate attributes

are transferred to resultantpolygons. Ifapplicable, attributes

containing the specified substring are transferred to newpolygons
before attributes not containing the substring. Only duplicate

attributes are deletedfrom the attributefile. Ifthere are more than

20 non-duplicate attributes assignable to apolygon, warning

messages aregenerated during subsequent attribute assignment.

If you choose to retain duplicate attributes, up to 20 attributes

(from both polygons) can be transferred to resultant polygons. If

more than 20 attributes are assignable to a polygon, warning r

messages are generated during subsequent attribute assignment.

Note:

Ifthe result ofthisADJACENTprogram is to be used in the QDUMP
program, you should retain all attributes to ensure correct section

numberassignment.

# $
I
I

The following prompt appears if you elected to Auto-join poly-

gons, or if polygon attribute matching is based on substrings, or %*
you chose not to resequence at the end of a preceding ADJACENT
process.

I CONTINUE, RE-ENTER, or QUIT IC/R/Q <CR>-Continue] :

This prompt allows you to review you ADJACENT command
polygon joining criteria. To continue with the ADJACENT process,

enter C and press ICR 1 ; this is the default. To re-enter polygon

attribute substring join criteria, enter R and press ICR 1 . To quit

ADJACENT and return to the ADS Edit ENTER COMMAND prompt,

enter Q and press ICR 1

.

Note:
You cannot quitADJACENTwithout resequencingpolygons ifany
have been altered by this command.

If you chose to Verify polygon joins, you are prompted, for each

pair of polygons found to have matching attributes, whether or

not the border between them should be dissolved. Each verifica-

tion prompt has the following format:
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I POLYGONS (1st polygon*) AND (2nd polygon*) ARE

ADJACENT

I ALONG CLINE (Cline »)

I ATTRIBUTED):
I POLVGON (1st polygon*) POLVGON (2nd

po
I ygon»

>

I (attribute *1 in 1st polygon) (attribute *1 in 2nd

po
I
ygon

)

I (attribute *2 in 1st polygon) (attribute *2 in 2nd

po
I
ygon

)

I ...etc... I

...etc...

I DO VOU WANT TO MERGE THESE POLVGONS? (Y/N/Quit, CR=V]

HHHMMHi
Note:

Ifpolygon attribute comparison is based on substrings, all non-

duplicate attributesfound in bothpolygons appear in the verifica-

tion prompt. Ifattribute comparison is not based on substrings, only

one list ofattributeCs) appears (i.e., the identical attributeCs) com-

mon to bothpolygons listed).

If you want the boundary between the listed polygons dissolved,

enter V and press ICR 1 ; this is the default. If you do not want the

boundary between these two polygons dissolved, enter N and

press ICR 1 . If you choose to dissolve the boundary, a new poly-

gon is created for the current map theme, and the following

message appears:

I NEW POLVGON « (new polygon's •) CRERTED

After you respond to all verification prompts for the current set of

ADJACENT polygon joining criteria, the following prompt appears:

I Ready to RESEQUENCE polygon file [V/N <CR>=Ves) :

You should always respond YES to this prompt and press [CR 1

;

this is the default. If any polygon(s) have been altered by this

program, you cannot exit until RESEQUENCE is executed. The
following information and prompt appear:

I RESEQUENCING POLVGON FILE:

I * OF OLD POLVGONS = (• of old polygons)
I « OF NEU POLVGONS (• of new polygons)

I URNT TO CHECK FOR ENCLOSED POLVGONS? ICR=VES]-

You should always respond VES to this prompt and press ICR ]

;

this is the default. Information in the following format can appear

if enclosed polygons are encountered during processing:
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I THERE ARE (number) POLYGONS THAT MIGHT ENCLOSE
POLYGONS-

I NO ENCLOSED POLYGONS FOR POLYGON * (polygon «)

I NO ENCLOSED POLYGONS FOR POLYGON * (polygon «)

I ...etc...

I THERE ARE (* of polygons) POLYGONS RND (« of at-
tributes) ATTRIBUTES.

I DO YOU WANT ATTRIBUTES RSSIGNED ICA=YES1-

You should always respond VES to this prompt and press tCR ]

;

this is the default. The following prompt appears:

I DO YOU WANT DUPLICATE ATTRIBUTES DELETED (CR=MJ -

Enter V and press tCR 1 if you want duplicate attributes deleted

from polygons resulting from this process. Enter N and press ICR ]

if you do not want duplicate attributes deleted; this is the default.

The following prompt appears:

WHAT SHADE PATTERN IS TO BE USED FOR NULL POLYGONS?
- NO SHRDING

1 = (shade type 1

)

2 - (shade' type 2)

...etc...

Note:

Ifthe currentEdit map theme has no definedshadingpatterns, only

option zero CO) appearsfor thisprompt.

Enter the number corresponding to the shade type you want

assigned to all null polygons on the current map theme, and press

tCR].

After entering a value for the last prompt, the ADS Edit ENCLOSE
program is executed automatically to assign attributes on the

cunent theme to polygons. As the ENCLOSE program runs, an

attribute assignment report is displayed on your terminal screen:

I *** ASSIGNING ATTRIBUTES ***

1 POLYGON « a HAS X ATTAIBUTES

1 POLYGON • b HAS y ATTAIBUTES

1 POLYGON » c HAS z ATTRIBUTES

1 ...etc...

1 ENCLOSE CONPLETE.

1 **** STOP
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Command:

ARCUNE

ARCLINE 1

Format

Purpose

I RRCIine

This command creates an arc from any line that is longer than the

discarded tolerance. The computer forms a line segment each time

the line is intersected by another line. Each segment then becomes

a separate CUNE, written to the CLINE file. The program carries

over labels on lines to the CLINE file. You may also use the

discarded tolerance to delete overshoots. The program writes any

discarded lines to the DLINE file. This program creates a file from

line data that can be used with the ADS2DLG program.

Note:
You must run Closure to create the nodes before executing

ARCLINE.

Example I ENTER COMMAND -

Enter the ARQine command.

The computer returns the following message:

I THERE RRE XXX LINES IN apna«e . •enunane .

L

I ADS. PROLINES, CONVERTING TO RRCS

I ENTER DISCRRD LIMIT IN NRP INCHES tCR=. 10]

Enter the desired limitation number or ICR ] to accept the default

(.10).

The computer displays the following sequence, identifying the

data altered by this command:

I « N0DES= XX* LINES= X

I « LINES CREATED= XX NRX ALL0UED=99999

I « OF LINE SEGNENTS DISCARDED XXX

I TOTAL LENGTH= XXX NAP INCHES

I ADS.ARCLINES, CONPLETED.

I ****ST0P
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Command:

AREA

g.w.p

Format

Purpose

I RRea

The Area command tabulates and displays an area report for the

polygon data contained on the current menu. An area report

contains the following information for each polygon: (also see

AUDIT help file.)

a. primary polygon area (acres)

b. enclosed polygon area (acres)

c. resultant polygon area (acres)

d. perimeter (miles)

e. polygon parent number (number of polygons surrounding

the identified polygon)

f. polygon numbers enclosed within this one (sons)

g. assigned shading type (if applicable)

h. assigned attributes

You can display the area report on the screen or print it directly to

a file or line printer.

Procedure I ENTER COMMAND -

Type the command name or abbreviation, AREA or AR.

The computer returns the following series of messages:

I RRER REPORTS CRN BE GENERRTED ON:

1(1) VOUR CONSOLE

I (2) fl DISK FILE - ENTER THE NUMBER NEXT TO THE

TVPE OF REPORT VOU WANT:

I (CR= REPORT RT VOUR CONSOLE)

Note:

Ifyou want to display the output on a Tektronix screen, you are

responsiblefor controlling itsplacement on the screen. Set the

margin controlswitch to 1 and manually clear the screen before

entering a fCRj. Pauses occur at the end ofeachpage giving you
time to make copies. [CR] erases the screen.
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Type the number identifying the location of the report output. The
program defaults to the screen if you press [CR]. If you select the

console, the screen erases the area in which the report appears. If

you select a disk file, the program asks for a legal disk file name.

The program creates the file in the your ADS directory.
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Command:

ATTRIBUTE

FOPPiat WP9 ' fiTtribute

or...

I fiTtribute n1,n2,n3,n4,n5

(font number, pen number, text height,

attribute display angle, and text slant)

or..

I fiTtribute •

(assignsADSpolygon number as attribute)

Purpose This command provides you with one of the ADS Edit methods

for entering polygon attribute data to a map theme after the

source map has been removed from the digitizing tablet. The

command allows you to add attributes containing polygon subject

information to the current edit theme by using cross-hairs on the

terminal screen. For each attribute added, this command also

allows you to specify font number, pen number, text height,

attribute display angle, and text slant information for attribute

display purposes.

Another option of this command allows you to assign automati-

cally polygon attributes containing the associated sequential ADS

polygon numbers on a theme to either all polygons on the theme,

or just those polygons having no attributes; these attributes are

placed automatically at the functional centroids of polygons.

Willi I

-T-r-^rrs-;~.-^.T^Trr^r.ZCI.^^

Note:
Once added to a theme, attributes can be associated with the

appropriatepolygons by executing theADS EditENCLOSE com-

mand. (Polygons must be created using the CLOSURE and POLY-

GONcommands before ENCLOSE can be executed.)

Attributes are text strings placed (i.e., digitized) within the appro-

priate polygons to which they will be associated once polygons

are created. Each attribute's text can contain up to 52 characters,

and you can associate up to 20 different attributes per polygon in

ADS. The maximum text height allowed is 1.5 inches.
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A semi-colon followed immediately by a space within polygon

attribute text strings has a specific meaning in ADS. All attribute

text appearing after a semi-colon and space is considered "invis-

ible" by ADS, and is not displayed. For example, in the text string,

"03; T45NR23W," only 03 would be displayed and plotted. Invis-

ible polygon attribute text can be plotted using ADS Function 4—
Create an ADS Production Plot.

Polygon shading pattern attributes can be assigned with this Edit

command if the current edit menu (i.e., theme) contains shading

patterns. ADS menus can contain up to 5 shading patterns, num-
bered 1 through 5. Shade attributes are recorded in ADS as text

strings having the following format:

I ; SHRD-X

The semi-colon and space at the beginning of the text string

indicate that this is an "invisible" attribute. The letters SHOD inform

the ADS Edit POLYGON program to extract the shading pattern

from this attribute text string. X is a number (0 - 5) indicating the

shading pattern number from the current edit menu. (Shade

number zero indicates no shading.)

Note:
\

Ifthe current edit menu (theme) does not have shadingpatterns, %

you cannotaddpolygon shading attributes with this Edit com-

mand. Before shadingpatterns can beplotted, theADSEditPOLY-

GONorENCLOSEcommands must be executed.

ADS attributes become the subjects ofMOSS polygons when an

ADS theme is transferred to MOSS. Although ADS attributes can be

52 characters long, MOSS polygon subjects are only 30 characters

long. Only the first 30 characters of an ADS attribute string are

transferred to MOSS. When a polygon with more than one associ-

ated attribute is transferred to MOSS, the attributes' text strings are

concatenated (i.e., strung together) with a period separating them

until the 30 character limit for MOSS subjects is reached; characters

in attributes beyond the limit are not transferred to MOSS. If

present, polygon shading attributes are not transferred to MOSS.

WARNING:
ADS cannot and will not check to see ifpolygons actually exist on a
theme before allowing attributes to be added with this command. As

farasADS is concerned, attributes arejust anotherdata type, and
their existence is independent ofthe creation and existence of

polygons. It isyour responsibility to ensure that attributes are used

andplacedproperly.
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Arguments

ATTRIBUTE 3

Attributes (including polygon shading attributes) are stored in the

ADS theme's mapnamcmeminamcA file (where meminame is

the first 6 characters of the applicable menu's name).

none

or...

n 1 , n2 , n3 , n4 , n5 (font number, pen number, text height,

attribute display angle, and text slant)

or.

• (assignsADSpolygon number as attribute)

KB

Note:

Ifyou will be sparkingpolygon attribute locations using cross-hairs

on the terminal screen, you should displaypolygon informationfor

the current theme using the EditPLOTcommand before executing

theATTRIBUTE command. Although not mandatory, thisprocedure

is highly recommended.

Procedure A
Commend with No Arguments

Note:

Ifno arguments areprovided, the command assumesyou want to

sparkpointsfor the location ofpolygon attributes using cross-hairs

on the terminal screen.

When you enter RTTR I BUTE at the ADS Edit ENTER COMMAND, the

following prompt appears:

I Enter FONT, PEN, HEIGHT (in), ANGLE (deg),

I SLANT (deg) ICR = 0,1,. 07,0, 01

Enter appropriate values for the font number, pen number, text

height (in inches), attribute display angle (in degrees), and text

slant (in degrees) to be used elsewhere in ADS to display and plot

attributes entered during this ATTRIBUTE session. Separate these

five values with commas, and press [CR 1 after entering the text

slant degree value. To accept the default settings for these values,

simply press [CR ] . (See Setting Label Parameters for details

concerning appropriate values for these variables.)
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The following information and prompt, as well as cross-hairs,

appear on the terminal screen:

I Define ATTRIBUTE LOCATION •ith crosshairs
I ID key=D0HEJ

I IP key-use PREUIOUS ATTRIBUTE text]

I Enter ATTRIBUTE TEXT when an underscore (_> appears
I tCR=D0HEl

Use the directional arrow keys on your keyboard or (if available)

the terminal's mouse to move the intersection of the cross-hairs to

the location at which you want to establish the location of a new
polygon attribute. Spark a point by pressing [space bar ] (or any

key except D or t CR ] ; do not press [CR ] after pressing a key to

spark a point. An underscore character (_) appears on the

terminal's graphic plane at the sparked location. Enter the polygon

attribute text for the sparked location and press ICR ] . The cross-

hairs re-appear, and you may locate and spark another attribute

point.

To place an identical attribute in more than one location, place the

attribute once as described above, then position the cross-hairs at

the next identical attribute location and enter P. The previously ##

entered attribute's text is assigned automatically to the newly f
sparked attribute point, and the cross-hairs re-appear again. You
can keep entering P to add as many identical attributes as neceskw
sary.

To end this ATTRIBUTE session, press D when the cross-hairs

appear (or re-appear) on the terminal screen The following

message is displayed, and you are returned to the ADS Edit ENTER
COMMAND prompt:

I Use the ENCLOSE cotaand to ASSIGN MEW

I ATTRIBUTES to polygons.

Procedure B

Command with

Attribute Font

Value Arguments

Note:

Ifyou enter thefive attributefont values as arguments with this

command, theprogram assumesyou want to sparkpointsfor the

location ofpolygon attributes using cross-hairs on the terminal

screen.
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This variation of the ATTRIBUTE command should be entered in

the following format:

I ATTRIBUTE M,n2,n3,n4,n5

where n 1 - font number

n2 = pen number

n3 = text height (in inches)

n4 - attribute display angle (in degrees)

n5 - text slant (in degrees)

These argument values are used elsewhere in ADS to display and

plot attributes entered during this ATTRIBUTE session. Separate

the five argument values with commas. (See Setting Label Param-

eters for details concerning appropriate values for these variables.)

Note:
Other than skipping theprompt concerningpolygon attributefont

Information, this variation oftheATTRIBUTEcommand operates

exactly like ProcedureA described above.

Procedure C

Commend with

the # Argument

This variation of the ATTRIBUTE command allows you to assign

automatically polygon attributes containing the associated sequen-

tial ADS polygon numbers on a theme to either all polygons on
the theme, or just those polygons having no attributes. These

attributes are placed automatically at the functional centroids of

polygons.

Note:
Thefunctional centrotd ofa polygon Is located either at the true

centrotd ofthepolygon, or (in the case ofconcavepolygons whose

true centrotdfalls outside thepolygon s boundary) at a location

within thepolygon's boundary.

When you enter RTTR I BUTE # at the ADS Edit ENTER COMMAND,

the following information and prompt appear:

I *** ASSIGNING THE POLVGON NUNBER AS AN ATTRIBUTE ***

I Do you wish to assign to RLL polygons - or

I to polygons WITHOUT EXISTING attributes

I [Enter A or U, <CA>-U1 :
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To assign an attribute containing the associated sequential poly-

gon number to every polygon on a theme, enter fl and press

ICR 1 . To assign polygon number attributes to only polygons not

having an attribute, enter U and press ICR ] . Polygon number
attributes are automatically assigned to the appropriate polygons

on the theme, and the following information is displayed during

the attribute assignment process:

I Attribute added to polygon 1

I Attribute added to polygon 2

I Attribute added to polygon 3

I ...etc...

Note:
Attributes are not assigned topolygons with zero area.
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Command:

AUDIT

Format flUdit

or...

flUdit (D) <P>

or...

flUdit data-type*

or...

flUdit data-type* (D) (P>

or...

flUdit data_type«, i ten*, item*, .

or...

Purpose

flUd i t da ta.type* , i ten* , - i tea*

or...

flUdit data_type«, i te»*<, <->i ten*, ...) <D> <P)

or...

flUdit ite»«<,<->ite«*, ...) <D) <P)

(Onlyfor TEXTdata type)

or...

AUditS

or...

AUditS (P)

(Arguments inparentheses are optional^

This command allows you to display detailed information con-

cerning data items (including those flagged for deletion) stored in

ADS data files for the current map theme.

To execute this command, Enter RUD I T, followed by any of the

desired arguments, at the ADS Edit ENTER COMMAND prompt and

press ICR 1 . Audit information concerning specified data items for

ADS data types is displayed automatically on your terminal screen.

The numerous variations of this command (except argument P)

provide you with a variety of ways to specifically identify the data

type(s) and data item(s) for which you want detailed information.
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Note:
Wheneveryou enter? as an AUDITcommand line argument,

"paging" is invoked, and only one screen-full ofinformation is

displayed at a time onyour terminalscreen (i.e., information does

notscroll Offthe screen as it is displayed). You mustpress ICR ] after

every screen-full ofdata to display the nextscreen-full ofpaged
AUDITinformation.

If no arguments are entered on an AUDIT command line (i.e., the

default format of the command is entered), information concern-

ing each data item not flagged for deletion for each data type for

the current theme is displayed. If you incorrectly enter AUDIT,

command line arguments, this program normally returns informa-

tion as if the default AUDIT format was entered.

Note:
Descriptive text data associated with a map as a whole can be

displayed with thiscommand only ifyou have selected TEXTas the

current "theme" inADS Edit. IfTEXT is the current edit "theme,

'

then only text information appears when using theAUDITcom-
mand, andyou should notspecify a data type number in the

command line.

"When you enter arguments on the AUDIT command line, you

limit in some way the data items to be audited. On any single

command line, you can limit AUDIT information to one or more

(or all) data items, including ranges of data items, for a single data

type (e.g., symbols, lines, polygons, attributes, Clines or Dlines).

Whenever you enter D as an AUDIT command line argument,

detailed information is displayed for only data items flagged for

deletion (that also meet the other selection criteria specified on the

command line). See the Edit RESTORE command to restore a

deleted item.

Whenever S is added to the AUDIT command (e.g., BUD I TS or

flUS), detailed information is displayed for all data items in the

current Edit selected set. See the Edit SELECT command to create

a set of selected data items.

Note:

Ifthe current selected set contains onlya single data item, the

AUDITprogram does not recognize the set. Furthermore, sinceyou

cannot select deleted items with the EditSELECTcommand, you
cannot specify deleted items using arguments in theAUDITcom-
mand line when specifying a selected set.
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Whenever detailed information for a specified group of data items for a

data type is displayed, the total number of items for the data type on
the current theme is listed, as well as the specific number of data items

audited.

The following table lists the AUDIT information displayed on your

terminal screen for each specified data item for various ADS data types:

Data Type
Number

DataType
Name

Symbol

Line

Polygon

Attribute

Cline

Dline

N/A Text

Information Displayed

for Data Type inAUDIT

ID* (item number), Definition (symbol

type number and definition from

menu), Font flag (indicates if font data

exist for symbol's label), and Symbol

Label

ID# (item number), Length (in miles),

#PTS (number of points on line),

Definition (line type number and

definition from menu), Line Label, and

Font Flag (indicates if font data exist for

line's label)

ID# (item number), Perimeter (in miles),

Area (in acres), Islands (number of

islands within polygon), Attributes

(number of attributes for polygon),

Shading (shade type number and

definition from menu)

ID# (item number), POLY# (item

number of polygon to which this

attribute is assigned), Fonted (flag

indicating if font data exist for attribute's

text), Attribute (attribute's text)

ID# (item number), Length (in miles),

#PTS (number of points on Cline),

POLY1 and POLY2 (item numbers of

polygons on either side of Cline),

Definition (line type number and

definition from menu)

ID# (item number), Length (in miles),

#PTS (number of points on Dline),

POLY1 and POLY2 (item numbers of

polygons on either side of Dline),

Definition (line type number and

definition from menu)

ID# (item number), Fonted (flag indicat-

ing if font data exist for text), and Text

(descriptive text string)
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Examples The following table lists a set of AUDIT command examples, as well

as a description of the data types and data items specified for audit-

ing by each command.

Command
Variation

AUDIT

AUDIT D

AUDIT P

AUDIT 1

AUDIT 2D

AUDIT IP

AUDIT 2,1,2,3

AUDIT 3,1,-7

AUDIT 1,1,2,-5,8

AUDIT 2,1,-32 D

AUDITS

AUDITS P

Data Specified from the Current Map Theme

All data items (not flagged for deletion) for all

datatypes

All data items flagged for deletion for all data

types

All data items (not flagged for deletion) for all

data types; paging is invoked requiring [CR]

between screen-fulls of information

All symbol data items (not flagged for deletion)

All line data items (flagged for deletion)

All symbol data items (not flagged for deletion);

paging is invoked requiring [CR] between

screen-fulls of information

Line items numbered 1, 2 and 3

Polygon items numbered 1 through 7
*&«
1

Symbol items numbered 1, 2 through 5, and

Line items numbered 1 through 32 that are

flagged for deletion

All data items in the current selected set

All data items in the current selected set; paging

is invoked requiring [CR] between screen-fulls of

information
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Command:

BELL

Bimo

Format

Purpose

I BEN

This command allows you to toggle the bell at your terminal on

and off. By default, the bell is OFF in ADS Edit. If the bell is ON, a

bell (or beep) sounds whenever the ADS Edit ENTER COMMAND
prompt appears on the terminal screen. Use the bell as an audio

cue to signal the completion of Edit commands that take more

than a few seconds.

Note:
The bellsounds at all errorand warning messages inADS regard-

less ofwhether or not the bell is toggled ON or OFF.

Procedure To change the bell's current setting, enter the word BELL or the

letters BE, and press [CR]. The system returns the following

message indicating whether the bell is on or off:

I BELL (ON or OFF)
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Command:

BORDER

Format

Purpose

I BORder

The Border command serves as toggle to activate or deactivate the

plotting of map borders on a screen display. When you plot

several adjacent maps in the same display, you may not want the

borders plotted. This command simply omits the borders from the

display, and does not delete or alter the borders in the file itself. If

you deactivate borders, the BORDER command reactivates them.

Note:
BORDER must be turned on to run EDGEFTT.

Example I ENTER COMMAND -

Type the command name or abbreviation, BORDER or BOR.
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Command:

BOUND

Format

Purpose

I BOUnd

The Bound command changes the status of the plot window,

allowing you to plot bounding maps. This command toggles the

map window between the rectangle enclosing the map you are

editing and the rectangle enclosing the adjacent maps, depending

on the status at the time the command is executed. The window
contains the rectangle that includes the selected map and those

surrounding it.

You must execute BOUND after QUADS to plot the indicated

maps. When your execute EDGEFTT, the program plots bounding

maps. After you run EDGEFIT, you may use BOUND to turn on
and off the display of these maps as required.

If you execute EDGEFIT or BOUND and later want to display on

the active map, the BOUND command changes the window to the

boundary of the active map.

Note:
Theprogram does notplot the surrounding maps unlessyou ex-

ecutedEDGEFTTorQUADSfirst.

Example

a i

1

Related Commands

I ENTER COMMAND -

Type the command name or abbreviation, BOUND or BOU.

EDGEFTT, EDGEPLOT, QUADS
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Command:

BYE

Format

Purpose

I BYE or DONE or STOP

This command terminates the editing session.

If you entered EDIT through the digitizing menu, the program

prompts you as follows: SELECT OPERATING MODE FROM MENU

= [last menu].

If you entered EDIT through the ADS Function menu, the follow-

ing prompt appears when you type Bye: DO VOU I4RNT TO

EXECUTE ANOTHER RDS FUNCTION IV/CR=N01? If yes (V), the

program returns to the ADS Function menu. If you type ICR

1

<No >, the program returns to the ADS operating system.

Procedure A

Command with

ADS Function Menu

Type BVE to terminate the current Edit session.

The computer displays the following message

I DO VOU WANT TO EXECUTE ANOTHER ADS FUNCTION IY/

CA=N01?

Procedure B

Command with

Select Operation Mode

Type BVE to terminate the current Edit session.

The computer displays the following message

I SELECT OPEAATING MODE FAOM MENU = Hast »enu]

Note:
BYE, STOPandDONE all terminate an editing session.
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Command:

CENTROID

Format

Purpose

I CEntroid

The Centroid command places the polygon number at the gravita-

tional center of each polygon. You must display the polygons on

screen using the PLOT command before executing CEntroid. This

command provides a convenient method for identifying the

numbers that POLYGON assigned to the polygons.

Note:
The centroid may not be apoint inside thepolygon because en-

closedpolygons might encircle the gravitational center oftheparent

polygon.

Eiample: I ENTER COMMAND -

Type the command name, CENTRO ID or CE.
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Command:

cu

Format:

Purpose

I CLI

This command allows you to temporarily leave ADS and enter the

operating system. This gives you access to other directories to type

out files without leaving ADS. To re-enter ADS, attach to the

directory in which you ran ADS (usually REV8) and type B^E.

Procedure I ENTER COMMAND -

Type the command name, CL I

.

The program responds with the following message:

I Entering the Prinos emulator OK,
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Command:

CLOSURE

Format: I CLOsure

Note:
When creating apolygonfrom the border ofthe map and assigning

an attribute, you do not need to run CLOSURE.

Purpose This command calculates and displays the nodes (intersections) of

each line in the current menu. The program generates a NODE at

each intersection of any two lines. ADS uses these nodes in the

POLYGON command to create closed polygons. The program

displays the lines on the screen and marks each intersection

(node) with its own unique identification number.

CLOSURE is a type of edit function that may require execution

several times on a set of line data before the polygons can be

property formed using POLYGON. You should carefully study the

screen display showing the nodes that CLOSURE found for accu-

racy. You may execute POLYGON when you have a node at each

line intersection. If nodes are missing in this review, you have

several options:

1) Change the closure tolerances to allow a node to

be found.

2) Create a new node using NEWNODE.
3) Use ADD or MOVE to change a line to form a

node when you re-run closure.

4) Delete a line and redigitize it.

5) Digitize additional lines.

6) Delete a node using DNODE.

When you execute CLOSURE, the four default tolerances appear.

You must determine whether to use the default tolerances or enter

your own. You must enter all four tolerances. The tolerances

establish the distance within which the program will snap lines. If

the tolerances are too large, nodes may be created where they are

not wanted or not found where they should be.
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Tolerances

You can create a CLOSURE.DEFAULT file to redefine the default

tolerances. You must create this file in the ADS project containing

the map on which you want to use the tolerances. If this file

exists, the command uses the tolerances entered in the file. This

file also permits you to change the tolerances when running

CLOSEPOLY in batch. To use the system default tolerances below,

you must rename or delete the default file you created.

1) SELF-ENDPOINT MATCH tolerance (default = .019)

This tolerance applies to a line that ends in the same

neighborhood it began. If the end points are within the

tolerance distance, then the two points are combined into!

one.

2) MAP BOUNDARY INTERSECT tolerance (default

This tolerance is similar to the SELF-ENDPOINT MATCH
tolerance, except it is applied to the map boundary.
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3) 1ST/LAST SEGMENT INTERSECT tolerance (default = .019)

This tolerance applies to lines that overlap on themselves.

The overlapping pieces are removed if they are within

tolerance.

4) NODE MATCH REMOVAL tolerance (default = .019)

This tolerance is similar to the SELF-ENDPOINT MATCH

tolerance, except that all points on all lines are checked.

\

\
Note:
At thispoint, thepolygons have notyet beenformed; CLOSURE only

calculates the nodesfor each ofthe line segments under the current

menu.

Limitations The maximum number of nodes after consolidation = 99,999.

The maximum number of lines = 99,999.

The maximum number of lines intersecting a given line = 299.

Procedure I ENTER COMMAND -

Type the command name, CLOSURE or CLO.

The program responds with the following message:

I DO VOU UfiNT DEFAULT CLOSUAE TOLEAANCES USED?
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Press ICR 1 (Yes) to use the default tolerances. Type N to receive

the following prompts to change the tolerances.

I INPUT TOLERANCE FOR SELF-ENDPO I NT HATCH
I (default is .019)

Enter the preferred tolerance.

I IHPUT TOLERANCE FOR HRP BOUNDARY IHTERSECT
I (default is .000)

Enter the preferred tolerance.

I IHPUT TOLERAHCE FOR 1ST/LAST SEGHEHT IHTERSECT

I (default is .019)

Enter the preferred tolerance.

I IHPUT TOLERAHCE FOA HODE HATCH AEHOUAL

I (default is .019)

Enter the preferred tolerance.

jmrnsmmmmm

Note: /
The tolerances allow lines to snap together within the distance \
stated. Ifthe tolerances are too large, theprogram may create or

remove nodes where they are not wanted.

Related commands ADD, DNODE, MOVE, NEWNODE, NODE, PLOT, POLYGON
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Command:

CG (COGO)

Format

I CG itype

Purpose This command allows you to add symbol or line data representing

COGO (coordinate geometry) survey information to an existing

ADS theme.

Data may be added to a theme interactively by entering COGO
commands at the keyboard, then sparking points on the terminal

screen using the displayed cross hairs. Data may also be added to

a theme through a COGO data input file containing the sequence

of COGO commands that you would type interactively to enter

the desired data.

WARNING:
Since coordinategeometry isplanerand the earth 's surface is

curved, this technique may not be accuratefor distances exceeding

one mile.

Before creating data, you must select a data type (symbol or line),

specify whether data will be entered interactively or from an input

data file, specify whether data should be displayed on the terminal

screen as they are entered, select a symbol or line style, and

specify the measurement units of distance (miles, meters, etc.).

When entering point and line data interactively, you may change

the current point or line style, existing point or line label param-

eters, snapping tolerances, snapping themes and data types, and

(for line data only) thinning tolerance.

Note:

Ifyou want to add data to a new theme, you must add the new

menu name to the list ofmenus using the* option ofthe EditMENU

command.
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Arguments none (you are prompted for the data type #)

itype (the data type #)

WARNING:
Before executing the CG command, you must use the PLOTcom-
mand to display the selected map's border on the terminal screen.

Although optional, it is normal toPLOTthe selected theme's data

type to whichyou will be entering COGO data. Ifyou will be snap-

ping COGO data to a specific data type and theme, use the PLOT
command to display this snapping data.

Procedure When you enter CG at the ADS Edit ENTER COMMAND prompt, the

following prompt appears:

I Enter DATA TVPE M=syeb, 2* line] :

Note:

Ifyou enterCG (datajype) at theADSEditENTER COMMAND4

prompt, you are notprompted to re-specify a data type.

\—

—

i
i m ———— ii mhiiixihii ——— —

Enter the number corresponding to the COGO data type you wariiP

to add to the current theme selected in ADS Edit. When you press

[CR 1 , the following information and prompt appear:

I WARNING:

I GEOMETRIC ENTAY MAV NOT BE ACCURATE AT DISTANCES > 1

MILE

I DATA ENTRV »ay be from :

I a COGO file (eust contain instructions) ...or...

I TERMINRL input

I Enter FILENAME, 0=TERMINAL entry, Q=QUIT [<CR>=0]> :

If you are using a COGO data input file to create points or lines,

enter the name of that file and press ICR 1 . The file must reside in

the ADS project directory and contain the sequence of COGO
commands that you would type interactively to enter the desired

data. If you are entering data interactively, enter zero (0) and press

ICR 1 . To quit the COGO command and return to the Edit ENTER

COMMAND prompt, enter Q and press ICR 1

.
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Note:
yl detailed description ofavailable COGO commands appears later

in thisprompt-by-prompt discussion ofthis's command'sprocedure.

A discussion ofCOGO data inputflies appears at the end ofthis

commandprocedure.

If you choose to enter data interactively or enter a COGO data

input file name, the following prompt appears:

I Plot data as it is generated? IV/H <CR>=N] :

If you want data displayed on the terminal screen as it is created

(either interactively or from an input file), enter VES and press

ICR 1 . If you do not want data displayed on the terminal screen,

enter NO and press ICR 1 . The following information and prompt

appears:

I flua liable (data-type) styles

I 1 = (data-type style 1)

I 2 = (data-type style 2)

I ...etc...

I Enter STVLE Ino-defaultl :

Enter the option number corresponding to the point or line style

you want assigned to the COGO data to be entered. Press ICR ]

and the following prompt appears:

I ENTER UNITS OF DISTRNCE

I 1 1=N I LES
,
2=FEET , 3=NEETERS , 4=CHR I NS

]

Enter the option number corresponding to the COGO data's

measurement units of distance, and press ICR ]

.

If you specified a COGO data input file earlier, these data are

entered automatically into the specified data type file for the

selected map theme once a unit of distance is selected Each

COGO command in the input file is displayed on the terminal

screen as its individual point (symbol) or point along a line is

entered, and in most cases, you are returned to the ADS Edit

ENTER CONMRND prompt.
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If you are entering COGO data interactively, the following infor-

mation and prompt appear once a unit of distance is selected:

I AVAILABLE COMMANDS IN ADS-COGO :

I COGO COMMANDS -

I LOCATE ANGLE, LOCATE AZINUTH, LOCATE BEAAING, LOCATE

CURUE,

I STORE C, STORE

I OTHER CONNANDS -

I NEW - end current/beg in new line

I END - discard current line and EXIT

I CHANGE - alter snapping, style, or label parameters

I EAASE

I HELP

I ?

I CG?

- clears graphic and alpha planes
- Information on COGO LOCATE commands

- abbreviated list of commands

Note:

Ifyou have chosen to enterpoint data, the LOCATE CURVE, NEW
andEND commands do not appear in the displayed list. LOCATE

CURVEandNEWcannot be used when enter inpoint data. Al-

though not listed when enteringpoint data, the END command

must be used to exit the COGO data entry environment (i.e., exit

from theCG?promptand return to theADSEditENTER COM-\
MAND prompt).

The CG? prompt indicates that you are in the COGO data entry

environment. At the CG? prompt, you may only enter the COGO
and "OTHER" commands listed above. Each COGO command

allows you to enter a single point (symbol) or a point along a line.

The "OTHER" commands allow you to end lines, display help

information, end a COGO data input session, etc....

After entering a COGO or OTHER command, press tCR 1 to

return to either the CG? prompt or the ADS Edit ENTER COMMAND

prompt.

A detailed description of each of the COGO and OTHER com-

mands follows.

********
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In general, the COGO data entry commands use different types of

metes and bounds survey data to create ADS data. You create a

single point (symbol) or a point along a line by entering the

coordinates of the point, or by locating the point based on the

angle, azimuth or bearing and distance between previously

entered points or along curves. Each point entered must be

assigned a unique (normally sequential) point number, and all

points entered during a COGO data entry session are referred to

by these numbers.

The general procedure for entering COGO data is to locate one or

more points by using the STORE or STORE C commands, and

then locate subsequent points or points along lines from these

established points.

Note:
When creating line data, you may need to createpoints or lines

(required to establish control ofthe desiredCOGO data) that are

notpart ofthe COGO data. This control data may be edited later

using otherADS Edit commands.

STORE:

Format

I STORE PT« X V

or...

I STR PT« X V

Eiamples I STORE 1 343106.50033 178707.40625

I STR 2 343215.35902 178737.25422

I STR 54 453690.58912 124818.95000

This command allows you to establish a COGO point at a location

within the map's boundary specified by (x,y) coordinate values.

All portions of the command line listed in the above format are

required, and may be separated by spaces, commas or forward

slashes 09. All letters on the command line must be upper-case.

When you enter a STORE command, the X and Y coordinates

specified on the command line (in map distance measurement

units) are used to establish a new COGO point. The established

point is assigned the specified point number (PT#).
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Note:
When an establishedpoint is referenced by a LOCATEcommand to

establish a newpoint relative to the established point, the assigned

point number must be referenced.

The established point appears in its appropriate location on the

terminal screen if you specified earlier that want data displayed as

it is created.

STORE C:

Format

I STORE C PT«

or...

I STR C PT«

or...

I PT«

Examples I STORE C

I STR/C 2

I TR C 54

I 26

This command allows you to establish a point by sparking a point

within the map using cross-hairs on the terminal screen. This

command also allows you to snap a COGO point to existing data,

and to change snapping parameters.

The only mandatory portion of the command line listed in the

above format is the COGO point number (PT#) you want assigned

to the sparked point. If you choose to enter the word STORE (or

its abbreviation STR) on the command line, you must also enter

the letter G If the word STORE (or STR) and the letter C are

entered, they may be separated by a space or forward slash (/);

the point number (PT#) may be separated by a space, comma or

forward slash (/). All letters entered must be upper-case.

When you enter a STORE C command, cross-hairs automatically

appear on the terminal screen, and the following information

appears:

I USE CROSSHAIR TO ENTER POINT:

I 'C'=Change_snapping, 'S'^Snap, 'D'=Done
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Use the directional arrow keys on your keyboard or (if available)

the terminal's mouse to move the intersection of the cross-hairs to

the location at which you want to establish a COGO point.

To establish a COGO point without snapping, press Ispace

bar ] . The point appears in the sparked location on the terminal

screen if you specified earlier that you want data displayed as it is

created, and the CG? prompt re-appears.

Note:
Establishedpoints must lie within the map's boundary as displayed

on the terminal screen.

The established point is assigned the point number (PT#) specified

on the command line. When an established point is referenced by

a LOCATE command to establish a new point relative to the

established point, the assigned point number must be referenced.

To cancel the current COGO data entry command and return to

the CG? prompt without entering another COGO point, press D.

To establish a point by snapping to an existing point (either on
the current theme or the "Other Theme" specified for snapping),

move the intersection of the cross-hairs to the location at which

you want to establish a COGO point, and press S. (If you are

entering point data, you may need to press S and [ CR ] .) If a point

or line (depending on the current snapping data type) on the

current snapping theme lies within the current snapping tolerance,

a COGO point is established at the same coordinate location as

the point to which it was snapped. If a point on the snapping

theme and data type cannot be located, a COGO point is not

established, the following message appears, and you must re-enter

the point:

I NO ITEMS FOUND WITHIN + OR - (snapping tolerance

distance) inches

I POINT NOT ENTERED

I USE CROSSHRIR TO ENTER POINT:

I 'C' sChange_snapping, 'S'=Snap, 'D'=Done

Note:
The theme and data type to whichyou are snapping should be

displayed on the terminal screen.
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To change the current parameters that control snapping, press C

and LCR 1 . The following option list and prompt appear:

I Choose one of the following options:

I 1. Change CURRENT-THEME snapping TOLERRNCE from

(current setting) aap inches

I 2. Change OTHER-THEME for SNRPPING fro* (current
setting)

I 3. Change OTHER-THEME snapping TOLERRNCE fron (cur-

rent setting) map inches

I 4. Change OTHER-THEME snapping DRTR-TVPE from (cur-

rent setting)

I 99. DONE changing parameters ICR]

Select the desired option number and press [CR]. The CG? prompt

re-appears.

Note:
A detailed description ofeachpoint data snapping option can be

found in Chapter 1 within the Using Data CaptureMenus section

[specifically, this information appears under the Change Thinning/ ^&#»»*

Snapping option discussion (cursor key C) in the LegalPucW
keyboard CommandsforPointDigitizing sub-section ofthe Enter
PointData operating mode sub-section).A detailed description of
each line data snapping option can also befound in Chapter 1

within the Using Data CaptureMenus section [specifically, this

information appears under the Change Thinning/Snapping option

discussion (cursorkey C) in the Legal Puck/keyboard Commands
forline Digitizing sub-section ofthe EnterLine Data operating

mode sub-section).

LOCATE ANGLE:

Format IHft I locate rngle pb tp lp rng dist

or...

I L RN PB TP LP RNG DIST

Examples 5^ I locate angle 1 2 3 45 30 00 5000

I LOCATE/ANGLE 2,3,4 38 25 30 250

I L/AN 32 33 34 86 22 25 1000
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This command allows you to establish and specify the location of

a new COGO point (LP) using the following parameters: 1) the

coordinates of two existing numbered points (TP and PB); 2) the

angle (ANG) created by the line connecting points TP and PB and

the line connecting points TP and LP; and, 3) the distance (DIST)

between points TP and LP. In surveying terms, the new point is

located by backsighting on point PB from a turning point (TP),

turning at point TP to locate point LP while turning an angle

(ANG) between PB and LP, and going a distance (DIST) from TP.

(See the following diagram.)

A LP

•PB

All portions of the command line listed in the above format are

required. The word LOCATE (or its abbreviation L) and the word

ANGLE (or its abbreviation AN) in the command line may be

separated by a space or forward slash (/); all other parameters on

the command line may be separated by spaces, commas or

forward slashes 00. All letters must be upper-case.

Points PB and TP must be specified using the numbers assigned to

them during this COGO data entry session; point LP must be

assigned a new, unused point number on the command line.

When the point LP is referenced by another LOCATE command to

establish a new point relative to point LP, LP's point number must

be referenced.

The angle (ANG) in the command line must be specified using

three values, one each for degrees, minutes and seconds. Degree

values can be + or - to 360, and decimal values may be used

(e.g., 45.50). Minute and second values must be from 00 to 60 and

should be entered as 2-digit values. Positive angles involve turning

clockwise at point TP; negative angle involve turning counter-

clockwise.
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The distance (DIST) value in the command line is in the units of

measure specified at the beginning of the current COGO data

entry session (e.g., meters, chains). Whole and decimal values may
be used (e.g., 5000, 345.678, 1000.50000).

"When you enter a LOCATE ANGLE command and press ICA ] , the

located point appears in the appropriate location on the terminal

screen if you specified earlier that want data displayed as it is

created, and the CG? prompt re-appears.

Note:
Apoint located with this command must lie within the map's

boundary as displayed on the terminal screen. Ifa locatedpoint lies

outside the map boundary, thepoint is not established, and an
error message appears.

LOCATE AZIMUTH:

Format

Examples

I LOCATE AZIMUTH FP LP AZI DIST

or...

I L AZ FP LP AZI DIST

I LOCATE AZIMUTH 1 2 56 25 30 2500

I LOCATE/AZIMUTH 2 3 82 45 00 3200

I L AZ 21 22 3? 36 38 250

This command allows you to establish and specify the location of

a new COGO point (LP) using the following parameters: 1) the

coordinates of an existing numbered point (FP); 2) an azimuth

value (i.e., the angle created by the line connecting points FP and

LP and a line running north from point FP; and, 3) the distance

(DIST) between points FP and LP. In surveying terms, the new
point is located by going a distance (DIST) from point FP along an

azimuth (AZI). (See the following diagram.)
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All portions of the command line listed in the above format are

required. The word LOCATE (or its abbreviation L) and the word
AZIMUTH (or its abbreviation AZ) in the command line may be

separated by a space or forward slash 00; all other parameters on

the command line may be separated by spaces, commas or

forward slashes 00. All letters must be upper-case.

Point FB must be specified using the number assigned to it during

this COGO data entry session; point LP must be assigned a new,

unused point number on the command line. When the point LP is

referenced by another LOCATE command to establish a new point

relative to point LP, LP's point number must be referenced.

The azimuth (AZD in the command line must be specified using

three values, one each for degrees, minutes and seconds. Degree

values can be + or - to 360, and decimal values may be used

(e.g., 25.82). Minute and second values must be from 00 to 60,

and should be entered as 2-digit values. Azimuths measured

clockwise from the north are entered as positive values; azimuths

measured counter-clockwise from the north are entered as nega-

tive values.

The distance (DIST) value in the command line is in the units of

measure specified at the beginning of the current COGO data

entry session (e.g., meters, chains). Whole and decimal values may
be used (e.g., 2500, 450.348, 1200.89000).
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When you enter a LOCATE AZ 1 MUTH command and press [CR ]

,

the located point appears in the appropriate location on the

terminal screen if you specified earlier that want data displayed as

it is created, and the CG? prompt re-appears.

Note:
Apoint located with this command must lie within the map's

boundary as displayed on the terminal screen. Ifa locatedpoint lies

outside the map boundary, thepoint Is not established, and an
error message appears.

LOCATE BEARING:

Format I LOCATE BEARING FP LP BEA 01 ST

or...

I L B FP LP BEA DIST

Eiamples I LOCATE BEARING 1 2 4 34 18 58 1400

I LOCATE/BEAAING 8 9 1 17 45 00 500

I L B 19 20 2 73 52 10 250
%.

"'-«;

This command allows you to establish and specify the location of

a new COGO point (IP) using the following parameters: 1) the

coordinates of an existing numbered point (FP); 2) a bearing (i.e.,

a quadrant number and the angle within the specified quadrant

created by the line connecting points FP and LP and a line run-

ning either north or south from point FP; and, 3) the distance

(DIST) between points FP and IP. In surveying terms, the new
point is located by going a distance (DIST) from point FP at a

bearing (BEA). (See the following diagram.)

QUADRANTS

NW NE

4 1

3 2

SW SE '
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All portions of the command line listed in the above format are

required. The word LOCATE (or its abbreviation L) and the word
BEARING (or its abbreviation B) in the command line may be

separated by a space or forward slash (/); all other parameters on

the command line may be separated by spaces, commas or

forward slashes 00. All letters must be upper-case.

Point FB must be specified using the number assigned to it during

this COGO data entry session; point LP must be assigned a new,

unused point number on the command line. When the point LP is

referenced by another LOCATE command to establish a new point

relative to point LP, LP's point number must be referenced.

The bearing (BEA) in the command line must be specified using

four values, one for the quadrant number in which the point LP is

located, and one each for the bearing angle's degrees, minutes

and seconds. Bearing quadrants are established by north-south

and east-west lines passing through point FP (see the following

diagram). Quadrants are numbered 1 through 4 in clockwise order

beginning with quadrant 1 to the northwest of point FP.

The bearing angle must lie within the designated quadrant and is

the angle between the north-south line running through point FP

and the line connecting points FP and LP. Degree values must be

positive and be to 90, and decimal values may be used (e.g.,

39.42). Minute and second values must be from 00 to 60, and

should be entered as 2-digit values.

The distance (DIST) value in the command line is in the units of

measure specified at the beginning of the current COGO data

entry session (e.g., meters, chains). Whole and decimal values may
be used (e.g., 5000, 349.23, 1450.30040).
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When you enter a LOCATE BEAR I NG command and press tCR ]

,

the located point appears in the appropriate location on the

terminal screen if you specified earlier that want data displayed as

it is created, and the CG? prompt re-appears.

mm
Note:
Apoint located with this command must lie within the map's

boundary as displayed on the terminal screen. Ifa locatedpoint lies

outside the map boundary, thepoint is not established, and an
error message appears.

LOCATE CURVE:

Format m I locate curve bp op tp rad isgn

or...

I L C BP OP TP RAD ISGN

Examples Pj5^ I locate curve 1 2 3 750 1000 1

I LOCATE /CURVE 10 11 12 500 500 -1

I L C 19 20 21 150 100 1

This command allows you to establish and specify the location of

a number of new COGO points (the first of which is TP) along a

defined curve. You define the curve with parameters in the

command line, and points are placed automatically at 0.1 map
inch intervals along the curve. In effect, the curve is simulated by

a series of line segments 0.1 map inches long which follow its

defined shape. The location, shape and length of the curve are

defined using the following parameters: 1) the coordinates of two

existing numbered points (BP and OP); 2) the point number of the

first point to be placed automatically along the curve; 3) the length

(DIST) of the curve from point OP to its end; 4) the radius (RAD)

length of the circle upon which the curve lies; and, 5) a value

(ISGN) indicating whether the curve follows a clockwise or

counter-clockwise course. In surveying terms, the curve's points

are located by backsighting on point BP from point OP, creating a

curve DIST units in length with a radius of RAD, and following a

clockwise or counter-clockwise (ISGN) course. (See the following

diagram.)
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ISGN b 1

WARNING:
TheLOCATECURVE command can only be used to generate COGO
pointsfor line data. This command is not available whenyou are

generating COGOpoint data.

All portions of the command line listed in the above format are

required. The word LOCATE (or its abbreviation L) and the word
CURVE (or its abbreviation C) in the command line may be

separated by a space or forward slash 00; all other parameters on

the command line may be separated by spaces, commas or

forward slashes 00. All letters must be upper-case.

Points BP and OP must be specified using the numbers assigned

to them during this COGO data entry session; point TP must be

assigned a new, unused point number on the command line.

The length of the curve (DIST) listed in the command line is in the

units of measure specified at the beginning of the current COGO
data entry session (e.g., meters, chains). Whole and decimal values

may be used (e.g., 5000, 480.42, 1200.00920).

The length of the radius of the circle (RAD) upon which the curve

lies is also in the units of measure specified at the beginning of the

current COGO data entry session. Whole and decimal values may
be used

.

1

fll
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The ISGN value at the end of the command line indicates whether

the curve follows a clockwise or counter-clockwise course. The
ISGN must be +1 if the curve follows a clockwise path, and -1 if

the curve follows a counter-clockwise path.

When you enter a LOCATE CURUE command and press tCR ] , the

0.1 (map) inch long line segments simulating the curve appear in

their appropriate location on the terminal screen if you specified

earlier that you want data displayed as it is created, and the CG?
prompt re-appears.

Note:
Curvepoints located with this command must lie within the map's

boundary as displayed on the terminal screen. Ifany ofa curve's

locatedpoints lie outside the map boundary, the curve is not

established, and an error message appears.

OTHER Commands
within the

C060 Environment

In general, the OTHER commands available within the COGO
environment provide you with control over point and line data >
entry (e.g., you can end lines and begin new ones; change data

input parameters, including label , snapping and thinning param-

eters; end a COGO data entry session; and, obtain help concern-*

ing available COGO commands).

NEW:

Format I NEW

This command is available only when entering COGO points for

line data. The command instructs the program to end a COGO
line at the last entered point, and begin a new line at the next

specified point. You must enter the NEW command to end all

COGO lines, including the last line entered during a COGO data

entry session.

END:

Format I END

This command ends a COGO data entry session and returns you

to the ADS Edit ENTER COMMAND prompt.
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WARNING:
Ifyou are entering COGO line data, you must enter theNEW
command before using theEND command to save the data entered

for the lastCOGO line. IfNEWis not entered before END, the last

line entered during a session is notsaved to the selected theme's line

file.

CHANGE:

Format I CHANGE

or...

I CH

This command allows you to change the current COGO point or

line style being entered, the COGO point and line label param-

eters, point and line snapping parameters, and line thinning

parameters.

I When you enter this command, the following options

I ist appears:

I 1) Change line /symbol STVLE

I 2) Change LABEL parameters

I 3) Change SNAPPING parameters

I 99) DONE changing parameters

I Enter choice [<CR>=D0NE] : 1

i

If you choose option 1 (Change line/symbol STYLE), the following

information and prompt appear:

I Available (data-type) styles Current style = (cur-

rent style •)

I 1 = (data-type style 1)

I 2 = (data-type style 2)

I ...etc...

I Enter STVLE KCA>=(current style ») :

Enter the number conesponding to the point or line style you

want assigned to the COGO data to be entered. Press [CR] and the

CG? prompt re-appears.
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If you choose option 2 (Change LABEL parameters), the following

information and prompt appear:

I Choose one of the following options:

I 1. CAPTURE of labels for SVMBOL data OFF. Turn ON.

I 2. CAPTURE of labels for LINE data OFF. Turn ON.

I 3. DISPLRV of labels OFF Turn ON.

I 4. NOOIFV current LABEL characteristics -

I Height = (height), Rngle = (angle), Font* = (font*),

I Pen* = (pen*), Slant = (slant angle)
I 9. Return (CR1

Enter the number corresponding to the label parameter you want

to change. Press [CR] and this change label parameters option list

re-appears. To return to the CG? prompt, choose option 9 and

press [CR], or enter no option number and press [CR].

Note:
The capture and display oflabelsforCOGOpoints and lines

defaults to OFFwhenyoufirst enter the COGO data entry environ-

ment. To capture and/or display labels during a COGO data entry

session, you must use option 2 ofthe CHANGE command. Ifyou set

point or line label capture to ON, thefollowingprompt appears each

timeyou enterapoint or line:

I Enter the LABEL I ! =none , <CR >= (prew i ous I y
spec i f I ed I abe 1)1 :

When locating COGOpoint data, thisprompt appears after each

point is entered. When locating COGO line data, thisprompt

appears afteryou end a line (i.e., wheneveryou use theNEW
command). Enter the label andpress [CR] to return to the CG?
prompt. To assign thepreviously entered label (ifthere was one),

simplypress [CR]. To specify no label, enter ! andpress [CR].

A detailed description of each label parameter option can be

found in the Setting Label Parameters section of Chapter 1 (ADS

Function 1 - Capture Data with ADS Revision 8) in this User's

Guide.
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If you choose option 3 (Change SNAPPING parameters), the

following information and prompt appear:

I Choose one of the following options:
I 1. Change CURRENT-THEME snapping TOLERANCE fro*

(current setting) »ap inches

I 2. Change OTHER-THEME for SNAPPING fro* (current
setting)

I 3. Change OTHER-THEME snapping TOLERANCE fron (cur-

rent setting) »ap inches

I 4. Change OTHER-THEME snapping DRTR-TVPE fro* (cur-

rent setting)

I 4. Change the THINNING tolerance from (current set-

ting) aap

i nches

I 99. DONE changing parameters [CR]

Note:
The line thinning tolerance in the COGO environment defaults to

0.000 inches. This is differentfrom the default line thinning toler-

ance (0.020 inches) when usingADSData Capture.

Enter the number corresponding to the snapping or line thinning

parameter you want to change. Press [CR] and this snapping/

thinning parameters option list re-appears. To return to the CG?
prompt, choose option 99 and press [CR], or enter no option

number and press [CR].

Note:
A detailed description ofeachpoint data snapping option can be

found in Chapter 1 within the Using Data CaptureMenus section.

[Specifically, this information appears under the Change Thinning/

Snapping option discussion (cursor key C) in the LegalPuck/

keyboard CommandsforPoint Digitizing sub-section ofthe Enter

PointData operating mode sub-section]. A detailed description of

each line data snapping option and the line thinning option can

also befound in Chapter 1 within the Using Data CaptureMenus
section. [Specifically, this information appears under the Change
Thinning/Snapping option discussion (cursor key C) in the Legal

Puck/keyboard CommandsforLine Digitizing sub-section ofthe

EnterLineData operating mode sub-section].
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ERASE:

Format I ERASE

or...

I ER

This command allows you to erase both the graphic and alpha

(text) information displayed on your terminal screen.

Note:

Ifyou eraseyourscreen, there Is no way within the COGO environ-

ment to redisplaygraphic information.

HELP:

Format

?:

Format

I HELP

This command displays helpful information concerning the use #

and format of COGO data entry commands (e.g., STORE, LOCATE

ANGLE, LOCATE AZIMUTH, etc.).

I ?

This command displays the following brief help information

concerning the format of COGO data entry commands:

I COGO COMMANDS - L AM, L AZ, L B, L C, STA C, STA

I OTHEA COMMANDS - NEW, END, CH, EA, HELP, ?

Note:
For more information on coordinategeometry and COGO data

entry, see the Sells'COGO Version 3 user'sguide byJames R. Requa.

COGO Data Input Files
COGO data input files must contain all of the COGO and OTHER

commands that you would enter once you are placed in the

COGO data entry environment (i.e., once the CG? prompt ap-

pears).
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For point data, this file would normally contain a set of STORE
commands and end with an END command. For line data, this file

should start with a STORE command, then contain a set of STORE
and/or LOCATE commands separated with NEW commands
where COGO lines specified in the file end and begin, and end

with NEW command and an END command.

Example ofa COGO inputfileforpoints:
STORE 1,343106.50000,178707.40625

STORE 2,343152.92300,178739.72300

STORE 3,343144.45000,178754.92341

STORE 4,343188.25000,178723.50000

STORE 5,343192.64210,178816.62318

STORE 6,343263.11230,178852.25000

STORE 7,343318.94562,178918.33500

STORE 8,343428.33000,178933.49000

END

Example ofa COGO inputfilefor lines:

STORE 1,235791.76500,252510.95000

L B 1,2,3,34 45 00,24.05

L B 2,3,2,10 25 00,30.36

L B 3,4,1,51 00 00,40.81

L B 4,5,3,71 30 45,28.80

LB 5,6,3,73 45 25,25.09

NEW
STORE 7,456720.65400,298002.35000

L B 7,8,3,41 45 45,53.00

L B 8,9,2,41 23 00,50.81

L B 9,10,4,34 55 30,53.58

STORE 11,456992.50000,298411.35000

NEW
END

I

A

\

l «

<

s

E

l
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Command:

COLOR

Format

Purpose

I COIor n1 or CO I or n1 n2

Allows you to specify the color of the graphics and text on a color

terminal. The valid range of colors is 1-15. No change will occur

if an invalid number is entered. You must enter a value for the

graphics in order to change the text.

Examples I ENTER COMMAND -

Type the command name COLOR to set graphics color to color 1

or COLOR 2 10 to set graphics color to color 2 and text color to

color 10.
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Command:

DELETE

~ DELETE 1

Format I DEIete

or

I DEIete i type, i te»»

or

I DE I ete i te«* (for text only)

or

I DELe te i type , i tea* , i tee* , - i tee*

or

I DELeteS

Purpose The Delete command deletes symbols, lines, attributes or text

records. When you use this command without arguments, it

removes the last selected item. The command may also be used

with arguments for data type, item number, or text data. You can

also delete a selected list created by using the SELECT command
and adding an S to the DELETE command. The command marks

items for deletion.

Examples

Note:
Use the RESTORE command to return deleted items to the active

datafile, unlessyou have already run theRESEQUENCE com-
mand. The RESEQUENCEMACRO removes deleted symbols, lines,

or attributesfrom allfiles.

The command uses the following arguments to define items being

deleted. The command with no arguments deletes the last selected

item; using the command with i type, i tem» deletes the specified

data type and item number; i type, i tem«, i tem«, - i tern*

deletes the identified data type, item number, and range of items;

i tem« deletes text data only; and, S deletes a selected set of data.

I ENTER COMMAND -
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Limitation

Type the command name or abbreviation, DELETE or DEL 2,17
to delete line number 17, where 2 identifies the data type as a line

and 17 specifies the line number.

Type DELETE 8 to delete text, where 8 identifies the text item

number.

Type DELETE with no arguments to delete the last SELECTED
item.

Type DELETE 2,1,-10 to delete lines 1 through 10, where 2 identi-

fies the data type as a line and 1,-10 specifies which line numbers.

Type DELETE 2,1,5,7,-11 to delete lines 1,5 and 7 through 11,

where 2 identifies the data type as a line and 1,5,7,-11 specifies

which line numbers.

Type DELETES to delete the selected set.

You cannot delete polygons using this command. To remove

unwanted POLYGONS change the LINE (2) data that formed the

unwanted polygon^using DELETE, MOVE, DPOINT); then, run

CLOSURE and POLYGON again.

fe. $»-;'
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Command:

DISTANCE

~ DISTANCE 1

Format

Purpose

I Distance

The distance command calculates the distance in map inches

between two selected points. The accuracy is to the nearest 0.01

map inch. Use the cross hairs to identify the points.

Procedure I ENTER COMMAND -

Type the command or abbreviation, D I STANCE or D I

.

The program displays cross hairs for you to locate the first point.

Move the thumb wheels and hit any key to define the x and y
location.

The program displays an X at the location of the first point and

again displays the cross hairs for you to select the second point.

Locate second point using the same procedure used for the first

point.

The program then displays the following message identifying the

distance between the two selected points: D I STANCE = xxxx . xx

MAP INCHES xxxx. xxx FEET.
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Command:

DNODE

~ DNODE i

Format

Purpose

I DNODE

The DNode command removes nodes generated by the CLOSURE
command. If a line incorrectly crosses another, use MOVE and

DPOINT to correct the line, then delete the node. If lines are

moved without deleting the extra node, execute the CLOSURE
command to re-create the node file. The DNODE command
eliminates the need to rerun CLOSURE. However, to remove many
nodes, rerunning CLOSURE is more efficient than using DNODE.
The program will not delete a node if it is the only node on the

line. Removing a node does not correct the situation that gener-

ated the node.

Arguments Enter the arguments, node 1 , node2,

being deleted.

, to identify the nodes

Procedures I ENTER COMMAND -

Type the command or abbreviation, DNODE or DN 10, 33, where

10 and 33 identify the nodes being removed.
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Command:

DONE

~ DONE 1

Format I DONE

or

I BVE

or

I STOP

Purpose The Done command terminates an editing session.

If you entered EDIT through the digitizing menu, the program

prompts you as follows: SELECT OPERATING MODE FROM MENU
= I last menu!.

If you entered EDIT through the ADS Function menu, the follow-

ing prompt appears when you type Done: DO VOL) UANT TO

EXECUTE ANOTHER RDS FUNCTION [V/CR=N01?If yes (V), the

program returns to the ADS Function menu. If you type [CR ]

(No), the program returns to the ADS operating system.

Procedure A
Command with

ADS Function Menu

Type DOne to terminate the current Edit session.

The computer displays the following message:

I DO VOU WANT TO EXECUTE ANOTHER ADS FUNCTION 17/

CR=N01?

Procedure B

Commend with

Select Operetion Mode

Type DOne to terminate the current Edit session.

The computer displays the following message:

I SELECT OPEART I NG NODE FROM MENU = [last Menu]

Note:
BYE, STOPandDONE all terminate an editing session.
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Command:

DPOINT

~ DPOINT i

Format I DPoint

or

I DPoint i te««

or

I DPoint item*, i te»«

Purpose The DPoint command deletes either a cursor-selected point from

the last selected line, or a user-specified point from the last se-

lected line. If you to not specify arguments, the program prompts

you to use the cross hairs to identify a point for deletion along the

selected line. If you specify an argument i tem«, the program

deletes the specified point on the line.

Note:
Onceyou delete a point, itcannot be restored.

Arguments: Enter no arguments to have the program prompt you for the

point. Enter a single argument, DPo i nt i tem« , to delete a single

numbered point. Enter a range argument, DPo i nt i tem«

,

i tem«, to delete a range of numbered points on a selected line.

Examples: I ENTER COMMAND -

Enter DPO I NT or DP to delete a point after being prompted to

identify the point with the cross hairs.

Enter DPO I NT 3 to delete a specified point from the line segment,

where 3 identified point number 3.

Enter DPO I NT 3,5 to delete a range of points from the line seg-

ment, where 3 and 5 identify the beginning and ending points,

respectively, in the range.
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Procedure A
Cursor-selected Point

Use the SELECT command to identify the line.

Enter the command name or abbreviation, DPO I NT or DP.

Move the cross hairs to identify the point you want to delete.

The program echoes the location you selected by displaying an

"X" and informs you of the point number and the number of

points on the line. The program then asks if it is ok to delete the

selected point.

Enter NO to cancel the delete and return the command prompt, or

press [CR], YES, to continue with the delete. If you enter yes, the

program deletes the point and renumbers the line.

Procedure B

Numbered Point

Use the SELECT command to identify the line. Enter DPO I NT

i tem« to delete a specific numbered point on the selected line.

The program echoes the point you selected by displaying an "X"

and informs you of the point number and the number of points

on the line. The program then asks if it is ok to delete the selected

Point- y
Enter NO to cancel the delete and return the command prompt, or

press [CR], YES, to continue with the delete. If you enter yes, the

program deletes the point and renumbers the line. -*-

Procedure C

Range ol Numbered Points

Use the SELECT command to identify the line. Enter DPO I NT

i tem«, i tem« to delete a specific range of numbered points on

the selected line.

The program echoes the points you selected by displaying an "X"

and informs you of the point numbers and the number of points

on the line. The program then asks if it is ok to delete the selected

points.

Enter NO to cancel the delete and return the command prompt, or

press [CR], YES, to continue with the delete. If you enter yes, the

program deletes the point and renumbers the line.
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COMMAND:

DUPUCATE

Format

Purpose

I DUpl icate

The duplicate command copies RAW LINE or ATTRIBUTE data

from one menu to another without deleting the data from the

original menu. (The DELETE flag should remain set.) DUPLICATE

also copies part of a line (see Procedure A below). You may enter

items for duplication individually as in procedures A and B or by

creating a selected list using the SELECT command and then

executing the DUPLICATE command and adding an S (see Proce-

dure C below).

Procedure A
Raw Lines

Enter the command name or abbreviation, DUPL I CflTE or DU.

The program displays the following prompt:

I Duplicate LINES <L> or ATTRIBUTES <R>?

Type L to duplicate lines.

The program then prompts for the them names:

I Enter the»e ncmes to duplicate ITEMS onto Separate

names m i th ( ,

)

I tCR=H0HEl

Enter the theme name(s), separating multiple theme names with

commas.

Note:

Ifthe theme is not a valid theme name, DU will still work, butyou

must create the menu before selecting the theme.

Enter the RAW LINE #'s to duplicate (25 max), using the following

terminology: hi -alll; [- mean THROUGH, e.g., 1,5,-8 = 1,5,6,7,8];

[CR=nonel

Enter the specific line numbers to duplicate, e.g., 1,5,-8; - 1 for all

lines; or [CR] for none.
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Limitation

The program then prompts for the line index:

I Enter LINE INDEX for thewe = XXXXX 10= invisible] .

Enter the line number from the new menu. The program prompts

you for the line number of each menu entered.

If you are duplicating a single line, or part of a line, the program

displays the following prompt (otherwise, this does not appear):

I Enter -NIN/NflX data points to duplicate tCR=alll

Enter the command or abbreviation, DUPL I CflTE or DU

.

The program displays the following prompt:

I DO VOU WANT TO DUPLICATE LINECL) OR RTTRIBUTES<R>?

Enter A to duplicate attributes.

The program then prompts for the them names:

I Enter thewe nawes to duplicate I TENS onto Separate

nat.es with (,) tCR=N0NE]

Enter the theme name(s), separating multiple theme names with

commas. \^
Enter the ATTRIBUTE #'s to duplicate (25 max), using the follow-

ing terminology: [- 1 -alll; \r mean THROUGH, e.g., 1,5,-8 -

1,5,6,7,81; [CR=none]

Enter the specific attribute numbers to duplicate, e.g., 1,5,-8; - 1 for

all lines; or [CR] for none.

-<•

Procedure C

Attribute Selected Set

Enter the command name or abbreviation, DUp I i cateS or DUS.

The program displays the following prompt:

I Enter the new wenu to write to ICR = Done!:

Enter menu name to which you want to duplicate the data.

The program displays the following prompt:

I Enter the new wenu to write to ICR = Done]:

Enter the next menu name or [CR] to exit.
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Procedure D

Line or Symbol Selected Set

Enter the command name or abbreviation, DUp I i cateS or DUS.

The program displays the following prompt:

I Enter the new eenu to write to ICR = Done] :

Enter the menu name to which you want duplicate the data.

The program displays the following prompt:

I RLL duplicated i tees will have the same LINE style.

I Available LINE styles are:

Gist ofline styles on the menu)

I Enter new style number:

Enter the line style for the new menu.

The program displays the following prompt:

I Enter the new menu to write to ICR = Done] :

Enter the next menu name or CR to exit.ion C and D duplicate

lines, attributes, symbols and labels.

Releted Commend SELECT
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Command:

ECL

Format ECL

Purpose This command allows you to toggle the PRIMOS command line

editor ON and OFF. By default, ECL is ON in ADS Edit.

Note:
AnADS Edit session always begins with the command line editor

turned ON, and most usersfindECL helpful. For information

concerning the use ofECL, see the Prime User's Guide.

Procedure To change the current setting of ECL, enter the letters ECL, and

press ICR 1 . The system returns the following message indicating

whether the command line editor is on or off:

I ECL <0H or OFF)
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Command:

ENCLOSE

ENCLOSE 1

Format

Purpose

I EHcl ose

The Enclose command calculates polygons that are within another

polygon and/or assigns attributes to polygons. Use this command
to assign or re-assign attributes to polygons after moving an

attribute or adding new attributes. You can also shade to hull

polygons using this command. If you move an attribute to a

different polygon, run ENCLOSE to place the attribute within the

correct polygon.

Note:
ENCLOSE operates on the current theme being edited. Ifyou enter

shading asan attribute in EDITor assign shadingfrom the menu,

ENCLOSE assigns the shading to thepolygon when attributes are

assigned. However, the shading does not transfer toMOSS as an
attribute.

Example I ENTER COMMAND -

Enter the command name or abbreviation, ENCLOSE or EN.

Limitation No more than 2000 polygons can be enclosed during an editing

session.
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Command:

EDGEFIT

~ EDGEFIT i

Format I EDGEFit

or

I EDGEFitS

or

I EDGEfitX

Purpose Edgefit matches lines that extend to the border of a selected map
with corresponding lines on an adjacent map. If data exist for the

menu on all four surrounding maps, EDGEFIT runs on all four

sides of the selected map. Edgefit edits lines only on the current

map, not adjoining maps. Before processing EDGEFIT, the

program clips all lines that extend past the border of the map to

the border of the map. The program then converts each point that

meets the border on the selected map to projected coordinates.

The program checks each of these points against a list of all the

projected coordinates of points within the specified tolerance of

the border on the surrounding maps.

After EDGEFTTting, the program displays lines intersecting the

border with symbols to notify you which lines are within the

specified tolerances. You may need to move end points on lines

for them to snap. Again, you may change lines on the selected

map only. You need to decide whether the end of the line on the

selected map or the one on the adjacent map should be moved.

If you want to change the line on the adjacent map, you need to

select the adjacent map and make the changes. Sometimes you

need to adjust both maps. After EDGEFTr completes processing,

use the EDGEPLT command to redisplay the plot. Use the

BOUND command and then the PLOT command to display all of

the lines on all of the maps. The WINDOW command can be

used at any time. To display the plot without the borders be-

tween the maps, use the BORDER command. After making the

changes, run EDGEFIT again, repeat the procedure until the

program identifies all the lines that actually cross map boundaries

with the X indicating they have snapped.
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Note:

Ifthe map being edited has no adjacent map sharing its borders, no
EDGEt'lTllNGfor thatside occurs. EDGEFTTTTNG will notjunction

unless the maps are in thesameprojection and the latitude or

longitude on a common side match exactly. You obtain this infor-

mationfrom theADS.mapnamefile.

After selecting the maps to be EDGEFTT, enter the SNAP and
INFORM tolerances. SNAP Tolerance, in inches, changes edge

points within user-specified range. INFORM Tolerance, in inches,

flags edge points within user-specified range.

If the distance between the two corresponding lines intersecting at

the border is less than or equal to SNAP, the program adjusts the

line on the selected map to match the line on the adjacent map.

If the distance is greater than SNAP but less than INFORM, the

program draws a triangle and numbers the point where the line

on the selected map crosses the border.

If the distance is greater than both SNAP and INFORM, the pro-

gram does not display the line on the adjacent map on the EDGE-
PLT. I

After EDGEFITTTNG, use EDGEPLT to display the results on the%
screen. EDGEPLT executes automatically after EDGEFTT com-

pletes. However, the command does not work unless EDGEFIT
runs after the map was selected. The program marks any lines

modified by the EDGEFIT command with an X at the point they

crossed the selected and surrounding map borders. The program

marks an intersection within the INFORM tolerance but not within

the SNAP tolerance with a triangle.

If you are on a color terminal the lines within inform tolerance

appear in red, and the lines not within either tolerance appear in

yellow.

If you add an S to the end of the EDGEFIT command (EDGEFS),

the X and triangle symbols do not appear on the EDGEPLOT.

If you add an X to the end of the EDGEFIT command (EDGEFX),

the screen clears before displaying the EDGEPLOT.

Procedure A
EDGEFIT With

No Arguments

I ENTER COMMAND -

Enter the command name or abbreviation, EDGEFIT or EDGEF.

The program asks you to enter SNAP and INFORM tolerances.
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I Input SNAP & INFORM tolerances:
I (Inches) l=Quit, <CR>=.01,.2>

Enter the two tolerances, e.g. .02,. 1, where .02 sets a tolerance to

snap edge points on the selected map to edge points within 0.02

inches of an edge point on the adjacent maps; and, where those

within 0.1 inch will be flagged.

The program displays the EDGEPLOT with the Xs and triangles

where lines intersecting the border are within the SNAP and

INFORM tolerances.

I WANT TO WINDOW ON THIS DISPLRV? (V/N, CR=N>

If you need to window closer to check the data or move lines to

correct the data, enter Y; if not, enter [CR] or N.

If you entered VES to the last prompt, the program prompts you
to window another area after displaying the selected window.

Note:
You may use any combination ofthe C (color) S (suppress) and/or

X (erase) arguments with theEDGEFitcommand.

Procedure B S5^ I enter command -

EDGEFIT ERASE

Enter the command name and argument, EDGEFTTX or EDGEFX
to erase the screen prior to EDGEPLT. The program asks you to

enter SNAP and INFORM tolerances:

I Input SNR{ & INF0RN tolerances

I (inches) IQ=Quit, <CR>+.01,.21

Enter the two tolerances, e.g. .02,.l, where .02 sets a tolerance to

snap edge points on the selected map to edge points within 0.02

inches of an edge point on the adjacent maps; and, where those

within 0.1 inch will be flagged.

The program erases the screen and displays the EDGEPLOT with

the Xs and triangles where lines intersecting the border are within

the SNAP and INFORM tolerances.

I WANT TO WINDOW ON THIS DISPLRV? (V/N, CR=N)
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If you need to window closer to check the data or move lines to

correct the data, enter Y; if not, enter [CR] or N.

If you entered VES to the last prompt, the program prompts you
to window another area after displaying the selected window.

Procedure C

Suppressed EDGEFIT

I ENTER COMMAND -

Enter the command name and arguments, EDGEFTTS or EDGEFS,

to suppress lines.

The program asks you to enter SNAP and INFORM tolerances.

I Input SNR{ fc INFORM tolerances

I (inches) [Q=Quit, <CR>+.01,.21

Enter the two tolerances, e.g. .02,.l, where .02 sets a tolerance to

snap edge points on the selected map to edge points within 0.02

inches of an edge point on the adjacent maps; and, where those

within 0.1 inch will be flagged.

The program displays the EDGEPLOT without the Xs and tri-

angles where lines intersecting the border are within the SNAP
and INFORM tolerances.

I WANT TO WINDOW ON THIS DISPLRV? <V/N, CR=N)

If you need to window closer to check the data or move lines to

correct the data, enter Y; if not, enter [CR] or N.

If you entered VES to the last prompt, the program prompts you

to window another area after displaying the selected window.

Limitations The number of lines intersecting the border of the map cannot

exceed 5000.

Related Commends EDGEPLT, BOUND, QUADS, BORDER
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Command:

EDGEPLT

EDGEPLT 1

Format I EDGEPIt

or...

I EDGEPItX

or...

I EDGEPItS

Purpose

Procedure A
EDGEPLT Wlthc

Arguments

(Specified Actions)

The Edgeplot command displays the RAW LINES of a selected

map that extend to its border as well as the corresponding lines

on the surrounding maps. Only lines intersecting the shared

border appear when the program runs. Once EDGEFTT completes

it automatically executes the EDGEPLT to view the data. The

command will not work unless you run EDGEFTT after selecting

the map. Any lines modified by the EDGEFTT command appear

with an X at the point they intersect the selected and surrounding

map borders. An intersection within the INFORM tolerance, but

not within the SNAP tolerance, appears with a triangle and the

RAW LINE.

In EDGEPLT, you can use the BOUND command to toggle the

viewing window to show all the maps with intersecting lines or

just the selected map. Use the WINDOW command to enlarge (or

zoom) a particular area on the map display. You may execute

EDGEPLT over and over unless you select a new map or run the

QUADS command.

If you are on a color terminal the lines on the selected map that

are within snap tolerance will be displayed in white, the lines

within inform tolerance will be displayed in red, and the lines that

are not within either tolerance will be displayed in yellow.

If an S is added to the EDGEPLT command, the X and triangle

symbols will not be displayed on the edge plot.

If an X is added to the EDGEPLT command, the screen will erase

before displaying the edge plot.

I ENTER COMMAND -
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Enter the command name or abbreviation, EDGEPLT or EDGEP.

The program displays the edge plot with the Xs and triangles

where lines intersecting the border are within the SNAP and
INFORM tolerances). The following message appears:

I WANT TO WINDOW ON THIS DISPLAY? <Y/N, CR=N)

If you need to window closer to check the data or move lines to

correct the data, enter Y; if not, enter [CR] or N.

If you enter VES at the last prompt, the other prompts to window
the display continue until you enter an [N] or [CR].

Note:
You may use theEDGEPLTcommand with any combination ofthe

C (color) S (suppress) and/orX (erase) arguments.

Procedure B

Suppressed EDGEPLT

Enter the command name or abbreviation, EDGEPLTS or EDGEPS.

The program displays the edge plot without the Xs and triangles ^
where lines intersecting the border are within the SNAP and f
INFORM tolerances. The following prompt appears after the |

display.

I WANT TO WINDOW ON THIS DISPLAY? <Y/N, CA=N>

If you need to window closer to check the data or move lines to

correct the data, enter Y; if not, enter [CR] or N.

If you enter YES at the last prompt, the other prompts to window
the display continue until you enter an N or [CR].

%$ms&*>*''

Procedure C

Erasing EDGEPLT Arguments

Enter the command name or abbreviation, EDGEPLTX or EDGEPX.

The program erases the screen and displays the edge plot with the

Xs and triangles where lines intersecting the border are within the

SNAP and INFORM tolerances. The following prompt appears

after the display.

I WANT TO WINDOW ON THIS DISPLAY? <Y/N, CR=N>
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If you need to window closer to check the data or move lines to

correct the data, enter Y; if not, enter [CR] or N.

If you enter VES at the last prompt, the other prompts to window
the display continue until you enter an N or [CR].

RELATED COMMANDS EDGEFTT, BOUND, QUADS

\. %>.
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Command:

ERASE

ERASE 1

Format

Purpose

I ERase

The Erase command clears any graphics or text appearing on the

graphics plane of the terminal, but does not erase the dialog

plane.

Example I ENTER COMMAND -

Enter the command name or abbreviation, ERASE or ER.
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Command:

GENERATE

Format: GENerate
or ....

GENerate i type

This command allows you to add symbol, line, or attribute data to

an existing map theme by sparking points interactively on a

terminal screen with displayed cross hairs. You may also add

descriptive text data to an existing map as a whole in the same
manner.

When generating new data, you are prompted for the required

parameters that define the selected data type. You also have the

option of specifying labels for symbols and lines.

Note:

Ifyou want to add data to a new theme, you mustadd the new
menu name to the list ofmenus using the + option oftheADS Edit

MENUcommand.

Arguments none (you are prompted for the data type #)

itype (the data type #)

WARNING:
Before executing the GENERATE command, you must use the PLOT
command to display the selected map's border on the terminal

screen. Although optional, it is normal to PLOTthe selected theme's

data type to whichyou will be adding data. Ifyou will be snapping

data to a specific data type and theme, use the PLOTcommand to

display this snapping data.
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The procedures follow to generate point (i.e., symbol), line and
attribute information for the selected theme (and generating

descriptive text strings for the selected map) with the GENERATE
command are almost identical to the procedures used to digitize

these data types in the ADS Data Capture program.

Note:
Before operating the GENERATEcommand inADS Edit, you should

befamiliar withADSData Captureproceduresfor creatingpoint,

line, attribute and descriptive textstring data.

Procedure When you enter GENERATE at the ADS Edit ENTER COMMAND

prompt, the following prompt appears:

I Enter DflTR TVPE M=syeb, 2=1 ine, 4=attr, ?=textl :

Note:

Ifyou enterGENERATE (datajype) at theADSEditENTER j^
COMMAND prompt, you are notprompted to re-specify a data type.

in —

—

i » i i «

Enter the number corresponding to the ADS data type you want to v
f*****

add to the current theme selected in ADS Edit. When you press

ICR 1 , the following information and prompt appear:

I Available (data-type) styles

I 1 = (data-type style 1)

I 2 = (data-type style 2)

I ...etc...

I Enter STVLE (no^de fault] :

Enter the option number corresponding to the point, line or

attribute style you want assigned to the data to be generated, and

press [CR1.

Note:

Ifyou choose togenerate descriptive textstrings (data type 7)for the

selected map as a whole, thisprompt does not appear. Ifyou choose

togenerate attributes (data type 4)for the selected map theme,

attribute style zero (0) allowsyou to addpolygon label information

(stored as attributes). Ifpresent on the selected theme (i.e., menu),

attribute styles numbered 1, 2, etc... specifypolygon attributes

specific to shadingpatterns.
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'--':

After specifying a data type style, text is cleared from the terminal

screen, cross-hairs automatically appear, and a Legal Options

menu is displayed off to one side of the map/theme data dis-

played earlier when you used the Edit PLOT command before

using the GENERATE command. The displayed Legal Options

menu lists terminal keys you may use to spark points for the data

type being generated.

If you specified that point, attribute or text data are to be gener-

ated, the following Legal Options menu appears:

1 LEGRL OPTIONS ARE:

1 key s SNAP - enter single POINT

1 1 key s enter single point

1 2 key s enter multiple POINTs

1 3 key SNRP - enter Multiple POINTs

1 5 key s DELETE last point

1 6 key s START OVER

1 8 key s current /other theme

1 9 key s DONE (sane as inside menu)

1 A key = access LRBEL options

1 B key = turn BELL on /off

1 C key s CHRNGE thinning /snapping

1 D key s DISPLAY current theme

1 E key s EAASE screen

1 F key s DISPLAV other theme

1 U = turn UHlSPERed menus on /off

1 Q B QUIT

1 S s select new data STVLE

s

Note:
A detailedfunction descriptionfor most ofthese legal optionsfor

generatingpoint data can befound in Chapter 1 within the Using

Data CaptureMenus section. [Specifically, this information appears

under the Legal Puck/keyboard CommandsforPointDigitizing
sub-section ofthe EnterPointData operating mode sub-section].
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If you specified that line data are to be generated, the following

Legal Options menu appears:

1 LEGAL OPTIONS ARE:

1 key s SNAP - enter point
1 1 key s enter point

1 2 key = enter LAST POINT

1 3 key SNAP - enter LAST POINT

1 4 key s CLOSE to 1st point, end line

1 5 key s DELETE last point
1 6 key s STAAT OVER

1 7 key s turn THINNING on/off

1 8 key = current /other theee

1 9 key B DONE (saae as inside aenu)

1 A key = access LABEL options
1 B key S turn BELL on /off

1 C key s CHANGE th i nn i ng /snapp i ng

1 D key = DISPLAY current theae

1 E key EAASE screen

1 F key s DISPLAV other these

1 U = turn UHlSPERed Menus on /off

1 Q a QUIT

1 S select new data STVLE

1 L s declare eaxieun LINE LENGTH

mmmmmmmmmmimmmmmmmmmmmmmm
Note:
A detailedJunction descriptionfor most ofthese legal optionsfor

generating line data can befound in Chapter 1 within the Using

Data CaptureMenus section. [Specifically, this information appears

under the Legal Puck/keyboard CommandsforLine Digitizing sub-
section ofthe EnterLineData operating mode subsection]

.

Use the directional arrow keys on your keyboard or (if available)

the terminal's mouse to move the intersection of the cross-hairs to

the location at which you want to establish a point, point on a

line, attribute or text string.

Using the Legal Options listed on your terminal screen, press the

appropriate key on your terminal's keyboard to generate points

for the selected theme and data type. Simply pressing the key is all

that is necessary (do not press ICR ]).
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tKMNDIEL-
Tif fc imperative thatyoufamiliarizeyourselfwith the Legal Puck/
Keyboard Commands outlined in detail in the sub-sections of
Chapter 1 referenced above. You cannot accurately or effectively

generatepoint, line, attribute or descriptive text data unlessyou
understand what each Legal Puck/Keyboard Command (i.e., Legal

Option in GENERATE) allowsyou to do.

For any type of data generated, only terminal keys zero (0)

through four (4) create points for the selected theme. Some of

these keys simply generate a point at the location of the cross-

hairs on the terminal screen; others allow you to snap to data on
the theme for which you are generating data, or to another speci-

fied theme/data type. (Terminal key four (4) cannot be used if

you are generating symbol, attribute or descriptive text data.)

Terminal keys five (5) through nine (9), fl through F (as well as W,

Q, S, and, for line data only, L) allow you to perform a variety of

functions in support of data generation. (Terminal key seven (?)

cannot be used if you are generating point, attribute or descriptive

text data.) This set of keys allows you to delete the last point

generated; start over (i.e., delete all the points entered since the

last time the program's buffer was written to the theme's file); turn

line thinning on and off; toggle between the current data type/

theme and the "other" specified data type/theme for snapping;

end lines; access a menu that allows you to set label parameters;

turn the terminal's bell on and off; access a menu that allows you

to set the "other" data type/theme for snapping, snapping toler-

ances, and the line thinning tolerance; display data for theme and

data type being generated on the terminal screen; erase the

terminal screen; display data for "other" theme and data type (for

snapping) on the terminal screen; toggle the display of the Legal

Options menu on the terminal screen on and off; and, exit GEN-
ERATE and return to the Edit ENTER COMMAND prompt.

Note:
Although most ofthe Legal Puck/Keyboard commands as described

in Chapter 1 (ADSData Capture) work exactly the same way in

GENERATE, there aresome minor differences listed below
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In GENERATE the capture of symbol labels defaults to ON, and
the capture of line labels defaults to OFF. (Label information must

be entered for attribute and descriptive text data.) When capturing

labels for any type of data, the following prompt appears in

GENERATE:

I Enter the LABEL t!=none, <CR>=(previously specified
label)] :

Enter the label and press t CR ] to assign a new label. To assign

the previously entered label (if there was one), simply press ICR ]

.

To specify no label, enter ! and press ICR 1

.

Line thinning is not operational in GENERATE. Although a line

thinning tolerance default (0.000 inches) is listed if you access the

Change Thinning/Snapping option (C key) for line data, you must

remember that a thinning tolerance value is meaningless within

GENERATE.

Although most of the Legal Option functions listed on your

terminal screen are described in the referenced sub-sections of

Chapter 1, Legal Options S (select new data STYLE) and L (de-

clare maximum LINE LENGTH) are unique within GENERATE.
These functions are reviewed below:

SKey - selectnew data STYLE:

This keyboard option allows you to change the current symbol,

line or attribute style being generated.

Note:
This is an invalid optionfordescriptive text string data (data type

7).

When you press S, the following information and prompt appear:

I Available (data-type) styles Current style = (cur-

rent style •)

I 1 = (data_type style 1)

I 2 = (data-type style 2)

I ...etc...

I Enter STVLE KCR>=(current style «) :

Enter the number corresponding to the point, line, or attribute

style you want assigned to data generated from this point on

during the current GENERATE session. Press [CR], and you are

returned to the Legal Options menu environment.
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L Key - declare maximum LINELENGTH:
This keyboard option, available only when generating line data in

GENERATE, allows you to set a maximum length for a single line

to be created. The declared maximum length only applies to the

next line generated, and all subsequently generated lines are

unaffected by this one-time limitation. Each time you want to limit

a line's length, you must declare its maximum before creating it.

When you press L, the following prompt appears:

I Enter UNITS of distance -

I ( 1=«i les,2=feet,3=»eters,4=chains[<CR> = (preuiously

set units of distance) :

Enter the number corresponding to the distance measurement

units for the line, and press ICR 1 . The following prompt appears:

I Enter LINE LENGTH in (selected units of distance)
[<CR>=exiU :

Enter the value, in the selected units of distance (e.g., meters,

chains), for the line. Press [CR ] , and you are returned to the Legal

Options menu environment. To exit this function without specify-

ing a maximum line length, simply press ICR ]

.

As you spark points for the next line, the program monitors its

length in the selected units of distance. All points entered for the

line are accepted (up to the ADS maximum of 99,999 points for a

single line) as long as the line does not exceed the specified

maximum length. If you enter a point that would cause the line to

exceed this maximum, the point is not accepted and does not

become part of the line. All subsequently generated lines are not

subject to this maximum length.
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Command:

HELP

Format

- HELP 1

I Help (command name)

Purpose This a tutorial command that allows you to view, on-line, docu-

mentation or operating instructions for each of the ADS Edit

commands listed below.

Note:
This command can be used whenever theADS EditENTER COM-
MANDprompt-appears.

ACREAGE ADD ADJACENT
AREA ARCLINE ATTRIBUTE
AUDIT BELL BORDER
BOUND BYE CENTROID
CI.T CLOSURE CG
COLOR DELETE DISTANCE
DNODE DONE DPOINT
DUPLICATE ECL EDGEFTT
EDGEPLT ENCLOSE ERASE

EXTRACT GENERATE HELP
IMPORT INVERSE LABELS

LINE LIST MAP
MENUS MODIFY MOVE
NEWNODE NODEINFO NODES
NUMBER ORACLE OVERLAY
PLOT POLYGON QASSIGN
QDUMP QUADS QVERIFY
REGION RESTORE SEGMENT
SELECT SHADE SPLIT

STOP STYLE VERIFY

WINDOW

none or (command name)
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Procedure At the ADS Edit ENTER COMMAND prompt, if you enter HELP

and press ICR ] , a list of all ADS Edit commands, along with a

one-line description of each command, are displayed on your

terminal screen.

If you enter HELP <command name > and press [CR 1 , detailed

information and instructions concerning the specified ADS Edit

command are displayed on your terminal screen.

j^ssMSSSW*
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Command:

IMPORT

IMPORT 1

Format I Ittport

or...

I IHport i type

Purpose This command allows you to add symbol, line or attribute, data to

an existing ADS map theme by specifying coordinates (in real

world measurements or map inches) either at the terminal key-

board or in a formatted input (ASCII) file. You may also add

descriptive text data to an existing map as a whole in the same
manner. Import files can have a user-defined format, a MOSS
Export File format, or a COGO-like listed coordinate format.

Note:
Importfiles having aMOSS Export Fileformat ora COGO-like listed

coordinateformat can be used to add only symboland line data

(i.e., not attribute or descriptive text data) to an existingADSmap
theme. You may import data contained in aMOSSpolygon Export

file; these data are imported asADS lines, andyou have the option

ofimportingpolygon subjects asADS attributes.

When importing new data, you are prompted for the required

parameters that define the selected data type, and you also are

given the option of specifying labels for symbols and lines.

Note:

Ifyou want to add data to a new theme, you mustadd the new
menu name to the list ofmenus using the + option oftheADS Edit

MENUcommand.

none (you are prompted for the data type #)

itype (the data type #)
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Procedure

WARNING:
Before executing theIMPORTcommand, you must use thePLOT
command to display the selected map's border on the terminal

screen. Although optional, it is normal to PLOTthe selected theme's

data type to whichyou will be adding data.

When you enter I MPORT at the ADS Edit ENTER COMMAND prompt,

the following prompt appears:

I Enter DfiTfl TVPE [1=syeb, 2=1 ine, 4=attr, 7=textl :

Note:

Ifyou enterIMPORT(datajype) at theADSEditENTERCOMMAND
prompt, you are notprompted to re-specify a data type. Ifyou

specified TEXTas the map theme to be edited in ADS Edit, this

prompt does not appear, and theprogram assumesyou are import-

ing textstring data..

Enter the number corresponding to the ADS data type you want to

add to the current theme selected in ADS Edit. When you press

ICR 1 , the following information and prompt appear:

DATA ENTRY May be from :

1) TERMINAL input

2) USER-DEFINED FORMAT file

3) MOSS IMPORT file

4) COOO-like L I STEDJCOORD I NATE file

Enter NUMBER Ino default]

Enter the option number corresponding to the source of data to

be imported into the selected map file and press [CR 1

.

Note:

Ifyou are importing only attribute or descriptive text string data, the

MOSS Export Fileformatand the COGO-like coordinate listformat

do not appearas options with thisprompt.

The remainder of this command's Procedure section is divided

into four parts, one for each of the Import data entry options listed

with the above prompt.
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Import Terminal Input: This import option allows you to add point, line, attribute or

descriptive text data to the selected map file by entering (x,y)

coordinates at the terminal keyboard. Coordinates may be speci-

fied in either real world measurements (i.e., map units such as feet

or meters) or map inches.

When you select terminal input as the ADS import format option,

the following prompt appears:

I Enter distance unit TVPE -

I 1 eapJUNITS, 2 = ap-INCHES I<CR>-11 :

Enter 1 if the (x,y) coordinate values to be entered are in real

world measurements (i.e., the coordinate system defined in the

ADS . mapname file); this is the default for this prompt. Enter 2 if

the (x,y) coordinates to be entered are in map inches. Press ICR ]

and the following prompt appears:

I Plot data as it is generated? tV/M <CR>=N] :

If you want data displayed on the terminal screen as it is im-

ported, enter VES and press ICR ] . If you do not want data

displayed on the terminal screen, enter NO and press ICR ]

.

After you choose whether or not to display imported data on the

terminal screen, you are presented with a series of prompts that

allow you to set various default values concerning data type styles

and labels.

DEFAULTVALUEPROMPTS:
Before the first default value prompt appears, the following

heading is displayed:

I Enter DEFRULT values -

| ======================

The prompts that appear below this heading depend on the type

of data being imported, and, in some cases, on your response to

earlier default value prompts.

If you are importing symbol, line or attribute data, the following

prompt appears:

I flva i I ab I e (da ta.type ) sty I es

I 1 (data-type style 1)

I 2 (data-type style 2)

I ...etc...

I Enter STVLE (no_de fault! :

Enter the option number corresponding to the point, line or

attribute style you want assigned to the data to be imported, and

press ICR1.
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Note:

Ifyou choose to import attributes (data type 4)for the selected map
theme, thisprompt does not appear ifthe selected theme (i.e., menu)

contains nopolygon shadings. Ifyou choose to import attributes,

and the selected menu containspolygon shading choices, this

prompt appears; attribute style zero (0) allowsyou to importpolygon

label information (stored as attributes), and attribute styles num-

bered 1, 2, etc... specifypolygon attributes specific to shading

patterns.

If you are importing symbol data, the following prompt appears:
i

I Enter SVMBOL SIZE t<CR>=0.071

Specify symbol size in inches and press ICR 1 , or press ICR ] to

accept the 0.07 inch default.

If you are importing symbol or line data, the following prompt

appears:

I Enter LABEL I f=none, <CR>=blankl :

Enter the desired default label and press ICR ] . You may change

this default whenever you import a symbol or line and assign a

label. ^
If a label is not specified, all remaining default value prompts are

skipped, and you are prompted for the first pair of (x,y) coordi-

nates (see below).

Note:

Ifyou are importing attribute or text data, the option to entera

blank label (!) is not available. Furthermore, ifyou selected the

symbol style "NO SYMBOL DESIRED"and entera blank label, the

following message appears.-

Note: Symbols without either a symbol style or a

label will not be transferred to RDS.

If you are importing line data, the following prompt appears:

I Enter LABEL TVPE ILA/LC <CR>=LA1 :
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If you want line labels displayed above (and somewhat centered

along) the course of imported lines, enter Lfl and press ICR
1

; this

is the default. If you want line labels displayed and centered

directly along the course of imported lines, enter LC and press

[CR 1 . If you enter LC at this prompt, each imported labeled line

is not displayed along the portion of its course that coincides with

its displayed label; in effect the label overwrites and blocks out a

portion of the line's display (see the following diagram).

Line labeled with LA option:

. LABEL LOCATION .

Line labeled with LC option:

•—— LABEL LOCATION

If you are importing symbol, attribute or descriptive text data, the

following prompt appears:

I Enter label ANGLE 1<CR>=0.000] :

Enter the angle in degrees at which you want symbol labels,

attribute text and descriptive text strings displayed and/or plotted,

and press ICR 1 . The default displays and plots labels horizontally.

If you are entering labeled data, the following two prompts

appear, one after the other:

I Enter CHRR HEIGHT t<CR> =0.0701 :

Enter the height for characters in label text, and press ICR ] . The

default is 0.070 inches.

I Enter FONT KCR>=0 1 :

Enter the font number you want used for label text, and press

[CR]. See the Setting Label Parameters section of Chapter 1 for a

detailed discussion of font numbers. If you specify a font number

other than zero (0), the following two prompts appear, one after

the other:

I Enter PEN COLOR [<CR>=1 ] :

Enter the pen number (i.e., color) you want used in displaying

label text, and press ICR 1 . See the Setting Label Parameters

section of Chapter 1 for a detailed discussion of pen numbers.
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I Enter CHAR SLANT [<CR>=0.000]

Enter the slant angle (in degrees) at which you want label font

characters to appear, and press [CR ]

.

IMPORTTERMINALINPUTCOMMANDS:
After you have specified default values for the selected data type,

a list of available IMPORT terminal input commands is displayed

along with the IMPORT terminal input prompt:

I Ua I i d Commands -

I HEW LINE - N

I CHANGE PRRRHETERS - C

I END SESSION - EN

I ERRSE GRRPHICS - ER

I ? RBBREUIRTED CONNRND LIST - ?

I ENTER X V COORDINRTES >

Note:
TheNEWLINEcommand is available only ifyou are importing

data.

Enter (x,y) coordinate values in either map units or map inches

(depending on what you specified earlier), and press ICR 1 . X and

Y coordinate values may be separated by a space or comma, and

can be whole numbers or contain decimal values (e.g., 47, 3, 8.9,

23.91, 250.156). The ENTER X V COORDINRTES > prompt repeats

until the END SESSION command (see below) is entered.

If symbol or line labels are being imported, or if you are importing

attributes or descriptive text, the following prompt appears:

I Enter the LRBEL 1 1 -none, <CR>=<defaul t or previously

entered label)] :

Enter the appropriate text for the label, attribute or descriptive text

string and press [CR ] . When importing line data from terminal

input, this prompt appears after you end a line (i.e., whenever you

use the NEW LINE command). To assign the default label (or the

previously entered label), simply press ICR 1 . To specify no label,

enter ! and press ICR1.
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Note:
Label text is requiredfor attributes, descriptive textand undefined

symbols (i.e., symbols having no assigned style). In IMPORTtermi-

nal input mode, symbol labels are captured and line labels are not

captured by default. To change default label captureparameters,

see the CHANGEPARAMETERScommand outlined below.

-+mmmmmmmmm,* >*m**mm* Mmmmmmmmw*mm mm mm-mmmmwumwiw. urt^wwiwiwwwMmwoi m»mit>mmm^mmi mm rnvmrn ».. rn.m m.mtm»* w ww.*w .. i—w
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New Line (NJ
This command can only be used when entering (x,y) coordinates

for line data. After the last (x,y) coordinates for a line are entered,

press N and ICR] at the ENTER X V COORDINATES > prompt to

end the line. The prompt appears again for the first point Of a new
line.

Change Parameters (C)

This command allows you to change symbol, line or attribute

styles, label parameters, and snapping/thinning parameters. When
you enter C and press ICR ] at the ENTER X V COORD I NRTES >

prompt, the following options list appears:

I 1> Change line /symbol STVLE

I 2) Change LABEL parameters

I 3) Change SNAPPING parameters

I 99) DONE changing parameters

I Enter choice [<CR>=D0HE] :

If you choose option 1 (Change line/symbol STYLE), the following

information and prompt appear:

I Available <data_type) styles

(current style *>

I 1 = (data-type style 1)

I 2 = <data_type style 2)

I ...etc...

Current style =

I Enter STVLE KCR>-(current style •> :

Enter the number corresponding to the point, line or attribute style

you want assigned to imported data. Press ICR ] and the ENTER X

V COORDINATES > prompt re-appears.

Note:

Ifyou are importing descriptive text data, this option is inappropri-

ate; ifyou select option 1, theprogram simply returnsyou to the

ENTERX YCOORDINATES >prompt.
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If you choose option 2 (Change LABEL parameters), the following

information and prompt appear:

Choose one of the following options:

1. CAPTURE of labels for SVMBOL data OFF. Turn ON.

2. CAPTURE of labels for LINE data OFF. Turn ON.

3. DISPLAY of labels OFF Turn ON.

4. NODIFV current LABEL characteristics -

Height = (height), Angle * (angle), Font* -

(font*),

Pen* B

9. Return

(pen*), Slant

ICR]

(slant angle)

Enter the number corresponding to the label parameter you want

to change. Press ICR 1 and this change label parameters option list

re-appears. To return to the ENTER X V COORD I NATES > prompt,

choose option 9 and press ICR 1 , or enter no option number and

press ICR1.

A detailed description of each label parameter option can be

found in the Setting Label Parameters section of Chapter 1 (ADS

Function 1 - Capture Data with ADS Revision 8) in this User's

Guide.

If you choose option 3 (Change SNAPPING parameters), the

following information and prompt appear:

I Choose one of the following options:

I 1. Change CURRENT-THEME snapping TOLERANCE fro*

(current setting) map inches

I 2. Change OTHER-THEME for SNAPPING from (current

setting)

I 3. Change OTHER-THEME snapping TOLERRNCE from (cur-

rent setting) map inches

I 4. Change OTHER-THEME snapping DATA-TYPE from (cur-

rent setting)

I 5. Change the THINNING tolerance fro* (current

setting) map

i nches

I 99. DONE changing parameters ICR]

WARNING:
Snapping and line thinning are not available in theIMPORT
command's terminal input mode. Whileyou can setsnapping

parameters appearing on this option list, they have no effect on the

importing ofdata intoADS.
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End Session (EN)
This command ends an IMPORT terminal input session and
returns you to the ADS Edit ENTER COMMAND prompt.

WARNING:
Ifyou are importing line data, you must enter theNEWLINE
command before using theENDSESSIONcommand to save the

data inputfor the last line. IfNEWLINE is not entered beforeEND
SESSION, the last line input during a session is notsaved to the

selected theme 's linefile.

Erase Graphics (ER)

This command allows you to erase both the graphic and alpha

(text) information displayed on your terminal screen.

Note:

Ifyou eraseyourscreen, there is no way within IMPORTterminal
input mode to re-displaygraphic information.

?Abbreviated Command List (?)

This command displays the following brief description of IMPORT
terminal entry commands:

I New_ I ine, Change_para»eters, ENd_session, ERase, ?

Note:
Informationfor theNEWLINE command appears only ifline data

are being imported.

Ittport User Defined FOFBISt: This import option allows you to import point, line, attribute or

descriptive text data to the selected map file from data contained

in an ASCII file. This option presents you with a series of prompts

that require you to specify the exact content and format of the

import file.

Note:
This option should only be used when you need to import map data

from sources other than MOSS, USGSDLG's, andPCCS/GCDB. For

example, ifyou wanted to import afilefrom ARC/INFO, GEO/SQL,

GENAMAP, etc., this option would be appropriate.
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"When you select the user-defined format as the ADS import

option, the following prompt appears:

I Enter FILENAME [<CR>-Quit]

Enter the name of the import file to be operated on, and press

tCR 1 . This file must reside in the ADS project directory. The
following prompt appears:

I Enter distance unit TVPE -

I 1 = apJUNITS, 2 = Map-INCHES [<CR>=1]

Enter 1 if the import file's coordinate values are in real world

measurements; this is the default for this prompt. Enter 2 if the

import file's coordinate values are in map inches.

Note:

Ifyou choose to import data with real world measurements (i.e.,

map units), the coordinate system andprojectionparameters ofthe

imported data must be the same as those in theADSmap into

whichyou are importing the data.

When you press ICR ] , the following prompt appears:

I Plot data as it is generated? IV/H <CR>=N1 :

If you want data displayed on the terminal screen as it is im-

ported, enter VES and press ICR ] . If you do not want data

displayed on the terminal screen, enter NO and press ICR ] . The
following prompt appears:

I Is the data COLUMNAR within the file ...

I 999 xxxxxxx.xxx yyyyyyy.yyy aaaaa

I 1000 xxxxxxx.xxx yyyyyyy.yyy aaaaa

I OR are i iems separated by a DELIMITER (e.g. ',')

I 999 , xxxxx . xxx , yyyyy . yy , zzzz , aaaaa

I 1000 , xxxxxxx . xxx , yyyy . yyy ,
, aaaaa

I Enter C, 0, or Q-quit l<CR>=Columnar3

If data elements (i.e., fields) in the input file's records are ordered

by columns (e.g., the X coordinate value in all file records is

located in columns 17 through 32), enter C and press ICR 1

.

If a unique delimiting character such as a comma or semi-colon is

used to separate field values in the input file's records (e.g., the X
coordinate value in all file records is the second field in the record

as delimited by a semi-colon), enter D, press ICR ] , and enter the

file's field delimiting character at the following prompt:
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I Enter the delimiting character [<CR> = blank] :

The next set of prompts allow you to specify the contents of the

input file. For most of these prompts, simply enter a V or N and

press ICR ] to indicate whether or not the specific data element

listed in the prompt exists in the input file. There are brief instruc-

tions displayed for some of the prompts; carefully read these

instructions before responding to the prompt.

<

Note:

Ifan End ofline (EOQflag is used in an input linefile, you must

specify the EOLflag (e.g., 99999).

Prompts for symbol, line, attribute and descriptive text data are all

listed together below; when you respond to each prompt, the next

appropriate one appears. The prompts that appear on your

erminal screen are dependent on the data type selected (and, in

some cases, on your responses to earlier prompts).

INDICATE WHICH DRTR ELEMENTS RRE TO BE RERD FRON THE

FILE

(Note: X, V COORDINRTES MUST BE IN THE FILE)

INDEX TO LINE STVLE tV/M/Quit, no.de fault]

NUMBER OF POINTS IV/N/Quit, no-default]

END OF LINE (EOL) FLRG IV/N/Quit, no-default]

Enter EOL FLRG [<CR>=blank I inel

The EOL FLRG May be on a

SEPRRRTE record or i t Bay be on the

information for theFIRST record of

next line

EOL on SEPRRRTE record

INDEX TO SVMBOL STVLE

SVMBOL SIZE

LRBEL

LABEL TVPE

LRBEL LOCRTION

LRBEL RNGLE

CHARACTER HEIGHT

FONT

CHRRRCTER PEN COLOR

CHARACTER SLANT

Non-coordinate (header) information

ay be contained in a SEPARRTE record

or it may be contained in the FIRST

coordinate record for the next line

SEPRRRTE HERDER record IV /N /Quit, no.de fault]

The next set of prompts allow you to specify the location of data

elements (specified in the above-listed prompts) within the input

file.

IV/N/Quit

[V/M/Quit

IV/N/Quit

IV/N/Quit

IV/N/Quit

IV/N/Quit

IV/N/Quit

IV/N/Quit

IV/N/Quit

IV/N/Quit

IV/N/Quit

no_defaul

t

no-jdefaul t

no-defaul t

no-defaul

t

no_defaul

t

no-defaul

t

no_defaul

t

no-defaul

t

no-defaul

t

no-defaul

t

no-jde fault
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If you specified that a delimiting character is used to separate field

values in the input file's records, the set of prompts listed below

appears. For each prompt, enter the ordinal position within input

file records of the data element listed, and press ICR 1 (e.g., if the

Character Height data element is the eleventh value in each

record, its ordinal value is 11). Prompts for symbol, line, attribute

and descriptive text data are all listed together below; when you

respond to each prompt, the next appropriate one appears. The

prompts that appear on your terminal screen are dependent on

your responses to the file content prompts listed above.

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

Enter

Enter

Enter

Enter

Enter

Enter
Enter

Enter
Enter

Enter
Enter
Enter

Enter

Enter

Enter

ORDINAL

ORDINAL
ORDINRL

ORDINRL
ORDINRL
ORDINRL

ORDINRL
ORDINRL

ORDINRL

ORDINRL
ORDINRL

ORDINRL

ORDINRL

ORDINRL

ORDINRL

posit

posit

posit

posit

posit

posit

posi t

posit

posit

pos i t

posit

posit

posit

posit

posit

on for X COORDINRTE

on for V COORDINRTE

on for INDEX TO LINE STVLE

on for NUNBER OF POINTS

on for INDEX TO SVHBOL STVLE

on for SVHBOL SIZE

on for LRBEL

on for LABEL TVPE

on for X LRBEL COORDINRTE

on for V LABEL COORDINATE

on for LABEL ANCLE

on for CHARACTER HEIGHT

on for FONT

on for CHAAACTEA PEN COLOA

on for CHAAACTEA SLANT

If you specified that the data elements (i.e., fields) in the input

file's records are ordered by columns, the set of prompts listed

below appears. For each prompt, enter the beginning and ending

column number within the input file for the data element listed in

the prompt, and press ICR 1 . Beginning and ending column

numbers must be specified, and can be separated by a space or

comma. If a data element is located in a single column, list this

column number as both the beginning and ending number.

Prompts for symbol, line, attribute and descriptive text data are all

listed together below, when you respond to each prompt, the next

appropriate one appears. The prompts that appear on your

terminal screen are dependent on your responses to the file

content prompts listed earlier.
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1 Enter START, END CO unns forX COORDINATE

1 Enter START END CO unns forV COORDINATE

1 Enter START , END CO umns for INDEX TO LINE STVLE

1 Enter START , END CO unns forNUNBEA OF POINTS

1 Enter STAAT , END CO unns for INDEX TO SVNBOL STVLE

1 Enter STAAT END CO unns forSVNBOL SIZE

1 Enter START, END CO unns forLABEL

1 Enter START, END CO unns forLABEL TVPE

1 Enter STAAT , END CO unns forX LABEL COOADINATE

1 Enter STAAT , END CO unns forV LABEL COOADINATE
1 Enter STAAT, END CO unns forLABEL ANOLE

1 Enter STAAT , END CO unns forCHARACTEA HEIGHT

1 Enter STAAT, END CO unns forFONT

1 Enter STAAT , END CO unns forCHARACTEA PEN COLOA

1 Enter STAAT , END CO unns forCHARACTEA SLANT

The following prompts allow you to skip file header records. Enter

the appropriate record numbers within the file and press ICR ]

.

The default values read the entire input file.

I Vou aay read just a portion of the

I file, or skip file header records,

I by designating STAAT and END

I record numbers

I Enter STAAT I NG record nunber [<CR>=11 :

I Enter ENDING record nunber [<CA>=end of file] :

After you have entered information concerning the contents and

format of the input file, a summary of your inputs is displayed on

the terminal screen, and the following prompt appears::

I CONTINUE KCR>=V)

If your responses to prompts are satisfactory, press ICR ] to

continue with this import process. If your responses to prompts

are not satisfactory, enter N to exit the IMPORT command and

return to the ADS Edit ENTER COMMAND prompt.

After you are satisfied that your responses concerning the content

and format of the input file are correct, you are presented with a

series of prompts that allow you to set various default values

concerning data type styles and labels.

Note:
Theseprompts are essentially identical to those detailed in the

Default Value Prompts sub-section ofthe Import TerminalInput

option reviewed earlier in this command's Procedure, and are not

repeated here. Theprompts that appeardepend on the type ofdata

being imported, and, in some cases, onyour response toprevious

default valueprompts.
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After you have specified default values for the selected data type,

the IMPORT procedure begins automatically, and you are returned

to the ADS Edit ENTER COMMAND prompt.

Import MOSS File FOPBiat: This import option allows you to import point or line data to the

selected map file from data contained in a MOSS Export (ASCII)

file. MOSS point, line or polygon maps may be imported into ADS
with this option.

Note:
Files imported intoADS with this option must be inMOSSExport

Fileformat. TheMOSSEXPORTcommand automatically creates

files having the appropriate contentand structure. For details on the

MOSS Exportfileformats, see the exampleMOSS Exportfilesfollow-

ing this discussion.

WMNMMMMMMMMMMMMMMHMMMWai^^

When you select the MOSS import file format as the ADS import

option, the following prompt appears:

I Enter FILENAME [<CR>=Quitl :

Enter the name of the MOSS export file to be imported, and press

ICR 1 . This file must reside in the ADS project directory.
%
^w**^ !

If you are importing line data from MOSS, the following prompt

appears:

I Is file POLYGON lines [Y/N/Quit, no-jdefaulU :

If the MOSS Export file was created from a MOSS polygon map,

enter Y and press ICR 1 . If the MOSS export file was created from

a MOSS line map, enter N and press ICR ]

.

WARNING:
MOSSpolygon Exportfiles can contain many duplicate lines. The

ADSIMPORTprogram resolves neitherduplicate lines norany
problems thatmay resultfrom such lines. For example, ifyou run

ADS CLOSUREandPOLYGONonfiles importedfromMOSSpolygon
Exportfiles, you may run into seriousproblems.
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If you responded YES this prompt, the following prompt appears:

I Make labels ATTRIBUTES [<CR>=yesl :

Press ICR 1 if you want MOSS polygon subjects converted to ADS
attributes. Enter N and press ICR ] if you do not want MOSS
polygon subjects converted to ADS attributes.

Note:

IfMOSSpolygon subjects are not converted toADS attributes, they

are imported into theADSfile as line labels.

The following prompt appears:

I Plot data as it is generated? IV/N <CR>=H] :

If you want data displayed on the terminal screen as it is im-

ported, enter VES and press ICR 1 . If you do not want data

displayed on the terminal screen, enter NO and press ICR 1

.

After you choose whether or not to display imported data on the

terminal screen, you are presented with a series of prompts that

allow you to set various default values concerning data type styles

and labels.

Note:
Theseprompts are identical to those detailed in the Default Value

Prompts sub-section ofthe Import TerminalInput option reviewed

earlier in this command's Procedure, and are not repeated here.

Theprompts that appeardepend on the type ofdata being imported,

and, in some cases, onyour response toprevious default value

prompts.

After you have specified default values for the selected data type,

the IMPORT procedure begins automatically, and you are returned

to the ADS Edit ENTER CONMRND prompt.
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EXAMPLES OFMOSSEXPORTFILES
(APPROPRIATEFORADSIMPORT)

SampleMOSSExport Symbol File:

MOSS Export symbol files contain a series of record pairs. The first

record in a pair contains the sequential symbol number within the

file (right-justified in columns 1 through 5), the MOSS symbol

subject Qeft-justified in columns 16 through 45), and the number 1

in column 55. The second record in a pair contains the (x,y)

coordinate values in map units (i.e., feet or meters) for the

symbol's location; coordinate values are separated by a space.

1

1

1

1 1 SYMB_1 -SUBJECT

1 191435.84 205344.18

1 2 SYMB_2_SUBJECT

1 191870.50 207923.09

1 3 SVMB_3_SUBJECT

1 196807.46 210446.15

SampleMOSSExportLine File:

MOSS Export line files contain multiple sets of records, one set for

each line. The first record in a set contains the sequential line

number within the file (right-justified in columns 1 through 5), the

MOSS line subject Geft-justified in columns 16 through 45), and

the number of points on the line (right-justified in columns 51 \
through 55). Each of the remaining records in a set contain the

(x,y) coordinate values in map units (i.e., feet or meters) for the

line's point locations; coordinate values are separated by a space.

1 1 L I HE_ 1 -SUBJECT

1 190027.59 212195.50

1 190731.62 212203.50

1 192343.37 212214.62

1 193960.65 212219.68

1 195564.46 212233.81

1 2 LIME_2_SUBJECT

1 190036.25 210584.96
1 192356.31 210606.53

1 193968.12 210610.96

1 195581.09 210620.28

1 3 L IHE-3-SUBJECT

1 190044.84 208990.87

1 190734.87 208999.37

1 192360.12 208997.78

1 195586.71 209009.09

1 198757.06 209051.15

1 200312.15 209058.87
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ImportCOBO-IIke

ListedCoordinate

File Format:

Sample MOSSExport Polygon File:

MOSS Export polygon files are formatted just like MOSS Export

line files, except that the coordinates values of the first and last

point listed for a polygon are identical (i.e., the polygon's enclos-

ing line segments close).

1 P0LVG0N-1 -SUBJECT 5

197116.34 206614.81

198010.18 206886.09
198073.87 206048.25

197004.43 205878.31

197116.34 206614.81

2 P0LYG0N_2_SUBJECT 5

193922.90 206759.15
194682.71 206620.56
194687.62 205823.21

193909.43 205777.59

193922.90 206759.15

3 P0LVG0N_3JSUBJECT 8

190010.93 215301.37

192301.78 215310.59

195525.87 215336.50

195539.34 213839.37
192321.90 213823.25
190712.59 213812.15

190018.90 213804.84

190010.93 215301.37

This import option allows you to import point or line data to the

selected map file from a specially-formatted ASCII file containing a

COGO-like list of point or line coordinate values.

Note:
Files imported intoADS with this option must be in theformat

specified in the example COGO-like listed coordinatefilesfollowing

this discussion.

When you select the COGO-like listed coordinate file format as

the ADS import option, the following prompt appears:

I Enter FILENAME [<CR>=Quit] :

Enter the name of the COGO-like listed file to be imported, and

press ICR 1 . This file must reside in the ADS project directory.

The following prompt appears:

I Enter distance unit TYPE -

I 1 = apJJNITS, 2 lap-INCHES [<CR>=1] :
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Enter 1 if the (x,y) coordinate values in the COGO-like list file are

in real world measurements; this is the default for this prompt.

Enter 2 if the (x,y) coordinates in the COGO-like list file are in

map inches. Press ICR ] and the following prompt appears:

I Plot data as it is generated? IV/H <CR>=N1 :

If you want data displayed on the terminal screen as it is im-

ported, enter VES and* press I CR ] . If you do not want data

displayed on the terminal screen, enter NO and press [CR ]

.

After you choose whether or not to display imported data on the

terminal screen, you are presented with a series of prompts that

allow you to set various default values concerning data type styles

and labels.

Note:
Theseprompts are identical to those detailed in the Default Value

Prompts sub-section ofthe Import TerminalInput option reviewed

earlier in this command's Procedure, and are not repeated here.

Theprompts that appeardepend on the type ofdata being imported,

and, in some cases, onyour response toprevious default value

prompts.
|

mi

»

i
' ii «iw n»< urn ii

i

n i n il m ill m inm '
I « in wn mm ii i

i um iiii « min im * m il u iii y i mrjii'ii n m i n im iiimmw i i r n i
. ii w iw

After you have specified default values for the selected data type,

the following prompt appears:

I Enter the ORDER of the COORDINATE PR IRS in the file

1 1 = X,V 2 = Y,X 11,2, Quit <CR>=11 :

Enter 1 and press ICR ] if the X coordinate for points appears

before the Y coordinate on record in the COGO-like list file. Enter

2 and press ICR 1 if the Y coordinate appears before the X coordi-

nate.

After you specify the order of coordinate values in the import file's

records, the IMPORT procedure begins automatically, and you are

returned to the ADS Edit ENTER COMNRND prompt.
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EXAMPLES OFCOGO-UKELISTED COORDINATEFILES
(APPROPRIATEFORADSIMPORT)

Sample COGO-Uke Listed Coordinate Symbol File:

COGO-like Listed Coordinate symbol files contain a set of records.

The first record in the set must contain a space in column 1,

followed by the words LIST COORDINATES (separated by a single

space). Each remaining record in the set contains information for a

single COGO point. Point records contain the sequential COGO
point number within the file Qeft-justified beginning in column 1),

a single space, and the coordinate values for the point (beginning

in the second space after the COGO point number); coordinate

values are separated by one or more spaces, and must be in the

order (X,Y or Y,X) specified in an earlier prompt.

I LIST COORD I HATES

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

1 586311.01

2 586247.76

3 586150.33

4 586074.45

5 586050.71

6 586037.75

7 585932.01

8 585878.83

9 585811.94

10 585701.47

11 585595.12

12 585471.91

1125678.6358

1125636.13

1125653.58

1125560.07

1125491.17

1125448.81

1125357.16

1125275.42

1125240.00

1125144.28

1125052.11

1124969.31

•
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Sample COGO-ttke Listed Coordinate Line File:

COGO-like Listed Coordinate line files contain multiple sets of

records, one set for each line. The first record in a set must con-

tain a space in column 1, followed by the words LIST COORDI-
NATES (separated by a single space). Each of the remaining

record in a set contains information for a single COCO point on a

line. Specifically, these records contain the sequential COGO point

number (left-justified beginning in column 1) for the line point, a

single space, and the coordinate values for the line point (begin-

ning in the second space after the COGO point number). Coordi-

nate values can be separated by one or more spaces, and must be

in the order (X,Y or Y,X) specified in an earlier prompt.

LIST COORDINATES
586311.01

586247.76
586150.33
586074.45

586050.71

1125678.6358

1125636.13

1125653.58

1125560.07

1125491.17

LIST COORDINATES

586037.75
585932.01

585878.83
585811.94

585701.47

585595.12
585471.91

8 585321.54

9 585215.37

10 585107.94

11 585005.88

12 584945.67

1125448.81

1.125357.16

1125275.42

1125240.00

1125144.28

1125052.11

1124969.83

1124907.29

1124862.42

1124781.16

1124654.07

1124577.38
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~ INKER

Format

Purpose

I INverse i1,i2,

The Inverse program calculates the bearings and distances be-

tween points along an identified set of lines. Distance and bearing

between the first pair of points along the first identified line are

calculated first, followed sequentially by calculations of the next

paired points until the bearing and distance of the last pair of

points along the line are calculated. When the last point on the

first line is reached, the bearing and distance are then calculated

from it to the first point on the next line If the line number is

entered as a negative, the order of the points is reversed. The

program writes the output to a disk file named mapname.menu.B.

The file appears in the ADS project area.

Arguments

Example

il,i2, (line numbers)

I ENTER COMMAND -

Enter the command name or abbreviation, INVERSE or IN. In this

example, the program calculates the bearing and distance of the

following lines, 1,-5,4, beginning with the first pair of points and

continuing through the last pair of points on line number 1, then

from the last point on line number 1 to the last point on line

number 5, continuing backwards along line number 5 to the first

point. Calculations then proceed from point 1 on line number 5 to

the first point on line number 4, through the last pair of points on

line number 4.
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Command:

LABELS

Format

Purpose

I Lflbels

The Labels command activates or deactivates the plotting of labels

for symbol and line data. When labels are on, the labels plot with

the data. "When labels are off, only the symbols or lines plot. The

program defaults to on.

Example I ENTER COMMAND -

Enter the command name or abbreviation, LABELS or LA.
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Command:

LINE

~ LINE 1

Format

Purpose

I LINE

The Line command activates and deactivates the plotting of fancy

line and symbol types, and the font style, height, angle and slant

for attributes and labels. To increase editing efficiency, all line

types appear as solid lines unless fancy lines are activated using

this command. When fancy lines are on, the symbols and lines

appears as they are defined on the menu. Attributes and labels

appears as they are defined.

Note:
LINE is not recommendedforgeneral editing sincefancy lines

require more vectors when being drawn. Use this command to view

the actual line orsymbol types, orfont style, height, angle and slant

for the attributes and labels. Unless thefont is assigned, Labels, Text

andAttributes appear without height, slantand angle.

Example I ENTER CONNRND -

Enter the command name, L I NE.
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Command:

UST

Formal

Purpose

I LIST

The Line command displays a list of the available EDIT command
(different from HELP which also provides a brief description of

each command).

Example I ENTER COMMAND -

Enter the command name, L I ST.
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Command:

MAP

Kim

Format

Purpose

I MRP or MR aapnaae

Allows you to switch from one map to another without leaving

EDIT. A mapname can be entered on the same line as the com-

mand.

Procedure I ENTER COMMAND -

Enter the command name or abbreviation, MAP or Mfl.

The program displays the following prompt:

I ENTER NEW MRPNRME tCR=N0 CHANGE, *=LIST OF MAPS

3

Enter the new mapname or select the option you want.

Note:

Ifa map does not exist, theprogrampromptsyou to try again.

V. K

i •

\. %"

V
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Command:

MENUS

Format I MEnus n

or. .

.

I MEnus

(n - menu numberfrom the displayed list of
available menusfor the current map)

Purpose

S

This command allows you to display a list of menus (i.e., themes)

available for edit with the current map, select a new theme for

editing, display detailed data type information for the available

menus (one at a time), delete a menu from the list of available

menus, or add a new menu to the list of available menus for the

current map.

"Whenever a list of menus available for edit with the current map is

displayed with this command, it appears in the following format:

I SUMMARY OF THE DATA IM THE MAP NAMED: (map none)

I This MAP has <* of theses) THEME(s)

1 THEME

1 NO. THEME NANE

1 1 (these » 1's naiee)

1 2

1

1

(these • 2's none)

I • of TEXT RECORDS = (* of descriptive text strings on

ap)
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Whenever detailed data type information for a single theme is

displayed with this command, it appears in the following format:

SUMMARY OF DATA TYPES

1 THENE MO. NO. NO. NO. CLOSED UNUSED
1 HO. THEME NAME SYMBOLS LINES POLYS ATTRS LINES LINES

1 1 theme_name <» of <« of <« of <« of <» of <« of
sysbo 1

s

1 ines poly- attri- c 1 osed unused
in in gons butes 1 ines 1 ines

these

)

theme

)

in in in in

these > theme

)

theme

>

theme )

Arguments n

or...

none

(a menu number from the displayed list of available

menus for the current map)

Procedure A:

Command with

Menu Number Argument

When you enter MENUS n at the ADS Edit ENTER COMMAND

prompt (where n is the number of a menu from the displayed list

of available menus for the current map), detailed data type tafor-N

mation for the specified menu (theme) is displayed, and you are

returned to the ADS ENTER COMMAND prompt:

SUMMAAY OF THE DATA IN THE NAP NAMED: (map none)

This MAP has (• of theses) THEME (s)

SUMMARY OF DATA TYPES

THEME NO. NO. NO. NO. CLOSED UNUSED

NO. THENE NAME SYMBOLS LINES POLYS ATTAS LINES LINES

1 theme_name <« of <« of <« of <« of <» of <« of

symbo 1

s

1 ines poly- attri- c 1 osed unused

in in gons butes 1 ines 1 ines

these

)

these) in in in in

these

)

these

)

these

)

these

)

ENTER COMMAND -
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Procedure B:

Commend without

Menu Number Argument

When you enter MENUS at the ADS Edit ENTER COMMAND prompt

without an argument (i.e., a menu number from the displayed list

of available menus for the current map), a list of all available

menus for the current map is displayed, and you are prompted for

the specific theme you want to edit:

SUMMARY OF THE DATA IN THE NAP NAMED: (nap none)

This MAP has <* of themes) THEME(s)

THEME
THEME NAMENO.

•of TEXT

•ap)

( these

( theme

rs
2's

name)

name)

RECORDS = <* of descriptive text strings on

I Enter THEME « (or 3THEME name) you want to edit:

From the displayed list, enter the theme name (prefixed by 3 ) or

the theme number of the map theme containing the data you wish

to edit, and press ICR ]

.

Note:

Ifyou want to edit descriptive text strings associated with the map as

a whole, enter the numberonegreater than the highest numbered

map theme (e.g., ifthe highest numbered theme is 9, enter 10 to edit

the map's descriptive text), andpress [CRj.

After specifying the theme you want to edit, the following infor-

mation appears, and you are returned to the ADS Edit ENTER

COMMAND prompt:

I SUMMRRV OF THE DATA IN THE MAP NAMED: (map none)

MAP has (« of themes) THEME (s)

SUMMARV OF DATA TVPES

NO NO. NO. NO. CLOSED UNUSED

THEME NAME SVMBOLS LINES POLVS ATTRS LINES LINES

theme_name (* of

symbo I

s

in

(« of

I ines

in

(» of

poly-

gons

(« of

attri-

butes

(« of (« of

c I osed unused

lines lines

these > theme

>

in in in in

theme) theme) these) theme)

ENTER COMMAND -
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This tabular information indicates the number of items (graphic

map features) in the selected theme existing for each of the

following six data types:

Data Type*
1

2

3

4

5

6

Data Type

Points (Symbols)

Lines

Polygons

Attributes

Gines

Dlines

ADSData Filename
(mapname).(menu).S

(mapname).(menu).L

(mapname).(menu).P

(mapname).(menu).A

(mapname).(menu).C

(mapname).(menu).D

Procedure C:

Deleting e Menu from

the List of Available Menus

Note:
A map's descriptive textstrings are stored in the mapname.TEXT

file. Ifyou choose to edit a map's descriptive text strings, thepreced-

ing table does not appear. The system simply repeats the information

concerning the number oftext recordsfor the map asa whole.

To delete a menu from the list of available menus for the current

Edit map, enter MENUS at the ADS Edit ENTER COMMAND prompt

with no menu number argument. The list of menus currently

available for the map appears along with the Enter THEME »

(or PTHEME name) you want to edit prompt:

SUMMARY OF THE DATA IN THE

This MAP has (* of themes)

THEME

THEME NAME

MRP NAMED:

THEME<s)

(map name)

NO.

• of TEXT

nap)

( these

( theme

1's

2's

name)
name)

RECORDS = (» of descriptive text strings on

I Enter THENE « (or CTHEME name) you want to edit:

Instead of entering a theme name or number, enter a theme

number (from the displayed list of available menus) preceded by a

negative sign (e.g., -1, -3, etc.). The negative sign indicates that

you want the theme associated with the specified number deleted

(i.e., removed) from the displayed list of menus for the map.

When you press ICR 1 , the following prompt appears:
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I Do you want to delete menu=( theme specified for

deletion) ICR=YES1 ?

If you enter VES and press [CR ] , a revised list of menus for the

current map appears, as well as the Enter THEME • <or

6THEME name) you want to ed i t prompt; the deleted theme

no longer appears on the list, and the list's menus are renumbered

automatically.

Note:
When a menu is deletedfrom the current edit map using this

command, the menu 's name is deletedfrom the list ofmenus stored

in the mapnameMENUSfile in theproject directory. It is important

to remember, however, that datafilesfor the theme (e.g.,

mapname.menunameS, etc.J are not deletedfrom theproject

directory.

If you enter NO and press ICR 1 , the list of menus currently avail-

able for the map is re-displayed along with the Enter THEME •

(or ©THEME name) you want to edit prompt.

Procedure D: To add a menu to the list of available menus for the current Edit

Adding a Menu to the map, enter MENUS at the ADS Edit ENTER COMMAND prompt with
List 01 AV8II8DI6 Menus no menu number argument. The list of menus currently available

for the map appears along with the Enter THEME • (or

©THEME name) you want to edit prompt:

I SUMMARY OF THE DRTR IN THE MRP NAMED: (map name)

I This MRP has (« of themes) THEME(s)

I THEME
I NO. THEME NRME

I

I 1 (theme « 1's name)

I 2 (theme « 2*s name)

I

I

I • of TEXT RECORDS = (* of descriptive text strings on

map)

I Enter THEME « (or CTHEME name) you want to edit:

Instead of entering a theme name or number, enter a plus sign

immediately followed by the ADS menu name (e.g., +BARRTERS,

+GCDB/PLSS, +STREAMS). The plus sign indicates that you want

the specified menu added to the displayed list of menus for the

map. When you press ICR 1 , the following prompt appears:

I Do you want menu=( theme specified for addition) RDDed
ICR=VES]?
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If you enter VES and press ICR ] , a revised list of menus for the

current map appears, as well as the Enter THEME * <or

PTHEME name) you want to ed i t prompt; the added menu
appears at the bottom of the list, and is assigned the next sequen-

tial menu number automatically.

Note:
When a menu is added to the current edit map using this com-

mand, the menu s name is added to the list ofmenus stored in the

mapnameMENUSfile in theproject directory. It is important to

remember, however, that datafilesfor the added theme (e.g.,

mapname.menunameS, etc..J are not created with this command.

If you enter NO and press [CR ], the list of menus currently avail-

able for the map is re-displayed along with the Enter THEME »

(.or CTHEME name) you want to edit prompt.
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Command:

MODIFY

MODIFY 1

Format I MODify (Only ifsingle data item has been SELECTed)

or...

I MOD i fg data-type*, i ten*( , i ten*, . . .

)

or...

I MODify data_type«,ite»«<,-ite»»)

or...

I MODify data-type*,

i

tea* (,(-)ite»«, ...)

or...

I MODify ite»*<,ite»«, ...) (Onlyfor TEXT data type)

or...

I MODify iten*<,<-)ite»«, ...) (Onlyfor TEXT data type)

or...

I MODifyS (Only if multiple data items have been SELECTed)

[Arguments in parentheses are optional.]

Purpose

-

-

•

This command allows you to change and add parameters associ-

ated with an individual data item, a list of data items (including

ranges), or a set of data items selected with the most recently

executed SELECT command from the current map theme.

Primarily, the data parameters that can be modified with this

command concern labels (for symbols, lines and attributes) and

text strings. In addition to label parameters, symbol and line styles,

symbol size and line width can be modified.

If more than one data item for any one data type is being modi-

fied with this command, the specified data parameter changes and

additions apply to all the items. To modify items in the current

selected set, the letter S must be appended to the MODIFY com-

mand (e.g., MODIFYS or MODS).

Note:
Selected sets can contain one or more items ofone or more data

types.
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Only parameters for symbol, line, attribute and descriptive text

data can be modified with this command (i.e., data type numbers

1, 2, 3 and TEXT respectively).

Note:
Parametersfor descriptive text data associated with a map as a
whole can be modified with thiscommand only ifyou have selected

TEXTas the current "theme" inADS Edit. IfTEXTis the current edit

"theme, " then only textparameters can be modified when using the

MODIFYcommand, andyou should notspecify a data type num-
ber in thecommand line.

When modifying a theme's symbol data, this command allows you

to add or change the following parameters for each symbol

specified (either in the MODIFY command line or in the current

selected set): symbol style, symbol size, label text for an existing

or new label, label angle, label character height, label font, pen

color and label character slant.

When modifying a theme's line data, this command allows you to

add or change the following parameters for each line specified ,

>f

(either in the MODIFY command line or in the current selected

set): line style, line width, label text for an existing or new label,

line label type (on the line or "in" the line), label character-height,*

label font, pen color and label character slant.

When modifying a theme's attribute data, this command allows

you to add or change the following parameters for each attribute

specified (either in the MODIFY command line or in the current

selected set): label text for an existing attribute, attribute label text

angle, label text character height, label text font, pen color and

label character slant.

When modifying a map's descriptive text data, this command
allows you to add or change the following parameters for each

text item specified (either in the MODIFY command line or in the

current selected set): text in an existing text string, text string

angle, text string character height, text string font, pen color and

text string character slant. This command also allows you to

replace a portion of each selected text string with a different

specified text string.
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For symbols, lines, attributes and descriptive text strings, this

command also allows you to replace a given text string in the

label (or text) of each selected data item with another specified

text string. You may also totally replace the labels (or text) of

selected data items with specified text strings that all begin with a

standard set of characters but end with a different sequentially

assigned number for each data item (e.g., the first data item's label

or text is changed to TEXT1, the second data item's label or text

becomes TEXT2, the third data item's label or text becomes

TEXT3, etc.); in addition, you can specify a beginning number

and increment/decrement value for the set of sequential numbers

appended in this manner (e.g., start with 50 and increment by 5,

so that the first data item's label or text ends in 50, the second in

55, the third in 60, etc.).

Note:
MODIFYonly replaces space characters in labels and textstrings if

the spaces are at the beginning oforare imbedded within labels or

text strings, not at the end.

If you specify a single data item in the MODIFY command line,

detailed information concerning this data item is displayed, and

information for MODIFY command options appropriate for the

data item's data type appear. If multiple data items are specified

on the MODIFY command line or if item(s) are specified in the

current selected set, no detailed data concerning these items is

displayed; you are simply prompted with information for MODIFY
command options appropriate for the data items' data type. If

items for more than one data type (e.g., symbols and lines) are

part of the current selected set in edit, you are prompted with

information for MODIFY command options appropriate for each

data type in the selected set one at a time.

Eiampl88 The following table lists a set of MODIFY command examples, as

well as a description of the data type(s) and data item(s) specified

for modification by each command.
%
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Procedure A
Modifying Symbol

Data Parameters:

Command
Variation

MODIFY

MODIFY 2,1,2,3

MODIFY 4,1,-7

MODIFY 1,1,2,-5,8

MODIFY 2,1,-32

MODIFY 1,-17

MODIFY 4,1,-

MODIFY 12

MODIFYS

Data Specified from
the Current Map Theme

The current selected set containing a single

data item

Line items numbered 1, 2 and 3

Attribute items numbered 1 through 7

Symbol items numbered 1, 2 through 5,

and 8

Line items numbered 1 through 32

Text items numbered 1 through 17

(Only for TEXT data type)

Attribute items numbered 1 through end
of item numbers

Text item number 12

(Only for TEXT data type)

All modifiable data items in the current

selected set (may contain items of more *$

than one data type)

When symbol data are specified for modification, the following

prompt appears on the terminal screen:

I Available MODIFY options are :

I SYMBOLS - SYebol, Width, Text, ANgle, Height, Font,

Pen, SLant

I - Replace or Nunber

I Enter SY, U, T, AN, H, F, P, SL, R, M, ALL or QUIT

[<CR>=RLU :

Enter the abbreviations) of the MODIFY option(s) for which you

want to specify data modification parameters, and press ICR ]

.

Separate option abbreviations with a space or comma. For each

modification option entered, you are prompted for the appropriate

data parameter to be used to modify selected symbols. The
following table lists each symbol modification option and the data

parameters) that can be modified with the option:
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MODIFY Modification Data Parameters)
Option For WhichYou Are Prompted

SY Symbol style

W Symbol size

T Label text for an existing or brand new label

AN Label angle

H Label character height

F Label font

P Pen color

SL Label character slant

R Label text string to be replaced (normally only a

portion of existing labels), and its replacement text

string

N For replacement of all specified items' text strings:

Standard text string to become the beginning of

each label, beginning number for sequentially

assigned numbers appended to the end of each

label, and increment/decrement value for

sequentially assigned numbers

ALL You are prompted for the above-listed information

for options SY, W, T, AN, H, F, P, and SL

QUIT You exit the MODIFY command and return to the

ADS Edit ENTER COMMAND prompt

Note:
MODIFY options R, N, ALL and QUITcannot be selected with any

other options. Ifyou specify ALL, all thefollowing symbolparameter

prompts (except thosefor optionsR and N) appear one after the

other.

If you choose to modify the symbol style of all specified symbol

items, the following prompt appears:

I fiva i I ab I e Menu i nd i ces are :

I 1=(sy»bol style *1)

I 2=(synbol style «2)

I ...etc...

I Enter *enu_option* or Ho_change [<CR>=M

Enter the option number corresponding to the new symbol style

you want assigned to all specified items and press ICR

1

.
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Note:

Ifyou choose symbol style 99 (NO SYMBOL DESIRED) at this

prompt, and a selectedsymboKs) has no label, thatsymbol's style

will not be changed to 99 by thisprogram; it remains unchanged.

If you choose to modify the symbol size of all selected symbol

items, the following prompt appears:

I Enter desired syabol size or No_change t<CR>=N]

Enter the desired new symbol size (in inches) and press ICR 1

.

If you choose to modify label text for all selected symbol items,

the following prompt appears:

I Enter new label U=blank, <CR>=No_change]

Enter the new label text and press [CR 1 . To specify a blank label,

enter ! and press ICR ] . The following prompt appears:

I Change EXISTING labels, ROD where no label, or BOTH

I Enter E, fl, or B [<CR>-Exi sting] y$

(
If you only want to change existing labels among the selected

symbol items to the new label, enter E and press [CR ] ; this is trre^

default. If you only want the new label added to selected symbols

not having a label, enter fl and press I CR ] . If you want the new
label assigned to all selected symbol items, enter B and press

ICR].

. . , , <•

Note:

Ifyou enter ! at thisprompt to assign no label to selectedsymbol

items, and a selectedsymboKs) has a symbol style of99 (NO SYM-
BOL DESIRED), thatsymbol's label will not be changedfrom its

original value.

If you choose to modify the label angle for all selected symbol

items, the following prompt appears:

I Enter label angle l<CR>=No_changel

Enter the desired new label angle (in degrees) and press ICR ]

.

If you choose to modify the label character height for all selected

symbol items, the following prompt appears:

I Enter character height KCR>=No_change]
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Enter the desired new label character height (in inches) and press

[CR1.

If you choose to modify the label font for all selected symbol

items, the following prompt appears:

I Enter font I0=no_font <CR>=Nojchange]

Enter the desired new label font number and press ICR ]

.

If you choose to modify the pen color for all selected symbol

items, the following prompt appears:

I Enter pen color (1-16 <CR>=Ho_change]

Enter the desired new color number and press [CR 1

.

If you choose to modify the label character slant for all selected

symbol items, the following prompt appears:

I Enter character' slant [-90. to 90. <CR>=No_change] :

Enter the desired new label character slant (in degrees) and press

ICR].

If you enter R (replace) as the only MODIFY command option, the

following prompt appears:

I REPLRCINO STRINGS

I Search for

Enter the character string you want replaced in all selected sym-

bols' labels, and press ICR ] . This specified string is normally only

a portion of certain labels' text. The following prompt appears:

I Rep I ace • i th :

Enter the character string that will replace the previously specified

string and press ICR ] . When you confirm this modification, all

occurrences of the first string specified are replaced with this

second string in all selected symbol items' labels.

If you enter N (number) as the only MODIFY command option,

the following prompt appears:

I Enter START number and INCREMENT value KCR>=1,1] :
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Enter the beginning number of the set of sequential numbers that

you want appended to the ends of all selected symbols' labels,

enter a comma, enter the increment or decrement value (negative

numbers indicate a decrement) by which you want the beginning

number increased or decreased for each successive symbol's label,

and press ICR ] . The default begins with the number 1 and incre-

ments by 1 for each succeeding symbol label (e.g., the first se-

lected symbol's label is appended with 1, the second's with 2,

etc.). The following prompt appears:

I Enter preceding character string [<CR>=none]

Enter the character string that you want preceding the previously

specified numbers in all selected symbols' labels and press [CR1

.

For example if the character string is "CHARSTRNG," the begin-

ning number is 2 and the increment is 2, the first selected symbol's

label is changed to "CHARSTRNG2," the second selected symbol's

label is changed to "GHARSTRNG4," the third selected symbol's

label is changed to "GHARSTRNG6," etc....

"When you have responded to all MODIFY option prompts, your

requested modification parameters are displayed on the terminal

screen for your verification and the following prompt appears: ,*

f
I CONFIRM CHANGES IV/N/QUIT <CR>=VES1 :

'%.

If the displayed modification parameters are conect, enter VES and r

press ICR 1 ; this is the default. If you enter NO and press ICR ] ,
you

are re-prompted for parameters for each MODIFY option specified

earlier. To exit the MODIFY command, enter QU I T and press

ICR].

If you confirm the specified modification parameters, the appropri-

ate symbol items are modified, and a list of modified item num-
bers is displayed on the terminal screen.

Procedure

B

Modifying Lino

Dota Parameters;

When line data are specified for modification, the following

prompt appears on the terminal screen:

I Available MOD I FV options are :

I LINES - Line, Width, Text, LAbel, Height, Font, Pen,

SLant

I - Aeplace or Number

I Enter LI, M, T ,LA, H, F, P, SL, A, N, ALL or QUIT

[<CA>=ALL1 :
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Enter the abbreviation(s) of the MODIFY option(s) for which you
want to specify data modification parameters, and press ICR 1

.

Separate option abbreviations with a space or comma. For each

modification option entered, you are prompted for the appropriate

data parameter to be used to modify selected lines. The following

table lists each line modification option and the data parameter(s)

that can be modified with the option:

MODIFY Modification Data Parameter(s)

Option ForWhichYou Are Prompted

LI Line style

W Line Width

T Label text for an existing or brand new label

LA On line (O) or In line 0) label location, and label

deletion

H Label character height

F Label font

P Pen color

SL Label character slant

R Label text string to be replaced (normally only a

portion of existing labels), and its replacement text

string

N For replacement of all specified items' text strings:

Standard text string to become the beginning of

each label, beginning number for sequentially

assigned numbers appended to the end of each

label, and increment/decrement value for sequen-

tially assigned numbers

ALL You are prompted for the above-listed information

for options LI, W, T, LA, H, F, P, and SL

QUIT You exit the MODIFY command and return to the

ADS Edit ENTER COMMAND prompt

Note:
MODIFY options R, N, ALL and QUITcannot be selected with any
other options. Ifyou want to delete line labels, you must choose

MODIFY option LA. Ifyou specify ALL, all thefollowing lineparam-
eterprompts (except thosefor optionsR andN) appear one after the

other.
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If you choose to modify the line style of all specified line items,

the following prompt appears:

I flva i I ab I e Menu i nd i ces are :

I 1=< I ine style «1)

I 2-(line style «2)

I ...etc...

I Enter aenu^option* or No_change KCR>=M]

Enter the option number corresponding to the new line style you
want assigned to all specified items and press [CR ]

.

If you choose to modify the line width of all selected line items,

the following prompt appears:

I Enter desired line width or No-change I<CR>=H]

Enter the desired new line width (in inches) and press [CR ]

.

If you choose to modify label text for all selected line items, the

following prompt appears:

I Enter new label l!=blank, <CR>=No_change]

Enter the new label text and press [CR ] . To specify a blank label,

enter ! and press ICR 1 . The following prompt appears:

I Change EXISTING labels, ROD where no label, or BOTH

I Enter E, fi, or B KCR>-Exi sting]

If you only want to change existing labels among the selected line

items to the new label, enter E and press [CR ] ; this is the default.

If you only want the new label added to selected lines not having

a label, enter R and press [CR 1 . If you want the new label as-

signed to all selected line items, enter B and press ICR 1

.

If you choose to locate line labels on lines or in lines, the follow-

ing prompt appears:

I Enter label type

I ON-line, I N.I ine or DELETE [0/1 /D <CR>=Ho_change] :

Note:
Theportion ofthisprompt concerning the deletion oflabels does not

appear ifno labelsyet exist.

mvmmmmmmmmtmmmmmmmmmmmMmmmmmmaMmmmmmmmmmmmmmmMmmmmmmMmmmtmm* mmmmummmmmmmmmmmmK

If you want line labels displayed above (and somewhat centered

along) the course of lines, enter and press [CR J. If you want

line labels displayed and centered directly along the course of

lines, enter I and press [CR ] . If you want line labels deleted

entirely, enter D and press ICR 1

.
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If you specified earlier that labels are to be added to lines not

having labels, this prompt only applies to the placement of new
labels (i.e., not to existing line label location). If you enter I at

this prompt, each labeled line is not displayed along the portion

of its course that coincides with its displayed label; in effect, the

label overwrites and blocks out a portion of the line's display.

If you specified earlier that existing line labels are to be replaced

with a the new label, and you chose to locate labels on or in

lines, the following prompt appears:

I Change type of existing labels IV/N <CR>=Yesl

If you want existing line labels located in the same place (i.e., on

or in line) as new line labels added with this command, enter VES

and press ICR
1

; this is the default. If you want to leave the

placement of existing labels alone, enter NO and press ICR 1

.

If you choose to modify the label character height for all selected

line items, the following prompt appears:

I Enter character height l<CR>=Mo_change]

Enter the desired new label character height (in inches) and press

ICR1.

If you choose to modify the label font for all selected line items,

the following prompt appears:

I Enter font tO=no_font <CR>-No_change]

Enter the desired new label font number and press ICR 1

.

If you choose to modify the pen color for all selected line items,

the following prompt appears:

I Enter pen color 11-16 <CR>=No_change]

Enter the desired new color number and press ICR 1

.

If you choose to modify the label character slant for all selected

line items, the following prompt appears:

I Enter character slant [-90. to 90. <CR>=No^change] :

Enter the desired new label character slant (in degrees) and press

ICR1.

If you enter R (replace) as the only MODIFY command option,

the following prompt appears:

I REPLRCING STRINGS

I Search for
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Enter the character string you want replaced in all selected lines'

labels, and press ICR ] . This specified string is normally only a

portion of certain labels' text. The following prompt appears:

I Replace aith :

Enter the character string that will replace the previously specified

string and press ICR ] . When you confirm this modification, all

occurrences of the first string specified are replaced with this

second string in all selected line items' labels.

If you enter N (number) as the only MODIFY command option,

the following prompt appears:

I Enter START lumber and INCREMENT value KCR>=1,U ' :

Enter the beginning number of the set of sequential numbers that

you want appended to the ends of all selected lines' labels, enter a

comma, enter the increment or decrement value (negative num-
bers indicate a decrement) by which you want the beginning

number increased or decreased for each successive line's label,

and press ICR 1 . The default begins with the number 1 and incre-

ments by 1 for each succeeding line label (e.g., the first selected *

line's label is appended with 1, the second's with 2, etc.). The
following prompt appears:

I Enter preceding character string KCR>-nonel

Enter the character string that you want preceding the previously

specified numbers in all selected lines' labels and press ICR 1 . For

example if the character string is "CHARSTRNG," the beginning

number is 2 and the increment is 2, the first selected line's label is

changed to "CHARSTRNG2," the second selected line's label is

changed to "CHARSTRNG4," the third selected line's label is

changed to
aGHAKSTRNG6," etc....

When you have responded to all MODIFY option prompts, your

requested modification parameters are displayed on the terminal

screen for your verification and the following prompt appears:

I CONFIRM CHANGES [V/N/QUIT <CR>=VES1 :

If the displayed modification parameters are correct, enter VES and

press ICR 1 ; this is the default. If you enter NO and press ICR ] ,
you

are re-prompted for parameters for each MODIFY option specified

earlier. To exit the MODIFY command, enter QU I T and press

ICR].

If you confirm the specified modification parameters, the appropri-

ate line items are modified, and a list of modified item numbers is

displayed on the terminal screen.

**<*5«SS*""

.-'.-
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Procedure C

Modifying Attribute or

TEXT Data Parameters:

When attribute or descriptive text string data are specified for

modification, the following prompt appears on the terminal

screen:

I Available MODIFY options are :

I (ATTRIBUTE or TEXT) - Text, RNgle, Height, Font,

Pen, SLant

I - Replace or Number

I Enter T, RN, H, F, P, SL, R, M, RLL or QUIT

[<CR>=RLL] :

mmiMM

Note:
Parameters/or descriptive text data associated with a map as a

whole can be modified with thiscommand only ifyou have selected

TEXTas the current "theme" inADS Edit.

Enter the abbreviation^) of the MODIFY option(s) for which you

want to specify data modification parameters, and press ICR I

.

Separate option abbreviations with a space or comma. For each

modification option entered, you are prompted for the appropriate

data parameter to be used to modify selected attributes or TEXT
strings. The following table lists each attribute or TEXT string

modification option and the data parameters) that can be modi-

fied with the option:
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MODIFY Modification Data Parameters)
Option ForWhichYou Are Prompted

T Attribute Label text (for an existing or brand new
label), or replacement TEXT String characters

AN Label or TEXT String angle

H Label or TEXT String character height

F Label or TEXT String font

P Pen color

SL Label or TEXT String character slant

R Portion of Label text or TEXT String to be re-

placed, and its replacement text string

N For replacement of all specified items' text strings:

Standard text string to become the beginning of

each label or TEXT STRING, beginning number for

sequentially assigned numbers appended to the

end of each label, and increment/decrement value

for sequentially assigned numbers

ALL You are prompted for the above-listed information

for options T, AN, H, F, P, and SL

QUIT You exit the MODIFY command and return to the

ADS Edit ENTER COMMAND prompt
. .

Note:
MODIFY options R, N, ALL and QUITcannot be selected with any
other options. Ifyou specifyALL, all thefollowing attribute or TEXT
stringparameterprompts (except thosefor optionsR and N) appear
one after the other.

If you choose to modify label text or TEXT strings for all selected

attribute or TEXT string items, the following prompt appears:

I Enter new label [<CR>=Ho_change]

Enter the new label or TEXT string text and press ICR ]

.

If you choose to modify the label or TEXT string angle for all

selected attributes or TEXT string items, the following prompt

appears:

I Enter label angle t<CR>=fio_change]
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Enter the desired new label or TEXT string angle (in degrees) and

press ICR].

If you choose to modify the label or TEXT string character height

for all selected attributes or TEXT string items, the following

prompt appears:

I Enter character height t<CR>=Ho_change]

Enter the desired new label or TEXT string character height (in

inches) and press ICR ]

.

If you choose to modify the label or TEXT string font for all

selected attributes or TEXT string items, the following prompt

appears:

I Enter font (0=no_font <CR>-No_changel

Enter the desired new label or TEXT string font number and press

[CRl.

If you choose to modify the pen color for all selected attribute or

TEXT string items, the following prompt appears:

I Enter pen color [1-16 <CR>=Ho_change)

Enter the desired new color number and press ICR ]

.

If you choose to modify the label or TEXT string character slant

for all selected attribute or TEXT string items, the following

prompt appears:

I Enter character slant 1-90. to 90. <CR>-No_change] :

Enter the desired new label or TEXT string character slant (in

degrees) and press ICR 1

.

If you enter R (replace) as the only MODIFY command option, the

following prompt appears:

I REPLRCING STRINGS

I Search for

Enter the character string you want replaced in all selected at-

tributes' labels or TEXT strings, and press ICR ] . This specified

string is normally only a portion of certain labels or TEXT string's

text. The following prompt appears:

I Rep I ace with :
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Enter the character string that wUl replace the previously specified

string and press [CR 1 . When you confirm this modification, all

occurrences of the first string specified are replaced with this

second string in all selected attribute items* labels or TEXT string

items.

If you enter N (number) as the only MODIFY command option,

the following prompt appears:

I Enter START number and INCREMENT value [<CR>"1,11 :

Enter the beginning number of the set of sequential numbers that

you want appended to the ends of all selected attributes* labels (or

TEXT strings), enter a comma, enter the increment or decrement

value (negative numbers indicate a decrement) by which you

want the beginning number increased or decreased for each

successive attribute's label (or TEXT string), and press (CR 1
.
The

default begins with the number 1 and increments by 1 for each

succeeding attribute label or TEXT string (e.g., the first selected

attribute's label or TEXT string is appended with 1, the second's

with 2, etc.). The following prompt appears:

I Enter preceding character string KCR>=nonel :^

Enter the character string that you want preceding the previously

specified numbers in all selected attributes' labels (or TEXT

strings), and press ICRJ. For example ifthe character string is

"CHARSTRNG " the beginning number is 2 and the increment is 2,

the first selected attribute's label (or TEXT string) is changed to

"CHARSTRNG2 " the second selected attribute's label (or TEXT

string) is changed to "CHARSTRNG4," the third selected attribute's

label (or TEXT string) is changed to "CHARSTRNG6,*' etc....

When you have responded to all MODIFY option prompts, your

requested modification parameters are displayed on the terminal

screen for your verification and the following prompt appears:

I CONFIRN CHANGES IY/N/QUIT <CR>=VES1 :

Ifthe displayed modification parameters are correct, enter VES and

oress ICR 1 ; this is the default. If you enter NO and press ICR 1
,
you

are re-prompted for parameters for each MODIFY option specified

earlier. To exit the MODIFY command, enter QU I T and press

[CR1.

If you confirm the specified modification parameters, the appropri-

ate attribute or TEXT string items are modified, and a list of

modified item numbers is displayed on the terminal screen.
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MOVE

~ MOVE 1

Format I MOUe data.type*

or...

I MOUe data_type*, i te»*

or...

I MOUe da ta_type* , i te»* , po i n t* (Onlyfor line data)

or...

I MOUe data_type*,ite»«,L

or...

I MOUe

or...

(Onlyfor line data)

(Only ifsingle point data is SELECTed)

I MOUe [point* (Only ifsingle line is SELECTed)

or...

I MOUe L (Only ifsingle line is SELECTed)

or...

I MOUe

or...

(Only if current theme is TEXT)

I MOUe i tea* (Only if current theme is TEXT)

Purpose This command allows you to move an individual symbol, at-

tribute, descriptive text string, point on a line, or line label to a

new location on the current Edit theme.

Note:
Descriptive text data associated with a map as a whole can be

moved with this command only ifyou have selected TEXTas the

current "theme" inADS Edit. IfTEXT is the current edit "theme,

"

then only text information can be moved when using theMOVE
command, andyou should not specify a data type number in the

command line.

The item to be moved can be specified in several different ways,

depending on the MOVE command format used. If a single data

item (i.e., symbol, line point, attribute, or text string) has been

selected using the Edit SELECT command, it, too, can be moved
using special formats of the MOVE command.
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Note:
MOVE can only operate on selected "sets" ofdata containing a
single data item.

The table below outlines which data item(s) can be moved (one

item per command) with a given MOVE command format, and

lists the conditions that exist for each format:

Command Format

MOVE data_type#

MOVE data_type#,item#

MOVE

MOVE item*

MOVE data_type#,item#,point#

MOVE data_type#,item#,L

MOVE

MOVE [point*

MOVEL

Item that can be Moved

Any point data item on the

current theme sparked with

terminal cross-hairs

The specified data item on the

current theme

Any TEXT item (when TEXT is

the current theme) sparked

with terminal cross-hairs

The specified TEXT item

(when TEXT is the current

theme)

The specified point on a lin

on the current theme

The specified line label on the

current theme

The specified point data item

(i.e., symbol, attribute

or text string) currently

SELECTed in Edit

The specified point on the line

currently SELECTed in Edit

The label of the line currently

SELECTed in Edit

Once a data item is selected for moving, cross-hairs appear on

your terminal screen. Move the cross-hairs to the location on the

current theme where you want the item moved and spark a point.

When this theme is re-displayed, the item appears in its new
location.

'
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WARNING:
Before executing theMOVE command, you must use the PLOT
command to display the selected map theme's data type on the

terminal screen. Ifyou will be snapping data to a specific data type

and theme, use the PLOTand OVERLAYcommands to display this

snapping data.

Procedure A
Moving Symbol Dote

You may select a symbol to be moved on the current Edit theme

either by specifying the symbol's item number after the data type

number (1) on the command line (e.g., MOUE 1 , 1 tem«), or by

entering MOUE 1 on the command line and using the terminal's

cross-hairs to select the symbol.

If you enter MOUE 1 (for symbol data) at the ENTER COMMAND

prompt and press ICR 1 , cross-hairs automatically appear on the

terminal screen, and the following information appears:

I Identify SVMB i tee to aoue

I I*C '-Change-snapping, 'D'=Done]

Use the directional arrow keys on your keyboard or (if available)

the terminal's mouse to move the intersection of the cross-hairs to

the location of the symbol you want moved.

Press [space bar ] (or any key except D, C or [CR ]) to select the

symbol to be moved, and an X appears at the symbol's location.

If you enter MOUE 1 , i tern* at the ENTER COMMAND prompt (i.e.,

the symbol to be moved is specified in the command line), an X
appears at the specified symbol's location.

Note:

Ifthe current Editselected "set" (created using the Edit SELECT

command) contains a singlesymbol data item, entering MOUE at

flbeENTER COMMAND prompt is all that is necessary to specify the

appropriate data type (1forsymbol), and the symbol to be moved;

thisprocess continues at thefollowingprompt.

Once the data type is specified (i.e., symbol data) and a specific

symbol item has been selected for moving, cross-hairs automati-

cally appear on the terminal screen, and the following information

appears:

I Digitize new location

I 'C' sChange_snapping, *S'=Snap, '0'=Snap_other,

*D'=Done
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Use the directional arrow keys or the terminal's mouse to move
the intersection of the cross-hairs to where you want the symbol

moved. To place the symbol at any point on the current theme,

press [space bar 1. To snap the symbol's new location to data

on the current theme/data type, press S . To snap the new location

to data on the "other" theme/data type, press 0; this option ap-

pears in this prompt only if you have specified an "other" snap-

ping theme in the current snapping parameters.

Note:

Ifyou snap to data on the current theme/data type or the "other"

specified theme/data type, and the sparked locationfalls within the

snapping tolerance ofapoint on the current snapping theme/data

type, the coordinates ofthepoint to whichyou snapped are used as

the new location ofthesymbol being moved. Ifthe sparked location

does notfall within the snapping tolerance (the default is 0.060

inches) ofapoint on the current snapping theme/data type, an
error message appears, andyou areprompted to re-digitize a new
locationfor the symbol being moved.

To change current snapping parameters, enter C at this (or the

previous) prompt, and the following snapping options list ani

prompt appear:

Choose one of the following options:

1. Change CURRENT-THEME snapping TOLERRNCE fro*

(current setting) nap inches

I 2. Change OTHER-THEME for SNRPPING froe (current

setting)

I 3. Change OTHER-THEME snapping TOLERRNCE from (cur-

rent setting) tap inches

I 4. Change OTHER-THEME snapping DRTR-TVPE froe (cur-

rent setting)

I 99. DONE changing parameters ICR]

Enter the number corresponding to the snapping parameter you

want to change, and press ICR ] . To leave this options list and

return to the MOVE command, select option 99 and press ICR 1

,

or enter no option number and press ICR ]

.

Note:
A detailed description ofeach snapping option can befound in

Chapter 1 within the Using Data CaptureMenus section. [Specifi-

cally, this information appears under the Change Thinning/

Snapping option discussion (cursor key C) in the Legal Puck/

keyboard CommandsforPointDigitizing sub-section ofthe Enter
PointData operating mode sub-section].
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If you press D to spark a point, the sparked location is disre-

garded, and you are returned to the ADS Edit ENTER COMMAND

prompt.

"When you spark a new location for the symbol, an X appears at

that spot, and the following prompt appears:

I UERIFV NEW POSITION IV/N <CR>=V1 :

If the new location is acceptable, enter V, press ICR 1 , and you re

returned to the ADS Edit ENTER COMMAND prompt. If the sparked

new location is not acceptable, enter N, press ICA ] , and you are

prompted to re-digitize the symbol's new location.

Procedure B

Moving Attribute Data

Attribute data can be selected and moved exactly like symbol data,

except that the data type number specified on the command line

should be 4 instead of 1. The prompts and cross-hair terminal

digitizing options for selecting and moving attributes (including

options to change snapping parameters) are identical to those for

moving symbols, except the word ATTRIBUTE (or its abbrevia-

tion) appears in prompts instead of the word SYMBOL.

Note:

Ifyou move apolygon attribute into a differentpolygon on the

theme, use theADSEditENCLOSEcommand to re-assign the

attribute to the correctpolygon.

Procedure C

Moving TEXT String Data
Note:
Descriptive text data associated with a map as a whole can be

moved with this command only ifyou have selected TEXTas the

current "theme" inADS Edit. IfTEXT is the current edit "theme, " do
notspecify a data type number in the command line.

Other than the major exceptions noted above, descriptive text

string data items can be selected and moved exactly like symbol

data. The prompts and cross-hair terminal digitizing options for

selecting and moving descriptive text strings (including options to

change snapping parameters) are identical to those for moving

symbols, except the word TEXT appears in prompts instead of the

word SYMBOL.
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Procedure D

Moving a Point on a Line

There are several ways to select a point on a line that you want

moved. You can select the point by entering the point's sequential

number on the line and the line's item number after the data type

number (2) on the command line (e.g., MOUE

2, 1 i ne_i tem«, po i nt«). You can also select the point by enter-

ing the line's item number after the data type number (e.g., MOUE

2, 1 i ne_i tem«) on the command line, and using the terminal's

cross-hairs to select the point on the line specified. In addition,

you can select the point by simply entering MOUE 2 on the com-
mand line, and using the terminal's cross-hairs to select the line

and point from the current theme.

If you enter MOUE 2 (for line data) at the ENTER COMMAND prompt

and press [CR 1 , cross-hairs automatically appear on the terminal

screen, and the following information appears:

I Select LINE and MOUE point

I I ' C ' =Change_snapp i ng , '
L

'-Labe
I

,

'D*=0one]

Note:
See Procedure Efora detailed discussion ofmoving line labels

(option L).

Use the directional arrow keys on your keyboard or (if availabl

the terminal's mouse to move the intersection of the cross-hairs to

the location of the line point you want moved. Press [space

bar 1 (or any key except C, L, or [CR ]) to select the line point

to be moved, and an X appears at the point's location.

If you enter MOUE 2, I ine_i tem» at the ENTER COMMAND prompt

and press ICR ] (i.e., the line number of the line point to be

moved is specified in the command line), cross-hairs automatically

appear on the terminal screen, and the following information

appears:

I Identify MOUE point on LINE * (line»>

I I'C -Change-snapping, <L'sLabel, <D'=Donel

Note:

Ifyou specify a line item number in the command line without

specifying apoint number, onlypoints along that single line can be

selected using the terminal cross-hatrs. Points on all other lines on

the current theme cannot be selected.

V
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Use the directional arrow keys or the terminal's mouse to move
the intersection of the cross-hairs to the location of the line point

you want moved. Press [space bar ] (or any key except C, L, D

or ICR 1) to select the line point to be moved, and an X appears at

the point's location.

If you enter MOUE 2,1 i ne_ i tem« , po i n t« at the ENTER COM-
MAND prompt and press [CR 1 (i.e., the line point to be moved is

specified on the command line), an X appears at the specified

line point's location.

Note:

Ifthe current Edit selected "set" (created using the EditSELECT

command) contains a single line data item, entering MOUE

Ipo i nt« at flteENTER COMMAND prompt is all that is necessary to

specify the appropriate data type (2for line) and the specificpoint

on the selected line to be moved; thisprocess continues at the

followingprompt. The beginning bracket (D is requiredfor this

MOVEcommand lineformat.

Once the data type is specified (i.e., line data) and a specific line

point has been selected for moving, cross-hairs automatically

appear on the terminal screen, and the following information

appears:

I Digitize new location

I 'C'=Change-snapping, *S'=Snap, *0'=Snap_other,

'D'=Done

Use the directional arrow keys or the terminal's mouse to move
the intersection of the cross-hairs to where you want the line point

moved. To place the line point's new location at any point on the

current theme, press [space bar ] . To snap the line point's new
location to data on the current theme/data type, press S. To snap

the new location to data on the "other" theme/data type, press 0;

this option appears in this prompt only if you have specified an

"other" snapping theme in the current snapping parameters.
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Note:

Ifyou snap to data on the current theme/data type or the "other"

specified theme/data type, and the sparked locationfalls within the

snapping tolerance ofapoint on the current snapping theme/data

type, the coordinates ofthepoint to whichyou snapped are used as

the new location ofthe linepoint being moved. Ifthe sparked

location does notfall within the snapping tolerance (the default is

0.060 inches) ofapoint on the currentsnapping theme/data type,

an error message appears, andyou areprompted to re-digitize a
new locationfor the linepoint being moved.

To change current snapping parameters, enter C at this (or the

previous) prompt, and the following snapping options list and
prompt appear:

I Choose one of the following options:

I 1. Change CURRENT-THEME snapping TOLERANCE from

(current setting) map inches

I 2. Change OTHER-THEME for SNAPPING fro* (current

setting) ^^
I 3. Change OTHER-THEME snapping TOLERANCE from (cur-^r**^

rent setting) nap inches jr

(cur-
rent setting) >w^% "

I 4. Change OTHER-THEME snapping DRTR.TVPE from

rent setting)

I 99. DONE changing parameters ICRI

\ mw^

Enter the number corresponding to the snapping parameter you

want to change, and press tCR 1 . To leave this options list and

return to the MOVE command, select option 99 and press ICR 1

,

or enter no option number and press tCR 1

.

Note:
A detailed description ofeach snapping option can also befound in

Chapter 1 within the Using Data CaptureMenus section. [Specifi-

cally, this information appears under the Change Thinning/

Snapping option discussion (cursor key C) in the LegalPuck/

keyboard CommandsforLine Digitizing sub-section ofthe Enter
Line Data operating mode sub-section].

If you press D to spark a point, the sparked location is disre-

garded, and you are returned to the ADS Edit ENTER COMMAND

prompt.

When you spark a new location for the line point, an X appears at

that spot, and the following prompt appears:

I UERIFV MEM POSITION [V/N <CR>*Y1 :
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If the new location is acceptable, enter V, press tCR 1 , and you are

returned to the ADS Edit ENTER COMMAND prompt. If the sparked

new location is not acceptable, enter N, press [CR ] , and you are

prompted to re-digitize the line point's new location.

Procedure E

Moving Line Labels

There are several ways to select a line label that you want moved.

You can select a line label by specifying the line's item number
after the data type number (2) on the command line (e.g., MOUE

2,11 ne-i tem*). You can also select a line label by entering the

command line listed above and adding the letter L (e.g., MOUE

2, I i ne_i tem«, L). In addition, you can simply enter MOUE 2 on

the command line, and use the terminal's cross-hairs to select the

label's line on the current theme (only labeled lines can be se-

lected).

If you enter MOUE 2 (for line data) at the ENTER COMMAND prompt

and press ICR 1 , cross-hairs automatically appear on the terminal

screen, and the following information appears:

I Select LINE, and MOUE point

['C'=Change_snapping, 'L'=Label, 'D'=Done]

Use the directional arrow keys on your keyboard or (if available)

the terminal's mouse to move the intersection of the cross-hairs to

a point anywhere along the line associated with the label you

want moved. Press L to select the line's label for moving, and an X
appears at the label's origin point (i.e., the lower-left corner of the

label's text string).

If you enter MOUE 2 , 1 lne_i tern* at the ENTER COMMAND prompt

and press ICA ] (i.e., the line number associated with the label to

be moved is specified on the command line), cross-hairs automati-

cally appear on the terminal screen, and the following information

appears:

I Identify MOUE point on LINE * (line*)

I ['C'=Change_snapping, 'L'=Label, 'D'=Done]

Use the directional arrow keys or the terminal's mouse to move
the intersection of the cross-hairs to a point anywhere along the

line associated with the label you want moved. Press L to select

the line's label for moving, and an X appears at the label's origin

point (i.e., the lower-left corner of the label's text string).
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Note:

Ifthe current Edit selected "set" (created using the EditSELECT
command) contains a single line data item (that has a label),

enteringnoVE L atCENTER COMMAND prompt is all that is

necessary to specify the appropriate data type (2for line) and the

specific line label to be moved; thisprocess continues at thefollow-

ingprompt.

Once the data type is specified (i.e., line data) and a specific label

has been selected for moving, cross-hairs automatically appear on
the terminal screen, and the following information appears:

I Digitize new location

I 'C'=Change_snapping, 'fT=fluto_posi tioning, *D'=Done

Use the directional arrow keys or the terminal's mouse to move
the intersection of the cross-hairs to a point where you want the

label moved. To place the label's new location at any point on the

current theme, press [space bar ] . To have the label automati-

cally positioned by ADS, press fl; ADS attempts to center labels

along a line's course.

WARNING: "S^—-
You cannotsnap a labels new location to an existingpoint on \ ***

either the current or "other"specified snapping theme/data type. x**§»

To change current snapping parameters, enter C at this (or the

previous) prompt, and the following snapping options list and

prompt appear:

I Choose one of the following options:

I 1. Change CURRENT-THEME snapping TOLERRNCE fro>

(current setting) eap inches

I 2. Change OTHER-THEME for SNRPPING fro* (current

setting)
I 3. Change OTHER-THEME snapping TOLERRNCE from (cur-

rent setting) map inches

I 4. Change OTHER-THEME snapping DRTR-TVPE froe (cur-

rent setting)
99. DONE changing parameters ICR]

Enter the number corresponding to the snapping parameter you

want to change, and press ICR 1 . To leave this options list and

return to the MOVE command, select option 99 and press ICR 1

,

or enter no option number and press ICR 1

.
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Note:
A detailed description ofeach snapping option can befound in

Chapter 1 within the Using Data CaptureMenus section. [Specifi-

cally, this information appears under the Change Thinning/

Snapping option discussion (cursor key C) In the Legal Puck/

keyboard CommandsforPointDigitizing sub-section ofthe Enter
PointData operating mode sub-section]

.
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If you press D to spark a point, the sparked location is disre-

garded, and you are returned to the ADS Edit ENTER COMMAND

prompt.

When you spark a new location for the line label, an X appears at

that spot, and the following prompt appears:

I UERIFV NEW POSITION IY/N <CR>=V1 :

If the new location is acceptable, enter V, press [CR 1 , and you are

returned to the ADS Edit ENTER COMMAND prompt. If the sparked

new location is not acceptable, enter N, press ICR ] , and you are

prompted to re-digitize the line label's new location.

Related Commands ENCLOSE CLOSURE POLYGON

s

0.
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1

Command:

NEWNODE

Format I NEunode n1,n2

or

I NEwnode n1,n1

or

I NEwnode n1,-1

Purpose Used the Newnode command to define nodes that were not found

by CLOSURE. The Newnode command enables you to manually

generate a node at the intersection of two lines so you can close a

polygon. Using the terminal cross hairs, specify where to place the

node on the second line identified The program moves the

closest point on the line to the new point and snaps the closest

point on the first line to this point. If more than two lines intersect

at one place, you need to place a node at each intersection. All

these nodes must have the same coordinates.

Use NEWNODE once to create the first node. If you wish to SNAP
a line to an existing node enter the NEWNODE command and line

number and spark the location of the existing node with the P

key. This finds the coordinates of the closest node uses them for

the node being created. THE CLOSEST POINT ON LINE 1 WILL
ALWAYS BE CHANGED TO THIS POINT!

Note:

Ifyou add a node at apoint that already has a node, you may have

problems closingyourpolygon.

4
C

o.

-<

Arguments

Examples

nl,n2 (line numbers)

nl,nl (if only one line forms a polygon the first and last points

will be the same)

nl,-l (line number and border)

I ENTER COMMAND -
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Procedure

Enter the command name or abbreviation and argument, e.g.,

NEWNODE or NE 5,7, to create a node between lines 5 and 7 and
an intersection at the newly created node between lines 5 and 7.

Enter the command name and argument, e,g, NEWNODE 5, 5, to

make the first and last points on a line the same.

Enter the command name and argument, e.g., NEWNODE 5, - 1 , to

aeate a node on line 5 between line 5 and the border.

Enter the command name and appropriate argument, NEWNODE
Cn1,n2)

I ( I i ne »2 = - 1 = map boundary >

I (line *1 cannot be -1 = nap boundary)

I (line *1 = line*2 = »ake first and last points sane)

The program prompts you to define the new node location and

displays the cross hairs:

I DEFINE NEW NODE LOCATION

Move the cross hairs into the desired position on the second linef

hit any key, except ICR ]

.

The program responds with the following prompt and displays li\.
s

X to indicate the node location:

I Do you want this NODE CREATED?

Enter VES or NO. If YES, the computer displays the next prompt.

I NODE HAS BEEN CREATED

WARNING:
We strongly suggest thatyou correct the lines and re-run CLOSURE
until all the desired nodes are created instead ofusingNEWNODE
for multiple nodes.

Related Commends NODES, POLYGON, CLOSURE, DNODE
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Command:

NODEINFO

Format

Purpose

I NODE Info n

This command generates a display of information about a node

that was generated using the CLOSURE command.

The displayed information describes the lines and which points on

the lines met the Qosure criteria to form the node. Several inter-

sections may occur at or near a single location. These are the raw

nodes. After consolidation, only one node remains. NODEINFO
describes all of the original intersections. CLOSURE checks to

verify whether the first, second, last, and next to last points on a

line are within the CLOSURE tolerances.

Arguments

Example

n (node number)

NODEINFO

NODE

LINE

LINE

LINE

LINE

NODEINFO

NODE »

LINE «

42

42

9

9

9

9

40

40

IS

PT »

PT «

PT «

PT •

LOCATED AT 14.253 9.694

4 INTERSECTED LINE « 11

4 INTERSECTED LINE « 11

5 INTERSECTED LINE « 11

5 INTERSECTED LINE • 11

RT PT

RT PT

RT PT

RT PT

IS LOCATED RT 17. 0633 9.7694
9 PT «6 INTERSECTED LINE « -1 RT PT • 4

o

%

I ENTER CONNRND -

Enter the command name (or abbreviation) and argument,

NODEINFO n.

The program displays information lines which formed the specified

node.

I NODEINFO n

I NODE « n IS LOCATED AT XX.XXXVV.VVV
I LINE » K PT « J INTERSECTED LINE « L RT PT «

I (line * = - 1 - Map boundary

)
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Command:

NODES

Format

Purpose

I NODES

The Nodes command displays the nodes on the current plot that

were generated by the CLOSURE command. This command will

not work properly unless you execute PLOT first.

Example I ENTER COMMAND -

Enter the command name, PLOT 2, to plot RAWLINES.

Enter the command name, NODES, to display nodes.

Related Commands PLOT, CLOSURE
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IK
Command:

NUMBER

Format

Purpose

I NUMber

The Number command identifies each point on the last selected

line by number. The command helps you identify point locations

and order of points.

Example I ENTER COMMAND -

Enter the command name or abbreviation, NUMBER or NUM, to

sequentially number the points on the last selected line.
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Command:

ORACLE

~ ORACLE i

Format

Purpose

I ORacle

WARNING:
This command can only be used ifOracle Version 6 is installed on

you computer.

The Oracle relational database can be accessed two ways within

ADS Edit. The first and most direct access to Oracle is available by

executing the Edit ORACLE command described in this section of

the User's Guide. A second access path is available through the

Edit SELECT command (see the note at the end of this command's

description, and the note at the end of the SELECT command's

description in this User's Guide).

The ORACLE command allows you to create, update, describe and

list the contents of Oracle tables populated with information found

in ADS files. This command also provides a way for you to enter

and execute SQL (Structured Query Language) commands, and to

query information stored in Oracle tables other than those contain-

ing ADS map theme data. In addition, several built-in (i.e.,

canned) queries allow you to quickly and easily perform complex

queries of ADS project and map data by entering simple selection

criteria.

Note:
To use the ORACLE command, you must have an Oracle Version 6
ID andpassword. You arepromptedfor this Oracle ID andpass-
word only once during an ADS Edit session (i.e., thefirst time

during a session thatADS actually accesses the Oracle database).

Make sure that your search rules on the Prime computer are set to

include the location of the Oracle libraries.
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Procedures When you enter ORACLE at the ADS Edit ENTER COMMAND prompt,

the ORACLE command's main menu appears:

I 1. CREATE RND ENTER DRTR TO RN ORRCLE TABLE
I 2. DESCRIBE RN ORRCLE TRBLE
I 3. EXECUTE R SQL CONNRND
I 4. QUERY THE MASTER DATABASE

I 99. RETURN TO EDIT

DataType# Data Type
1 Point data

2 Line data

3 Polygon data

4 Attribute data

5 Cline data

6 Dline data

Enter the number corresponding to the menu option you want to

execute, and press ICR ] .

Option 1 (CREATEAND ENTERDATATOAN ORACLE TABLE)
on the main menu allows you to create and populate an oracle

table containing information found in an ADS map theme file. If

an older version of an Oracle table for the selected theme's data

type file exists, it is deleted and replaced by this option. "When

you select option 1, the following prompt appears:

I ENTER THE DRTR TVPE <1-6)

Enter the numbercorresponding to the data type outlined in the

following table, and press [CR

1

.

ORACLE Command DataTypes

ADS File Name Oracle Table Name
mapname.menuname.S

mapname.menuname.L

mapname.menuname.P
mapname.menuname.A
mapname.menuname.C

mapname_menuname_S
mapname_menuname_L
mapname_menuname_P
mapname_menuname_A
mapname_menuname_C

mapname.menuname.D mapname_menuname_D

An Oracle table is created containing columns for the data ele-

ments found in the ADS data type file; columns are also created

for data elements found in the associated font (.F) file, if it exists.

The Oracle table is populated with data from the ADS data file(s).

All information for the selected data type is added to the table,

except for the following: individual coordinates of lines in line

files, Cline files and Dline files; Cline pointers in polygon files;

and, symbol, line and shade indices referencing the appropriate

menu (information from the menu is stored in the Oracle table in

lieu of these indices).

The new Oracle table created with this option receives the same

name as the original ADS source file, except periods (.) are

replaced with underscores (_)•
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Note:

Ifyou want to query the Oracle databasefor information concern-

ingpolygons on a map theme, you mustfirst create Oracle tablesfor

polygon, attribute and Cline data. This involves selecting option 1

three separate times to create a tablefor each ofthese data types. A
polygon query executed through this command automaticallyjoins

these three tables; unless all three have been createdfora theme, the

query willfail.

After the new oracle table is created, you are returned to the

ORACLE command's main menu.

WARNING:
Whenyou alterADSmap theme data, the Oracle tables created with

the ORACLEcommand are not updated. Ifchanges are made to a

theme's data, its Oracle table must be recreated with ORACLE

command option 1 to remain accurate.

Option 2 (DESCRIBEAN ORACLE TABLE) on the main menu

allows you to display the column names in an Oracle table, as

well as the Oracle format of these columns. This is a quick way to

find out what types of information are contained in a table without

having to list any of its data records. When you select option 2,

the following prompt appears:

I ENTER THE DATA TVPE <1-6) <0 TO ENTER fl TABLE NANE)

Enter the number corresponding to the data type outlined in the

previous table and press ICR 1 to display column information for

an ADS map theme data type table. To describe the column

information of other tables in the Oracle database, enter zero (0)

and press [ICR
1 ; the following prompt appears:

I ENTER THE NRNE OF THE TABLE TO BE DESCRIBED:

Enter the name of the desired table, and press ICR 1

.

The selected table's column information, whether for an ADS data

type or not, appears on the terminal screen in the following

format:

I C0LUHN_1_J1ANE C0LUNN_1_F0RNAT

I C0LUNN_2_NANE C0LUNN_2_F0ANAT

I ...etc... ...etc...
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Note:

Ifyou choose to describe data type3 (polygons), thepolygon,

attribute and Cline tables are described.

Option 3 (EXECUTEA SQL COMMAND) on the main menu
places you in a SQL-like environment that allows you to enter and
execute SQL statements from within ADS Edit. When you choose

option 3, the following prompt appears:

I ORACLE

>

Enter a SQL command statement and press ICR ] . After the SQL
command is processed (and any retrieved information displayed

on the terminal screen), you are returned to the ORACLE
command's main menu.

Note:
While mostANSI-standard SQL commands and clauses are sup-

ported within the SQL-like environment ofthe Edit ORACLEcom^
mand, the only Oracle SQL*PLUScommandsupported isDESCRIBE.

k <;Option 4 (QUERYTHE MASTER DATABASE) presents you with

a sub-menu containing options that allow you to run built-in (i.e.,

canned) queries that reference all of the ADS tables in the Oracle

database. Based on these built-in queries, you can generate a list

of maps (i.e., map names and associated project names) that

contain a specified theme, a list of the maps covering a specified

area, and a list of theme names for a specified map. Other built-in

queries allow you to display graphically the MBR of all maps
containing a specified theme or covering a specified area.

Note:
Before the built-in queries available in this option can be executed

formaps in anADSproject, aMASTER_DT Oracle tablefor the

project must be created usingADSFunction 7- UpdateADSMaster
Map File (i.e., the macroADSMUPDATE). IftheMASTERDT
Oracle table contains map informationfor multipleprojects, all of

this information is referenced when the built-in queries in this

option are executed.
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When you select option 4, the following sub-menu appears:

SELECT ONE OF THE FOLLOWING OPTIONS

1. LIST THE MAPS COUERING A SPECIFIED THENE

2. LIST THE THENES fiUAILABLE FOB A NAP

3. LIST THE NAPS COUERING A SPECIFIED AREA

4. DISPLAV THE NAPS COUERING A SPECIFIED THENE

5. DISPLAV THE NAPS COUERING A SPECIFIED AAEA

6. ENTEA AN ADHOC QUERY

99. RETURN TO PREUIOUS NENU

Enter the number corresponding to the sub-menu option you

want to execute, and press ICR

1

.

Sub-menu option 1 (LISTTHE MAPS COVERINGA SPECIFIED

THEME) generates a list of maps that contain a specified theme.

When you select option 1, the following prompt appears:

I ENTER THE THENE NRNE:

Enter the desired theme name, and press [CR ] . The map name
(along with the associated project name) for each map in the

MASTER_DT table containing the specified theme is displayed.

I PROJECT

I project_ncme

I project_naee
I ...etc...

FILE-NRNE

»ap_na»e_1

»ap_na»e_2

etc.

After this information appears, the sub-menu is re-displayed

Sub-menu option 2 (LISTTHE THEMES AVAILABLE FORA
MAP) generates a list of themes for a specified map. When you

select option 2, the following prompt appears:

I ENTER THE NRP NRNE:

Enter the desired map name, and press I CR ] . The name of each

theme stored in the MASTER_DT table for the map is displayed:

I MENU-NAME

I enu_na»e_1
I eenu_naee_2

I ...etc...

After this information appears, the sub-menu is re-displayed.
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Sub-menu option 3 (LISTTHE MAPS COVERINGA SPECIFIED

AREA) generates a list of the maps that cover a specified area.

When you select option 3, the following set of prompts appear,

one after the other:

I ENTER THE LONGITUDE AND LATITUDE OF THE COANERS OF

THE AAEA OF INTEAEST.

I ENTEA THE LONGITUDE OF THE LOMEA LEFT:

I ENTEA THE LATITUOE OF THE LOMEA LEFT:

I ENTEA THE LONGITUDE OF THE UPPEA AIGHT:

I ENTEA THE LATITUDE OF THE UPPEA AIGHT:

Enter the longitude and latitude values for the lower-left and

upper-right corners of the area in which you are interested. After

entering each value, press ICR 1 . When you have entered the

latitude of the upper-right comer, the map name (along with the

associated project name) for each map in the MASTER_DT table

that lies within the specified area is displayed:

I PAOJECT

I project-none

I project-name

I ...etc...

FILE-JiANE

»ap_na»e_1

»ap_na»e_2

etc.

After this information appears, the sub-menu is re-displayed

Sub-menu option 4 (DISPLAYTHE MAPS COVERINGA SPEdN
FEED THEME) allows you to display graphically the MBR of all

maps containing a specified theme. When you select option 4, the

following prompt appears:

I ENTEA THE THEME NANE:

Enter the desired theme name, and press ICR 1 . The MBR for each

map in the MASTER_DT table containing the specified theme is

displayed graphically on your terminal screen. The map name is

also displayed within the appropriate MBR. After these data

appear on the screen, the sub-menu is re-displayed.

Sub-option 5 (DISPLAYTHE MAPS COVERINGA SPECIFIED

AREA) allows you to display graphically the MBR of all maps that

lie within a specified area. When you select option 5, the follow-

ing set of prompts appear, one after the other:

I ENTER THE LONGITUDE AND LATITUDE OF THE COANEAS OF

THE AAEA OF INTEAEST.

I ENTEA THE LONGITUDE OF THE LOMEA LEFT:

I ENTEA THE LATITUDE OF THE LOMEA LEFT:

I ENTEA THE LONGITUDE OF THE UPPEA AIGHT: .

I ENTEA THE LATITUDE OF THE UPPEA AIGHT:
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Enter the longitude and latitude values for the lower-left and

upper-right corners of the area in which you are interested. After

entering each value, press ICR ] . When you have entered the

latitude of the upper-right corner, the MBR of each map in the

MASTERJDT table that lies within the specified area is displayed

graphically on your terminal screen. The map name is also dis-

played within the appropriate MBR. After these data appear on the

screen, the sub-menu is re-displayed.

Sub-option 6 (ENTERANADHOC QUERY) is not available at this

time. If you choose option 6, nothing happens, and the sub-menu

is re-displayed.

Note:
ADS Oracle tables can also be accessed (forquerypurposes

only) using theADSEditSELECTcommand. You may
append the end ofEdit SELECTcommand lines with SQL-

like WHERE clauses. This can be done using any ofthe

following Edit SELECToptions:

SELECTW (window)

SELECTR (range)

SELECTB (box)

Forexample, SELECTWATWHERELABEL LIKE '%OLD%\
selects andplaces in ADS's memory the item numbers (and

data types ofthe items) that satisfy the selection criteria

specified by the SQL WHERE clause (i.e., WHERELABEL
LIKE '%OLD%'). Once map items are selected in this man-
ner, they can beplotted, duplicated, modified or deleted

using otherADS Edit commands.

It is important to remember thatseveral restrictions apply to

SQL-like WHERE clauses in EditSELECTcommand lines.

First, WHERE clauses cannot be subdivided with carriage-

returns ([CR]). Up to 1024 characters may be enteredfor

individual command lines, and the terminal automatically

word-wrapsyour entries. Second, while sub-queries are

permitted aspart ofWHERE clauses, tableJoins are not.

Lastly, a maximum limit of1000 map Items can be selected

in response to any one WHERE clause.
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Command:

OVERLAY

~ OVERLAY 1

Format

Purpose

I Overlay <the*e>1, (theme )2, ..

.

The Overlay command displays other themes concurrently with

those shown on the screen as a result of the last PLOT command
The program displays the same data types (i.e., symbols, poly-

gons, lines, attributes) as those on the current PLOT display.

Arguments themel, theme2,... (other themes to be displayed along with the

current PLOT display)

Example I ENTER COMMAND -

Enter the command name and argument, PLOT 2, to draw LINES

for current menu at current window.

Enter the command name and argument, OUERLflV 3 (or O 3), to

display LINES for the third theme, where the 3 identifies the theme

number.

Related Commands PLOT
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Command:

PLOT

~ PLOT 1

Format

I PLot n,n

or

I PLot nIM;i21

Purpose The Plot command displays specified items from the data types on

the currently defined window shown on the screen. If you do not

define the window, the program automatically sets the window to

accommodate the selected map.

The arguments specify the data types according to the following

formula:

n-= 1—Symbol Data

2—Line Data

3—Polygon Data

4—Attribute Data
5—ClineData

6—Dline Data

You can specify more than one data type at a time. Once speci-

fied, you do not need to identify the data types again unless they

are different from those last used. For example, if you enter PLOT
2 and use ERASE later, PLOT alone will redisplay the lines (you

will not need the 2 since you are not specifying a different data

type).

You can limit PLOT further by identifying individual items or a

range of items for display. For instance, to display lines 4, 5 and 6,

enter PLOT 2[4,61. As in the previous example, you do not need

to enter the data type after an intervening command unless the

data type changed.

If you specify more than one data type, individual items apply to

all. For instance, PLOT 2,4[1,51 plots lines 1 through 5 and at- .

tributes 1 through 5.
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Note:

Ifyou select data type 4 (attributes), shading definitions appear

with the attributes.

Arguments n (data type number)

n,n (data type numbers)

nlil,i2] (data type and range of items)

Examples I ENTER COMMAND -

Enter the command name or abbreviation and arguments, PLOT
2,4 or PL 2,4, to draw LINE and ATTRIBUTE data at the current

window.

Enter the command name or abbreviation and arguments,

PL0T2 1 1 , 5 1 , to plot LINES 1 through 5.
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Command:

POLYGON

~ POLYGON 1

Format

Purpose

I Polygon

The Polygon command performs four functions: 1) creates QINES
from lines and nodes; 2) builds POLYGON from CLINES; 3)

identifies enclosed POLYGONS, and; 4) assigns ATTRIBUTE and

SHADE to POLYGONS.

The first process, creating CLINES, requires line data and nodes.

CLOSURE creates the nodes. Lines are broken into CLINES be-

tween pairs of nodes and can belong to only two polygons.

DLINES are portions of lines (greater than the specified tolerances)

that do not nave a node at each end and are not used to create

polygons. These lines are stored in a DLINE (discarded line) file.

The program lists DLINES as they appear in the process. You
should review the list carefully since it can indicate problems with

the nodes which were overlooked after CLOSURE. DLINES may
be lines that are not needed for one reason or another (e.g., lines

that are clipped at the border or extend beyond an intersection).

Plot data type six (PUS) to view DLINES. The program displays a

message showing the total length of unused CLINES and asks if

you want to continue with the POLYGON process. If there is a

problem, you may terminate the process at this point to correct

the line data. You must rerun both CLOSURE and POLYGON
once the line data are corrected..

The second function creates polygons from the CLINES. The
program performs a NODE-by-NODE search to find all polygons.

Errors with CLINES may occur during this portion of polygon

formation. You must correct these errors before continuing. Return

to EDIT, plot the indicated CLINE by typing SEL 5 and the

number of the CLINE to identify the area involved. WINDOW this

area and plot the lines (PL2) and adjust the lines involved. Do not

EDIT the CLINE. EDITing CLINES has no effect on the polygon

formation, since POLYGON uses the lines to recreate CLINES.

Two recurring problems in POLYGON exist, lollipops, suckers

and duplicate lines. Lollipops and suckers are CLINES that have a

node at each end and are not part of a polygon.
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No line or portion of a line should occur more than once. If this

happens, the following message appears:

I Line *R and Line *B are the sane at nodes a and c.

I D i scard i ng I i ne *B

.

If the program encounters a line directly on top of another, but

not exactly the same length, Plot POLYGON does not discard

either line. However, CLINE errors occur since there is no node at

the end of each line.

If several lines end very close together but do not line up to form

straight lines, the program may form tiny polygons and errors may
occur in the CLINE file. These CLINE errors occasionally cause

spikes. A line will start at the intersection of two polygons and

continue to the edge of the screen when CLINES or POLYGONS
are plotted on the terminal screen.

If no lines intersect the map border, the following prompt ap-

pears:

I NO LINES INTERSECT BORDER

I DO VOU URNT R POLVGON CRERTED

I FRON THE BORDER. ICR=VES]

In cases where the border is part of the data, the answer would be

YES. Some data (e.g., data generated by reformatting data from \
other sources) contain neat lines for the border, and the border is

not part of the data. The PCCS2ADS and Parcel Generator pro-

grams create such borders. Do not generate polygons from these

borders.

The third step finds enclosed polygons. An enclosed polygon exist

entirely within another polygon. This process is optional and not

required for certain types of data. Unless you're sure there are no

enclosed polygons, it should be run.

The fourth step, also optional, assigns attributes and shading

patterns to polygons. These last two processes are the same as the

ENCLOSE command.

Procedure I ENTER CONNRND -

Enter the command name or abbreviation, POLVGON or POL.
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The program displays the following data:

I « NODES = xx « LINES = xx

I « OF POINTS IN NAP BORDER = xx

I DISCARDING last xx POINTS ON LINE xx = xxx

I NAP INCHES

I * LINES CREATED = xx NAX ALLOWED 99999

I « LINE SEGNENTS DISCARDED = xx TOTAL LENGTH= xxxx
NAP INCHES

I CONTINUE WITH POLYGON CLOSURE ICA=VES1?

%

Review this list carefully if the map inches discarded are larger

than would be expected from clipping at the border or extending

beyond an intersection. This may indicate problems with the

nodes not noticed after running CLOSURE. If there is a problem,

terminate the process and make the necessary corrections to the

line data. Once the line data are modified, you must rerun both

CLOSURE and POLYGON.

Enter VES or [CR] to continue, or NO to exit.

The program displays the following messages:

I Below is a list of unused CLINES -

I WHICH INDICATE DIGITIZING PAOBLEN

I X unresolved CLINE errors found - PLEASE INUESTIGATE

I IF >

If the list contains any CLINE errors, return to EDIT, plot the

indicated CLINE by typing SEL 5 and the number of the CLINE to

identify which area is involved. WINDOW this area and plot the

lines (PL2), and adjust the lines in. Do not EDIT the CLINE.

EDITing CLINES has no effect on the polygon formation, since

POLYGON uses the lines to create CLINES.

If there are no error and you continue with POLYGON, the

program displays the following message:

I WANT TO CHECK FOA ENCLOSED POLVGONS ICR-VES1-

If enclosed polygons exist, enter [CRl or VES. If you know there

are no enclosed polygons, enter NO.

The program continues with the next prompt (If no ATTRIBUTES
exist, the prompt does not appear):

I DO VOU WANT ATTRIBUTES RSSIGNED ICR=VES1 ?

Enter VES to assign attributes to polygons.

The program displays the next prompt:

I DO VOU WANT DUPLICATE ATTRIBUTES DELETED ICR=N] ?
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Enter YES to delete duplicate attributes within the same polygon.

The program prompts for shading and patterns:

I WHAT SHADE PATTERN IS TO BE USED FOR NULL POLVGONS?
I - NO SHADING

I 1 = 90 U

I 2 = UPWP

I 3 - 45 P

I 4 = -90 S

I 5 = Z

To plot shade patterns, you must first activate shade. (Shading

attributes do not transfer to MOSS). A list of polygons having

more or less than one attribute appears.

The program provides the next prompt:

| **** STOp

I Do you wan t aapnaae . enuname . LPPR I NT file d i sp I ayed

Y/CR=N ?:

(eg.,filename: D242110IANDLIIPPRIND

The program writes a record of the session to this file and which^

may be viewed by entering VES or by attaching to the ADSDATA
project and using the PRIME, SUST or SPOOL command.

r*

Note:
Run POLYGONonly when creating apolygonfrom the border ofthe

map and assigning an attribute. You do not have to run CLOSURE
in this situation.

WARNING:
Any time line data are changed, you must rerun both CLOSURE
andPOLYGON.
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QASSIGN

Format

Purpose

~ QASSIGN i

I Qflssign

Note:
Tbis command uses a version ofaprogram originally developed by

the Wyoming State Office.

The QASSIGN command generates and assigns possible parcel

identification labels as ADS attributes to polygons created by

CLOSURE and POLYGON from line data generated by PCCS2ADS
(ADS Function 9 - Create ADS Maps from PCCS Data). The

polygons must lie within a single PLSS township. QASSIGN
derives polygon attribute information from a file containing ALMRS
legal land description information (i.e., meridian code, and town-

ship and range designations) for the township, and from the PCCS
source file used by PCCS2ADS to generate the polygons.

Note:
TheADS macroADS.QASSIGNperforms the sameprocedures as this

ADS Editcommand.

WARNING:
Thiscommand has not been rigorously testedforfractional town-

ships, townships having section lines that do notform near right

angles, or townships having sections that are not nearly the same
size. Furthermore, this command does not operate correctlyfor

townships having more than 36sections.

Best results are obtained from this command if the border of the

map is not also a polygon.
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When PCCS point data (i.e., survey coordinate locations) for a

single township are initially converted to ADS using PCCS2ADS, a

symbol file and a line file are created. PCCS2ADS places symbols

at all survey coordinate locations, and symbol labels contain

PCCSJD codes. PCCS2ADS creates lines by connecting the appro-

priate survey coordinate symbols. When POLYGON and CLOSURE
are run on the line file, polygons are created; if polygon lines

intersect at non-survey coordinate locations, an ADS (i.e., non-

PCCS) polygon vertex is created.

This command assumes that polygons generated from PCCS data

do not cross section boundaries. If a polygon crosses section

boundaries, it is assigned parcel identifications (i.e. attributes) that

correspond with only the location of its functional centroid.

Note:
TheJunctional centroid ofapolygon is located eitherat the true

centroid ofthepolygon, or (in the case ofconcavepolygons whose

true centroidfalls outside thepolygon's boundary) ata location

within thepolygon 's boundary.

When executing QASSIGN, you must identify the PCCS file (i.e.,

PGCF file) used by PCCS2ADS to generate a township's polygon

file, as well as the file containing ALMRS legal land description

information for that township. The ALMRS file must reside in the

ADS project directory, and contain information for only a single

township. The PGCF file's township and the ALMRS file's township

must be identical for QASSIGN to operate correctly.

WARNING:
Ifthere are errors in either the PCCSfile containing survey coordi-
nate data (i.e., thePGCF and/orPLOTfiles) or theALMRSfile
containing legal land description data, QASSIGNdoes not recog-

nize the error, and assigns attributes incorrectly.

Based on the location of the functional centroid of each polygon,

QASSIGN determines which of the 16 nominal locations (i.e.,

quarter-quarter sections) described in the legal land description file

should be assigned to each polygon and stored as attribute data. If

a quarter-quarter section contains more than one polygon, each

polygon within that quarter-quarter is likely to receive multiple

(up to 20) attributes.
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Note:
Thisprogram assigns attributes automatically, and will add at-

tributes to apolygon even ifthatpolygon is already associated tvith

attributes in the theme's attributefile. Ifyou run QASSIGNmore
than once, duplicate attributes areplaced in the theme's attribute

fileforeachpolygon.

Each attribute label generated by QASSIGN contains the following:

a section number; a land unit type code (based on ALMRS survey

type codes); a land unit number (i.e., survey number) and survey

suffix, or an aliquot parfs 4-character quarter-quarter designation;

a meridian code; a township number, fractional code and direc-

tion; and, a range number, fractional code and direction. The

format of attributes created by QASSIGN is:

I SEC-xxx TVP_a_yyyyyyy; MwTttttdRrrrrd

where:

a

yyyyyyy

mr
tttt

rrtr

d

- section number
= land unit type code
- land unit (i.e., survey) number and survey suffix,

or, for aliquot parts, a 4-character quarter-

quarter designation (e.g., NENW)
- meridian code
= township number and fractional code
- range number and fractional code
= township or range direction (N, S, E or W)

At the end of the QASSIGN process, the ADS.mapname file is

updated with the appropriate meridian/township/range informa-

tion, and the ADS Edit ENCLOSE command is executed automati-

cally to assign attributes to the polygons. If a fatal enor occurs

during execution of QASSIGN, the ENCLOSE command is not

automatically executed.

Procedure

x \

When you enter QflSS I GN at the ADS Edit ENTER COMMAND
prompt, the following prompt appears:

i Enter the LX file name
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Enter the name of the PCCS PGCF file (i.e., the file used by
PCCS2ADS to generate the polygon file to which you want at-

tributes added) containing survey coordinate information for the

township with which you want to work (example: LS6100W).

This file must reside in the project directory. Press [CR ] , and the

following prompt appears:

I Enter the a I iquot-parts file naee :

Enter the name of the ALMRS file containing legal land description

information for the township (example: LS6100W.LLD). This file

must reside in the project directory. Press [CR ] , and the following

information and prompt appear:

USING FILE (PGCF file none) CONTAINING DATR ON :

(Meridian, township, range, and date information fron

PGCF file)

RND FILE (RLNRS file naee) CONTAINING DRTR ON
TOWNSHIP (township designation) RANGE (range designa-
tion) NEAIDIAM

I (Meridian code)

I CONTINUE ? KCR>=VES1 :

Note:

Ifyou are running QASSIGNas a batchprocess thisprompt Is

skipped automatically.

..
,<..*>*'

'

X.

You must verify that the two files you have specified contain

information on the same PLSS township. The MTR data displayed

here is directly from the respective files. If the meridian, township

and range is the same for both files, enter VES and press [CR 1 to

continue. If the MTR data for the two files does not match, enter

NO and press ICR 1 to stop QASSIGN.

WARNING:
You should continue only ifthe meridian, township and range

datafrom the twofiles match. The QASSIGNprogram does not

verify that theMTR data match ifyou choose to continue.
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After you acknowledge that the PCCS PGCF file and the ALMRS
file contain data for the same township, the QASSIGN process

begins automatically. As each polygon in the selected theme's

polygon file is assigned attribute(s), the following information

appears on your terminal screen:

1 possible attribute(s) returned for polygon 1

1 possible attribute(s) returned for polygon 2

1 possible attribute(s) returned for polygon 3

1 possible attribute(s) returned for polygon 694

4 possible attribute(s) returned for polygon . 695

Polygon 696 has an area of ON! I

1 possible attributed) returned for polygon 697

Note:
Attributes are not constructedforpolygons ofzero area.
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Command:

QDUMP

- QDUMP i

Format

Purpose

I QDuap

This command allows you to generate an ASCH file from ADS
polygon map data (i.e., ADS polygon, attribute, Cline files for the

Edit session's current map and theme) compatible with BLM
GCDB Project applications. In GCDB terms, the output file created

by QDUMP is a QFILE. Normally, polygon data converted to a

QFILE by the QDUMP program are the end result of several

consecutively executed ADS processes that operate on a single

PCCS township's data (e.g., PCCS2ADS, CLOSURE, POLYGON,
QASSIGN, QVERIFY and, in some cases, ADJACENT); QDUMP is

the last ADS program executed in this typical sequence of pro-

cesses, and generates data in GCDB format.

Note:
The outputfile (QFILE)produced by this command isa sequential

accessASCHfile with a record length of80 characters.

The file name assigned to the QFILE by QDUMP specifies the

PCCS township's meridian, township and range designations, and

is derived from either a portion of the first polygon's attribute label

(found in the mapnamcmenunameA file) or information in the

ADS.mapname file. If neither of these files contain information in

a format appropriate for constructing a QFILE name, you are

prompted for meridian, township, and range data for the map's

township. Regardless of where MTR data for the QFILE originate,

the QFILE's name format is as follows:

I QmiTttttdRrrrrd

where mr = meridian code

tttt = township number and fractional code

rrrr = range number and fractional code

d = township or range direction (N, S, E or W)
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The QFILE produced by this command contains one File Header

Record, followed by multiple sets of records, one set for each

polygon on the ADS township map. The set of records for a

polygon consists of one Polygon Header Record and any number
of Polygon Vertex Records (one for each vertex in the polygon);

the last vertex record for a polygon is not a repeat of its first

record. The first column of each record in the output QFILE

contains a flag character indicating record type: Q indicates the

File Header Record; N indicates a Polygon Header Record; and, a

blank or A indicates a Polygon Vertex Record. There are no

intervening blank records in the output QFILE, and there is no end

of file flag.

The content and format of the File Header Record in the output

file is as follows:

I Q»rTUttdRrrrrd

where

mr,tttt,

rrrr, and d

mm/dd/yy

hhimrass

m /dd /yuhh :mn:ss

flag character for File Header Record

(as previously defined)

date QFILE is created (these value

must be in columns 63 - 70)

time QFELE is created (these value

must be in columns 71 - 78)

The content and format of each polygon's Polygon Header Record

in the output file is as follows:

I N Pxxxxx I anduno I and-un i t-type I and-jun i t_name

where N - flag character for Polygon

Header Record

xxxxx

landuno

land_unit_type

»

land unit name

- ADS sequential polygon number
(this value must be in columns 4-8)

= Land Unit Number (this value must be

in columns 10 - 16)

up to five 2-digit GCDB codes

(these codes must be in columns

18 - 3D

- parcel name (this name must be in

columns 33 - 72)
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The land_unit_type (i.e., survey type) codes and land_unit_name

in each polygon's Polygon Header Record are extracted from the

first attribute assigned to the polygon. The ALMRS land_unit_type

code specified in the ADS attribute file is translated by QDUMP
into up to five 2-digit GCDB codes; this is because there is not a

one-to-one relationship between ALMRS and GCDB
land_unit_type codes.

Note:
The translations ofALMRS landjunitjype (i.e., survey type) codes to

appropriate GCDB landjunitjype codes is based on materials valid

as ofNovember, 1991.

Polygon Vertex Records can have two different formats depending

on the vertex type. Some polygon vertices are derived directly

from PCCS survey coordinate points input into ADS via the

PCCS2ADS program; other polygon vertices are created during the

CLOSURE and POLYGON procedures in ADS. The coordinates of

each polygon vertex are compared to symbol coordinates stored

in the ADS symbol file. If the coordinates of a vertex match the

coordinates of a symbol, the PCCS_ID stored in that symbol's label

is assigned to the vertex. If the coordinates of a vertex match the

coordinates of more than one symbol, the first rectangular

PCCSJD found among the symbol labels is assigned to the vertex.

If no rectangular PCCSJD is found, the first matching PCCSJD is

assigned. If the coordinates of a vertex do not match the coordi-

nates of any symbol, QDUMP assumes that the vertex was created

by ADS and is not a PCCS survey coordinate; the vertex is as-

signed an ADS ID (i.e., the sequential ADS number of the vertex).
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If a polygon vertex is derived directly from a PCCS survey coordi-

nate input into ADS, the content and format of the Polygon Vertex

Record is as follows:

I bpccsid sec cnn crcls latitu.dexx longitu.dexx

where b - (blank) Flag character for PCCS Poly-

gon Vertex Record (column 1 must be

blank)

pccsid - PCCS point ID (this value must be in

columns 2- 7)

sec - section number (this value must be in

columns 9 - 11)

cnn - corner number (columns 13 - 15 must

be blank)

crcls = comer classification (this value must be

in columns 17 - 21)

latitu-dexx = latitude (this set of values must be

in columns 23 - 33)

longitu-dexx - longitude (this set of values must be in

columns 35 - 46)

Note:
The section numberfora vertex is extractedfrom apolygon at-

tribute label. Ifapolygon has more than one attribute, the attribute

closest to that vertex is assumed to contain the correctsection

number. Thisfeature specifically accommodates tractpolygons that

cross section boundary lines.

Corner classifications are not determined by the QDUMP program.

Longitude and latitude degree, minute and second values must

have the following formats, respectively:

I DDDMMSS.SSxx

I DDMttSS.SSxx

Although degree second values are represented to 4 decimal

places in Polygon Vertex Records, the format presented here

indicates that the precision of these numbers in ADS is significant

to only two digits. Longitudes in Polygon Vertex Records are in

positive West degrees.
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If a polygon vertex has been generated by ADS during the CLO-
SURE and POLYGON processes (i.e., it is a polygon vertex that

does not result directly from a PCCS survey coordinate input into

ADS), the content and format of the Polygon Vertex Record is as

follows:

1 Rxxxxxx sec

where

xxxxxx

sec,

latitu.dexx,

and longitu-dexx

latitu.dexx longitu.dexx

Flag character for ADS-generated

Polygon Vertex Record

Ordinal number (i.e., the sequential

polygon vertex number from the ADS
file)

located and formatted as described in

the PCCS Polygon Vertex Record

WARNING:
Thiscommandperforms correctly only ifattribute labels have the

followingformat:

I SEC-xxx TVP_ajyyyyyyy; MarTttttdRrrrrd

where:

a

yyyyyyy

mr

tttt

ITTT

d

section number

- ALMRS land unit type code

- ALMRS land unit (i.e., survey) number
and survey suffix, or, for aliquot parts,

a 4-character quarter-quarter

designation (e.g., NENW)

- meridian code

township number and fractional code

- range number and fractional code

- township or range direction (N, S, E or

W)
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Procedure When you enter QDUMP at the ADS Edit ENTER COMMAND prompt,

the program accesses the map theme's attribute file and, if neces-

sary, the ADS.mapname file for the township's MTR data. If neither

of these files contain information in a format appropriate for

constructing a QFTLE name, following prompt appears:

I Meridian /Township/Range information

I can not be extracted from either the

I attribute file or the ADS . napname file.

I PLERSE ENTER:

I MERIDIAN CODE KCR>=List, Q-Quitl :

Enter the appropriate 2-digit meridian code and press [CR 1 . The
following prompt appears:

I TOWNSHIP (Ex. 0070H)

Enter the appropriate 5-character township designation indicating

township number, fractional code and direction. Press [CR 1 , and

the following prompt appears:

I RRNOE (Ex. 0890W)

Enter the appropriate 5-character range designation indicating J^
range number, fractional code and direction, and press ICR1. f

Once QDUMP has meridian, township and range data to construct

an output file name, the QDUMP process begins automatically. As

each polygon in the township is processed, the following informa-

tion appears on your terminal screen:

I Polygon •

I Polygon *

I Polygon *

I ...etc...

I *** STOP

1 in Q file

2 in Q file

3 in Q f i le

The QFILE is created in the ADS project directory.
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Command:

QVERIFY

Format QUeri fy

or...

QUeri fy mi
or...

QUeri fy More

or...

QUer i fy n (where n - # ofattributes assigned to polygons)

Purpose QVERIFY graphically displays the polygons from the Edit session's

current map and theme, and allows you to look at the attributes

associated with each polygon (one polygon at a time) and select

or input the correct attribute.

Note:
The editingprocess ofQVERIFYassumes that eachpolygonposseses

one, and only one, correct attribute. Whenyou select an attribute

from a list ofseveral associated with apolygon, all other attributes

assigned to thepolygon are deleted.

There are four variations of the QVERIFY command, each allow-

ing you to specify the polygons for which attributes are to be

reviewed and verified. The polygons specified by these four

command variations are listed in the following table:

QVERIFY
Command Variation

QVERIFY

QVERIFYAIX

QVERIFYMORE

QVERIFYn

Polygons for which
Attributes are Reviewed

All polygons

All polygons

Polygons containing more than

one attribute

Polygons containing exactly n

number of attributes (n can be

through 20)

This command graphically displays all of the polygons on the
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selected map theme and successively highlights each polygon

specified by the variation of the command used as described in

the table above.

As each polygon is highlighted, a menu appears listing the at-

tributes for that polygon, as well as other attribute editing options.

You can select one attribute from the list (and delete all others that

may be assigned to the current polygon), or choose another menu
option (e.g., pass over the current polygon and change nothing,

delete all assigned attributes, etc.). The theme's attribute file is

updated accordingly.

Note:
At the completion ofthis command, a temporaryfile

(mapname.menu.QTMP) containing a duplicate copy ofthe

newly altered attributefile is created. Thisfile is usefulfor restoring

work done with QVERIFYshould choices made while subsequently

executing theADSEditADJACENTcommandprove unsatisfactory.

Procedure When you enter a QVERIFY command at the ADS Edit ENTER
COMMAND prompt, the following prompt appears:

PLAIN or FRNCV line drawing IP/F, <CR> = P] :

Enter F and press ICR 1 if you want polygons displayed as ADS
fancy lines. If you want all polygon lines displayed as plain lines,

enter P and press ICR ]

.

You may wish to use fancy lines, if, for instance, line sytles for this

theme denote section, half-section, and quarter-section bound-

aries. Fancy lines would make it easier to distinguish section

boundaries, but will take longer to display.

Note:
Thisprompt does appear iffancy lines were toggled ON inADS Edit

(using the LINES command) before QVERIFY is executed.

All polygons in the theme are displayed graphically on the termi-

nal screen. The first polygon that meets your review criteria

(determined by the variation of the command entered) is high-

lighted with a large dot at its functional centroid, and the follow-

ing menu appears:
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LABELS - POLYGON » (polygon sequential « in file)

R - (attribute * 1 assigned to polygon)

6 - (attribute * 2 assigned to polygon)

T - (attribute * 20 assigned to polygon)
- NONE (delete any existing)

1 - PASS

9 - OTHER («ill prompt for label)

Enter letter next to correct label or number 0, 1, 9,

or U (window)

(follow entry with '+' to initiate 'and this' feature)

Enter the menu option letter or number desired, and press tCR ]

.

Menu options, including the 'andthis' feature, are described in

detail at the end of this command's Procedure.

Note:
Menu optionA isfor thefirst attribute assigned to the highlighted

polygon. Menu optionsB through Tarefor attributes 2 through 20,

respectively. The number ofmenu letter options displayed depends

on the number ofattributes assigned to the highlightedpolygon by

the QASSIGNprogram.

You may exit a QVERIFY session at any time and return to the

ADS Edit ENTER COMMAND prompt by entering IC tr I -P ]

.

After you enter a selection from the menu, the next sequentially

numbered polygon in the file that meets your review criteria is

highlighted with a large dot at its functional centroid, and the

menu for this polygon's attributes appears. This process is re-

peated for every polygon that meets the review criteria (deter-

mined by the variation of the QVERIFY command entered).

Each polygon's attributes are reviewed only once during a

QVERIFY session. If you make mistakes, you must re-execute

QVERIFY or use other ADS Edit commands (e.g., MODIFY,
RESTORE) to alter polygon attribute labels.

cs* -, w— * _.** « _::—^.
;

Note:
Use the hardwarefeatures ofyour terminal to display only the

graphicsplane ifthe highlightedpolygon is obscured by the menu.
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QVERIFY
Polygon Attribute

Menu Options

OptionsA through T
Menu options A, B, C, ..., T allow you to specify which single

polygon attribute (out of up to 20 assigned by QASSIGN) to assign

to the highlighted polygon. The QVERIFY program assumes that,

ultimately, only one correct attribute should be assigned to each

polygon. When you choose an individual letter (i.e., attribute)

from the menu, all other attributes are deleted, and the highlighted

polygon is shaded to indicate that attribute review and verification

for this polygon is complete.

Option

When you choose menu option zero (0), all existing attributes for

the highlighted polygon are deleted. The polygon is shaded to

indicate that attribute review and verification for this polygon is

complete.

Option 1

When you choose menu option one (1), no change is made to the

attributes for the highlighted polygon. The polygon is not shaded,

and the you are not re-prompted to review this polygon's

attributed) during this QVERIFY session. *#

Option9
When you choose menu option nine (9), and you are prompted

to enter a new label. Enter the attribute text that you want as-

signed to the highlighted polygon, and press ICR ] . All existing

attributes for the polygon are deleted, and the polygon is shaded

to indicate that attribute review and verification for this polygon is

complete.

Option W(Windowing)
This option allows you to create a window and zoom in on the

windowed area. Zooming in on an area can be useful when the

highlighted polygon is small and/or in a complex area.When you

choose menu option W, cross-hairs appear on the terminal screen.

Move the cross-hairs to the lower-left corner of the desired win-

dow, and press [space bar ] to spark this point. Next, move the

cross-hairs to the upper-right corner of the desired window, and

press [space bar 1 to spark this point. The screen display is

erased and replaced with a display of the enlarged window area.

Processing continues on the windowed area until you choose to

change the window, or the functional centroid of the next poly-

gon to be highlighted falls outside the window (when this hap-

pens, the viewing area automatically returns to the full display). To
window in on a different location, press U twice when the

QVERIFY Polygon Attribute Menu prompt appears.
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The 'ANDTHIS' Option Feature
If you enter an individual letter (options A through T), option zero

(0 ) or option nine (9), you may add a plus sign (+) after the

option character (e.g., A+, B+, 9+) to invoke the 'andthis' function.

When this function is added to an option, the requested operation

is performed on the highlighted polygon (see the descriptions of

the options listed above), and cross-hairs appear on the terminal

screen. When you move the cross-hairs to another

(unhighlighted) polygon and spark a point using [space bar 1 , ;

the requested operation is repeated for the sparked polygon. You
may continue to select polygons in this manner, repeating the

originally specified menu operation for each polygon sparked. To
end the 'andthis' feature, enter D instead of pressing [space

bar ] ; all selected polygons (including the original polygon) are

shaded to indicate that attribute review and verification for them is

complete. [For example, if you want a specific attribute assigned

to several polygons within a quarter-quarter section, enter the

menu option for the desired attribute when the first of the poly-

gons in question is highlighted, and add the plus sign (+) before

pressing [CR 1 . When the cross-hairs appear, spark points inside

the other polygons that you want to receive this attribute. When
you have finished selecting polygons, press D, and all selected

polygons are shaded to indicate that their attributes have been

verified.]

Note:
The 'andthis'feature is valid with any menu option except 1 (PASS)

andW(WINDOW).
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Command:

QUADS

- QUADS i

Format

Purpose

I Quads

The Quads command plots the borders of all digitized maps in the

database. You may elect to WINDOW all or a portion of a map,

and/or SELECT bordering maps by using the cross hairs. You must

execute BOUND before the program will display bordering maps.

The program shades each map selected when identified. If more

than one map occurs at an identified location, you may select one

of them to edit. PLOT displays the data types for the current map
and all selected maps.

WARNING:
TheMASTERDTmust existand have been updated iffiles were

copied into the directory.

Procedures I ENTER COMMAND -

Enter the command name or abbreviation, QUADS or Q.

The program plots all project map borders on the screen and

displays the following message:

I DO YOU UANT TO WINDOW THIS DISPLAY? tCR=N0]

Enter V (YES) in response to the above prompt to select a win-

dow.

The cross hairs appear on the screen for you to define the win-

dow.

Enter [CR] (NO) in response to the above prompt to continue.

The program displays the following message:

I DO YOU WANT TO SELECT BOUNDARY NRPS TO PLOT? ICR =

NO)
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Enter YES, to select maps bordering the current map. The com-

puter shades all selected maps and repeats the process until you

strike the D key. You may select only those maps touching the

border of the map.

I ENTER COMMAND -

Enter the BOUND command to plot the boundary maps. Enter the

BORDER command next to plot the maps without borders.

Erase the screen and use the PLOT command to display desired

data items

Related Commands BOUND, BORDER
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Command:

REGION

~ REGION 1

Format

Purpose

I REG ion n

The Region command sets the display window to 1 of 15 pre-

defined regions in the display file. In the case of a 7.5-minute

quad, a region is one part of a 3 x 5 section matrix, with region 1

being the lower left section and region 15 being the upper right

section as shown in the following diagram.

1 13 14 15 I

10 11 12

7 8 9

I 4 5 6 I

1 2 3

)

Once you identify a region, use the PLOT command to display it

on the terminal screen. The WINDOW command resets to the

original window.

Arguments n (desired region number)

Example

Related Comman

I ENTER COMMAND -

Enter the command name or abbreviation, REG I ON 2 (or REG 2),

to set the plot window to the center region on the bottom row.

PLOT WINDOW
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Command:

RESTORE

~ RESTORE i

Format I REStore data type,n1,n2,

or

I REStore n1,n2, ...

Purpose This command restores TEXT, SYMBOL, LINE or ATTRIBUTE data

previously marked for deletion.

Arguments data type,nl,n2...(n=item numbers) or

nl,n2 (item number TEXT)

Examples I ENTER COMMAND -

Enter the command name or abbreviation, RESTORE 2, 1 1 , 15 (or

RES 2,11, 15), to restore RAWLINES, item numbers 11 and 15.

Enter the command name or abbreviation, RESTORE 2 1 , - , to

restore all deleted lines.

Enter the command name or abbreviation, RESTORE 2 1,-10, to

restore lines 1 through 10.

Enter the command name or abbreviation, RESTORE 1 , 3 , to

restore text data records for items 1 and 3.

Note:
To restore TEXTdata, TEXTmust be the current theme.

You cannot restore data if you have already run RESEQUENCE
(see DELETE command).
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Command:

SEGMENT

~ SEGMENT 1

Format

Purpose

I SEGaent

The Segment command identifies those portions of the last

SELECTed RAWLINE that you want to save. Use the cross hairs to

define the beginning and end of each new line. You may keep

more than one portion of a line. Each pair of points defined by

the cross hairs indicates the beginning and end of a new line. The

program keeps all points between the cross hairs. The program

discards all segments not defined.

Procedups I ENTER COMMAND -

Use the SELECT command to select the RAWLINE of interest.

Enter the command name or abbreviation, SEGMENT or SEG.

The program displays the cross hairs for you to identify the

segments.

Position the cross hairs to identify segments to be saved, defining

points with a space bar. Since each set of two points defines one

segment as a new line, points must be entered in increments of

two to prevent unwanted deletions.

Press the F key to end input, the D key to abort the SEGMENT
command.

The program deletes the original RAWLINE and informs you of all

the new line numbers created

BSM

Note:
Use the RESTOREcommand to retrieve the discarded original

RAWLINE.
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Command:

SELECT

~ SELECT i

Format I SELect

or...

I SELect n, i

or...

I SELect Method type

or...

I SELect eethod type ADD

Purpose The Select command allows you to identify and select an item or a

specified set or list of items. You may specify items by type,

number, cross hairs, or by defining an area using a window, box

or coordinates. If you define a specific area, all items completely

within that frame are selected.

When identifying and selecting a single item from the current

menu or data display, select the item from the screen display

using the cross hair or by using the arguments n and i to define

the data type and item number. Before SELECTing with the cross

hairs, use the PLOT command first to display the data. If you

specify a certain STYLE, the program only searches the items

which have the specified. If you do not specify a type, the pro-

gram searches the entire data set. When selected by cross hairs,

the number of the item and a description of it appear and the item

is enclosed by a dotted line. When selected by item number, the

program draws the item on the screen.

If more than one data type appears on the screen and you wish to

select by positioning the cross hairs, you must strike the numeric

key that corresponds to the desired data type.

When you want to identify and select a set or list of items, enter

the method argument on the command line after SEL. If you do

not enter a method, the program executes the single item SELECT

above. The available methods and a description of each follow.

You may define the method by the first letter of the method. You
do not need to plot data on the screen before selecting sets,

unless you are selecting items one at a time with the cross hairs.
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BOX Selects all items completely within a box you define with cross

hairs. Use the cross hairs to define the box. You must also specify

the item types (SYmbol, line, Polygon, ATtribute, dine, DLine,

TExt, ALL) on the command line, e.g., SEL B LI.

Window Selects all items completely within the current window. You must

specify the item types (SYmbol, Line, Polygon, ATtribute, CLine,

DLine, TExt, ALL) on the command line, e.g., SEL U SV.

Coords Selects all items completely within a box defined by the map or

geographic coordinates you enter through the keyboard. You -

must specify the item types (SYmbol, Line, Polygon, ATtribute,

CLine, DLine, TExt, and ALL) on the command line, e.g., SEL C

AT.

Range Prompts you for data types and ranges e.g., SEL R. If you enter

data types and ranges on the command line, the program ignores

them.
**»-

One Selects one item at a time. You may specify only one item type

(SYmbol, Line, Polygon, ATtribute, CLine, DLine, TExt) on the

command line, e.g., SEL L I . The cross hairs appear so you

can specify the item for selection. You must indicate the data type

regardless of what appears on the screen.

Type Selects by feature type. Type = line or symbol number from the

menu. For example, SEL T=5 L I selects all line styles matching

the fifth line on the menu in the line definition column.

Many Selects multiple items one at a time with the cross hairs. You
specify the item types on the command line, e.g., SEL M PO. Use

the D key to end the sequence.

Plot Used with the Select command, it plots the selected set, e. g., SEL

P. There are no further arguments.

List Lists the items in the selected set.
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~ SELECT i

You can add items to the selected list by entering ADD after the

types, e.g., SEL B LI ADD.

Note:
TheDUPLICATEcommand contains two added capabilities when
using a selected set: 1) symbols can be duplicated, and 2) labels

will duplicate with the line orsymbol.

Arguments none or

n,i (data type.item number)

Examples I ENTER COMMAND -

Enter the command name without any arguments, SELECT, to

position the cross hairs to define an item.

Enter the command name with data type and item number,

SELECT 2, 4, to select RAWLINE number 4.

Enter the command name with the method and data type, SEL B

L
I

, to select all lines completely within the user-defined box.

Enter the command name with the method and data type,.SEL C

LI SV, to select all lines and symbols completely within the

window denned by the coordinates.

Enter the command name with the method and data type, SEL

T=5 L
I

, to select all lines matching the fifth line on the menu.

Enter the command name with the method and data type, SEL R,

to receive prompts for the data type, then the range; prompts

continue until you enter a [CR] to end session.

Enter the command name with the method and data type, SEL P,

to plot the selected set.

Enter the command name with the method and data type, SEL L,

to list the selected set.

Note:
You may accessADS Oracle tables (for querypurposes only) using

theADSEdit SELECTcommand. You may append the end ofEdit

SELECTcommand lines with SQL-like WHERE clauses. You may
perform this task using any ofthefollowing Edit SELECT options:
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SELECTW
SELECT R
SELECT B

(window)

(range)

(box)

For example, SELECT U fiT WHERE LABEL LIKE 'BOLD*',

selects and places in ADS's memory the item numbers (and data

types of the items) that satisfy the selection criteria specified by the

SQL WHERE clause (i.e., WHERE LABEL LIKE *%OLD%*). Once
you select map items in this manner, you can plot, duplicate,

modify or delete them using other ADS Edit commands.

It is important to remember that several restrictions apply to SQL-

like WHERE clauses in Edit SELECT command lines. First, you

cannot subdivide WHERE clauses with carriage-returns QCR]). Vou
may enter up to 1024 characters for individual command lines,

and the terminal automatically word-wraps your entries. Second,

while sub-queries are permitted as part of WHERE clauses, you

may not perform table joins. Lastly, you may select a maximum
limit of 1000 map items in response to any one WHERE clause.
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Command:

SHADE

SHADE 1

Format I SHade

or

I SHade n

Purpose The Shade command toggles the polygon shading on and off. If

you use the width argument and the fancy lines are ON, the

density of the shading changed to a ratio of the value specified.

For example, a 0.5 factor puts in twice as many shade lines as 1.0.

You can assign Shade from the menu or during POLYGON. If

assigned during POLYGON only null polygons are shaded. All

polygons, including those to which no shading is assigned, appear

shaded if you enter SHade -1.

Note:
SHADE does not actuallyshade thepolygons; shading occurs only

afteryou execute the PLOTcommand.

Arguments none

or

n (width/shading density)

If ABSOLUTE VALUE (width) <0.05, width « 1.0

If width >1.0, you see fewer shade lines.

I ENTER COMMfiND -

Enter the command name or abbreviation, SHADE or SH, to turn

shading ON or OFF.

Enter the command name with an argument, SHADE .5, to double

the shading density; shading density is not affected if fancy lines

are OFF.

Enter the command name with an argument, SHADE -1, to activate

shading of all polygons, even those that were not originally

shaded.
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Enter the command name with an argument, SHADE -.5, to double

the shading density of all polygons; shading density is not affected

if "fancy lines" are OFF.

Procedure I ENTER COMMAND -

Enter SHRDE -1.

The program activates all shading.

Enter PLOT 3.

The program plots and shades polygons.

Related Command

PLOT POLYGON
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COMMAND

SPLIT

SPLIT 1

Format

Purpose

I SPLit

This command allows you to split a single line on an ADS map
theme by using cross-hairs that appear on the terminal screen to

locate and spark a point on or near the line where you want it

divided in two. Once the split location is sparked and you verify

that you want the specified line split, the original line is flagged for

deletion and two new lines (i.e., the two lines resulting from the

split of the original) are added to the theme's line data file.

Normally, a line is split to allow deletion of a portion of the line

(e.g., if the section to be deleted was digitized incorrectly), or to

allow a portion of the line to be copied to another map theme.

Note:
Before executing this command, display line datafor the current

Editmap theme onyour terminal screen by using theADS Edit

PLOTcommand. Althoughyou can also use a display ofthe theme's

polygon or Cline data to locate and spark the line split location,

only data in the theme's line datafile are affected by this com-

mand.

WARNING:
Ifyou split UneCs) that have been used to create Clines andpoly-
gons, you must re-execute CLOSUREandPOLYGON to maintain the

integrityand accuracy ofthe theme 'spolygon and Clinefiles.

When you enter SPLIT at the ADS Edit ENTER COMMAND prompt

and press ICR ] , cross-hairs automatically appear on the terminal

screen, and the following information appears:

I Select LINE and SPLIT point I'D' = DONE]
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Use the directional arrow keys on your keyboard or (if available)

the terminal's mouse to move the intersection of the cross-hairs as

close as possible to the place where you want a line split in two.

Press [space bar ] (or any key except D or ICR ]) to spark the

split location. An X appears on the line at the split location, and

the following prompt appears:

I Uant to SPLIT line (selected line's «> here lCR=Ves]-

Note:

Ifthe sparked location is within 0.05 inches ofthe line, hut not

within 0.05 inches ofapoint along the line, a newpoint is created

along the line at the specifiedpoint. Ifthe sparked location is more

than 0.05map inches awayfrom any existing line on the theme,

an error message appears, andyou are returned to theADSEdit

ENTER COMMAND prompt. Furthermore, ifyoupressD to spark a
point, the sparked location is also disregarded, andyou are re-

turned to theADSEditEHTER COMMAND prompt.

If you want the specified line split at the marked location, enter

VES and press [CR ] ; this is the default. If you do not want the line

split, enter NO, press ICA ] , and you are returned to the ADS Edit

ENTEA COMMAND prompt.

If you choose to split the line, the following information appears,

and you are returned to the ADS Edit ENTEA COMMAND prompt.

I Deleted line * (original line's *) HPTS= (* of points

a I ong or i g i na I I i ne

)

I Created line » (1st new line's »> HPTS= (* of points

along 1st new I ine)

I Created line • (2nd new line's *> HPTS= (* of points

a I ong 2nd new I i ne

)

I After SPLIT, no i tee is SELECTED

This message indicates that original line has been flagged for

deletion, and that two new lines resulting from the split of the

original have been added to the theme's line data file.

Note:

Ifforsome reason the original line is not split at the appropriate

location, you should delete the two new lines created by the SPLIT

command, restore the original line using theADS EditRESTORE
command, and re-execute the Split command.
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COMMAND:

STOP

~ STOP 1

Format I STOP

or

I BVE

or

I DOne

Purpose This command terminates the editing session.

If you entered EDIT through the digitizing menu, the program

prompts you as follows: SELECT OPERATING MODE FROM MENU
= [ last menu!.

If you entered-EDIT through the ADS Function menu, the follow-

ing prompt appears when you type Stop: DO VOU WANT TO

EXECUTE ANOTHER ADS FUNCTION IV/CA=N01? If yes (V), the

program returns to the ADS Function menu. If you type [CR

1

(No), the program returns to the ADS operating system.

Procedure A
Command with

ADS Function Menu

I ENTER COMMAND -

Type STOP to terminate the current Edit session.

The computer displays the following message:

I DO VOU HflHT TO EXECUTE ANOTHER RDS FUNCTION IV /

CR=N0]?

Procedure

B

Conand with

Select Operation Mode

I ENTER COMMAND -

Type STOP to terminate the current Edit session.

The computer displays the following message:

I SELECT OPERATING NODE FROM MENU = [last menu]

v^^^:.(^^^^^ii;i*i^;

Note:
BYE, STOPandDONE all terminate an editing session.
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Command:

STYLE

~ STYLE 1

Format I STyle

or

I STyle 1,2,10

Purpose The Style command allows you to select specific symbol, tine or

shading styles for plotting. "When used without arguments, all

styles appear. Numeric arguments display the line, symbol and

shaded polygons according to the argument numbers given. Only

the styles specified appear when you execute the PLOT com-

mand. To turn style off, type in the command again.

Arguments none or

n,n,n (the number of the line, symbol and shading type desired)

Examples

Related Command

I ENTER COMMAND-

Enter the command name or abbreviation alone, STVLE or ST, to

display all styles.

Enter the command name or abbreviation with an argument,

STVLE 1,2,10, to display line types 1,2, and 10; symbol types 1,2,

and 10; and shading types 1 and 2 when you enter the PLOT
command.

PLOT
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Command:

VERIFY

~ VERIFY i

Format I Uer i fy n

or

I Verify <or < space >

)

Purpose The Verify command displays all polygons having a specified

number (n) of attributes. When VERIFY is followed by a (zero)

or a space, the system displays polygons that have no attributes

assigned.

Arguments n (specified number of attributes)

or

(or <space>)

Eiamples I ENTER COMMAND -

Enter the command name or abbreviation and the argument,

UER I FV 2 or U 2, to display all polygons having two assigned

attributes.

Enter the command name or abbreviation without an argument,

UER I FV (or <space>), to display all polygons having no as-

signed attributes.
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I

Command:

WINDOW

Format

Purpose

I Window

The Window command enables you to change the screen display

scale and view frame of a specified area. Using the cross hairs,

identify the lower left and upper right corners of a particular area.

ADS then calculates the window defined by these points and

outlines the identified area with a dotted rectangle. Use the PLOT
command to display the items in the window.

Note:
Type a Wwben the cross hairs are displayed to restore an area to its

original definitions.

Procedure A
Window Display

I ENTER COMMAND -

Enter the command name or abbreviation, W I NDOU or U.

The program displays the cross hairs.

Position the cross hairs at the lower left corner of the specified

area and press any key except W.

The program displays the cross hairs again.

Position the cross hairs at the upper right corner of the specified

area and press any key except W.

The program displays a dotted rectangle to identify the new
window.

Enter ERASE and PLOT 2 to plot the lines for the identified area.

Procedure

B

Window Restoration

I ENTER CONNRND -

Enter the command name, U I NDOU.

The program displays the cross hairs.

Press the U key to reset the window so the whole map appears.
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Enter ERASE and PLOT 2 to plot the lines for the entire map.

Related Command plot

i
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~ Beyond Data Capture & Edit 3

OTHER ADS FUNCTIONS

Beyond Data Capture & Edit

This chapter of the ADS User's Guide contains information regard-

ing the function and use of ADS Function 3 through ADS Function

20. These 18 functions are options 3 through 20 on the main ADS
Functions menu:

1 = CAPTURE DATA with ADS AEU.8

2 - EDIT ADS data

3 = Look at the HELP for ADS command<s>

4 = Create an ADS production plot

|||= Plot ADS menu on screen

6 = CREATE an ADS MENU

I - UPDATE ADS MASTER MAP FILE

8 = Convert ADS data to MOSS format

9 = CREATE ADS MAPS from PCCS data

10 = CREATE ADS MAPS from DLGO files

II = EXTPACT TOWNSHIPS from QUADS

12 = Run THE PARCEL GENERATOR

13 = Locate WELLS using GGUL

14 = CONVERT data from REU6 to REU7

15 = RESEQUENCE data files

16 = Bui Id MAPNAMES fi le

17 = CLEAN an ADS PAOJECT

18 = MERGE ADS MAPS

19 = CAEATE DLGO files from ADS MAPS

20 = HALT EXECUTION

Enter the number next to the OPTION desired

To execute one of these functions, enter the corresponding

number and press [CR].
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~ Look at the Help for ADS Command: Function 3 i

Look at the Help

For ADS Command
This ADS function allows you to access the ADS HELP file facility

directly. A graphics terminal is not needed for this function.

A listing of available ADS function and Edit command help files is

displayed on the terminal screen, and you are prompted to enter

the function or command for which help is desired. You must

enter the full name of the desired help file (as shown on the

displayed list) and press [CR ]

.

You can obtain a line printer copy of a requested help file by

entering VES and pressing [CR ] when the system asks if you want

the help file printed, or you may have the help file displayed on

the screen.

You can also obtain help for ADS Edit commands by typing

HELP < command_name) at the ENTER COMMAND prompt while in

Edit. Help for Data Capture operating modes can be obtained by

selecting an operating mode from an ADS menu with the zero (0)

key while in Data Capture.
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~ Create an ADS Production Plot: Function 4 i

Create an
ADS Production Plot

This function allows you to create a plot of digitized data for

verification purposes. A plot file may be created containing all or

any part of the data digitized for a map. A plot can be created for

each theme or for any combination of themes depending on the

desired output.

When you select this function, the system presents you with a

series of prompts that allow you to designate the specifications for

a plot (e.g., plot scale (size), data types to be displayed, themes to

be included, a legend for the plotted map, etc.). The plot system

sets up your specified plot parameters. A plot file (P . f i I ename) is

created in the ZETA directory on the Prime computer, and may be

displayed on the screen or plotted on a plotter using PRIMOS or

MOSS commands.

Note:
ZETA is a top level directory onyourPrime computer usedfor
storing plotfiles after they are created.

This function's prompt sequence is as follows:

I Enter an ADS project name - [CR=I ist ]

:

Enter the project name where the ADS files are stored.

I DO VOU WANT A LIST OF MAPS WHICH CAN BE PLOTTED IY/

CA=No]?

Reply VES, if you need a list of the maps in the project. If you

know the name of the map you want plotted, answer with a [CR

1

to continue.

I ENTEA THE NAME OF THE MAP TO BE PLOTTED [CP=D0NE]:

Enter the map file name containing the digitized data to be plot-

ted, then press [CR1.

I Enter the plot name: ICA=mapname]

.

Next enter the name for the particular plot file being created.
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I Do you want invisible parts of LABELS displayed?
ICR=N0J

If you reply NO, those portions of labels after a semicolon and

space are not plotted.

I Do you want invisible parts of ATTRIBUTES displayed?
ICR=N0]

As an aid in identifying data, you may want all the data in the file

plotted (e.g., on a Landlines menu, for attribute 09;

T31N.R015W, only the information before the semicolon is

plotted, unless invisible parts are requested). If invisible portions

of attribute text are desired, answer YES.

I The current MRP SCALE is 1:xxxxx

I Enter desired PLOT SCALE IS 1:xxxxx

I <xxxxx<1.0 = magnification factor) ICR=no change]

I PLOT SCALE=xxxxx

.

Magn i f i ca t i on FACT0R= 1 : xxxxx
I Would you like to change the plot scale: ICR=N01

Enter VES to change the size of the plot. You may enter the new
plot scale as a representative fraction (e.g., enter 24000 to change

the scale to 1:24,000) or as a decimal figure (e.g., . 50 is half the

original size of the map). To specify a decimal figure, the entered

value must be 1.0 or less.

I Do you want to eliminate INFORMATIONAL TEXT? [CR=VES]

Enter NO to have informational text plotted above the map border.

Informational text includes: the date the plot was created; the

time the plot was started; the name of the person who registered

the map; the date and time the map was registered; and, the ADS
revision under which the data was created.

I Should LAT/L0NG be plotted? ICR=VES]

Enter VES to have latitude and longitude for the SW and NE
corners of the map printed on the plot. On some plots this may be

misleading or in inappropriate places (e.g., township maps or Map
Type 6 maps).

I Do you want fancy lines? ICR =H0]

.

! -

•
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When fancy lines are used, symbols and lines are drawn on the

plot to match the symbol and line patterns printed on the ADS
menu beside the symbol and line definitions. If a font is assigned,

attributes and labels are plotted using the specified font, pen,

angle, and slant.

».,<•:

I SELECT THEMES TO BE PLOTTED BV ENTERING THE THEME *

[CR=ALL1

Enter the theme (i.e., menu) number(s) to be plotted from the list

of menu numbers and names displayed before this prompt. Press

[CR 1 to select all themes for the specified map. If you specify one

or more themes (but not ALL themes), the system displays the

number of records for each data type on each selected theme

(one at a time), and for each theme, the following prompt ap-

pears:

I Do you want to plot all data for THEME = <menu_name)?

ICR=YES1

If you enter YES to plot all data for a theme, polygons are plotted

if both lines and polygons files exist. If you only want certain data

types plotted for a theme, enter NO, and you are prompted to

specify which data types you want plotted; you can only select

data types that exist on the theme.

I Do you want to plot the LEGEND? ICR=N0J

A legend displays each of the themes used and is plotted to the

side of the map. A legend also displays each data type and its

corresponding definition as determined by the appropriate ADS
menus. A title and three bar scales are also included within the

legend box.

ENTER THE NAME OF THE MRP TO BE PLOTTED ICR=D0ME]

If you do not wish to create another more plot, press [CR ] to

terminate the session. If another plot is to be created, the above-

listed prompts are repeated for the new plot.

A plot file may be displayed on the terminal screen by using the

GSHOW command from the Prime operating system (PRIMOS):

fl ZETR

GSHOW P. f i lename

To send a plot file to a plotter execute the GISPLOT command in

MOSS. This program prompts you for the type of plotter, plot

name, etc.... For detailed information on GISPLOT, see the

appropriate Appendix in the MOSS USERSMANUAL, Version

92.02.
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~ Plot ADS on Screen: Function 5 i

Plot ADS Menu
on Screen

This function allows you to display an ADS digitizing menu on a

graphics terminal screen, and provides an option to create a plot

file for that menu.

When this function is selected, a list of available menus is dis-

played on the terminal screen, and you are prompted to select

one. The chosen menu is displayed on the screen, and a bell rings

when the menu's image is complete.

Note:

Ifyour terminal has a screen dumpfunction and is connected

to a local (slave)printer, you can screen dump menus directly

at thispoint.

Press ICR ] after the menu is complete, and you are asked

whether or not you want to create a production plot of the menu.

Enter YES to create a plot file, and NO to continue. If you create a

plot file (P . menuname), it is placed in the ZETA directory on the

Prime computer. If a plot file already exists with that name, you

are asked if you want to overwrite the existing file or enter a new
plot file name. A menu plot file may be displayed on the screen

using the PRIMOS GSHOW command, or plotted on a plotter

using the MOSS GISPLOT command.

After you decide whether to create a plot file or not, the list of

available menus is redisplayed, and you are again prompted to

select one. To exit this function, simply press ICR 1 and do not

specify a menu.
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~ Create an ADS Menu: Function 6 i

Create
an ADS Menu

This function allows you to build new ADS menus. To build a

menu, you specify a menu (i.e., theme) name, the number of

symbol types to appear on the menu, the number of line types to

appear on the menu, and the number of shading types to appear

on the menu. Then, for each symbol, line and shading type to be

placed on the menu, you specify its characteristics. For each

symbol and line type, you specify an index number (from the list

of available symbol and line types), color(s), angle, height,width

and 30-character definition. For each shading type, you specify a

shade angle, color, line type, distance between shade lines, and

30-character definition.

Note:
The macroADSMENUBUILD.CPL uses the sameprocedures to

create a menu.

WARNING:
Unlessyou arefamiliar with theformat and content ofan ADS
menufile, modify an existing menufile using Prime EMACS or

EDIT is not recommended. Once a menu has been created, it

should only be modified by adding information. Ifthe original

setup is modified, map data captured with the original menu
cannot be used.

When you select this function, the following information and

prompt appears:

I Types of TERMINALS allowed in ADS:

l<1) TEKTRONIX 4014

I <2> GraphOn 250

I <3> PER I COM MX 7000

I Enter the number indicating the type you are using:

Respond with the number opposite the type of terminal being

used.
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Note:

Ifyou are using EMU-TEKsoftware with ADS, specify thatyou are

using a Pericom terminal (terminal type 3 in the above list).

After you specify a terminal type, the help file for this function is

displayed on the screen.

After the help file's display ends, the following prompt appears:

I Do you want a list of existing SYMBOLS [CR=Vesl ?

If you enter VES or ICR ] , a list of available ADS symbols is

displayed on the terminal screen. You may (optionally) display

these symbols graphically one at a time. After you finish viewing

symbols, the following prompt appears:

I Do you want a list of existing LINE types [CR=Ves] ?

If you enter VES or [CR ] , a graphic display of available line styles

appears. After you finish viewing line styles, the following prompt

appears:

I Do you want a list of sample SHRDE types ICR=Vesl ?

If you enter VES or ICR 1 , a graphic display of sample shade types

(along with their construction parameters) appears. After you

finish viewing the sample shade patterns, the following prompt

appears:

I Enter the name of the menu to be created

I [HIT CR if you don't want to create another menu]

Enter the menu name you want assigned to the menu you are

creating.Valid characters are letters A-Z, numbers 1-9, $, ?, .,&,-,*,

/, #, and _. Names containing invalid characters are not accepted.

All menus must start with a letter, and can be up to 20 characters

long.

'.

The first 6 characters of any menu name must be unique. This is

because only the first 6 characters of a menu name are used in

creating an ADS file name. For example, do not use menus named
TIMBER and TIMBER1 to capture data for the same map:

'
•
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Note:

Ifdata is to be converted toMOSS with 10-character names, thefirst

2 characters ofany menu name must be unique. This is because

only thefirst 2 characters ofthe menu name are transferred to the

MOSS map name. This limitation can be avoided by using 16-

characterMOSS map names.

If you choose to recreate an existing menu name, the system

warns you of this and requests a different menu name.

When you enter an acceptable menu name, the following message

and prompt appears:

I MENU NAME IS ACCEPTABLE

I * SYMBOL types on menu (max=25> =

Enter the number of different symbol types (up to 25) that you

want on the menu you are creating, and press [CR ] . The follow-

ing prompt appears:

I * LINE types on menu (max=25> =

Enter the number of different line types (up to 25) that you want

on the menu you are creating, and press [CR ] . The following

prompt appears:

I * SHADE types on menu <max= 5) =

Enter the number of different shade patterns (up to 5) that you

want on the menu you are creating, and press I CR ]

.

The following prompt appears for each symbol (up to 25) you

want added to the new menu: :

I Enter data for (* of symbol types specified) SYMBOLS

I SVMBOL * n (enter SYMBOL, IPEN1 10-81, IPEN2I0-81,

ANGLE 10-3601, HEIGHT, NIDTH)

\

I

For each symbol type you want added to the menu, enter the

symbol index (i.e., number) from the list of available ADS sym-

bols, two pen numbers (i.e., colors) used in displaying and plot-

ting the symbol, the angle (in degrees) at which you want the

symbol plotted, and the symbol's height and width in inches.

Separate these six parameters with a space or a comma.
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Note:
A symbol index of99 indicates that no symbol is desired. When this

"symbol" appears on a menu, it allowsyou toplace labels on a
theme without a symbol appearing beside them.

The following is a descriptive list of appropriate symbol

parameters:

PEN1 [0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8] - primary color

PEN2 [0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8] - secondary color

SYMBOL angle 0-360

HEIGHT height(inches) at maps full scale

WIDTH width (inches) at maps full scale

Note:
ValidPENnumbers are 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8. Pen number zero

(0) is only usefulforsymbols or lines that use twopens, and one is

intended to be invisible. Ifonly onepen is specified, remember that

pen numberzero (0) does notplot. Typically, color assignments are:

1=BLACK, 2=RED, 3=BLUE, and 4=GREEN (unless specialpens are

used or the order is changed). Pens 5-8 are have no standard

assignment on theplotter.

After the 6 symbol style parameters are entered, press ICR ] , and

the following prompt appears:

I (enter description) =

Enter the definition that you want to appear beside this symbol on

the menu you are creating, and press [CR 1 . Descriptions can be

up to 20 characters long. If you have specified the parameters for

all the symbols to be added to the new menu, the following

prompt appears:

I Enter data for (* of line types specified) LINES

I LINE « n (enter LINE, IPEN1 10-81, IPEN210-8],

WIDTH, LENGTH) =

For each line type you want added to the menu, enter the line

index (i.e., number) from the list of available ADS line styles, two

pen numbers (i.e., colors) used in displaying and plotting the line,

and the line's width and length in inches. Separate these five

parameters with a space or a comma.

'
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The following is a descriptive list of appropriate line style

parameters:

PEN1 [0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8] - primary color

PEN2 [0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8] - secondary color

WIDTH width (inches) at maps full scale

(valid only for double or triple lines)

LENGTH repeat length (inches)

(valid for lines that have repeating patterns).

After the 5 line style parameters are entered, press [CR ] , and the

following prompt appears:

I (enter description) =

Enter the definition that you want to appear beside this line style

on the menu you are creating, and press [CR ] . Descriptions can

be up to 20 characters long. If you have specified the parameters

for all the line types to be added to the new menu, the following

prompt appears:

I Enter data for (« of shades specified) SHADING types

I SHADE » n (enter ANGLEI-=Crosshatch], I PEN [0-8],

LINE TVPEI0-38 3, DIST) =

For each shade pattern you want added to the menu, enter the

shade angle (a negative value produces Crosshatch shadings), the

pen number (i.e., color) used in displaying and plotting the shade,

the line type (i.e., line style number) used in constructing the

shade, and the distance (in inches) between shade lines. Separate

these four parameters with a space or a comma.

The following is a descriptive list of appropriate shading pattern

parameters:

[-360 to +360] (negative angles produce

Crosshatch shading types)

[0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8] (shade color)

[any valid line type] (0 = no shade lines),

distance (inches) between shade lines at

maps full scale.

Shade Angle

PEN
Line Type

Dist

After the 4 shade pattern parameters are entered, press [ CR ] , and

the following prompt appears:

I (enter description) =
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Enter the definition that you want to appear beside this shading

pattern on the menu you are creating, and press I CR ] . Descrip-

tions can be up to 20 characters long.

After you have entered the parameters for all the symbols, lines

and shading patterns for the new menu, the terminal screen clears,

and a copy of the menu is displayed.

Note:

Ifyour terminal has a screen dumpfunction and is connected to a

local (slave)printer, you can screen dump the menuyou have

created at thispoint.

Press I CR 1 to continue, and the following prompt appears:

I CREATE fl PLOT FILE FROM THIS MENU IY/N CR = Nl?

If you want to create a production plot of the menu, enter VES. A
plot file (P . menuname) is created and placed in the ZETA direc-

tory on the Prime computer. A menu plot file may be displayed

on the screen using the PPJMOS GSHOW command, or plotted on

a plotter using the MOSS GISPLOT command.

After you decide whether to create a plot file or not, the following

prompt appears:

I Next MENU name l*=LIST, <CR>=D0NE] :

Press tCR 1 to continue; this prompt should be ignored in the

current implementation of ADS. The following prompt appears:

I Do you want this menu saved ICR=VES] ?

If the menu is not satisfactory, enter NO, and press [CR ] to have

it deleted.

"

If the menu is satisfactory, enter VES, and press [CR ] to have it

saved.
-•

Menufiles are stored in theADSDATA>MENU directory.
'

'

.

•,..
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Update ADS
Master Map Hie

This function should be used to update the map listing for an ADS
data directory (i.e., the MASTER.DT file). This is necessary when:

data files are created outside of ADS Data Capture; data files are

renamed on the host computer or copied from a different direc-

tory; or, a non-ADS data file is converted to ADS format. Maps
created in this manner must be added to the MASTER.DT file in

order to work with ADS Data Capture and several ADS Edit

commands.

Note:
A MasterMap File QMASTERDT) must be created in theADS
project directory before data can be captured (i.e., digitized) in

ADS. Normally, the MasterMap File is updated automatically by the

system when a newfile is created by ADS.

ADS Function 7 deletes the old MASTER.DT file, surveys the ADS
project directory, and creates a new Master Map File

(MASTER.DT) using all appropriate data files currently in the

project directory. As the contents of the ADS project directory are

reviewed, its files and their status are displayed on the screen. If

a map's header file cannot be read, the map name is not added to

MASTER.DT, and an error message is displayed for the status.

NOTE:
Thisfunction allowsyou to create aMASTER_DT Oracle table, and
populate it with datafrom the project'sMASTERDTfile. This

function also allowsyou to append an existingMASTER_DT
Oracle table with informationfrom anotherproject; the resulting

MASTER_DT Oracle table can contain informationfor maps in

multipleprojects.

.

'

When you select this function, the following prompt appears:

I Is the MASTER.DT maintained in ORACLE<Y/N,CR = N) ?:

If the MASTERDT file is maintained as an Oracle table on your

computer, or if you want to create a MASTER_DT Oracle table,

enter VES; otherwise, enter NO.

If you respond VES to the previous prompt, the Oracle login
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procedure is invoked, and you are asked to enter your Oracle

username and password.

If you respond NO to the previous prompt, or once you enter your

Oracle username and password, the following prompt appears:

I Enter an ADS project name - ICR=List]:

Enter the project name for which you want the MASTER.DT file

updated.

Note:

IfaPROJECT.DTfile exists in yourADS user directory, theprompt

listed above does not appear. Thisprogram automatically cycles

through allprojects listed in thePROJECT.DTfile in the order

listed, updating the appropriateMASTER.DTfor each project.

When a valid project name is entered and you press [CR], the

following information and prompt appears:

I - <project_name) - mas selected.

I Vou are updating the MRSTER.DT in the

I RDS PROJECT: <project_name)

I IN DIRECTORV: (project's directory on the computer)

If you chose to update and exiting MASTER_DT Oracle table, the

following prompt appears:

I MRSTER_DT RLRERDV EXISTS.

I SELECT ONE OF THE FOLLOW NG OPTIONS:

I 1. UPDATE IT <RDD NEW NRPS RND REPLACE

INFORMATION FOR EXISTING MAPS.)

I 2. DELETE AND RECREATE IT.

I 99. STOP

Enter the option number corresponding to your choice and press

[CR ] . If you are appending an existing MASTER_DT Oracle table

with map information from a different project, be sure to select

option 1. After responding to this prompt, the update process for

the Master Map File continues.

The following information appears:
.

.

*

I The list below includes all ADS files

I MAP « n ADS.<map_name *n>

I < map-name *n> has been added to MASTER.DT

I etc...

-

...'
.

. .

,

n this PROJECT
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Each map found in the ADS project directory is displayed on this

list. When the entire directory has been reviewed for appropriate

maps, the following message and prompt appear:

I MASTER. DT HAS BEEN UPDATED UITH ALL ADS. FILES FOUND
| **** STOP

I Do you uiant to update the MASTER. DT in another ADS

PROJECT?
I V/N CR=N?-:

Enter NO to exit ADS Function 7. Enter VES to update another

project's MASTER.DT file.
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.

1

.

.
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Convert ADS Data

to MOSS Format
This function allows you to convert one or more data files from

ADS REV.7+ format to a MOSS format so that they can be used in

MOSS analysis operations. This function does not need a graphics

terminal, and can be run interactively or as a batch (phantom) job.

Note:
The macroADS2MOSperforms the sameprocedures asADS
Function 8.

WARNING:
IftheADS.tnapname headerfile does not contain projection

information, the map cannot be converted toMOSS with this

function.Projection information is assigned during the registration

ofa map in ADS Revisions 7 and 8. Ifthis information is inaccu-

rate, digitized data will be inaccurate. A map whose

ADS.mapname headerfile is missingprojection information

should be converted toADS Revision 7+ format usingADSFunc-

tion 14 or the macroADSREV6T07; thisprocess adds the missing

projection information necessary beforeADS Function 8 can be

used.

When an ADS map file is converted to MOSS format, digitized line

styles and symbol types are transferred. If a map file with the

same name already exists in the MOSS database, it is replaced

(i.e., overwritten) automatically by the MOSS map created by this

function. You must have access rights to the appropriate MOSS
directory in order to transfer files. The access rights you must have

are delete, append, list, use, read, and write (DALURW).

Before entering the arguments for converting ADS map(s) to

MOSS format, you must answer a prompt concerning the character

length of the MOSS map name(s) to be created. The name(s) can

either 10 or 16 characters long (the default is 10).
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If 10-character MOSS map name(s) are specified, only the first 7

characters of ADS map name(s) become part of the MOSS map
name(s). A 10-character MOSS name created with this function

contains the following: up to the first 7 characters of the ADS map
name; the first 2 characters of the ADS menu name; and, the first

character of the data type (i.e., S, L or A). For example, if the ADS
mapname is HORN.CANYON, the menu name is LANDLINES
and the data type is lines (L), the ADS data file

HORNCANYONXANDU.L is converted to the 10-character MOSS
name HorncanLAL.

If 16-character MOSS map name(s) are specified, they consist of

up to the first 7 characters of the ADS map name, an underscore,

up to the first 6 characters of the ADS menu name, another

underscore, and the first character of the data type (i.e., S, L or A).

For example, the ADS data file HORN_CANYON.LANDLLL is

converted to the 16-character MOSS name HORNCANIANDIIL.

If a number of files are to be converted to MOSS format at one

time, this function may be executed as a batch (phantom) job and

processed overnight.

This program displays a prompt that asks if you want to execute a

batch job. To run this conversion in batch mode, a file must be

created by using the Prime editors EMACS or ED, and it must

contain the arguments that would be typed interactively using this

function. Create this file in the directory from which ADS is

executed. The first line must be the word BATCH, and the last line

must be the word BYE, STOP, QU I T, or EX I T. If you use a batch

job to convert multiple ADS maps to MOSS, a RATCH.OUT file

containing a record of transfened data is created for your review.

Sample Batch File:

1 BATCH

1 16

1 WVOM 1 NG B 14 1 108

1 WVOM 1 NG B241108

1 WVOM 1 MG B341108

1 WVOM 1 NG B441108
1 WVOM 1 NO B541108

1 WVOM 1 NG B641108

1 BYE

ALL 1970

LANDLINES 1970 YES N STATE

STATUS 1970 YES

AANGE 1970 STATE

CULTUAE 1970 S,L

LEASES 1970 UTM

•

•

•

p

i

Arguments: The ADS to MOSS conversion uses the 10 arguments

listed in the following table. The arguments marked with an

asterisk (*) are not required and default to the value described in

the argument descriptions following the table. A dash can be used

to replace default answers 5 through 9.

.-' -V-.V. .
. v...v
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1 2 3 4 5* 6* 7* 8* g* 10*

ADS RDS MENU MRP NULL RTTR. CENTER NOSS SVMB: S PROJ.

PROJ MRPNRI1E NAME DRTE POLVS URLUE LRBEL PROJ

POLVS :P

LINES:L FILENAME

UVO B 14 1108 ALL 1987 HO NULL N UVO

or S&P

S, L,

WARNING:
Ifan optional argument is entered, all other arguments numbered

up through that argument must also be entered.

Following is a description of these 10 arguments.

/-ADS PROJECT
Enter the name of the ADS project containing the digitized files.

There is no default value for this argument.

2 -ADSMAPNAME
Enter the ADS mapname to be converted. There is no default

value for this argument.

Note:

IftheMAPNAMES file does not exist in theproject directory, the

description line will be blank in theMOSS map headerfile. Ifthe

map name exists in theMAPNAMES file, itsfull description will be

extracted and stored in theMOSS datafile.

3 - ADSMENUNAME or ALL
You can convert either one ADS theme at a time to MOSS or all

the themes for a given map. If all themes are to be converted,

enter ALL. If you are not converting all themes for a map, list

theme separately (by changing the theme name entered on the

argument line) until all desired themes are converted. If an incor-

rect menu name is entered, the list of menus for this map is

displayed. There is no default value for this argument.

4 'MAPDATE (four characters)

Enter any relevant date, such as the date of the USGS 7.5-minute

quad or the date digitized. There is no default value for this

argument.
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5'- NULL POLYGONS CONVERTED (optional)

If you want polygons with no attributes to be converted and

assigned the attribute specified in argument 6, enter VES. If you do
not want such polygons converted, enter NO . Some polygons in

the data may contain no attributes, and may be of no importance

or value in MOSS analyses. The default is NO (i.e., ignore polygons

without attributes).

6' ATTRIBUTE VALUE (optional)

This argument is used in conjunction with argument 5, and can

contain up to 30 characters. If VES is specified in 5, the contents

of argument 6 are the attribute for polygons with no attributes. If

argument 6 is left blank, and VES is entered for 5, the attribute

defaults to NULL (remember that this becomes the MOSS subject).

7'- CENTER LABEL (optional)

If attributes are to be placed at the centroid center of polygons,

enter VES; otherwise, attribute placement defaults to the digitized

location.

8 - MOSS PROJECT (optional)

If the MOSS map is stored under a project name different from the

ADS project specified in argument 1, enter the MOSS project

name. If this argument is not specified, the default MOSS project

name is the ADS project name identified in argument 1.

9 - LINES, SYMBOLS, POLYGONS (optional)

This argument specifies the data type(s) to be converted (L for

lines, S for symbols, P for polygons, or any combination of these).

The default converts symbols and polygons if they exist.

10 - PROJECTIONFILENAME
This argument allows you to re-project ADS maps as they are

transfened to MOSS. Enter the name of the file containing the

projection parameters. If you are executing this function interac-

tively, and the file specified does not exist, the file is created

automatically in the MOSS project, and you are prompted for

parameters for the new projection. You may create a projection

file in the MOSS project in advance; it must contain the projection

parameters in the same order in which they would be entered

interactively. The default for this argument does not re-project

maps during conversion.
.

.
.:''

Note:

Ifyou are executing thisfunction in batch mode, you must create

theprojectionfile in theMOSSproject in advance:
'

'
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Create ADS Maps
from PCCS Data

This function allows you to create ADS map files from PLSS

Coordinate Computation System (PCCS) data. The function places

PCCS file data in ADS format. As input, this function can use three

different PCCS data files (or sets of files) to create the ADS map
files: the Public land survey Geographic Coordinate File (PGCF)

by itself, the PGCF in association with a PLOT file, and newer

PGCF data that incorporates PLOT file information. Regardless of

the files used, the output ADS data have the same projection as

the input PCCS data.

Note:
The PCCS2ADS macroperforms the same operation asADSFunc-
tion 9.

If only connectivity is provided, only township section lines for an

entire township are created. The points along the section lines are

used to determine the perimeter of the section. All other points

are written to the .S file as irregular points and are not used when
creating section lines. The input file must contain information for

a full township. Both four and six digit point identifiers (1010 or

100100) for the same corner are recognized. Six digit point

identifiers are preferred, since eventually these will be the only

ones supported by the Service Center. This file must be a fixed

length, 74 characters/record, sequential access file.

If the PGCF file is used without the PLOT file, PARCEL GENERA-
TOR (ADS Function 12) cannot operate accurately because the

internal points for determining aliquot parts do not exist. The
PLOT file contains the internal points necessary to create the

aliquot parts for irregular sections. When requesting PCCS files,

be sure to verify that they contain as much detail as possible. The
newest PGCF data also contains the information from the PLOT
file in a format that can be read by the PCCS2ADS program. If this

format is used, you are not prompted for the PLOT file when the

program is executed.

.
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The PLOT file contains connectivity parameters that describe each

line in the file. If this file is used, entire or partial townships, and

other themes (e.g., roads, rivers) can be converted to ADS format.

Only six digit point identifiers (100100) for the same comer are

recognized. The macro CREATE.GKSPLOT.CPL executes Cadas-

tral Survey's WB319GKS or WB419GKS programs. These pro-

grams determine, from the point identifiers in the PGCF file,

which points should or should not be connected. This macro

creates the PLOT file from the PGCF file.

The files created by Function 9 are ADS.mapname,
mapname.BORDER, mapname.MENU, mapname.menuX,
and usually mapname.menaS If only the PGCF file is used, the

mapname.menu.S file contains any points which are in the PCCS

data file that do not fall on the section lines. If a PGCF Plot file is

used, the mapnamcmenmS file contains all the points found in

the PGCF file and is labeled with the PCCS point identifiers. The

line file contains the section lines for the township. If the map
name entered for the new map already exists, you are prompted

to either overwrite it or choose a new map name.

PCCS has four line styles. When the ADS files are created, the

PCCS line styles are assigned the following line number from the

menu. If you want line styles in your ADS files to match the PCCS

lines, you need to choose line styles from ADS.DOCBLMLINE that

match PCCS lines as closely as possible; these lines should be in

the following order:

A. west 1/16 line = 1

B. solid line = 2

C. centerline = 3

D. east 1/16 line =4

Example 1

Only PGCF File

After selecting this function, the following prompt appears:

I Enter an ADS project name [CR=Listl:

Enter the ADS project name containing the PGCF file, and press

[CR 1 . The following prompt appears:
.

,

I Input PGCF filename (STOP to terminate) IPGCF]

>

Enter the name of the file containing the PGCF information (e.g.,

S25W3.0UT), and press [CR ] . If the PGCF data file contains the

connectivity parameters, the following prompt is skipped; if the

file does not contain connectivity parameters, the following

prompt appears:
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I Input the PCCS Plot File name ICR=NO PLOT FILE!:

If no PLOT file exists, press [ CR ] , and the following prompt

appears:

I Enter projection information of (PGCF filename)

I Enter SCALE 1: [<CR>=24000]

Enter the scale at which you want this PGCF file's data converted

in ADS, and press [CR 1

.

You are prompted to specify the projection to be used, the ellip-

soid to be used, and specific information concerning the projec-

tion chosen. Once you have specified this information, the map
projection information is displayed on the terminal screen for your

review, and the following prompt appears:

I RDS filename (NO DEFAULT) :

Enter a map name (e.g., T25S.R03W). If the map name exists, you

are prompted to enter [CR 1 to continue and overwrite the map, N

to enter a new map name, or Q to quit the program. After a map
name is specified, the following prompt appears:

I ADS menu name [LANDLIMES]

Enter an ADS menuname, and press [CR ] . The default is the

LANDLINES menu.

The program then displays the first line of the PGCF file and

information concerning the records produced:

**!&?

I NO PLOT FILE GIUEN. ONLY SECTION LINES WILL BE

PRODUCED.

I TUP 25S RNG 3W N UILL OREGON DATE 87/01/06
I 270 TOTAL RECOADS,

I 176 AEGULAA AECOADS ( +.L FILE),

I 2 IAAEGULAR RECORDS < +.S FILE),

I 78 DUPLICATE AECOADS ( SKIPPED ) AND

I 12 ORIGIN RECORDS < SKIPPED ) RESULTING IN

I 207 SEGNENTS OF SECTION LINES PRODUCED.

:

Example 2 After selecting this function, the following prompt appears:

With PGCF and PGCF PLOT Files

I Enter an RDS project name [CR=List]:

Enter the ADS project name containing the PGCF file, and press

[ CR 1 . The following prompt appears:
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I Input PGCF filename (STOP to terminate) [PGCF]:

Enter the name of the file containing the PGCF information (e.g.,

S25W3.0UT), and press tCR ] . The following prompt appears:

I Input the PCCS Plot File name [CR=N0 PLOT FILE]:

Note:

Ifthe PGCF data contains the connectivityparameters, you are not

promptedfor thePLOTfile.

Enter the PLOT file name if it exists (e.g., S25W3.PLOT), and

press [CR ] . The following prompt appears:

I Enter projection information of (PGCF filename)

I Enter SCALE 1: [<CR>=240001

Enter the scale at which you want this PGCF file's data converted

in ADS, and press ICR ]

.

You are prompted to specify the projection to be used, the ellip-

soid to be used, and specific information concerning the projec-

tion chosen. Once you have specified this information, the map
projection information is displayed on the terminal screen for your

review, and the following prompt appears:

I RDS filename (NO DEFAULT) :

Enter a map name (e.g., T25S.R03W). If the map name exists, you

are prompted to enter [CR ] to continue and overwrite the map, N

to enter a new map name, or Q to quit the program. After a map
name is specified, the following prompt appears:

I ADS menu name ILANDLINES] :

Enter an ADS menuname, and press tCR ] . The default is the

LANDLINES menu.

The program then displays the first line of the PGCF file and the

number of ADS lines produced:

I TWP 25S RNG 3U M WILL OREGON DATE 87/01/06

I XXX LINES PAODUCED IN FILE (mapname. menuname. L)

' '

:

;
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Create ADS Maps
from DLGO Hies

This function allows you to convert USGS Digital Line Graphs

(DLG) Optional format Level 3 files into ADS symbol, line, and

attribute files. All DLG data, after 1986, is in Level 3 format. Only

UTM projected DLGs may be used as input. Any of the DLG
themes may be entered. The DLG file must be in the ADS project

directory before you can operate this function successfully. The

program creates the ADS.mapname, mapname.border

,

mapname.menu mapname.menuname.L,
mapname.menunameA and mapname.menuname.S files.

Note:
The macroDLG02ADSperforms the same operation asADSFunc-
tion 10.

WARNING:
IftheDLG is not in Optionalformat, you need to reformat the data

by using theDLGS20program. Before executing DLGS20, attach

to theADSDATA project containing theDLGfile. Execute the

program by enteringR IS>MOSS>DLGS20 . You arepromptedfor
the standardDLG inputfile name andfor the optionalDLG output

file name. Ifyou receive the error message, "ABEND: INREADING
HEADER; CODE = -1, " execute the CNVADSprogram by enteringR
IS>ADS>CNVADS . Whenyou arepromptedfor the number of
charactersper record, enter144 . You are now ready to rerun the

DLGS20program.

In converting DLG Optional data to ADS, you have the option of

keeping or omitting line labels. The line label and polygon

attribute are pairs of numbers. These are described in the Appen-

dix to the U.S. GeoDataData User'sHandbook If PLSS is the

theme for the DLG, the program converts the numeric pairs to

section number, and township and range attributes (e.g., 05;

0190N0030W). These attribute data are in standard ALMRS format.
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ProCBdUPB When you select this function, the following prompt appears:

I Enter the ADS project name - ICR=Listl:

Enter the ADS project name, and press [CR]. The following prompt

appears:

I Input DLG3 filename (STOP to terminate):

Enter the DLG filename, and press [CR].

Note:
Thisfile name must beplaced in theADSproject before executing

ADS Function 10(DLGO2ADS).

After entering the DLG filename, the following prompt appears:

I RDS filename' (NO DEFAULT):

Enter a new ADS mapname, and press [CR]. The following prompt

appears:

I ADS menu name ILANDLINES]

:

Enter a menuname for the data, and press [CR]. The default is the

LANDLINES menu. The following prompt appears:

I Keep coded line labels? IY/N,CA=YES]

:

Enter yes if the labels are to be kept for line data, and press [cr].

Label definitions are discussed in the USGS handbook previously

mentioned. Enter no if you do not want to keep labels for line

data, and press [ex].

After your response, the program displays the mapname, source

scale, DLG theme name, and the number of attributes, lines, and

points produced.

: . -

...

If**"
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Extract Townships
From Quads

Note:
The Extract TownshipsFrom Quadsfunction (i.e., the EXTRACT
program) is no longersupported byADS. Whenyou choose Func-

tion 11from the mainADSFunctions menu, theMERGEprogram
(ADS Function 18 -MergeADSMaps) is executed.

BUMMMMMWUmM

'

•

.

'
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Run the

Parcel Generator
This function allows you to create an ADS map containing aliquot

parts within sections in a township, or to create an ADS map that

combines these aliquot parts into parcels as defined in ALMRS
records files. The ALMRS data may be in Status format or Match/

Merge format (i.e., a format combining Status and LID informa-

tion).

Note:
The macro ADS.PARCELperforms the same operation asADS
Function 12.

The ADS input file must contain full sections for either a partial or

full township, and may be derived from a 7.5 minute quadrangle

or a township map created by MERGE (ADS Function 18) or

PCCS2ADS (ADS Function 9).

Note:
More accurate results are obtainedfrom the PARCEL GENERATOR
when used in conjunction with PCCS data.

The ADS input map must also contain closed polygons, each

having a single attribute consisting of the section number and

township and range identifier (e.g., 31;T32N.R109W or 31;

0320N1090W). The township and range identifier for all the

sections must be identical for all parcels to be generated. The

township and range portion of the attribute is limited to 20 charac-

ters.

Parcel Generator is executed automatically for all the sections

contained in the ADS input map file unless you specify otherwise.

If there are partial sections, as would be found at the edges of a

quad map, incorrect parcels will be generated. When using such
nmap files, specify PART when prompted to use all or part of the

data, and enter the numbers of the full sections to be considered.
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ALMRS data can be obtained in several formats, Status format,

Legal Land Descriptions (LLD), or the format that results from

Match/Merging the two; only Status and Match/Merge formats can

be used with PARCEL GENERATOR. Different conventions are

used to define parts and parcels in the various formats. You are

prompted (and required) by the program to identify the format

before processing begins.

Aliquot parts can be described with any one (or a combination) of

31 survey types in the ALMRS file in type 1 records. Record types

2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 contain ownership information for parcel genera-

tion. If the ALMRS file contains only type 1 records, only aliquot

parts for each section are generated. Type 2 records are necessary

to trigger the generation of parcels.

The PARCELATT file is used to specify the information to be

used in creating the attribute for the parcel. As parcels are gener-

ated, the PARCELATT file is used for defining the case type of

parcels. The case type is found in record type 2, columns 19 and

20 in Match/Merge files, and columns 25 and 26 in Status files. If

the PARCELATT file does not exist, the program defaults to

record type 2, columns 27 through 34 in Match/Merge files, and

columns 31 through 38 in Status files.

The PARCELATT file is an ASCII file, and may be created using

any editor on the PRIME. It must exist in the directory from which

you execute PARCEL GENERATOR. On each line of the

PARCELATT file, you must specify a case type, record type, the

first column of ADS containing the desired information, and the

number of characters to pull from the line in the file. Each column

in the file must be separated by either a comma or a space. There

may be from one to five entries in the file per case type, and up to

20 case types may be defined. Any definition from record type 1 is

ignored. You may specify any combination of data from other

record types. They are linked in the order defined, separated by

slashes. The attribute is shortened to 52 characters if it is longer

than this. If a specified record type does not exist, its definition is

ignored for that parcel. The only exception occurs when record

type 2 does not exist; in this case, the case type is unknown and

the serial number from record type 1 becomes the attribute.

The macro program ADS.PGFORMAT allows you to create a,data

file compatible with the Status version of the program. See the

documentation in Chapter 4 of this User's Guide for instructions on
•

. «

ADS.PGFORMAT.

Before executing the PARCEL GENERATOR, you must have an

ADS map containing public survey lines that has been processed

with CLOSURE and POLYGON, and has certain assigned attributes

(as explained above). When using the ALL option (in contrast to
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the PART option), the ADS map must be a complete township.

This map may be created by using MERGE (ADS Function 18),

PCCS2ADS (ADS Function 9), or by digitizing from a map contain-

ing an entire township. If the map does not contain an entire

township, use the PART option and specify only the complete

sections on the map. A file containing ALMRS records must be in

the same ADS project directory. If you do not wish to use the

default attributes, the PARCELATT file must exist in the directory

from which PARCEL GENERATOR is executed.

If an ADS input township map was created from PCCS data, there

may be PCCS labeled points in the .S file for the theme containing

the Public Land Survey data. You can use these points in the

parcel generation process by entering VES when prompted "Are

there PCCS points for this township?" When a point is calcu-

lated, the .S file is searched to determine if the corresponding

PCCS point is defined. If one is found, its coordinates are substi-

tuted for the calculated coordinates. Remember that more accurate

results are obtained from the PARCEL GENERATOR when used in

conjunction with PCCS data.

As this program executes, the records being processed are dis-

played, and you are notified when processing is complete. In

addition, a Prime COMO file (PARCEL.COMO) containing all

information displayed and entered on your terminal screen is

created in your ADS user directory; this file can be used as a

diagnostic tool if enors occur during processing.

Procedure "When you select this function, the following prompt appears:

I Enter an ADS project name - [CR=List]:

Enter the ADS project name, and press [CR 1 . The following

prompt appears:

I IS VOUR DRTfl IN THE OLD STATUS FORMAT V/N CR=V ?:

Enter VES if the ALMRS file is in Status format. Enter NO if the

ALMRS file is in Match/Merge format. Press I CR 1 , and the follow-

ing prompt appears:

I ALMRS file:

Enter the name of the ALMRS file, and press [CR ] . The following

prompt appears:

I RDS map name:
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Enter the name of the ADS map, and press [CR ] . The following

prompt appears:

I Input menu name:

Enter the menu name containing the public survey lines, and press

[CR ] . The following prompt appears:

I Output menu name:

Enter the menu name (i.e., theme) to contain the new data, and

press ICR 1 . The following prompt appears:

I Township (RLMRS style):

Enter the township designation in ALMRS 5-character format (e.g.,

0070N), and press [CR ] . The following prompt appears:

Note:
On Match/Mergefiles created afterJanuary 1990, the township and
range columns have been reversed (e.g. 0290W0070N). When
running thesefiles with PARCEL GENERATOR, enter range at the

townshipprompt and the township at the rangeprompt.

I Range (RLMRS style):

Enter the range designation in ALMRS 5-character format (e.g.,

0290W), and press [CR ] . The following prompt appears:

I Township /Range (ADS style):

Enter the township and range designations in the ADS-compatible

format (e.g., T7N.R29W) identical to the township and range parts

of attributes in the ADS input map. Press [CR ] , and the following

prompt appears:

I Rev i eui i npu t? I CR=N0 ]

:

.

. . .

If you want to review your entries for all of the preceding

prompts, and have the opportunity to change them, enter VES and

press [CR 1 ; if you are satisfied with all of the preceding entries,

enter NO and press ICR ] . The following prompt appears;

I fire the points along section lines significant?

[CR=N01:
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If the points along section lines identify quarter-quarter sections

(e.g., the ADS map was created from a PCCS file), enter VES and

press [CR ] . If points along section lines do not identify quarter-

quarters, enter NO and press [CR ] . The following prompt appears:

I Section IfiLL or PART]:

Enter RLL if the ADS map name entered is a complete township

(i.e., does not contain partial sections), and press [CR]. Enter PART

if only specified sections are to be used to generate parcels, and

press [CR]; you are then prompted to enter these section numbers.
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Locate Wells

Using GGWL
This function creates or updates an ADS symbol file containing

geographic well locations. The program allows you to simply

append an existing symbol file, append an existing file and

discard duplicate symbols, or completely replace an old symbol

file with a new one.

Note:
The macro ADS.GGWLperforms the sameprocedures asADS
Function 13.

This function uses an ADS theme containing PLSS section lines

and polygons, and a file containing footage calls and descriptors

for well locations to calculate the location of the well symbols.

Before using this function, both the ADS PLSS theme and a file

containing footage calls for well locations (an APD data file) must

exist in the ADS project directory. The ADS PLSS theme must

contain closed polygons with attributes containing township,

range, and section numbers. The township and range of each

attribute on the map must be identical. You can create the file

containing well location data (i.e., an APD data file) using the

macro ENTGGWL.

Note:

Ifa PLSS themefora USGS quad is used, PLSS themesforsurround-

ing quads must already exist in theprojectfor thisfunction to work

properly withinpartial sections on the map.

The program identifies the location and well number being

processed, any footage calls that cannot be read, and duplicate

records that are discarded or replaced.

The program uses footage calls only from PLSS section lines, and

cannot read footage calls from quarter or quarter-quarter (aliquot

part) section lines. PI data must be reformatted before it can be

read by this program.
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Procedure When you select this function, the following prompt appears:

I ENTER AN ADS PROJECT NAME - ICR=LIST]

Enter the project name, and press [CR ] . The following prompt

appears:

I ENTER RDS NRP NRNE

Enter the ADS map name, and press [CR ] . The following prompt

appears:

I ENTER RDS NENU NRNE

Enter the menu (i.e., theme) name for the ADS data file containing

PLSS section lines and polygons, and press [CR ] . The following

prompt appears:

I ENTER RDS NENU NRNE FOR SVNBOL FILE

Enter the menu name for the symbols file (i.e., the output file

either created or appended by this program), and press [CR ] . The

following prompt appears:

I ENTER NRNE OF RPD DRTR FILE TO PROCESS

Enter the name of the file containing footage calls and descriptors

for well locations, and press [CR ] . The following prompt appears:

I SHALL GGUL CHECK FOR ADJACENT NAPS (V=VES,N=N0, NO IS

DEFAULT AND SHOULD BE USED FOA TOWNSHIPS)

Enter VES if you are using a USGS quad map as a base, and

bordering maps have been digitized. Enter NO if you are using a

township map as a base (such maps contain only full sections).

After responding, press [CR ] , and the following prompt appears:

I HOW SHOULD DUPLICATE AECOADS BE PAOCESSED -

I = NO CHECKING, APPEND TO SVNBOL FILE

I 1 = NO AEPLACENENT, DISCAAD DUPLICATE

I 2 = REPLACE OLD UITH NEW

I >>ENTEA ONE NUNBEA (0,1 or 2) : .-...
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Enter the option number corresponding to what you want the

program to do with the output data file. Option zero (0) simply

appends (adds) all new well symbols to the output symbol file.

Option one (1) appends new well symbols to the output file, but

discards new symbols that duplicate symbols already existing in

the output file. Option two (2) overwrites an existing output

symbol file, effectively replacing all of its well symbol data.

Example ofthe format of an APD file read by GGWL
05146 35 22 N 07 W 660 N 1980 E 1

05148 22 22 N 06 W 990 S 990 W 1

05150 23 22 N 07 W 1980 S 660 E 1

20171 14110 N107 W 800 S 800 E 1

20172 11110 N106 W 1860 N 1780 E 1

20190 13110 N107 W 800 S 800 W 1

Column numbers are as follows:

1-31 APD number
32-33 Section number
34-36 Township number

39 Township direction

40-42 Range number

45 Range direction

47-50 Footage call

52 Footage direction

54-57 Footage call

59 Footage direction

61-62 Symbol type
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Convert Data

from REV6 to REV7
This function allows you to convert maps digitized using ADS
Revision 6 software to a format acceptable to Revision 7+ soft-

ware. This conversion simply involves the addition of projection

information to a map's ADS.mapname file; projection informa-

tion was not recorded in Revision 6, but is mandatory in ADS
Revision 7+. It is important to remember that this program does

not re-project the data.

Note:
The macroADS.REV6T07performs the sameprocedures asADS
Function 14.

Before converting a map from Revision 6 to Revision 7 (or Revi-

sion 8), you must check the source map (i.e., the map used

during Data Capture) for the appropriate projection information.

ADS Function 14 requires this projection data to convert maps
from Revision 6 to Revision 7.

.

Note:
On 7.5-minute USGS quads, projection information isprinted on

the lower-leftside ofthe map, and most 7.5-minute quads use the

State Planeprojection. Be sure to specifyMETERS in response to the

prompt concerning units ofmeasure.

Only a map's ADS.mapname file is altered by this function; none

of the map's other data files are affected. This function may be run

interactively or as a batch job, and can convert one or more maps.

This program may be run interactively or in batch. When run

interactively, you may convert one map at a time or create a map
name list file (containing a list of ADS Revision 6 map names) and

convert up to 30 maps. When a batch job is used, create both a

map name list file and a batch input file. Instructions for creating

these files are listed under Procedure 2 below.
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Procedure 1

Interactive

When you select this function, the following prompt

appears:

I Enter an ADS project name - [CR=Listl:

Enter the ADS project name containing the map(s) to be con-

verted, and press [CR ] . The following prompt appears:

I Is this to be a batch job? Y/CR=N ?:

Enter NO or a [CR]. The following prompt appears:

I eList or f i lename

Enter the name of the map name list file (preceded by the @ sign)

or an individual map name. When you press [CR] after entering a

file or map name, the program prompts you for projection infor-

mation for each of the map(s) specified.

Prompts for each specified map's projection information vary

depending on the projection chosen.

Note:
Longitudes must be entered in negative numbers.

Once you have specified a map's projection information, this data

is displayed on the terminal screen for your review.

WARNING:
Ifthisprogramfailsforany reason, delete thefileTEMPADS
(created in theADSDATA>project_name directory) before at-

tempting to re-run it.

Note:
After converting maps, delete and update theMASTERDTforthe
project by executingADS Function 7—UpdateADS MasterMap
File

.
. .
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Procedure

Batch

When you select this function, the following prompt appears:

I Enter an ADS project name - [CR=List]:

Enter the ADS project name containing the map(s) to be con-

verted, and press [CR]. The following prompt appears:

I Is this to be a batch job? V/CR=N ?:

Enter YES, and press [CR]. The following prompt appears:

I Enter the name of the batch input file:

Enter the name of the file containing the LIST file name and the

projection parameters.

If maps are to be converted in a single batch job, they must all

have the same projection, and you must have two files. First, a

map name list file (containing a list of ADS Revision 6 map names)

must be created in the project directory that contains the map files

to be converted. Second, a batch input file containing projection

information must be created in the directory from which ADS is

executed.

Note:
To convert maps using a batchjob, you must create both the map
name listfile and the batch inputfile in theirproper directories.

Create a map name list file using Prime EMACS or EDIT in the

ADSDATA>project_name directory. This file must contain a list

of ADS.mapname file names to be converted. The list can

contain up to 30 maps, but all of them must have the same

projection since this program assigns the same projection to each

file on the list.

For example, the Project COLORADO has 40 maps in it. 30 of

these maps were digitized from USGS quads projected in the

Colorado State Planar System (i.e., Lambert Conformal Conic).

The other 10 maps were digitized from 1:100,000 quads projected

in UTM. Two map name list files must to be created, one for each

type of projection (e.g., QUADS_LCC and QUADSJJTM). If the

100,000 quads fell into two UTM zones, another division would be

necessary (e.g., QUADS_UTM_12 and QUADS. UTM_13).

.-. - - -
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Example Map Name List File:

I ADS.

I ADS

I ADS.

I ADS.

I ADS.

I ADS.

I ADS.

I ADS.

I ADS.

I ADS.

I ADS.

I ADS

I ADS.

I ADS

B148106

B243106

B748105

BS48105
C 148 106

C248106

C748105

C848105

D 148 106

D248106

D748105

D848105

E148106

E248106

Note:
It is wise to make a back-up copy qftheADS.mapnamefile, so that

ifthisprogram encounters errors, you do not have to recreate a
corrupted or deletedfile header.

The required batch input file must contain the name of the map
name list file and projection parameters. The map name list file's

name must be preceded by the @ symbol in the batch input file.

(See the examples of batch input files listed below.)

The projection parameters must be entered in the same order in

which they are prompted for during interactive processing. These

prompts can be viewed by running the program with one map
name and carefully copying them; be sure not to re-run this

program on a map you have already converted to Revision 7+.

Example Batch Input File:

EKmap_name_l ist file name)

V

-105

42
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Example Batch Input Files for Different Projections:

Note:
In all ofthefollowing example batchfiles, the information in

parentheses describes specificprojectionparameter input, and is not

part ofthe example batchfiles.

UTM-ZONE 1 3:

PQUflDSJUTM (map name list file name)

VES (Is this map in the western hemisphere?)

1 (projection number from the menu)
(ellipsoid)

-105 (longitude of any point within the UTM zone)

42 Gatitude of any point within the TJTM zone)

LAMBERTCONFORMAL CONIC-CENTRAL ZONE-COLORAEX
PQUflDS-LCCjC (map name list file name)

VES (Is this map in the western hemisphere?)

4 (projection number from the menu)

(ellipsoid)

38 2? Gatitude of 1st standard parallel)

39 45 Gatitude of 2nd standard parallel)

-105 30 Gongitude of central meridian)

37 50 Gatitude origin of projection)

5000000 (false easting)

(false northing)

TRANSVERSE MERCATOR-CENTRALZONE-ARIZONA:
eQUADS_TMJC (map name list file name)

VES (Is this map in the western hemisphere?)

9 (map projection from menu)

(ellipsoid)

. 9999 (scale factor at central meridian)

-111 55 Gongitude of central meridian)

3 1 Gatitude origin of projection)

5000000 (false easting)

(false northing)

OLORADO-CENTRAL ZONE:
(map name list file name)

(Is this map in the western hemisphere?)

(map projection from menu)
(ellipsoid)"

(State Plane zone)

SQUflDS-SPT-C
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AIDERS-CONTINENTAL U.S.

eUS_MRP_RL

YES

3

29.5

45.5
-96

23

5000000

(map name list file name)

(Is this map in the western hemisphere?)

(map projection from menu)
(ellipsoid)

(latitude of 1st standard parallel)

(latitude of 2nd standard parallel)

(longitude of central meridian)

(latitude origin of projection)

(false easting)

(false northing)

-

:

j

r >... ..
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Resequence
Data Files

This function cleans up ADS data files for a specific map by

removing deleted records and renumbering the remaining records.

It permanently removes lines, text, symbols, or attributes that have

been previously marked for deletion in ADS Edit.

Note:
TheADSJZESEQUENCE macroperforms the sameprocedures asADS
Function 15.

Execute this function for any completed file that has deleted items,

or on line files that may contain self-crossing lines. It is especially

important to resequence data files before you run CLOSURE and

POLYGON. The program creates a backup copy of the original file

< filename.BU) before it is resequenced. Backup files are deleted

when the ADS.CLEAN macro program (ADS Function 17) is

executed on a directory.

For line data only, this function allows you to set a thinning

tolerance distance to remove points from lines that lie within the

specified tolerance distance of each other. This function also

automatically operates on self-crossing lines, resolving (i.e.,

breaking) these into 2 or more separate lines if necessary. The

self-crossing line resolution and line thinning operations used by

this program are the same as those used in ADS Data Capture.

This function also resolves font information discrepancies.

Procedure When you select this function, the following information and

prompt appear:

***** RESEQUENCE *****

REM0UES DELETED RECORDS
REMOUES EXTRA OR BLANK RECORDS

REORDERS AND /OR RENUNBERS RECORDS
NON-RECOUERRBLE ERRORS WILL CAUSE THE PROGRRN TO

TERN I NATE AND RESTORE THE ORIGINAL FILE.

SVNBOL, RRW LINE, ATTRIBUTE and TEXT
FILES NAV BE RESEQUENCED

Enter an ADS project name - [CR=Listl:
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Enter the ADS project containing the file to be resequenced, and

press [CR]. The following information and prompt appear:

I - < project-name) - was selected.

I Note: Do not include "ADS." as part of the MAP NAME

I Enter the MAP to be AESEQUENCed [*=LIST, <CA>=QUIT1:

Enter the name of the map containing the data file you want

resequenced, and press [CR]. To see a list of maps in the specified

project, enter an asterisk (*) and press [CR]. After specifying a map
name, the following prompt appears:

I Enter TEXT or ADS-THEME [<CA>=LIST] :

Enter the ADS map theme name (e.g., LANDLINES) for the data

file you want resequenced, and press [CR]. If you want the

specified map's text file (mapname.TEXT) resequenced, enter

TEXT and press [CR]. To see a list of themes for the specified

map, press [CR].

If you enter TEXT, the following information and prompt appear:

I *** BLANK LABELED TEXT MILL BE DELETED ***

I File (mapname.TEXT) will be resequenced

I WITH associated font file

I CONTINUE IY/N <CA>=VES1 :

Enter YES or press [CR] to resequence the selected map's TEXT
file. The following information is displayed on the terminal screen:

| ***RESEQUENC I NG COMPLETED ON FILE- (map's TEXT

f j | e )***

I Old records = (* of records in TEXT file before

resequencing)
I New records = (* of records in TEXT file after

resequencing)

I Old font records = (* of TEXT font file records

before resequencing)

I New font records = (* of TEXT font file records

after resequencing)
| **** STOp

.
!

.

>'VV,.,,,.

If you specify a theme name at the ENTER TEXTOR ADS-

THEME prompt, the following prompt appears

I Enter the DATA TVPE IS, L, A] ;
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Enter S to resequence the specified theme's symbol file, L to

resequence the theme's line file, or A to resequence the theme's

attribute file, then press [CR].

If you choose to resequence the selected theme's symbol file, the

following information and prompt appear:

I File (mapname. menuname. S) will be resequenced

I U I TH assoc i a led fon t file

I CONTINUE [V/N <CR>=VES1 :

Enter YES or press [CR] to resequence the selected theme's

symbol file. The following information is displayed on the terminal

screen:

I*** RESEQUENCING CONPLETED ON FILE -

< mapname . menuname . S ) ***

I Old records = <* of records in symbol file before
resequencing)

I New records = <* of records in symbol file after

resequencing)

I **** gjop

If you choose to resequence the selected theme's line file, the

following information and prompt appear:

I SELF-CROSSING LINES UILL BE BROKEN -

I this may result in 'more' lines after resequence
I Do you want the data thinned (V/N CR=N> :

Enter YES and press [CR] if you want lines in the file thinned.

Enter NO and press [CR] if you do not want lines thinned. If you

ask for lines to be thinned, the following prompt appears:

I Enter the thinning tolerance in NRP INCHES

I lvalue between 0.001 and 0.040, <CR>=.004] :

Enter the line thinning tolerance distance (the default is 0.004

inches). Press [CR], and the following information and prompt

appear:

.

,

I File (mapname. menuname. L) will be resequenced
WITH associated font file

I CONTINUE IY/N <CR>=VES] :
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Enter YES or press [CR] to resequence the selected theme's line

file. The following information is displayed on the terminal screen:

| *** RESEQUENCING COMPLETED ON FILE -

< mapname . menuname . L ) ***

I Old records = (* of records in line file before
resequencing)

I New records = (* of records in line file after
resequencing)

| **** stop

If you choose to resequence the selected theme's attribute file, the

following information and prompt appear:

I RESEQUENCING ATTRIBUTES DESTROYS URL ID LINKS TO

POLYGONS

I ** Use RDS EDIT command ENCLOSE to restore valid

I inks **

I *** BLANK LABELED ATTRIBUTES MILL BE DELETED ***

I File (mapname. menuname. R) will be resequenced

I WITH associated font file

I CONTINUE [Y/N <CR>=YES] :

Enter YES or press [CR] to resequence the selected theme's

attribute file. The following information is displayed on the termi-

nal screen:

I *** RESEQUENCING COMPLETED ON FILE -

(mapname. menuname. S) ***

I Old records = (* of records in attribute file before

resequenc i ng >

I New records = (* of records in attribute file after

resequencing)
| **** STOP

"
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WARNING:
Ifafontfile (.F) is not associated with the selected data or TEXTfile,
or ifthe information in an associatedfontfile is incompatible with

the selected data or TEXTfile, thefollowing message appears:

I Can not open (font file name)

I **IF VOU CONTINUE, ANY FONT INFORMATION HILL BE

NULL I F I ED**

I IF VOU BELIEUE FONT INFORMATION EXISTS, PLEASE QUIT

NOW

I Fi le (mapname.menuname.data_type) will be resequenced

I WITHOUT associated font file

B CONTINUE IV/N <CR>=VES] :

Ifyou believe thatfont information has been associated with the

selected data or TEXTfile, do not continue. Exit thisfunction, and
examineyour data or TEXTfile and its associatedfontfile to

determine why their data are incompatible.

After resequencing is complete, the following prompt appears:

I Enter the MAP to be RESEQUENCed l*=LIST, <CR>=QUIT1:

Enter another map name for resequencing or exit this function.
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MAPNAMES Hie
This function allows you to create and add names to a specified

ADS project's MAPNAMES file. The function maintains the

MAPNAMES file's sorted order and updates the map counter.

MAPNAMES files created and maintained by this program are

located in their appropriate ADSDATA>project_name directory.

When an ADS map file is converted to MOSS format, the descrip-

tion in the MOSS header file is obtained from the MAPNAMES
file.

Note:
TheADSMAPNAMES macroperforms the sameprocedures asADS
Function 16.

The MAPNAMES file is designed to store and sort map names
representative of the mapped area and consistent with the USGS
and BLM map-naming convention. This naming convention was
originally developed by USGS for identifying its 7.5 minute quads,

and uses the coordinates of the southeast corner of a map to

create the map name. If you enter a map name that follows the

USGS map-naming convention, this function calculates the longi-

tude and latitude of the SW corner, and provides the original

name of the quad (which you also enter when using this function)

as a cross-check when entering ADS Capture.
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Every file name on the Prime computer must start with a letter; the

computer will not accept a file name starting with a number. After

using the following table to create the map name, move the last

two characters to the beginning of the name (e.g., 41108B1 to

B141108).

mapname = _#YYXXX (7-digit character name)

_ = letter [A-H] identifying LATITUDE:

A = 00 min 00 sec SOUTH edge

B = 07 min 30 sec SOUTH edge

C = 15 min 00 sec SOUTH edge

D = 22 min 30 sec SOUTH edge

E = 30 min 00 sec SOUTH edge

F = 37 min 30 sec SOUTH edge

G = 45 min 00 sec SOUTH edge

H = 52 min 30 sec SOUTH edge

# = number [1-8] identifying LONGITUDE:

1 = 00 min 00 sec EAST edge

2 = 07 min 30 sec EAST edge

3 = 15 min 00 sec EAST edge

4 = 22 min 30 sec EAST edge

5 = 30 min 00 sec EAST edge

6 = 37 min 30 sec EAST edge

7 = 45 min 00 sec EAST edge

8 = 52 min 30 sec EAST edge

YY = LATTTUDE in degrees of SOUTH edge of quad

XXX = LONGITUDE in degrees of EAST edge of quad

EXAMPLE
41108B1 = LAT = 41 deg 7 min 30 sec (SOUTH EDGE) =

LONG = 108 deg min sec (EAST EDGE) therefore,

SW corner = LAT = 41 deg 7 min 30 sec = LONG = 108

deg 7 min 30 sec
.

' s

•

,

Convert this to B141 108 for the Prime version.
f

-

Procedure When you select this function, the following prompt appears:

111 , r.n r.r.Mi-

i

Input map name [CR=D0NE1
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Enter a 7-character map name (composed using information in the

preceding table) if this is a 7.5 minute quad, and you are following

USGS and BLM map-naming conventions (as modified for the

Prime computer). If the map name does not follow these conven-

tions, enter the desired name. Press [CR], and the following

prompt appears:

I Input descriptive name ICR= IGNORE] [40 char max]

Enter the descriptive name of the map (e.g., the title of the USGS
7.5-minute quad). This entry is optional. Press [CR] when you have

finished, and the following prompt appears:

I DDD MM SS*DDD MM SS - LONG/LPT SU corner

I I* = 7.5 min QUAD]

Enter the longitude and latitude for the southwest corner of the

map, or enter an asterisk (*) to have this program automatically

calculate the coordinates from the map name.

Note:
You should only enteran asterisk (*) at thisprompt ifthe specified

map is a 7.5 minute quad, and the map namefollows USGS and
BLM map-naming conventions (as modifiedfor the Prime com-

puter).

After you enter the longitude and latitude of the map's southwest

corner (or an asterisk), the program displays the map's name and

the coordinates, and asks you if these are correct.

Note:

Ifthe specified map name already exists, theprogram asks ifyou

want the existing map replaced (i.e., overwritten).
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Clean an
ADS Project

This function allows you to delete temporary data files (i.e., those

files that are no longer needed after ADS Edit's CLOSURE, POLY-
GON, EDGEFTT and RESEQUENCE programs have completed)

from a specified ADS project regardless of who created them. Files

deleted include: +.NODES, +JINES, +.NLPTR, @@PRINT,
+.EDG, +J), and +.BU.

Note:
TheADS.CLEAN macroperforms the sameprocedures asADS
Function 1 7.

WARNING:
Make sure no one is using theADSproject before executing this

function. Thesefiles cannot be restored once they have been deleted.
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-Merge ADS Maps: Function 18 i

Merge ADS Maps
This function allows you to merge up to 36 ADS map data files

into an existing map, or to create a new ADS map. A single map is

created, and up to 10 themes for that map can be created for the

existing themes on the original maps. If you are merging maps
into an existing map, data is clipped to fit its borders. Input maps
may be of varying scales, but must all have the same projection,

be in the same projection zone, and have the same units (i.e.,

meters or feet).

Note:
The macroADSMERGEperforms the sameprocedures asADS
Function 18.

Symbol, line, attribute, or polygon data can be merged. Although

more than one data type may be merged, line data and polygon

data cannot be merged at the same time. When merging polygons,

attribute data may be merged automatically as well. When poly-

gons are merged, a line map is created. You may limit the features

to be merged by specifying certain strings in their labels or at-

tributes; up to 10 such strings may be specified. If multiple data

types are merged, these strings apply to all labels and subjects

(e.g., if symbols and lines are both merged, a search string of

T109W is entered, and this string occurs in certain symbol labels

and lines labels, those specific symbols and lines would be se-

lected during the merge).

The resulting map has the same projection as the source map. All

15 projection parameters in the ADS.mapname files to be merged

must match except for UTM projections (these only require that

the ellipsoid parameters, UTM zone and map units match). Any
map having a different projection from the first map specified is

rejected, and processing proceeds to the next map. See the ADS
macro ADS.PROJECTION if you need to change the projection of
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The registration for a new map created by this function is calcu-

lated from the registration points of the input maps. This is a Map
Type 2 registration. The boundary of the new map matches the

registration points at its corners, but has intermediate points along

the sides (spaced at equal distances). The interval between inter-

mediate boundary points can vary depending on the map size and

scale, but is usually 2.5 minutes. If more than 500 or fewer than 4

points exist along the new map's border, the interval between

intermediate points is either doubled or halved until an acceptable

number of points is achieved. You have the option of creating

three types of borders for a new map. First, the default is a border

matching the boundary of mapped data. Second, you may opt to

create a border similar to a drafted 'neat line' around mapped
data if these data are merged on the basis of feature labels/

attributes. As data are merged, the MBR (minimum bounding

rectangle) for the mapped data is calculated, and the new border

is created four inches to the left of the new registration, eight

inches to the right, and three inches above and below. Third, you

may opt to create a border 0.1 inch larger (in every direction) than

the new map's MBR.

Note:
When using MERGE to create townshipsfrom quad data, a neat

line border is desirable. Ifyou need to re-registera map with a neat

line border, the registration points can be entered by using theADS
EditIMPORTcommand's Terminal Option. Registrationpoints can

be viewed by listing theADS.mapname file. Create aproduction

plot ofthesepoints and use them to re-register the map. Ifadditional

menus are merged to maps created with a neat line, the data are

clipped to the neat line instead ofthe original data.

When merging lines or polygons, you have the option of remov-

ing duplicate lines. This is an extremely time-consuming process,

is not always accurate, and should only be done when absolutely

necessary. This option may not remove the lines correctly depend-

ing on the quality of your data. (The program often has problems

with duplicate lines when the data is from MOSS.) When dupli-

cate lines are removed in polygon data, lines are dissolved be-

tween polygons that have identical attributes.

Note:
Better results are obtained ifyou edge-fit before merging.

.
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Some problems encountered in merging are caused by meander-

ing map borders. This problem occurs in maps re-registered in

earlier versions of ADS after the CLOSURE and POLYGON process

had been run. If lines left in polygons occur at the intersections of

maps, they may be eliminated by re-running CLOSURE on the

original ADS maps.

Line data can be merged more quickly than polygon data, but you

must determine which produces better results (e.g., if you are

trying to create a township, and are using a search string matching

township/range attributes, polygon data must be merged because

township/range attributes are associated with polygons, not the

lines making up those polygons).

You may choose any scale for a new map created by this func-

tion, as long as the resulting map is less than 100 inches in width

and length. A menu of commonly used scales is displayed, and

the program prompts you to choose one of these or enter a

specific scale. Map size is determined by the outside boundary of

all merged maps. The size of maps enclosed in neat lines is not

known until after the data is merged. The ADS.MERGE program

can be used to change the scale of an existing ADS map.

Procedure 1

Merge Without

Selection String

When you select this function, the following prompt

appears:

I Enter an ADS project name - [CR=Listl:

Enter the ADS project name containing the maps to be merged.

Press [CR] and the following prompt appears:

.

I ENTER THE RESULTING HERGED NRP NflNE:

Enter the name of the output map that will contain merged data,

and press [CR]. The name may be that of an existing map, or a

new map name. If the name entered already exists, the following

prompt appears:

I THE RESULTANT NRP "(mapname)'

I 1.) CONTINUE

I 2 . ) ENTER R NEW NRP NRNE

I 3. ) EXIT PROGRRN

1 Enter a number:

EXISTS

.

'
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Enter the appropriate option number and press [CR]. Option one

(1) allows you to merge maps into the specified existing map.

Option two (2) allows you to re-enter a new (different) map
name. Option three (3) allows you to exit this function. Once you

have entered the appropriate output map's name, the following

information and prompt appear:

I ONLV 36 MAP NAMES MAV BE ENTEAED

I ENTEA MAP NAME 1 <<CA>=FINISHED>

Enter the name of one of the maps to be merged, and press [CR].

The last line of this prompt repeats to allow entry of up to 36 map
names. End entry of map names by pressing [CR], and the follow-

ing information and prompt appear:

I Only 10 theme names may be entered

I ENTEA THEME NAME 1 0A ALL <<CA>=FINISHED>

Enter the name for one of the map themes to be merged, and

press [OR]. Enter ALL and press [CR] to merge all the themes that

exist for the selected maps. The following information and prompt

appear:

I Available data types

I S => Symbols

I L => Lines

I P => Polygon /At tribute

I A => Attribute

I Enter desired types (example: S or SA>:

Enter the letter(s) specifying the data types to be merged, and

press [CR].

Note:
Although mow than one data type may be merged, line data and
polygon data cannot be merged at the same time.

, - !

If you choose to merge line or polygon data, the following prompt

appears:

I Enter V/N to remove duplicate lines <<CR> = No):

Enter YES and press [CR] to remove duplicate lines. Enter NO and

press [CR] to skip the removal of duplicate lines.
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Note:

Ifyou specifiedALL themes to be merged, thisprompt lists (and is

repeatedfor) each ofthe themes that exist on the specified maps.

WARNING:
Removing duplicate lines is an extremely time-consumingprocess, is

not always accurate, and should only be done when absolutely

necessary. This option may not remove lines correctly depending on

the quality ofyour data. Thisprogram often hasproblems with

duplicate lines when the data has been transferredfrom MOSS.

When duplicate lines are removed in polygon data, lines are

dissolved betweenpolygons that have identical attributes.

If you choose to delete duplicate lines, the following information

appears if you are deleting duplicate lines from line data, and the

following prompt appears if you are deleting duplicate lines from

either line or polygon data:

I To avoid unintentional loss of valid data,

I choose the smallest reasonable tolerance wi th

I consideration to your resultant map scale and

I input data spacing.

I Enter duplicate line removal tolerance <<CR> = .09):

•

Enter the tolerance distance (in inches) criteria to be used in

removing duplicate lines, and press [CR]. The default is 0.09

inches.

If you entered a single theme name at the ENTERTHEME NAME
prompt, you are prompted to enter the name for another map
theme to be merged, and the above-listed prompts appear for this

next theme. To end the entry of theme names, simply press [CR]

at the ENTER THEME NAME prompt.

The following prompt appears after all themes have been speci-

fied:

1 Enter V/N for selection being limited by attributes/
labels <<CR> = No):

I Enter YES to specify up to ten character stings
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You may limit the features to be merged by specifying certain

strings that occur in map feature labels or attributes. If you want to

specify character strings that will be used as map feature selection

criteria, enter YES and press [CR]. If you do not want to specify

label/attribute character strings, enter NO and press [CR]. If you
enter YES, the following information and prompt appear:

I Only 10 at tribute /labels may be entered

I Enter string 1 <<CR> = finished):

Enter up to 10 attribute/label character strings; this prompt repeats

10 times, if necessary. To end entry of character strings, press [CR].

The following prompt concerning map border options appears

only if you have specified attribute/label character strings:

I Enter Y for border being a neat line

I for border within .1" of data

I N for not changing the border

I <<CR> = N):

Enter the letter specifying the type of map border desired, and

press [CR]. The default is for a map border coinciding with the

map boundary. Details concerning these three options are re-

viewed in the discussion of this function earlier in this section. The

following prompt appears:

I Enter Y/N to edit and/or view answers <<CR> = No):

If you made an enor and want to reenter a prompt's value, or

wish to review the information you have entered at this program's

prompts, enter YES and press [CR]. If you want to continue, enter

NO and press [CR]. If you review your prompt answers, the

information you entered is displayed, and you are given opportu-

nities to reenter you responses. After reviewing the prompt data

entered, the program continues.

",

•

*

,

I
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The following information and prompt appear:

I THE FOLLOWING SCALES ARE RURILRBLE FOR THE MERGED

MRP:

1. EXIT

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

24000

25000
50000

52500
63360

100000

250000

500000

1:1000000

11. 1:2000000

12. 1:2500000

13. OTHER

ICR=EXIT1

(7.5")

(7.5' METRIC)
(COUNTV MRP)
<15')

(15" ALASKA)
(30* x 60')

(1x2 DEGREES)

(STATE MAP)

(INTERNATIONAL)

(NATIONAL ATLAS)

(UNITED STATES)

I ENTER NUNBER CORRESPONDING TO THE DESIRED OPTION:

Enter the option number from the list that specifies the scale you

want for the output map containing merged data. Press [CR], and

the following information and prompt appear:

I AT A SCALE OF 1: (selected scale). THE MAP WILL BE

APPAOXIMATELV

I xx. xx MAP INCHES WIDE BV xx.xx MAP INCHES HIGH.

I IS THIS OK? ICR=VES3

The size of the output map (in inches) is based on the minimum
and maximum (x,y) coordinates of the map's registration points

(i.e., corners). If you enter NO, the scale menu is redisplayed.

.
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~ Create DLGO Files from ADS Maps: Function 19 i

Create DLGO Hies

from ADS Maps
This function allows you to convert ADS data to a format similar to

a DLG optional format.

Note:
The macroADSADS2DLGperforms the sameprocedures asADS
Function 19.

The files produced from polygon or arcline data are closest to the

DLG optional format. Those created from lines or symbols are

only suitable for use by the BLM. ADS labels are not converted to

DLG major and minor codes; instead, they are written as character

strings. The scale of the output data is the same as the input map.

The default output filename is DLG.mapname and is created in

the same project area as the original map.

Note:
Before executing thisfunction on linefiles, run theADS Edit

CLOSUREandARCLINE commands. The results ofARCLINE are

written into the Cllnefile (mapname.menuname.C)'. Existing line

labels are written into the Cllnefile. Iflines do not have labels, the

line definitionfrom theADS menu is used.
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Arguments:

The ADS to DLG conversion uses the 6 arguments in the following

table. The arguments marked with an asterisk (*) are not required

and default to the value described in the argument descriptions

following the table. A dash can be used to replace default answers

4 through 6.

ADS ADS ADS DATA OUTPUT PAOJECT 1 ON

PROJECT F 1 LENflME THEME TVPE F 1 LENAME F 1 LENAME

WVO B141108 USA P DLG. B 14 1108

WARNING:
Ifan optional argument is entered, all other arguments numbered

up through that argument must be entered.

Following is a description of these 6 arguments.

1 -ADSPROJECT
Enter the name of the ADS project containing the digitized files to

be converted. There is no default value for this argument.

2 'ADSFILENAME
Enter the ADS map name to be converted. There is no default

value for this argument.

3 'ADS THEME
Enter the name of the ADS theme (i.e., menu) to be converted.

There is no default value for this argument.

4 -DATATYPE
Symbol (S) and/or line (L) data, or Symbol and/or Polygon (P)

data may be converted. Line and polygon data cannot be con-

verted at the same time. The default is polygon data.

Note:
Best results are obtained ifyou convert each data type (symbols,

lines andpolygons) separately.
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5 - OUTPUTFILENAME
The converted output file can be given any name; the default

output file name is DLG.mapname. The file is written to the

ADSDATA project directory containing the original map.

6 - PROJECTIONFILENAME
This argument allows you to re-project ADS data files as they are

converted to DLG optional format. Enter the name of the file

containing the projection parameters. If you are executing this

function interactively, and the file specified does not exist, the file

is created automatically in the ADSDATA project directory contain-

ing the original map, and you are prompted for new projection

parameters.

Note:
Thisprogram automatically adds.PROJ to the end ofthe specified

projectionfile name.

Sample CPL File Containing a Batch Job for ADS to DLG Conver-

sions:

You may create a projection file in the ADSDATA project directory

in advance; it must contain the projection parameters in the same

order in which they would be entered interactively. The default

for this argument does not re-project maps during conversion.

Note:
To execute this conversion in batch mode, you must also create a

Prime CPLfile using the Prime editorsEMACS orED, and it must

contain the arguments that would be typed interactively using this

function (including theprojectionfile's name). In addition, you

must create theprojectionfile in advance andplace it in the

appropriateproject directory. The CPL must either reside in the

directoryfrom which you normally execute ADS, or contain com-

mands that attach to that directory. Within the CPL, the section

describingADS to DLG arguments must begin with a line contain-

ing the word BATCH,and end with a line containing the word BYE,

STOP, QUIT, or EXIT.

sions:

&DRTA ADS

19

BATCH

WVO E847109 LRNDL 1 NES L

UYO E747109 CULTURE P

DLG. CULTURE

STOP

SEND
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Halt

Execution
This function stops the ADS processes.
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~ Running ADS with Macros 3

Running ADS with Macros

Introduction
ADS Macros are programs written in the Prime computer's Com-
mand Procedure Language (CPL), and are often referred to simply

as "CPLs." Each ADS macro program contains a series of PRIMOS
operating system commands that execute one or more ADS
software programs and control the data input and output for these

programs. Macros may also contain commands that direct the

creation, deletion and printing of files related to ADS programs, as

well as commands that control other computer operations and

processes. Most ADS macros can be executed on the Prime by

entering a command line in PRIMOS from within the directory

from which you normally execute the main ADS program. Excep-

tions to this start-up procedure are noted where appropriate in this

chapter.

To execute ADS macro, use the PRIMOS ATTACH command to

attach to the directory (or sub-directory) from which you normally

execute the main ADS program. Once you are in the proper

directory, enter the following and press ICR ]

:

I CPL I S>RDS>RDS. macro-name
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A Brief List and

Description of

ADS Macro Programs

Following is a list of the 33 ADS Macro programs and a one-line

description of each macro's basic function.

Macro Program Name

ADS.ADJACENT

ADS.ADS2DLG

ADS.ARCLINE

ADS.BUILD.MAPNAMES

ADS.CAPTURE

ADS.CLEAN

ADS.CLOSETT

ADS.CLOSEPOLY

ADS.DOCBLMLINE

ADS.DOCBLMSHADE

ADS.DOCBLMSYM

ADS.EDIT

ADS.ENTGGWL

ADS.FLX_SYMBOL

ADS.GGWL

ADS.HELP

BriefDescription ofMacro
Program's Function

Runs the ADJACENT command
outside Edit

Creates a DLG map from ADS data

Creates and arc by segmenting a line

each time it is intersected by another

line.

Builds the MAPNAMES data file of

representative map names

Allows you to enter map data onto a

computer

Deletes all temporary data files from

a given ADS project

Runs CLOSURE command outside

Edit

Runs CLOSURE and POLYGON
commands outside Edit

Displays the line types in ADS

Displays the shading types in ADS

Displays the symbol types available

in ADS

Allows you to view, make changes,

assign attributes, and/or create

polygons

Creates a file containing well footage

parameters for

processing with GGWL

Reformats symbol files after running

REV6T07

Creates a symbol file from geo-

graphic well location footage calls

Displays or prints HELP documenta-

tion for ADS commands and macros
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ADS.LINEPOLY

ADS.MAPNAMES

ADS.MENUBUILD

ADS.MERGE

ADS.MUPDATE

ADS.NEW.USER

ADS.PARCEL

ADS.PGFORMAT

ADS.PHOCUS

ADS.PLOTMENU

ADS.PROJECnON

ADS.PRPLOT

ADS.PTSTOLL

ADS.PTSTOMC

ADS.QASSIGN

ADS.QDTJMP

ADS.RESEQUENCE

ADS.REV

Runs the POLYGON command
outside Edit

Displays or prints contents of

MAPNAMES file

Allows you to create new menus

Merges up to 36 ADS maps for each

separate menu

Creates the MASTER.DT file for a

project

Validates a new user for all program

modules

Generates aliquot parts for sections

in a township and combines these

parts into parcels as defined in

ALMRS records files

Creates a Status format file for use

with ADS.PARCEL

Creates an ADS map from abbrevi-

ated DLG format data

collected on Zeiss P3 stereoplotters

Allows you to plot a menu on the

screen

Re-projects the file for ADS maps

Creates a verification plot of digitized

data

Converts symbol file coordinates to

latitude/longitude

Converts symbol file coordinates to

map coordinates

Runs the QASSIGN command
outside Edit

Runs the QDUMP command outside

Edit

Cleans up ADS data files by remov-

ing deleted records and renumbering

the"remaining ones

Displays the current ADS revision

number
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ADS.REV6T07

ADS2MOS

CREATE.GKSPLOT

DLG02ADS

PCCS2ADS

TEKMENUS

Adds projection arguments to data

digitized in Rev6

Converts ADS data files to MOSS
format

Creates plot files needed by

PCCS2ADS

Creates an ADS map from DLG data

Reformats a PCCS file to an ADS file

Allows you to plot a menu on the

screen

Note:
For more detailed information on individualADS macros, see the

appropriate sub-section in this chapter.

ADS Macros Programs Each of the following sub-sections of this chapter contains detailed

information on the function and use of an individual ADS Macro

program. Macro's sub-sections appear in alphabetical program

name order.

.
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MACRO:

ADS.ADJACENT.CPL

Format I CPL I S>ADS>ADS. ADJACENT

Note:
TheADS EditADJACENTcommandperforms the same operation as

theADSADJACENT.CPL macroprogram. Fora discussion concern-

ing thepurpose oftheADJACENTprogram, as well as details on its

use andfunction, please see theADS EditADJACENTcommand's
section in Chapter2 ofthis User's Guide.
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- AD8.ARCUNE.CPL i

MACRO:

ADS.ARCUNE.CPL

Format I CPL.IS>flDS>ADS.ARCLINE

Note:
TheADS EditARCUNEcommandperforms the same operation as

theADSARCUNE.CPL macroprogram. Fora discussion concerning

thepurpose oftheARCUNEprogram, as well as details on its use

andfunction, please see theADS EditARCUNE command's section

in Chapter2 ofthis User's Guide.
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~ ADS.BUILD.MAPNAMES .CPL i

MACRO:

ADS.BUILD.MAPNAMES.CPL

Format I CPL IS>RDS>RDS.BUILD.MRPHRhES

or...

I CPL IS>RDS>RDS.BUILD.MRPNRMES project

Purpose You may specify the project name when you enter the macro (as

an argument) or at the first prompt.

Note:
ADSFunction 16- BuildMAPNAMES Fileperforms the same
operation as theADSBUILDMAPNAMES.CPL macroprogram. For

a discussion concerning thepurpose ofthe BUILDMAPNAMES
program, as well as details on its use andfunction, please see the

ADSFunction 16 (BuildMAPNAMES File) section in Chapter3 of

this User's Guide.
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~ADS.CAPTURE.CPL i

MACRO:

ADS.CAPTURE.CPL

Format I CPL I S>flDS>flDS. CAPTURE

or..

I CPL I S>flDS> ADS. CAPTURE project

Purpose You may specify the project name when you enter the macro (as

an argument) or at the first prompt.

Note:
ADS Function 1 - CaptureData With ADS Revision 8performs the

same operation as theADS.CAPTURE.CPL macroprogram. For a

discussion concerning thepurpose ofthe CAPTUREprogram, as well

as details on its use andfunction, please see theADS Function 1

(Capture Data With ADS Revision 8) section in Chapter 1 ofthis

User's Guide.
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~ ADS.CLEAN.CPL i

MACRO:

ADS.CLEAN.CPL

Format I CPL IS>fiDS>fiDS.CLEAN

or...

I CPL IS>flDS>RDS.CLEflN project

Purpose This macro deletes all temporary data files from a user-specified

ADS project (those files that you no longer need after running

CLOSURE and POLYGON). You may specify the project name
when you enter the macro (as an argument) or at the first prompt.

Note:
ADS Function 17- Clean an ADS Projectperforms the same opera-

tion as theADS.CD2AN.CPL macroprogram. Fora discussion

concerning thepurpose ofthe CLEANprogram, as well as details on

its use andfunction, please see theADSFunction 1 7 (Gean an ADS
Project) section in Chapter3 ofthis User's Guide.
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MACRO

ADS.CLOSEIT.CPL

Format I CPL IS>flDS>flDS.CLOSEIT CLI project mapname menuname

No screen plot display is created. You must enter CLI and specify

the project name and menu name when you enter the macro.

Note:
TheADS Edit CLOSUREcommandperforms the same operation as

theADS.CLOSEIT.CPL macroprogram. For a discussion concerning

thepurpose ofthe CLOSUREprogram, as well as details on its use

andfunction, please see theADS Edit CLOSURE command's section

in Chapter2 ofthis User's Guide.

Note:
ADS.CLOSETTandADS.UNEPOLY were not designed to be usedfor

running CLOSUREAND POLYGON. These macros are used by

ADS.CLOSEPOLY to combine these commands.
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~ ADS.CLOSEPOLY.CPL i

MACRO:

ADS.CLOSEPOLY.CPL

Format I CPL I S > ADS > ADS . CLOSEPOLV project mapname menu Y/N

Purpose This macro runs both the CLOSURE and POLYGON functions

sequentially. The macro is particularly suited to forming polygons

for all menus of a map on an overnight run (BATCH process). To
execute in BATCH, use EMACS or EDIT to create a file containing

the arguments needed. You may specify the project name and

menu name when you enter the macro (as arguments) or at the

first prompt.

.

Note:
TheADS Edit CLOSUREandPOLYGONcommandsperform the

same operation as theADS.CLOSEPOLY.CPL macroprogram. Fora

discussion concerning thepurpose ofthe CLOSURE andPOLYGON
programs, as well as details on its use andjunction, please see the

ADS Edit CLOSURE andPOLYGONcommands' sections in Chapter

2 ofthis User's Guide.
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~ ADS.DOCBLMLINE.CPL i

MACRO:

ADS.DOCBLMLINE.CPL

Format

Purpose

I CPL IS>RDS>RDS.DOCBLMLINE

This macro allows you to display all ADS line types on the graph-

ics terminal screen. This table is identical to the font table in the

MOSS User's Manual Version 92.02.

1 111= * * *T"""""_- *—

*

a> \ / \
X K * bt— * *j A A A A ' ^->^-sU ^> > >

24,* « 37/ X
H 1 1 h— f /•>•! * * * * -^ JStt-Ak, -K---H—*—H-

23,' % 36.

-I
1 1 1

— V \] ^ A A A A

22," *

21/" \ 34/ \^——-——— / >^3=^>v \A—^-^—A— / .—i

i
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19 32/^ \

17/^X 30/~\
> "v ^^t^. >J

—

l l

—
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~ ADS.DOCBLMSHADE.CPL i

MACRO:

ADS.DOCBLMSHADE.CPL

Format I CPL IS>flDS>flDS.DOCBLMSHfiDE

Purpose This macro allows you to display all ADS shading types on the

graphics terminal screen.

Angle =

Line Type =

Dist = 0.000

E
Angle = 90

Line Type = 5

Dist = 0.200

Angle =

Line Type = 24

Dist = 0.200

Angle = 20

Line Type = 31

Dist =0.200

Angle =

Line Type = 1

Dist = 0.200

Angle =135
Line Type = 5

Dist = 0.200

igle =

Line Type = 11

Dist = 0.200

Line Type = 34

Dist = 0.200

Angle = 20

Line Type = 2

Dist = 0.200

Angle = -90

Line Type = 1

Dist = 0.200

Angle = 20

Line Type = 21

Dist = 0.200

' 7 ,' .'

<'Z>X<Y.

Angle = 40

Line Type = 3

Dist = 0.200

a
Angle = -45

Line Type * 5

Dist = 0.200

Angle = 20

Line Type = 27

Dist = 0.200

Multiple shading available through ADS menu.

Angle = 60

Line Type = 4

Dist = 0.200

Angles

Line Type = 15

Dist = 0.200

Angfe = 20

Line Type 28

Dist = 0.200
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~ADS.D0CBLW1SYM.CPL i

MACRO:

ADS.DOCBLMSYM.CPL

Format

Purpose

I CPL IS>flDS>flDS.DOCBLMSVM

This macro allows you to display all ADS symbol types on a

graphics terminal screen. This table is identical to the symbol table

in the MOSS User's Manual Version 92.02.
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~ADS.EDIT.CPL i

MACRO:

ADS.EDIT.CPL

Format I CPL IS>RDS>ADS.EDIT

or...

I CPL IS>RDS>RDS.EDIT project mapname

You may specify the project name when you enter the macro (as

an argument) or at the first prompt.

Note:
ADS Function 2- EditADSDataperforms the same operation as

theADS.EDIT.CPL macroprogram. Fora discussion concerning the

purpose ofthe EDITprogram, as well as details on its use and
function, please see theADSFunction 2 (EditADSData) section in

Chapter2 ofthis User's Guide.
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~ADS.EWTGGWL.CPL i

MACRO:

ADS.ENTGGWL.CPL

Format

Purpose

I CPL IS>RDS>RDS.ENTGGUL

This macro program allows you to enter well footage parameters

and create an output file to be used as input for the GeoGraphic

Well Locator (GGWL) program (i.e., ADS Function 13 or the

ADS.GGWL macro).

Note:
GGWL creates a symbolfilefrom wellfootageparameters). Indi-

vidual symbol records can be updated or corrected by using the

replace option in GGWL.

When you enter CPL IS>ADS>ADS.ENTGGWL at the PRIMOS
operating system prompt, the following prompt appears:

I Enter an RDS project name (CR=Listl :

Enter the appropriate ADS project name of the map for the well

footage parameters you want to input, and press [CR ] . The

following prompt appears:

I Enter name of file for RPD data (20 CHRR MAX):

Enter the name for the output file (up to 20 characters in length)

created by this program. This file will contain well location footage

parameters, and be used as input to the GGWL program. When
you press [CR ] , the following message appears:

I *** (file name

)

parameters

I Use this

- Created for well footage

file for input to GGWL.

Well footage parameters are entered for one well at a time, and

each well's parameters are entered as a separate record in the

output file. The following set of 7 prompts (as well as the verifica-

tion list prompt) appear for each well for which you want to

enter data. The first prompt to appear is:

I Enter RPDNUM Code (30 digits max):
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Enter the appropriate APD number code (up to 30 digits in length)

for the current well, and press tCR ] . The following prompt

appears:

I Enter Section:

Enter the PLSS township section number (2 digits) in which the

well is located, and press [CR ] . The following prompt appears:

I Enter Township and Direction < ex: 103 N) :

Enter the township number (1 to 3 digits), a single space, and the

direction (N or S) for the PLSS township in which the well is

located. Press [CR ] and the following prompt appears:

I Enter Range and Direction < ex: 107 U> :

Enter the range number (1 to 3 digits), a single space, and the

direction (E or W) for the PLSS township in which the well is

located. Press [CR ] and the following prompt appears:

I Enter First Footage and Direction N/S <ex: 660 N)

Enter the first footage value (1 to 4 digits), a single space, and the

direction (N or S) for the well's specific location within the speci-

fied section. Press [CR ] and the following prompt appears:

I Enter Second Footage and Direction E/U (ex: 660 U)

Enter the second footage value (1 to 4 digits), a single space, and

the direction (E or W) for the well's specific location within the

specified section. Press [CR ] and the following prompt appears:

I Enter Symbol Number:

Enter the symbol number (1 or 2 digits) you want associated with

the well. When you press ICR ] , a verification list of your well

footage parameters for this well is displayed on the terminal

screen, and the following prompt appears:

I 1) RPDNUM:

I 2) SECTION

I 3) TOWNSHIP:

I 4) RANGE:

I 5) F00TRGE<N/S):

I 6) F00TRGE(E/U):

lion)

I 7) Symbol Number: (symbol * entered)

I Enter Number of I tern to Correct

I ( CR=all OK, -1=Redo Entire Record)

(RPDNUN entered)

(section * entered)
(township and direction entered)

(range and direction entered)

( f i rs t foo tage va I ue and d i rec t i on

)

(second footage value and direc-
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Note:

Ifan dataformat error was made during data entry, this verifica-

tion list may contain a messagespinpointing the error.

If you wish to re-enter a single parameter on the displayed list,

enter the option number corresponding to that parameter and

press ICR ] ; the appropriate prompt is re-displayed so that you

can re-enter the parameter's value. When you press ICR ] this

verification list is re-displayed.

If you wish to re-enter all of the parameters for the current well

over again, enter - 1 and press [CR 1 . The series of well footage

parameter prompts are re-displayed so that you can re-enter this

well's parameters.

If no errors were made, and you are satisfied with this well's

footage parameters, press [CR 1 , and this information is written to

the output file as a single record. The following prompt appears:

I Do Vou Uish to Enter Another <V/N [CR=VD?

If you wish to enter footage parameters for another well, enter V

and press ICR ] ; this is the default. You are returned to the first

well footage parameter prompt (Enter RPDNUM Code) so that

you can begin entering the next well's data. If you wish to exit this

program, enter N and press [CR 1 .

Examples ofthis Program's Output File Format
(for input to GGWL):

05146
05148

05150

20171

20172

20190

35 22

22 22

23 22

14110

11110

13110

N 07

N 06

N 07

N107

N106

N107

660 N

990 S

1980 S

800 S

1860 N

800 S

1980 E

990 U

660 E

800 E

1780 E

800 U

Output File Column numbers:

1-31

32-33

34-36

39

40-42

45

47-50

52

54-57

59

61-62

APD number
Section number
Township number
Township direction

Range number
Range direction

Footage call

Footage direction

Footage call

Footage direction

Symbol type
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-ADS.FIX SYMBOLCPL i

MACRO:

ADS.FIX SYMBOLCPL

Format

Purpose

I CPL I S>RDS> ADS. FIX-SYMBOL

This macro reformats symbol files after running REV6T07.

REV6T07 assigns the symbol size to .45 matching the symbol size

in Revision 6. This macro reassigns the value to and determines

the appropriate size by the size assigned on the menu. You can

run this macro on a single file or all the symbols in the project by

using wildcards. The program displays a message each time a file

is finished.

Example Type the macro name, CPL I S > ADS >ADS . F I X^SYMBOL

.

The program displays the following prompt:

I Enter an ADS project name - [CR=LisU:

Enter the ADS project name.

The program displays the following prompt for files:

I ENTER WILDCARD FOR SYMBOL FILES [03. SI:

Enter either a single file name (e.g., D542 109 . STREAM . S) or use

wildcards to reformat all the symbol files in the project (e.g.,

ee.s).
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~ ADS.GGWL.CPL i

MACRO:

ADS.GGWL.CPL

Format I CPL IS>flDS>flDS.GGUL

Note:
ADS Function 13 - Locate Wells Using GGWLperforms the same
operation as the ADS.GGWL.CPL macroprogram. Fora discussion

concerning thepurpose oftheADS.GGWLprogram, as well as

details on its use andfunction, please see theADSFunction 13

(Locate Wells Using GGWL) section in Chapter3 ofthis User's

Guide.
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~ ADS.HELRCPL i

MACRO:

ADS.HELRCPL

Format I CPL IS>flDS>fiDS.HELP

Note:
ADSFunction 3 - Look at the HelpforADS Commandperforms the

same operation as theADS.HELP.CPL macroprogram. For a

discussion concerning thepurpose oftheADSHELPprogram, as

well as details on its use andfunction, please see theADS Function

3 (Look at the HelpforADS Command) section in Chapter3 ofthis

User's Guide.
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~ADS.LI1P0LY.CPL i

MACRO:

ADS.UNEPOLY.CPL

Format I CPL IS>ADS>ADS.LINEPOLY CLI mapname menunameprojectname Y/N

Note:
TheADS EditPOLYGONcommandperforms the same operation as the

ADS.LINEPOLY.CPL macroprogram. Fora discussion concerning the

purpose ofthePOLYGONprogram, as well as details on its use and
function, please see theADS EditPOLYGONcommand's section in

Chapter2 ofthis User's Guide.

This macro forms polygons, finds enclosed polygons, and assigns

attributes.

The first four arguments (CLI, mapname, and menuname,

projectname) must be entered after the ADS.UNEPOLY macro name
in the command line. The fifth argument (allowing the creation of a

polygon from the specified map's border if no lines on the theme

intersect it) defaults to YES. Other than the argument values entered

on this macro's command line, default arguments within the polygon

formation program are used. To input the full range of available

arguments for polygon formation, execute the ADS Edit POLYGON
command interactively. A detailed discussion of all arguments for

polygon formation can be found in the ADS Edit POLYGON
command's section in Chapter 2 of this User's Guide.

This program assumes that the node-forming ADS.CLOSEIT macro

program (i.e., ADS Edit CLOSURE) has been executed for the speci-

fied map theme. If CLOSURE has not been executed, ADS.UNEPOLY
aborts). See the ADS.CLOSEPOLY for executing CLOSURE and

POLYGON sequentially.

This macro program creates a printer file (mapname.
menuname.LPFRINT) that can be viewed or printed.
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- ADS.MAPNAMES.CPL i

MACRO:

ADS.MAPNAMES.CPL

Format I CPL IS>fiDS>flDS.MRPNflr1ES

or...

I CPL IS>RDS>RDS.MRPNRMES project

Purpose This macro displays the contents of the MAPNAMES file in an ADS
data project directory. You may specify the project name in the

CPL command line, or let the program prompt you for it. This

macro lists the legal map names along with their associated

latitude and longitude coordinates. (See ADS.BUTLD.MAPNAMES
for creating MAPNAMES and a more detailed explanation.) After

the list of the project file is displayed, the computer prompts you

to indicate whether the list should be printed on the line printer.
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AflS.MENUBUILD.CPL i

MACRO:

ADS.MENUBUILD.CPL

Format I CPL IS>RDS>RDS.MEMUBUILD

Note:
ADSFunction 6- Create an ADSMenuperforms the same opera-

tion as theADSMENUBUILD.CPL macroprogram. For a discussion

concerning thepurpose oftheADSMENUBUILDprogram, as well as

details on its use andJunction, please see theADSFunction 6
(Create an ADSMenu) section in Chapter3 ofthis User's Guide.

.
. -. i
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~ AD8.MERGE.CPL i

MACRO:

ADS.MERGE.CPL

Format I CPL IS>RDS>flDS.MERGE

..

;
,,^

:

.,,,,
;
,,„ J ..,,.

:„.,^.,.^^.V^

Note:
ADSFunction 18-MergeADSMapsperforms the same operation

as theADSMERGE.CPL macroprogram. Fora discussion concern-

ing thepurpose oftheADSMERGEprogram, as well as details on its

use andfunction, please see theADSFunction 18 (MergeADS
Maps) section in Chapter3 ofthis User's Guide.
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~ADS.MUPDATE.CPL i

MACRO:

ADS.MUPDATE.CPL

Format
i

I CPL IS>flDS>flDS.MUPDATE

or...

I CPL IS>flDS>flDS.MUPDfiTE project

You may specify the project name when you enter the macro (as

an argument) or at the first prompt.

Note:
ADSFunction 7- UpdateADSMasterMap Fileperforms the same
operation as theADSMUPDATE.CPL macroprogram. Fora discus-

sion concerning thepurpose oftheMUPDATEprogram, as well as

details on its use andfunction, please see theADSFunction 7

(UpdateADSMasterMap File) section in Chapter3 ofthis User's

Guide.
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~ADS.MUSER.CPL i

MACRO:

ADS.NEWJUSER.CPL

Format

Purpose:

I CPL IS>ADS> RDS. NEU. USER

This macro program allows the system administrator (or anyone

with system administrator privileges) to add a new user name to

the current ADS list of users and create a sub-directory in the

user's origin area on the Prime computer. ADS user names and

associated parameters are stored in IS>ADS>ADS.VALIDUSERS.DT.

Currently, a user name is required only by the ADS Capture Data

program (i.e., ADS Function 1 and the ADS.CAPTURE macro).

WARNING:
To execute this macro, you must havefull access rights to IS>ADS

and write accessprivileges to the new user's origin directory.

When you enter CPL I S >RDS >ADS . NEW . USER at the PRIMOS
operating system prompt, the following information and prompt

appear:

I USED TO SET UP R BBAND MEN RDS USER
I FOR THE NEW RDS USER . . . WHAT I S THE USERNRME ?

:

Enter up to 10 characters for the user's name, press tCR ] , and the

following prompt appears:

I PLEASE ENTER THE NAME OF THE DIRECTOAV HHEAE THE USEA

I UILL BE EXECUTING ADS:

Enter the name of the directory from which the user will be

executing ADS (normally a subdirectory named ADS in their origin

directory on the Prime computer). When you press ICR ] , the

following information appears, and you are returned to the

PRIMOS operating system prompt:

I THE USEAS ADS DIAECTOAY HAS BEEN CAEATED.

I ADD, MODIFY, or DELETE user name KCA>=ADD1? ADD

I Input user name (name specified)

I Ability to CAPTUPE data [CA=Yes] = V

I New user name (name specified) added for ADS
| **** STOP

I OK,
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Note:
This macro automatically executes the ADS.USER macroprogram to

ADD the specified username to theADS. VAIJDUSERSDTfile and
give this userprivileges to run theADS Capture Dataprogram.
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MACRO:

ADS.PARCEL.CPL

Format I CPL I S>flDS> ADS. PARCEL

Note:
ADS Function 12- Run the Parcel Generatorperforms the same
operation as the ADS.PARCEL.CPL macroprogram. For a discussion

concerning thepurpose oftheADSPARCELprogram, as well as

details on its use andfunction, please see theADSFunction 12

(Run the Parcel Generator) section in Chapter3 ofthis User's

Guide.
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~ADS.PGFORIWAT.CPL i

MACRO:

ADS.PGFORMAT.CPL

Format

Purpose

Procedure

I CPL IS>flDS>RDS.PGFORMflT

This macro program allows you to create an input file for the

PARCEL GENERATOR program (i.e., ADS Function 12 or

ADS.PARCEL). The file created contains land description records,

each record in the file containing a patent number, serial number,

meridian code, township designation, range designation, section

number, and aliquot parts data). The file generated by this pro-

gram must be located in the ADS project directory containing the

map with the PLSS information corresponding to this file before

PARCEL GENERATOR can be executed.

The five different legal descriptions that can be used with PARCEL
GENERATOR are:

A = X's are coded into the 16 nominal positions to

represent quarter-quarter sections

Lots (e.g., 1,3,5-7)L

3

9

999

Mnemonic format represents legal description

(e.g., N2NENWSW)

An entire section is an aliquot part

An entire township is an aliquot part

When you enter CPL IS>ADS>ADS.PGFORMAT and the PRIMOS
operating system prompt, the following prompt appears:

Enter an ADS project name - [CR=List]:

Enter the ADS project name containing the map with the PLSS

information corresponding to the file to be created with this

program. When you press [CR], the following information and

prompt appear:
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- (project name)

was selected.

PGFORMAT STARTED
PGFORMflT

Things to Remember:

1. Length of entries:

RLMRS File Name *32 Header Record *80

Patent Number *52 Serial Number *17

Neridian/Twp./R *12 Section Number *3

Rliquot Code *1 Legal Descr. *36

2. fl dash <'-'), entered at the PATENT Number
and any prompt after that, will back you up one
prompt.

3. her idian/Twp. /Range must be entered RLNRS
style.

4. Section numbers need to be three digits.

5. Defaults are contained in the square
brackets and

can be accepted with a carriage return.

Enter RLNRS File Name:

ADS USER'S MANUAL

Note:
Be sure to read and understand the directionsprovided in the

"Things to Remember" section. Item one lists the maximum number

ofcharacters that can be entered at various data elementsprompts

in thisprogram. Item two describes how to return to aprevious
prompt, ifneeded. Item three indicates thatMTR data must be input

in standardALMRSformat (i.e., 2-digit meridian code, 3-digit

township number, I-digit townshipfractional code, 1 -character

township direction letter, 3-digit range number, 1-digtt range

fractional code, and 1-character range direction letter;for example,

060870N0730W). Itemfour indicates that section numbers must

contain 3 digits (i.e., you must zero-fill 1- and 2-digit section

numbers;for example, 003, 036). Itemfive tellsyou where default

valuesforprompts in this command are listed and how to accept

those defaults.

Enter the name of the file to be created by this program (up to 32

characters), and press [CR]. The following prompt appears:

I Enter Header Record:

Enter up to 80 characters of information that you want in header

record for the file created by this program and press I CR ] . The

following prompt appears:

I Enter Patent Number <52 char. max):



~ADS.PGFORMAT.CPL 3

Enter the patent number (up to 52 characters) for the land

description(s) to be entered using the following prompts, and

press [CR ] . The following information and prompt appear:

I Current Patent is

I (sequential * for

entered)

I Serial * (N=Mew Pat

[(specified patent number)]

and description record being

E=End) [ (defaul t value) ]

Enter the serial number (up to 17 characters) for the land

descriptions) to be entered using the following prompts, and

press ICR1. Enter N return to the Enter Patent Number prompt

to enter a new patent number. Enter [CR 1 without entering a

serial number to use the default value (displayed in brackets).

Enter E to exit PGFORMAT and end and close the file generated

by this program.

The following prompt appears for the single current land descrip-

tion being entered:

I Enter Meridian /Township /Range [(default value))

Use the standard 12-character ALMRS format to enter meridian,

township and range data for the single current land description

record (e.g., 061090N1060W), and press ICR ] . Enter [CR ] without

entering MTR data to use the default value (displayed in brackets).

The following prompt appears for the single current land descrip-

tion being entered:

I Enter Section (Must be 3 characters) [(default

value)]

Enter a 3-digit section number (e.g., 033) for the single current

land description record, and press [CR ] . Enter [CR ] without

entering a section number to use the default value (displayed in

brackets).

Note:

Ifyou enter999 at thisprompt (indicating that the current land

record describes an entire township), thefollowing twoprompts do

not appear.

The following prompt appears for the single current land descrip-

tion being entered:

I Enter Aliquot Part Code (fl,L,3,9,-, or <CR> [(default

ua I ue )

]
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Enter the appropriate character or number specifying the aliquot

part code for the single current land description record, and press

[CR 1 . Enter ICR ] without entering an aliquot part code to use

the default value (displayed in brackets).

Note:

Ifyou enter9 at thisprompt (indicating that the current land

record describes an entire section), the nextprompt does not ap-

pear.

The following prompt appears for the single current land descrip-

tion being entered:

I Enter legal Description
. s

Enter the legal description using the format that matches the

aliquot part code entered in the previous prompt, and press ICR ]

;

there is no default value for this prompt. If fl was entered at the

previous prompt, enter Xs to indicate the quarter-quarter

section(s) described by the single current land record. If L was
entered a the previous prompt, enter the appropriate lot

number(s). If 3 was entered at the previous prompt, enter a

mnemonic legal description (e.g., N2NWNE) for the current land

record.

The following prompt appears for the single current land descrip-

tion being entered:

I Rre these entries o.k.: (N=N0; ICR]=Ves)

If your responses to the previous prompts (i.e., the contents of the

current land record being entered for the output file) are satisfac-

tory, enter V and press ICR 1 ; this is the default. If you are not

satisfied with your responses, enter N and press ICR ] ; the prompts

for the current land record being entered are repeated one at a

time (beginning with the Ser i a I * prompt), and you can change

your entry for any land descripton prompt.

When you accept your entries for the current land record, these

values are written as a single record to the file being created by

this program, and you are returned to the Serial # prompt for entry

of the next land description record for the current patent number

and serial number.
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MACRO:

ADS.PHOCUS.CPL

Format

Purpose

I CPL IS>fiDS>flDS.PHOCUS

This macro translates abbreviated DLG data collected and format-

ted using Zeiss P3 stereoplotters to ADS format. The program

specifically translates DLG codes to ADS, and handles different

scales, different MBR's, and various DLG codes. All input data

from P3 stereoplotters, however, must be in UTM format. This

macro program code exists (with some slight modifications) on

both the HP1000 computer (used by the Zeiss stereoplotter), and

the Prime computer running ADS.
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MACRO:

ADS.PLOTMENU.CPL

Format I CPL IS>flDS>ADS.PLOTMENU

Note:
ADSFunction 5- PlotADSMenu on Screenperforms the same
operation as the ADS.PLOTMENU.CPL macroprogram. For a
discussion concerning thepurpose oftheADS.PLOTMENUprogram,
as well as details on its use andfunction, please see theADSFunc-
tion 5 (PlotADSMenu on Screen) section in Chapter3 ofthis User's

Guide.
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MACRO:

ADS.PROJECTION.CPL

Format

Purpose

I CPL IS>flDS>flDS.PROJECTION

This macro reprojects ADS data files from one projection to

another. The program converts all of the coordinates for the

ADS.mapname, border, line, symbol and attribute files from map
inches to the map coordinates of the input projection then to the

map coordinates of the output projection and then back to map
inches.

Since there is a great deal of numeric manipulation involved with

re-projecting map data, keep conversion from projection to

projection to a minimum. There is some amount of rounding up
or down that takes place when going from map inches to map
coordinates and back again, which affects the accuracy of your

data.

The program prompts you for an input and output mapname. If

the output mapname already exists, the program asks if you want

to overwrite the data, choose a new mapname, or exit the pro-

gram. The projection information from the input map appears

and the program prompts you to enter the output projection and

its parameters and to verify the information.
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MACRO:

ADS.PRPLOT.CPL

Format I CPL IS>ADS>RDS.PRPLOT

Note:
ADSFunction 4- Create an ADS Production Plotperforms the

same operation as theADS.PRPLOT.CPL macroprogram. Fora
discussion concerning thepurpose ofthe ADS.PRPLOTprogram, as

well as details on its use andfunction, please see theADS Function

4 (Create an ADSProduction Plot) section in Chapter3 ofthis

User's Guide.
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MACRO:

ADS.PTSTOLL.CPL
(POINTS TO LATITUDE/LONGITUDE)

Format

Purpose

I CPL IS>ADS>ADS.PTSTOLL

This macro program allows you to create an output file containing

ADS symbol data with (x,y) coordinates converted from ADS map
inches to latitude and longitude values.

For each symbol in the specified ADS symbol file, the output data

include the symbol's label, latitude and longitude coordinates, the

first seven characters of the associated map name, the first seven

characters of the associated menu (i.e., theme) name, and the

symbol's type from the associated menu.

You are given the option to output the latitude and longitude

symbol coordinates in either a degrees-minutes-seconds format or

a decimal degrees format.

When you enter CPL I S > ADS >RDS . PTSTOLL at the PRIMOS
operating system prompt, the following prompt appears:

I Enter an ADS project name - ICR=List]:

Enter the project name containing the appropriate ADS map file,

and press ICR ] . The following information and prompt appear:

I - (project name) - was selected.

I Enter the ADS mapname:

Enter the name of the ADS map for the symbol file to be con-

verted, and press ICR ] . The following prompt appears:

I ENTER A NAME FOA THE OUTPUT FILE

Enter the name you want assigned to the output file that will

contain symbol data in latitude and longitude coordinates. When
you press I CR ] , a list of the current menus associated with the

specified map name is displayed along with the following prompt:

I MENUS

I —
I <theme_name_1

)

I ( theme_name_2

>

I ( theme_name_3

)

I . . .etc...

I WHICH MENU DO VOU WANT TO USE?
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Enter the name of the menu (i.e., theme) for the symbol data you

want converted to latitude and longitude coordinates and press

[CR 1 . The following options list appears along with the following

prompt:

I CHOOSE OUTPUT FORMAT

I 1) OUTPUT IN DEGREES-MINUTES-SECONDS

I 2) OUTPUT IN DECIMAL DEGREES

I 99) EXIT THE PROGRRN

I ENTER 1, 2, OR 99:

Enter the appropriated option number for the format of symbol

coordinate latitude and longitude values in the output file. When
you press [CR ] ,

you are returned to the PRIMOS operating

system prompt.

.....
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MACRO:

ADS.PTSTOMC.CPL
(POINTS TOMAP COORDINATES)

Format

Purpose

I CPL IS>ADS>ADS.PTSTOMC

This macro program allows you to create an output file containing

ADS symbol data with (x,y) coordinates converted from ADS map
inches to map coordinate values (e.g., feet, meters). These map
coordinates are in the projection of the ADS map.

For each symbol in the specified ADS symbol file, the output data

include the symbol's label, map projection coordinates, the first

seven characters of the associated map name, the first seven

characters of the associated menu (i.e., theme) name, and the

symbol's type from the associated menu.

When you enter CPL I S > ADS >ADS . PTSTOMC at the PRIMOS
operating system prompt, the following prompt appears:

I Enter an ADS project name - ICP=Listl:

Enter the project name containing the appropriate ADS map file,

and press [CR]. The following information and prompt appear:

I - (project name) - was selected.

I ENTER THE NAME OF THE ADS MAPNAME:

Enter the name of the ADS map for the symbol file to be con-

verted, and press [CR ] . The following prompt appears:

I ENTER A NANE FOA THE OUTPUT FILE

Enter the name you want assigned to the output file that will

contain symbol data in map projection coordinates. When you

press [CR ] , a list of the current menus associated with the speci-

fied map name is displayed along with the following prompt:

I NENUS

I —
I <theme_name_1

>

I < theme_name_2

)

I < theme_name_3

)

I ...etc...

I WHICH MENU DO VOU WANT TO USE?
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Enter the name of the menu (i.e., theme) for the symbol data you

want converted to map projection coordinates. When you press

[CR ] ,
you are returned to the PRIMOS operating system prompt.
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MACRO:

ADS.QASSIGW.CPL

Format I CPL IS>RDS>RDS.QRSSIGN

Note:
TheADS Edit QASSIGNcommandperforms the same operation as

theADS.QASSIGN.CPL macroprogram. Fora discussion concern-

ing thepurpose ofthe QASSIGNprogram, as well as details on its

use andfunction, please see theADS Edit QASSIGNcommand's
section in Chapter2 ofthis User's Guide.
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MACRO:

ADS.QDUMP.CPL

Format I CPL IS>flDS>flDS.QDUhP

Note:
TheADS EditQDUMP commandperforms the same operation as

theADS.QDUMP.CPL macroprogram. For a discussion concerning

thepurpose ofthe QDUMPprogram, as well as details on its use and
function, please see theADS Edit QDUMP command's section in

Chapter2 ofthis User's Guide.
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MACRO:

ADS.RESEQUENCE.CPL

Format I CPL I S>ADS>ADS. RESEQUENCE

or...

I CPL I S> ADS > ADS. RESEQUENCE project name

Purpose You may specify the project name when you enter the macro (as

an argument) or at the first prompt.

Note:
ADS Function 15- Resequence Data Filesperforms the same
operation as theADS.RESEQIMNCE.CPL macroprogram. For a

discussion concerning thepurpose oftheRESEQUENCEprogram, as

well as details on its use andfunction, please see theADS Function

15 (Resequence Data Files) section in Chapter3 ofthis User's Guide.
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MACRO:

ADS.REV.CPL

Format

Purpose

I CPL IS>ADS>flDS.REU

This macro displays the current ADS revision installed on your

system.
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MACRO:

ADS.REV6T07.CPL

Format I CPL IS>flDS.flDS.REU6T07

Note:
ADSFunction 14 - ConvertData From REV6 to REV7performs the

same operation as theADS.REV6T07.CPL macroprogram. Fora
discussion concerning thepurpose oftheADS.REV6T07program,
as well as details on its use andfunction, please see theADS Func-

tion 14 (ConvertData From REV6 to REV7) section in Chapter3 of
this User's Guide.
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MACRO:

ADS.TEKMENUS.CPL

Format I CPL IS>flDS>flDS.TEKMENUS

Note:
Both ADSFunction 5- PlotADSMenu on Screen and the

PLOTMENUmacroperform the same operation as the

ADS.TEKMENUS.CPL macroprogram. Fora discussion concerning

thepurpose oftheADS.TEKMENUSprogram, as well as details on its

use andfunction, please see theADS Function 5 (PlotADSMenu on

Screen) section in Chapter3 ofthis User's Guide.

v
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MACRO:

ADS.USER.CPL

Format

Purpose

I CPL IS>RDS>RDS.USER

This macro program allows the system administrator (or anyone

with system administrator privileges) to add a new user name to

the current ADS list of users, modify a user's existing privileges, or

delete a user name from the list of users. ADS user names and

associated parameters are stored in IS>ADS>ADS.VALIDUSERS.DT.

Currently, a user name is required only by the ADS Capture Data

program (i.e., ADS Function 1 and the ADS.CAFTURE macro).

WARNING:
To execute this macro, you must havefull access rights to IS>ADS

and write accessprivileges to the new user's origin directory.

When you enter CPL I S > RDS >RDS . USER at the PRIMOS operating

system prompt, the following prompt appears:

I ADD, MODIFV, or DELETE? [<CR>=QUIT1 :

Enter ADD or R to add a new user name to the list of current ADS
users. Enter MOD I FY or M to change the privileges of an existing

user. Enter DELETE or D to remove a user name from the list of

current ADS users.

If you enter RDD and press ICR 1 at this prompt, the following

information and prompt appear:

I ADD, MODIFV, or DELETE user name [<CR>=RDD1? RDD

I Enter user name [<CR>=QUIT] :

Enter up to 10 characters for the user's name, press ICR ] , and the

following prompt appears:

I Ability to CAPTUAE data ICR=Ves] =
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Enter V to allow this new user to execute the ADS Data Capture

program. Enter N if you do not want the new user to have Data

Capture privileges. When you press [CR ] , the following message

appears:

I New user name (name specified) added for RDS
| **** 3jop

If you enter MOD I FY at the ADD, MOD I FY, or DELETE?
[ <CR>=QU I T ] prompt, a list of current ADS users is displayed,

followed by a prompt:

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

Below is the current

NAME CAPTURE
(name_1 ) X

(name_2) X

(name_3) X

. . .etc. .

.

Enter user name

I ist of ADS users:

[<CR>=QUIT]

Note:
AnX appears in the CAPTURE column ofthe displayed list beside

the names ofusers having Data Captureprivileges. IfanX does not

appear beside a name, that user currently does not have Data

Captureprivileges.

Enter the name of the user whose privileges you wish to modify,

and press [CR ] . The following information and prompt appear:

I ADD, MODIFY, or DELETE user name [<CR>=ADD1? MODIFY

I Input user name (specified name)

I Ability to CAPTURE data [CR=YesJ =

Enter Y to give the specified user Data Capture privileges. Enter N

if you do not want the specified user to have Data Capture

privileges.When you press [CR ] , the following message appears:

I User name (name specified)
| **** STOP

updated for RDS CAPTURE
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If you enter DELETE at the ADO , MOD I FY , or DELETE?

[ <CR>=QU I T ] prompt, a list of current ADS users is displayed,

followed by a prompt:

is the current

CAPTURE
X

X

X

Be low

NAME

(name_1

)

(name_2>

(name_3)

.

.

.etc. .

.

Enter user name KCR>=QUIT]

I ist of ADS users:

Enter the name of the user you want to delete from the current list

of ADS users, and press ICR 1 . The following information and

prompt appear:

I ADD, MODIFY, or DELETE user name [<CR>=flDDl? DELETE

I Input user name (specified name)

I User name (name specified) Deleted
| **** STOP

To exit this macro program, simply press [CR ] at the ADD,

MOD I FY , or DELETE? [ < CR > =QU I T 1 prompt.
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MACRO:

ADS.ADS2DLG.CPL

Format I CPL IS>RDS>RDS.RDS2DLC

Note:
ADSFunction 19- CreateDLGO Files From ADSMapsperforms the

same operation as theADSADS2DLG.CPL macroprogram. Fora

discussion concerning thepurpose oftheADS2DLGprogram, as

well as details on Its use andfunction, please see theADSFunction

19 (CreateDLGO FilesFromADSMaps) section in Chapter3 ofthis

User's Guide.
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MACRO:

ADS2M0S.CPL

Format I CPL IS>flDS>flDS2M0S

Note:
ADSFunction 8- ConvertADSData toMOSSFormatperforms the

same operation as theADS2MOS.CPL macroprogram. Fora
discussion concerning thepurpose oftheADS2MOSprogram, as

well as details on its use andfunction, please see theADS Function

8 (ConvertADSData toMOSSFormat) section in Chapter3 ofthis

User's Guide.
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MACRO:

CREATE.GKSPLOT.CPL

Format

Purpose

I CPL IS>flDS>CREflTE.GKSPLOT

This macro creates the plot file needed by PCCS2ADS, using the

PCCS programs WB319GKS or WB419GKS. You must run the

macro from the ADS project containing the PGCF file. Cadastral

Survey maintains and distributes these programs. Use these

programs with discretion, since they are still in the development

stage. Please review your results carefully and report any prob-

lems immediately.

WB319GKS creates the PLOT file for public land survey lines. The

program determines which point identifiers contained in the PGCF
file should or should not be connected. This file contains stan-

dard point identifiers divisible by 10 (e.g.,100400). The connectiv-

ity descriptors are l's, 2's, 3's, 4's, or 9's. A 2 identifies the

beginning of a line, a 4 identifies the end of a line, and a 3 identi-

fies points along the line. PCCS2ADS ignores the l's (single

points) and 9's (end_of_record_blocks). To make all the legal

connections, enter a 1 for standard point identifiers and the PGCF
filename. To connect only the sections, enter a 2 for standard

identifiers and the PGCF filename. A COMI file contains the rest

of the necessary input to run the WB319GKS program. Both the

prompts and the input appear on the screen as the program runs.

WB419GKS creates the PLOT file for themes other than public

land survey (e.g., roads, rivers). This program processes non-

standard point identifiers not divisible by 10 (e.g., 010001, 012022).

The program prompts you to enter each segment number in the

PGCF file. This requires having a printout of the file. A new
segment appears as a break in number sequence in the first

column of the PGCF file (e.g., 010001 010002 010003 120001).

When prompted for the number of segment numbers to be

entered, specify the number of segments plus 1. The last segment

number entered must be 999.

Your new output file name is the input file name appended with a

P.
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Procedure A
Standard Point

Identifiers

I fl RDSDRTR>projectname

I CPL I S>flDS> CREATE. GKS. PLOT

I ENTER TVPE OF INPUT DRTfl:

I 1 - STANDARD (i.e., LANDNET) ALL LINES

I 2 - STANDARD (i.e., LRNDNET) SECTION LINES ONLV
I 3 - IRREGULRR(i.e., RIUER BOUNDRRIES OR RORDS)

The program prompts you to enter one of the following:

I ENTER 1, 2 OR 3:

Enter 1 or 2 to identify all lines or section line only.

The program displays the following prompt:

I WHAT IS THE PGCF FILENAME?:

Enter the appropriate file name.

Procedure B

Non-Standard

Point Identifiers

I A ADSDATA>projectname
I CPL IS>ADS>CRERTE.GKS.PLOT

I ENTER TVPE OF INPUT DRTfl:

I 1 - STANDARD (i.e., LANDNET) ALL LINES

I 2 - STANDARD (i.e., LRNDNET > SECT I ON L I NES ONLV

I 3 - IRREGULAR (i.e.. RIUER BOUNDRRIES OR RORDS)

The program prompts you to enter one of the following:

I ENTER 1, 2 OR 3:

Enter 3 to identify irregular lines.

The program displays the following prompt:

I UHRT IS THE PGCF FILENRNE?:

Enter the appropriate file name.

The program prompts for the segment numbers:

I HOU NRNV SEGNENT NUNBERS RRE VOU GOING TO ENTER?:

Enter the number of sequence changes plus 1.

The program prompts as follows for the segment numbers.

I ENTER SEGNENT *1

I ENTER SEGNENT *2

I ENTER SEGNENT *3

I ENTER SEGNENT *4

(e.g., 010001)

(e.g., 020001)

(e.g., 030001)

999
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MACRO:

DLG02ADS.CPL

Format I CPL IS>flDS>DLG02RDS

Note:
ADSFunction 10- CreateADSMapsfrom DLGO Filesperforms the

same operation as theDLG02ADS.CPL macroprogram. Fora

discussion concerning thepurpose oftheDLG02ADSprogram, as

well as details on its use andfunction, please see theADS Function

10 (CreateADSMapsfrom DLGO Files) section in Chapter3 ofthis

User's Guide.
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MACRO:

PCCS2ADS.CPL

Format I CPL IS>RDS>PCCS2ADS

Note:
ADSFunction 9- CreateADSMaps From PCCSDataperforms the

same operation as the PCCS2ADS.CPL macroprogram. Fora

discussion concerning thepurpose ofthe PCCS2ADSprogram, as

well as details on its use andfunction, please see theADSFunction

9 (CreateADSMapsFrom PCCSData) section in Chapter3 ofthis

User's Guide.
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ADS

GLOSSARY

ABBREV This is a PRIMOS command that allows you to create abbrevia-

tions for frequently used commands and CPL programs executed

from the Prime computer's operating system prompt (OK, ).

ADS
(Automated Digitizing System)

An interactive data capture and editing software system.

ALIQUOT PART Legal subdivisions, except fractional lots, or further subdivision of

any smaller legal subdivision, except fractional lots, by division

into halves or fourths ad infinitum. Most aliquot part definitions

are based on the progressive halving and quartering of land

sections.An aliquot part is a Cadastral Survey legal description of a

subdivision of land (except fractional lots) within a PLSS township

section. Normally, a quarter-quarter section (i.e., approx. 40 acres)

is considered to be the largest aliquot part land description. All

further subdivisions of a section, except fractional lots, are also

considered to be aliquot parts; most aliquot part definitions are

based on the progressive halving and quartering of land sections.

ALMRS The Bureau of Land Management's Automated Land and Mineral

Records System (ALMRS) is an automated database of land and

mineral use authorizations, land survey records (descripti'. of

land base), and land status records (title or ownerships, lea.-es,

rights-of-way, withdrawals, etc.), and relates these data to the

PLSS and geographic coordinates. ALMRS's current data are used

by all public land management agencies, state and local govern-

ments, and the general public.

ALPHANUMERIC An alphanumeric character is any letter, number or symbol.

ANNOTATION DATA Annotation data name, label, or give value to other data.
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ARC Arcs are lines that begin and end at nodes, and cannot have

nodes between their beginning and ending nodes. By definition,

an individual arc simply connects two nodes, and cannot cross

other arcs or nodes. It follows, then, that a node is a coordinate

point that marks the beginning and/or ending of arcs. By defini-

tion, the intersection of three or more lines is a node, as is the end

point of an arc unconnected to other arcs at that point. See CLINE

and NODE.

Note:

Lines captured byADS cannot be considered arcs since they do not

begin and end at nodes and may cross other lines; nodes are not

created during ADS Capture.

ARGUMENT Arguments are specific input factors or values (e. g., mapname,
menuname, project, scale, etc..) placed on a command line and

needed by a program during execution.

ASCII American Standard Code for Information Interchange (ASCII) is a

data transmission code and protocol adopted in the early 1960's as

a universal computer and communications code. ASCII originally

was a seven-bit code, but an eighth bit was added later to repre-

sent character parity. Parity is now a standard part of the code.

ATTRIBUTE In ADS, an attribute is a type of point data associated with label

text, as well as a single polygon. Normally, an ADS attribute is

located within a polygon, and its assigned label contains descrip-

tive information concerning that polygon. The exact location of an

attribute within a polygon is not significant. ADS polygon attribute

labels can contain general descriptive information concerning the

polygons they are located within (e.g., soil classification, popula-

tion density, slope classification, etc.), or specifically contain

polygon shading information.

Note:

When an ADSpolygon is transferred to MOSS, label textfrom the

attribute(s) located within thepolygon are used to create theMOSS
subject ofthepolygon.
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BATCH The PRIMOS batch environment is a Prime computer sub-system

that runs queried jobs sequentially as phantoms. Phantoms allow

you to start a program, give it necessary arguments, and run it in

the background. Running a program as a batch job frees up your

terminal to run other programs, or allows you to execute the

program at a later time when the computer is less busy.

CPL
(Command Procedure Language)

CPL is the Prime computer's Command Procedure Language. In

essence, a set of PRIMOS commands that can be entered interac-

tively at a terminal can also be placed in a special type of file on

the Prime (i.e., a CPL file) and run as a batch job. When you

execute this file, the Prime's Command Procedure Language utility

interprets the PRIMOS commands in the file, and executes them

just as if they are being entered interactively. Within CPL files (i.e.,

CPL programs) you can use PRIMOS commands that make use of

several high-level computer language features such as branching

and argument transfer to simplify and automate long command
sequences and to provide decision-making and computational

power at the command level.

CLINE Clines are lines created by either the ARCLINE or POLYGON
program. Clines are arc-like in their construction and are not

crossed by any other Cline (or line). Clines created by ARCLINE

may have ADS nodes at their beginning and end, a single ADS
node at one end (if the other end is not connected to any other

ADS line), or no ADS nodes at either end (if both their beginning

point and ending point are not connected to any other ADS line).

Clines created by POLYGON always have an ADS node at both

their beginning and end.

CLIPPING Clipping is a process whereby mapped data lying within a speci-

fied geographic area are "cut off and deleted from data not falling

within the specified area. For example , when a line is clipped at a

map's border, any portion of the line extending beyond the border

is discarded automatically by the program.

COMO FILE A COMO file is a PRIMOS file opened before executing a pro-

gram. All information displayed on the terminal screen or entered

at the keyboard is written to the COMO file, providing you with a

history of a PRIMOS (and ADS) session. A COMO file is opened
by entering COMO f i I ename, and closed by entering COMO -E. A
COMO file can be spooled to a system printer or displayed on
your terminal screen using the PRIMOS SLIST command.
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CROSS-HAIR CURSOR The hand-held device (similar to a "mouse") used to record point

locations from a map placed on a digitizing tablet. A cross-hair

cursor has one or more buttons on its surface that, when pressed,

sends an (x,y) coordinate pair to the ADS system. A clear lens

(mounted on the forward edge of the cursor) can be placed directly

on the map being digitized; this lens contains imbedded, fine

copper wires: the cursor's cross-hairs. The intersection of the

cursor's cross-hairs defines the exact (x,y) coordinate location for a

digitized point.

DEFAULT A default is a pre-specified, hard-coded program input value that

represents a typical user's response to a prompt. If an ADS program

does not receive specific input from the user at a prompt, the

existing default value is substituted automatically. In ADS, a

prompt's default value is listed at the end of the prompt, and you

normally can specify the default by pressing ICR 1 .

DLGO Digital Line Graphs (DLG) are digital cartographic data files pro-

duced by the USGS containing line map information. DLG data

included planimetric base categories such as transportation, hydrog-

raphy, PLSS, and boundaries. Although the USGS produces DLG
data files in various formats, programs to convert data to and from

ADS exist only for the DLG Optional format (DLGO). The optional

format was designed specifically for data transfer, and topological

linkages are explicitly encoded between all line and node elements,

as well as all line and area (i.e., polygon) elements.

DIGITIZING Digitizing is the process of capturing graphic information and

converting it to digital data (i.e., coordinates) that can be stored and

accessed in a computer.

DIGITIZING STATION This term refers to the area where digitizing takes place, usually

consisting of a graphics terminal and a digitizing tablet.

DIGITIZING TABLET (DIGITIZER) A digitizer is a device used for the conversion of graphic analog

records (e.g., mapped information) into digital data.
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DIRECTORY A directory is a computer file indicating the names, types, and

sizes of files stored in a specific logical location on a computer

disk. A directory is said to "contain" files that it logically "owns"

and maintains. A directory may contain other directories (i.e., sub-

directories), and, in turn, may itself be contained within a larger

directory (i.e., its "parent" directory).

EDIT EDIT is one of two line editor programs available on the Prime

computer.

EMACS EMACS is one of two line editor programs available on the Prime

computer.

FONT A font is a complete family or assortment of characters (graphics

and letters) of a given style. A font is defined by detailed specifica-

tions of the strokes or dots (i.e., raster cells or pixels) required to

represent each character in the font.

FUNCTIONAL CENTROID The functional centroid of a polygon is located either at the true

centroid of the polygon, or (in the case of concave polygons

whose true centroid falls outside the polygon's boundary) at a

location within the polygon's boundary.

GCDR The Bureau of Land Management's Geographic Coordinate Data

Base (GCDB) contains geographic coordinates for corners of the

Public Land Survey System (PLSS). The GCDB is designed to

provide graphic portrayal and automated mapping of the PLSS

land net.

HARDWARE In a data processing environment, hardware consists of the physi-

cal equipment being used, such as the computer, terminals,

digitizers, etc....

INITIAL ATTACH POINT Your initial attach point on the Prime computer is the directory in

which you are placed automatically whenever you log onto the

Prime. Your initial attach point is often called your Home or

Origin Directory on the Prime.
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INTERACTIVE When you are in an interactive computer environment, the com-
puter program being executed displays some form of prompt (i.e.,

message or question) on the terminal screen that normally re-

quires you to respond in some fashion (e.g., entering characters

the terminal keyboard, pressing buttons on the digitizing cursor,

clicking buttons on the terminal mouse, etc....

LABEL In ADS, labels are text strings associated with point, line and

attribute data types. Label text normally contains information

concerning or describing the point, line or attribute to which the

label is assigned.

Note:

Labels assigned to point and linefeatures on an ADS theme become

the subjects ofthosefeatures when the theme is converted to MOSS.

Iflabels are not enteredforsymbols and lines in ADS, then the

symbol and line descriptions (appearing on theADSMenu beside

symbol or line types) become the "subjects" ofdigitizedfeatures

when converted to MOSS.

LINE DATA ADS line data consist of one or more strings of connected digitized

points.

MACRO A macro is a PRIMOS CPL program consisting of a collection of

PPJMOS commands that perform a given task or tasks. Macros are

executed by entering CPL I S > RDS > macro_name and pressing

[ CR 1 at the PRIMOS operating system prompt.

MAP An ADS map is defined by the geographic area it covers (i.e., the

physical location of the mapped area). For most individual maps,

you will digitize many different themes, using each theme to

record a different category of data (e.g., PLSS data, streams and

springs, lakes and ponds, roads and trails, soil type areas, vegeta-

tive cover type areas, wildlife habitat areas, etc.).
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MBR
(Minimum Bounding Rectangle)

A minimum bounding rectangle is a box that encloses a line,

symbol, or polygon feature. The boundaries of the box are deter-

mined from the minimum x coordinate, minimum y coordinate,

maximum x coordinate and the maximum y coordinate of the

given feature.

MENU An ADS menu is a printed rectangular object that you register on

the digitizing tablet. ADS Data Capture program options are listed

on a menu, and by sparking a specified point on the menu next to

the desired option, you choose which capture function you want

performed. Only one menu can be curcent at any one time during

data capture. Since menus and themes share a one-to-one relation-

ship in the current implementation of ADS, the terms "theme" and

"menu" are used interchangeably throughout this documentation.

(See THEME.)

MOSS
(Map Overlay and

Statistical System)

MOSS is an analytical software package used by the Bureau of

Land Management to process geographic data (i.e., a Geographic

Information System, or GIS). ADS software programs can convert

data back and forth between ADS and MOSS.

MTP (Master Title Plat) A Master Title Plat is an official Bureau of Land Management map
showing land status within a PLSS township.

NODE In ADS, nodes are created during CLOSURE, and are placed at the

intersection of two or more digitized lines, and at beginning and

end of all digitized lines.

PHANTOM A phantom is a Prime computer process that allows a program to

run in the background and leave your terminal free to run other

programs.
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PCCS The Public Land Survey Coordinate Computation System (PCCS) is

a set of software programs developed by the Bureau of Land

Management to process PLSS coordinate calculations.

PLSS The Public Land Survey System (PLSS) is the original survey

system for all states in the U.S., excluding the original thirteen

colonies, Hawaii and Texas. This system consists of a set of

rectangular land surveys, each covering a portion of the U.S., and

each based on an arbitrary origin (i.e., initial point). A specific

survey's Principle Meridian runs north-south through the its initial

point, and is used as the longitudinal basis for land descriptions

within the survey. A specific survey's Base Line runs east-west

through the its initial point, and is used as the latitudinal basis for

land descriptions within the survey. Lands within a survey are

divided into six mile squares (each being 36 square miles) called

townships. Within a township, land is divided into one-mile

square areas called sections. Subdivisions of land within a given

township's sections serve as the basis for legal descriptions of

land. These subdivisions of sections are called aliquot parts (e.g.,

the north east quarter of section 3; the north west quarter of the

south east quarter of section 32).

POINT DATA In ADS, point data are symbols, attributes or descriptive text items

whose location is specified as a single (x,y) coordinate.

POLYGON In ADS, polygons are closed areas created during the CLOSURE
and POLYGON processes, are bounded by ADS Clines, first level

enclosed polygons (i.e., children) are identified, and each attribute

on the theme is assigned to its appropriate, enclosing polygon (up

to a maximum of 20 attributes per polygon). See NODE, CLINE

and ATTRIBUTE.

PRIMOS PRIMOS is the operating system of Prime computers.

PROGRAM In data processing, a program is an orderly set of computer

instructions placed together in a logical sequence such that a

given task or tasks can be accomplished when the program is

executed.
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PROJECT On the simplest level, ADS map data is organized according to the

geographic area described by the data. The largest grouping of

related map data in ADS is the Project. An ADS project usually

covers a large area (e.g., a BLM Resource Area, a designated

Wilderness Area). Although a project's area can be covered by a

single map, most ADS project's areas are covered by several

contiguous maps. The map files for a given ADS project are stored

in a single subdirectory within the ADSDATA directory on the

Prime computer.

PUCK The word "puck" is a slang term for a digitizing tablet's cursor. See

CROSS-HAIR CURSOR.

QUAD The term "quad" (short for quadrangle) is commonly used to refer

to any U.S. Geological Survey 7.5- or 15-minute topographic map.

RAW DATA Raw data are digitized data not yet been converted to anything

(e.g., "raw" line data before its conversion to polygons).

REGISTRATION When using ADS Data Capture, two physical objects, the current

ADS menu and the source map being digitized, must be registered

on the digitizing tablet's surface. Registration is the process that

tells the ADS Data Capture program where the current menu and

source map are located on the digitizing tablet. ADS software uses

an extensive set of quality control checks to ensure that menu and

(especially) map registration are as accurate as possible.

RETURN OP [CR] RETURN or [CR] refer to the terminal keyboard's or digitizing

tablet's carriage return key (also labeled ENTER on some devices).
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SNAPPING Snapping is a digitizing process that allows you to generate a

symbol or line point that occurs at the same geographic location

as a previously digitized point; the point snapped to may be an

individual point symbol or a point on a line segment. In ADS,

snapping is accomplished by specifying the theme and data type

containing the point to be snapped to, then using special keys on

the cursor or keyboard to locate, lock onto and duplicate the

coordinates of an existing point. Snapping should be used when-

ever appropriate. Snapping results in fewer gaps and overlaps

between lines, and helps locate symbols and point data at the

exact, intended location. It is essential to use snapping if the exact

location of the intersection of two or more lines needs to be

recorded (e.g., intersections of PLSS lines).

When you snap to previously digitized points, all the data for the

selected snapping theme and data type are searched for points

within the snapping tolerance of the sparked point. If a point is

found within the snapping tolerance, its coordinates are substi-

tuted for the sparked coordinates. If many points are found within

the snapping tolerance, the coordinates of the closest point are

used for the new point. If the snapping data type is line data, and

no points defining the line fall within the tolerance, existing lines

are examined to determine if any portion of an existing line falls

within the snapping tolerance. If a line falls within the tolerance,

the coordinates of the closest portion of the line are used for the

coordinates of the new point.

SOFTWARE The term software refers to a computer program or group of

programs that, when taken as a whole, make up a computer

system such as ADS.

SPAGHETTI DIGITIZING ADS Data Capture supports what is called "spaghetti digitizing."

During spaghetti digitizing, you simply record points along a line's

path, regardless of whether that line crosses other lines or not. The

beginning of a line in ADS Data Capture is simply the first point

recorded for that line; the end of a line is the last point recorded.

Nodes are not created during ADS Data Capture (i.e., spaghetti

digitizing).

Note:

Althoughyou are not required to end lines at line intersections (i.e.,

manuallyplace points at intersection points), ifyou choose to end a

line segment at a line intersection, it is important to snap to that

point when beginning or ending the other line segments at that

intersection to ensure that all the line segments share the

intersection s single point.
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SPARKED POINT A sparked point is a (x,y) location on a map normally collected by

pressing a key on the digitizing tablet cursor. The (x,y) coordi-

nates of the location are sent from the digitizing tablet to the

system where they are stored in an ADS data file.

SPOOL SPOOL is a PRIMOS command that sends files to a line printer.

Generically, the term spool means to print a file.

STREAM MODE Stream mode is a form of digitizing whereby a figure is traced

while you continually depress the pen or cursor button. Points are

recorded automatically (usually several per second) as long as the

cursor button or pen is depressed and in contact with the digitiz-

ing tablet.

SYMBOL In ADS, a symbol is a type of point data associated with the

coordinate location of a point phenomenon digitized from a

source map (e.g., cattle guard, survey marker, gas well, etc.).

THEME An ADS theme is a unique set of similar data captured using a

single, specific menu. As cunently implemented in ADS, the

specific menu used in the capture of a set of data (i.e., a theme)

uniquely defines, identifies and names the theme. Since menus
and themes share a one-to-one relationship in the current imple-

mentation of ADS, the terms "theme" and "menu" are used inter-

changeably throughout this documentation.

WARNING:

We strongly recommend thatyou not digitize line dataforpolygon

and linearfeatures on a single theme, even though you may think

ofthis information as a single related set ofinformation (e.g., a

hydrography themefor streams, rivers, lakes andponds). Ifyou

digitize both kinds oflines using one menu, there is a strofigprob-

ability thatyou will not be able to generate the appropriate (i.e., true

and intended)polygons using CLOSURE and POLYGON in ADS
Edit. To avoid thisproblem, keep lines describing polygons (e.g., lake

shores) on a separate themefrom lines describing linearfeatures

(e.g., streams and rivers). Point symbol data (e.g., springs) may be

placed on either a theme recording polygon or linearfeatures.
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THINNING Thinning is a process of mathematically removing digitized data

points that are nearly collinear. For example if three points are

digitized, and the second point's coordinates lie within 0.004

inches (i.e., the thinning tolerance you have specified) of the line

connecting the first and third points, it is removed automatically

by the ADS thinning process).

THUMBWHEELS Thumbwheels are discs located on graphics terminals that are

used to move a terminal screen cross-hair to a desired x,y location

on the screen.

TRACK MODE Track mode is a form of digitizing whereby a figure is traced while

you depress one of the cursor keys. The rate of data (point)

sampling is controlled by a rate dial or the system input/output

capabilities at the time of digitizing. See STREAM MODE.

WINDOW A rectangular areal subset of an ADS map theme displayed on a

terminal screen. Windows can be created in ADS Edit using the

WINDOW command, and allow you to change the screen display

scale and view frame for a specified area on the cunent Edit map
theme. You specify a window's area by sparking two points (i.e.,

the lower-left and upper-right corners of the window area) on the

terminal screen using interactive digitizing cross-hairs. ADS calcu-

lates the window defined by the two points and outlines the

identified area with a dotted rectangle. The windowed portion of

the curcent theme can then be displayed on the full screen (i.e.,

enlarged) using the Edit PLOT command.
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If you have questions or technical problems

with BLM-supported GIS software, a Hotline

is available for your use.

Contact the appropriate people in your state

or call the Service Center GIS Support Hotline at

(303) 236-0990
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